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11 E M O I R, &c. 

From Lieut.-Colonel SUTHERLAND, 

Sin, 

To the Honorahle JoHN MoNTAou, 

Colonial Secretary. 

I HAVE just returned from a four month's Tour 
through the Districts of George, Uitenhage, Albany, 
Cradock, Graaff-Reinet, and Somerset,* where I have 
seen a good deal of the working of "The Border 
Policy''-particularly during my progress along, and 
a little beyond the Kaffer Frontier-and having, as 
Representative of the Governor-General of India with 
the Nineteen States of Rajpootana, the management 
of the Border Policy with the Bheel and otherTribes, 
not very dissimilar, in their predatory habits and 
uncivilized condition, from the Kaffers of this country; 
-having, at the same time, had nothing else to do on 
the Frontier, I collected all the information within 

• I left Cape Town (where I had been since February last) on the 27th 
of April,-tbinking the climate of the Frontier would be more beneficial 
to my health,-and without the least intention of, or preparation for, 
entering on this discussion. 

A 
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my reach, afforded by the records of past and present 
times, regarding the Dutch and our own Political 
Relations with the Kaffcrs ;-discussing the subject 
with the Government Authorities, particularly with 
the Resident Agents, Me~srs. STRETCH and FYNN, 

whom I was fortunate enough to meet at 'fyumie. 

I ha,•e arranged this matter under three separate 
Heads:-

Ist Head.-Records, Dutch and English, regarding the 

Kaffers, from A.D. 1650, to the present period. 

2nd Head.-Scheme for the formation and payment of a 

Frontier Legion, to give protection to our own 

Frontier, and to secure peace in Kafferland. 

3d Head.-Existing Treaties with the Kaffers-Observa

tions on the Treaties-Predatory Character of Chiefs 

and People-Proposed Amendment in the Treaties 

-Agency through which to control the Kaffers, and 

recover from them lost property. 

I trust that there may not appear anything very 
impertinent on my part in meddling with a matter 
which, as the servant of another Government, here 
on account of my health, does not officially concern 
me. My only hope is, that the experience which I 
have attained in India, in regulating and controlling 
such matters, may be of some use here. Much, of 
course, from the want of Records, remains to be filled 
up under the first Head; but if it be thought worth 
while, that could be done by any other hand, accord
ing to my scheme or any other that may be considered 
better,-and Mr. MoomE's hand would, perhaps, be 
the best. If, after perusing the enclosed Memoir, you 
should think that it would be acceptable to His Ex-
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cellcncy the Go\-·ernor, I would feel obliged by your 
laying it before him. 

I have, &c. J. s. 
Cradock, August 31st, 1844. 

NoTE.-lt was my intention to have sent the Three Heads 
of my Discourse to Mr. MoNTAGU on my return to Cape 
Town,-but the second and third Heads were soon finished, 
and despatched from Cradock and Graaff-Reinet on the 31st 
of August and the llth of September respectively,-each 
accompanied by a copy of this Letter,-whilst the first Head 
has become a lengthy and almost an interminable affair.
J. SuTHERLANn.-Graaff-Rei11et, Oct. 24th, 1844. 
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SECOND HEAD.* 

!CHEME FOlt THE FORMATION AND PAYMENT OF CORPS, TO 

GIVE PROTECTION TO OUR OWN FRONTIERS, AND TO 

SECURE PEACE IN KAFFERLAND. 

Organization THREE corps to be formed-consisting of six com
and 8tations of panies each ; each company consisting of two native 
Corps. · 

officers, corresponding in rank and station with the 
Subadars and Jemadars of the Indian army,-five 
sergeants, five corporals, nnd seventy-five prirntcs.-'-
'fotal of each company, 2. 5. 5. 75 

6 companies. 

12. 30. 30. 450 total of each corps. 
3 corps. 

36. 90. 90. 1350-1566 grand total. 

One company in each corps to be composed of 
Amakosa Kaffers. 

One of Tambookie Kaffers. 
Two companies iu each corps to be composed of 

Fingos. 
Two ditto of Hottentots. 
And with each of the companies a few Bosjesmans 

might be intermixed, if they will take sen·ice. 

* The 2nd and 3rd Heads were first sent to Mr. MoNTAGU, and are 
therefore first placed in the Memoir. 
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To each corps might be giv<~n a· superior nati\'c 
officer, or commandant, to be selected from amongst 
the younger sons of the native C'hiefs, if they will 
take sen·ice in such a force ; one from the Katfers; 
one from the Fingos ; and one might be a Hottentot. 

No. I, to be stationed between the Sea aud Fort 
Thompson, and to be under the command of the 
Resident Agent at Fort Peddie. 

No. 2, ditto ditto between • Fort Thompson and 
Zwart Kai Post, and to be under the command of the 
Resident Agent at Tyumi. 

No. 3, ditto ditto between Zwart Kai Post anct 
the North-western Frontier, and to he under com
mand of the Resident Agent at Zwart Kai Post. 

The whole to be under the authority and control of 
the Agent General. 

These three corps, stationed on the Frontier, or in 
posts along it, to be supported by the Cape Mounted 
Rifles; which, too, might be increased in numbers, 
and stationed at Fort Beaufort. 

A single Regiment of Foot, stationed at Graham's 
Town, would be sufficient for the support of all, 
forming a substantial base of operations for the whole 
machinery. 

This force would he far superior, I think, to that Sir BENJAMIN 

with which Sir BENJAMIN D'URBAN repelled the t~~:::E~o, 
formidable combination of the Katfer chiefs and June 9, 1836. 

people in 1834.-5, and such a combination is not again 
probable, or perhaps possible," when MA-COMO had for 
the first time succeeded in seeming the co-operation 
of all the Amakosa Tribes, as well of HINTZA beyond 
the Kye, as of T'SLAMBIE towards the sea, and when 
he justly built upon the support and assistance of the 
whole race of Kaffers in his long contemplated 
Invasion of the Colony." 

1'he fot·ce to be encountered immediately on enter- Ditto, ditto. 
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Sir BENJAMIN ing Kafferland, • those who had been invading the 
r~~i:::E~G Colony, and those supporting them between the 
June 9, 1836'. Keiskama an~ the Kye Rivers, was at the least 40,000 

warriors, who would in all probability be backed by 
double that number from beyond the Kye. 

Ditt.o, ditto. "To repel this formidable combination and invasion 

Ditto, ditto. 

Ditto, ditto. 

'the division of operations' consisted of 400 Bl'itish 
troops, 760 Hottentot levies, entertained only two 
months, 350 Cape Mounted Riflemen, and l,481 
mounted farmers. 

"The 'defensive division' consisted of 485 British 
troops, and 1,515 persons, composed of municipal 
bodies, local levies, and mounted farmers." 

"The arrangement of the movements, and the good 
conduct of the troops, secured unchecked success 
with little loss in the advance into Kafferland-a just 
chastisement was carried home to the Kaffers in the 
midst of their own country; with an exhibition of 
power and of efficiency in its application which they 
will hereafter hold in salutary remembrance. 

"After HINTZA's death l pushed forward, and the 

C I l S troops under my command performed a march unpar-
o one MITH • • 

to Sir BENJA- alleled m the pages of history-captured 4,000 bullocks 
:~~f;~f:;6~ in the deep ravines of the Bashee, marched the uext 

day to the bed of the Umtata, and on the following 
day were surrounded by thousands of gigantic barba
rians, who attempted to obstruct the handful of men 
(350) under my command, escortiug 4,000 head of 
cattle, having to pass through a cleft in the rock, 
which admitted of only one bullock at a time, and 
bringing with them from bondage J,000 of the en
slaved Fingo race, including women and children;
a march, the effects of which, on the minds of the 
barbarians, is often the topic of their conversation: 
'We thought the English were heavy and unwieldy, 
could only move in wagons, whereas we ha\'c seen 
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them more from the bed of the Kye to within sight 
of the Umtata in three days.' This inspires them 
with awe for our troops, which will deter them from 
furthe1· aggressions." 

The ahove extracts would seem to show, th!lt 
however formidable the Kaffers iu offensive opera
tions may be, and howe,·er frightful their ravages as 
invaders-they are but little formidable, or rather 
utterly contemptible, in defensive operations.* 

In their offensive operations and irruption into the 
C I . Sir BENJAMIN 

o ony m 1834-5, "they burnt down 455 houses D'UaaAN to 

(not wigwams) and carried away 5 438 horses Ld. GLENELG, 
' ' 'June 9 1836 

114,418 head of cattle, aud 156,878 sheep." ' • 
So impossible was it to gain indemnification for 

losses sustained in property, or to cm·er the expense 
of the war, for the Kaffers ha\·e nothing but cattle to 
vive -" that only 30 head of cattle could be extracted C~l. SMITH to 
o· , Sir BENJAMIN 

from HINTZA in nine days, out of the 25,000 which D"UasAN, 

he had engaged to pay, for his shl)re iu the war and April 17• 1836• 

aggression." 
This impossibility rendered it necessary to accept 

from CRIELI, HINTZA's SOIi and successor-" a con- ::1si?t::~~o 
siderable portion of territory to the Eastward, 01· on D'UaaAN, 

the left bank of the Kye rivet·, in satisfaction of the Aug. 2• 1836 • 

unfulfilled demand ;"-thus again extending our fron-
tiers beyond that river, the attainment of which, as 
a frontier, was apparently His Excellency's chief 
object, or next only to the protection of our own 
Colonial territory, iu his offensive operations; and if 
it were possible en'r to form and keep a frontier line, 
the Kye ri\'er appears to be marked out as such by 
llaturc-since it runs in almost a straight and well-

* This Colony must always be safe from prolonged danger or difficulty 
whilst, from Table Bay and other ports, we have the means, through 
steam, of putting down troops at any point on the coast of Kafferland ; 
and thus calling back the Kaffers to the protection of their families and herds. 
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defined line, in a South-east direction, from the 
Storm Berg to the sea. 

The ho1·rors of a Kaffer invasion, the facility with 
which by them it is accomplished, and the impos
sibility of gaining from them indemnification either 
for losses sustained by the Colonists, or for the ex
penses of a war, (for they have nothing but long
horned cattle, and uncultivated or unculturable land 
to give, both of which must be useless, or nearly so, 
to either the Colonists or the Government-the land 
yielding no revenue, and involving the Government 
in the expense and difficulties necessarily attending 
au extension of frontier), render it quite obvious that 
Government must at all times be prepared to defend 
its frontiers, whether against great or small aggres
sions, either by chiefs or people. 

The organization which I propose, consisting of 
1566 armed men, whose discipline might be carried 
to any degree of perfection, with a good Regiment 
or more of Cape Mounted Riflemen, and a Regiment 
of British Foot, would obviously be far superior to the 
force at Sir BENJAMIN D'URBAN's disposal in 1834, 
-which consisted of 885 British Troops, and 350 
Cape Mounted Riflemen ; the remainder (3,756) con
sisting of Hottentot levies, mounted farmers, and 
municipal bodies-and these could again be collected, 
although we have doubtless lost much of the defensive 
force of the Colony, th1·ough the departure of the 
mighty body of the Dutch farmers ;-the use of these, 
however, in offensive operations, making them the 
avengers of their own sufferings, whether real or 
imaginary, must always have been dangerous, pro
ducing demoralization on both sides of the border; 
and the system belonged to a weak and inefficient 
period of Government (commenciug with the Dutch,) 
not again likely to occlll'. 
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1'he possibility of organizing corps, composed of 
predatory and uncivilized tribes, for the control of 
their brethren, is no speculation on my part; for, as 
Representative of the Gorernor-General of India with 
the States of Rajpootana, it was a part of my duty to 
superintend, in the Ill.St few years, the organization 
of Corps of Bheels,-a tribe of people not differing 
materially, in their predatory habits and unci\'ilized 
condition, from the Kaffers. • They came as recruits 
from their mountain fastnesses, with their bows and 
arrows. Yet in a couple of years Captain HUNTER Lieut.-Colonel 

, , ROBINSON'S 

brought these men armed with muskets, clothed and Repo:.i 0~ the 

equipped like British soldiers,-to a condition of dis- cMoRtlitionBohf 1 eywar ee 
cipline, both as light infantry and infantry of the line, Corps. 

to entitle them to take theit· place, in either a field of 
battle or of manreuvre, with onr own troops. These 
Bheel Corps consist of about the same numbers, and 
are organized similarly as those I have proposed for 
the defence of the Kaffer frontier. 

Captain HuNTE& has, at the same time, conducted 
the small political relations of the Government with 
the Bheel Chiefs, assisted only by a second in corn- • 
mand and an adjutant, and by drafts of nath·e officers, 
non-commissioned officers, and prh·ates, from the 
Indian army. 

If that officer, or any other officer of experience 
in the management of such affairs in India, could l>e 
lent for employment here, there is no doubt, I think, 
that the frontier relations would be put in a satisfac-

* Our conquest of Scinde threw loose a great body of mounted and armed 
plunderers (curiously enough called Kossas, the term by which one of the 
Kaffer Ttibes is distinguished,) and it became the duty of the Government of 
India to devise a scheme through which they could be controlled. It was 
my duty to take a part in the discussion, but as it had not closed when I 
left India, I cannot say what resulted ;-valuable information on the 
subject may be obtained from India. 
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tory condition in a very short timf'. Or perhaps, 
Colonel SoMERSET would not consider it below his 
station and standing in the army, to undertake the 
organization which I ha\'e suggested ; and then, no 
other officer would, of course, be necessary. 

Scheme for The mode of paying such corps is the next consi-
payment. deration. The Bheel Corps cost perhaps £15,000 

pet· annum; about one-half of which is paid by the 
Meywar Government,-a native state, whose imper
fect control of its own subjects rendered the organi
zation necessary ;-aud the remainder is paid by the 
Government of India. What the cost of these frontier 
corps would be, I have no means of determining. 
The Kaffer chiefs can, of course., pay nothing-and 
whether the Colony or Her Majesty's Government 
would bear the expense, I, of course, cannot tell .. 
The frontier Colonists have an obvious interest in 
opposing or rejecting the scheme, since they derive 
great benefit from the enormous sum expended yearly 
by the Home Government, in the maintenance of the 
Regiment of Dragoon Guards, and the three Regiments 

• .of Foot, now employed on the frontiers. 
But there is another resource-for there is abundance 

of unoccupied land on the Frontier-on which both 
otlice1·s and men might be put down, and which 
could be distributed among them according to their 
several grades and rates of pay-like (to compare 
great things with small) the military colonies of 
Hussia. Much of the Frontier land has been granted 
to those who pay little or no rent, and if enough 
does not remain for the purpose indicated, more might 
be bought from the Frontier colonists-the value of 
such land being apparently at present hardly more 
than two shillings an acre, If still enough should 
uot be procurable on the Frontier, land might probably, 
through negotiation, be obtaine<l 011 yearly payments, 
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through the Frontier Kaffcr Chiefs, in what has Leen 
called sometimes the Ceded, sometimes the Neutral 
Territory. We have not the right, I think, of so 
occupying that land except through purchase, or yearly 
payment, and free negotiation. 

Paying these troops by land would have serernl 
ad\·antages over money payments. 

1st. The expense would be less, or less felt by 
Government. The Kaffers and Fingos would receive 
mostly pasturage lands for their flocks and herds-the 
pastoral being their present condition-and to these 
might be added such lands as would enable them to 
cultivate their Indian and Kaffer corn. The Hotten
tots would receive lands of a superior kind, where 
they could have their houses with gardens and corn
fields under irrigation, as at present at the Kat River 
Settlement. 

2nd. The whole body would thus take root in the 
land; . the presence of the cattle, herds, and families 
of the Kaffers and Fingos, would be sufficient security 
for their in<lividual fidelity and good conduct. Of 
these qualities in the Hottentot there need not, I 
believe, be any doubt entertained. But they also 
would soon have iutercsts involved, which would, 
perhaps, render the service so valuable that, in the 
process of time, no other punishment than dismissal 
would be necessary t.:> ensure goorl conduct-and that 
is necessarily the poitJt to be aimed at in the organiza
tion of foreign or mercenary soldiers. 

3rd. An additional power in our hands, through 
these military colonies, would be-that of taking up 
one of them, and planting it bodily in the territories 
of any chief who offended against us, or permitted 
hii subjects systematically to do so, contrary to the 
cugagements by which all are bound ; or new colonies 
n1ight be organized for this purpose. At present, 
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we appear to have no meaus of inflicting punishment, 
the cost of which does not fall 011 ourselves. 

It may be worthy of consideration whether it would 
not be possible to pay the Cape Mounted Riflemen 
through grants of land, making military colonies of 
them ; or whether a better fot·m of organization, for 
that corps, would not be the Indian Irregular cavalry 
system, that is, by fixed monthly pay, enabling every 
mau to furnish and maintain his owu horse, arms, 
and appointments; and this system has, I hear, been 
proposed by Capt. SuTTON, of that regiment. Irregu
lar cavalry are, undoubtedly, better suited than regular 
for such duties as the Cape regiment is generally 
employed on. E\·en Col. SOMERSET could not tell me 
what each mounted man, at present, costs government. 
Our Indian experience shows clearly enough that the 
irregular cavalry system is the cheapest, and there is 
no doubt of its high efficiency. They are, at present, 
acknowledgedly uaderpaid,-each man and horse, 
with arms and appointments, costing about £24 per 
annum. The average yearly cost to government of 
the Regular Native Cavalry of India, on the three 
Presidencies, is £83 mau aud horse ; the cost differs 
materially in the three Presidencies :-that iu Madras 
being £95-Bombay, 90-Bengal, 64. What each 
trooper, with his horse, arms, and appointments, in 
the Cape Mounted Corps, costs government, does not 
seem to be known ; and for what monthly sum a 
trooper could afford to furnish and support his horse, 
arms, and appointments, I cannot, of course, tell. 

lint, to return from this long digression relating to 
the Cape Mounted Rifles, and the organization under 
which they would be most efficient,,. and cheapest, 

* A great advantage in irregular, over regular cavalry, for such work, 
is, that every man carries money in bis pocket, for the maintenance of his 
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as a component pnrt of our Frontier clcfcnsh·e 
system. 

There can be no doubt, I think, that these military EfT,•pts of th" 

Colonies, planted within our own territories, and J\~ilitary Colo-
nie~. 

composed, from the first, of our own subjects ;t or of 
men who would immediately become such, lh·ing 
under the control of our own laws, would form, whe
ther in time of war or of peace, a better frontier 
defence to the colony than could ever be formed hy 
bringing, as has been proposed, (the Re\·. W. ll. 
BoYcE, page 51,) foreign chiefs and people, living 
on the border, under British laws-an attempt which 
would certainly fail here, as it has failed elsewhere, 
had we even the right to make it. 

Each of the corps would probably be sufficient, at 
all times, for the defence of the frontier line assigned 
to it. But under pressure, the whole or portions of 
each corps, could be united, for the protection of the 
disturbed portion of the frontier, or for operations in 
Kafferland. 

The mixture of Kaffers, Fingoes, Bosjcsmans, and 
Hottentots, would go far to ensure the fidelity and 
good conduct of all. They might, at first, be armed 
and clothed according to their own fashion :-the 
Kaffer and Fingo with his assagai ; the Bosjesman with 
his bow and (unpoisoned) arrow; and the Hottentot 
with fire-arms. Eventually all could be armed and 
clothed alike, for neither class has ar.y objection to 
the use of European arms and clothing. 

Such a mixture of tribes unde1· British officers and 

horse and for his own maintenance, which brings markets to the spot, in 
march with regiments, and commissariat supplies are unnecessary. 

t This paper was written before I had seen "Bannister's Humane 
Policy.'' He says-" Ordinary exertions applied to bring bodies of 
Native Tribes into social activity, will clearly lead to the happiest results." 
-Page 18. 
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military discipline, would also, perhaps, go farther to .. 
wards the civilization of the more savage races than 
any system yet adopted. The missiona1-y would find 
the head quarters of the several corps a fine field for 
the exercise of his labors; whilst religion and educa
tion would go hand in hand with military discipline 
and organization in the great work of civilization. 

If the troops were paid in land, the same strict disci
pline and military duty could not, douhtless, be 
exacted or expected from them as if they were paid in 
money. In the former case it would, perhaps, -be 
sufficient to keep embodied at the head-quarters of 
each regiment, one-half or one-third of its numbers, 
whilst the remainder attended to their flocks and 
fields at their own homes, a half-yearly or quarterly 
relief taking place ; or, on urgent occasions, or even 
for purposes of discipline or display, the whole body 
of men might speedily be called together by signal, 
and with such signals for a gathering, the Kaffers are, 
in their own land, already weU acquainted; , 

No great expense need be incurred on account of 
public buildings, for all would house and hut them
selves according to their own fashion, and build their 
churches and schools; but with such regularity as 
might be deemed necessary- as we see done at the 
Moravian Missionary Station of Shiloh. 

A hospital and surgeon would probably be deemed 
necessary for each corps. But, the principle once 
adopted, these arc matters of detail which would 
remain for after consideration and adjustment. 

I do not know whether the tenure on which the 
Hottcntots and emancipated slaves hold their iands on 
the Kat River, entitles Government to call for such 
military service from them. If so, they might of 
course be enrolled in the corps ; if not, some induce
ment might be given to them to serve, either in 
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monthly money payment, or in adJitiouul laml,-pro
vi<led that they were not thus raised to a conditio11 
superior to their brethren in the same service. 

Nur do I know whether the service tenure on which 
some of the Dutch hold their farms, entitles Govern
ment to call on them for such service-if so, they 
too might be enrolled in the corps, as commissioned, 
n~n-commissioned officers, or privates, according to 
their condition and station in society. 

J. SUTHERLAND. 

NoTE,- Despatched from Cradock, August 31.st, 1844. 
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TJ-IIRD HEAD. 

EXISTING TREATIES WITH THE KAFFERS,-OBSERVATIONS ON 

THE TltEATIES,-PREDATORY CHARACTER OP CHIEFS AND 

PEOPLE,-PROPOSED AMENDMENT IN TUE TREATIES,

AGENCY THROUGH WHICH TO CONTROL THE KAFFERS, 

AND RECOVER PROM THEM LOST PROPERTY. 

IT were unnecessary to refer to the first treaties or 
engagements of the Dutch and our own government 
with the Kaffers, were those in my possession, which 
they are not-for the Treaty of the 5th December, 
1836, is that by which the contracting parties are 
bound, and that Treaty was, of course, entered into 
through free negotiation. 

Article 1.-Peace and Amity. 
Articles 2, 3, and 8.-Defining Boundary. 
Articles 4, 5, 6, and 7-Relate to Territory before 

ceded by the Kaffer Chiefs between the Keiskama and 
Kat Rivers, conditionally restored to them, reserving 
the right of stationing troops and building forts 
therein, but engaging that troops, passing from fort to 
fort, or keeping open communications, shall not de,·i
ate from the lines of communication. 

Articles 9 and 14.-No right in bodies, or individuals 
to cross boundaries, except with permission of the 
contracting parties; and excepting, also, British troops 
communicating with posts in the restored territory. 
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Al'tide 10.-A chief or pakati to reside at certain 
points in the 1·estored territory, near the frontier, as a 
guard; he shall keep up a good understanding with 
the nearest post within the colonial border, and 
prevent aggression~ to the extent of bis power, by the 
subjects of the contracting parties. But he is to 
remain responsible to his own chiefs, who pledge 
themselves to punish neglect, fraud, or deception on 
his part. 

Articles 11 and 12-Relat'e to the stationing of 
British agents in the Kaffer country, the protection to 
be afforded to them, and to their free ingress and 
egress. They shall in all matters of complaint and 
reference be the agents to both contracting parties, 
acting with equal impartiality towards and maintaining 
inviolate the interest of both. 

Article 13.-Free access to all colonists, furnished 
with passports, to Kaffer agents. Kaffers may be 
employed as police at the British posts, who shall have 
free access to, and assistance and protection in, the 
Kaffer country, whether as messengers, or in search 
of depredators, and fugithre colonial criminals. 

A1ticles 14, 15, 21, and 22.-British subjects pass
ing the boundary to carry a British passport, are to be 
accompanied by a messenger to the pakati, and shall 
not carry fire-arms or other weapons, except with his 
consent. The same with Kaffer subjects entering the 
colony, except that their passport shall be from the 
British authorities, and shall only be granted on the 
authority of a respectable and responsible chief; those 
found without passes, shall, for the first offence, 
be sent to the nearest pakati ; for the second, he 
punished by the colonial laws; excepting also Kaffers, 
or others, in the service of traders, agents, and 
missionaries, whose passes shall be sufficient. (Rules 
are laid down for the guidance of agents, and other 

B 
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British subjects, in granting passes.) Except alsb all 
belonging to military posts, and all escorts, and those 
keeping open communications. Free communication 
between the Kat and Koonap Rivers, the 1'ambookie 
te1·ritory, and Shiloh Missionary Station, is also stipu
lated for. 

Article 16.-B:-itish subjects entering the Kaffer 
territory under other circumstances than those speci
fied and stipulated, do so at their own risk, and may 
be expelled, or remain subject to the laws of the 
Kaffers. 

Article }7.-The lawful trnder to be protected and 
encouraged, and neither he nor any other British 
subject made to suffer in any matter connected with 
witchcraft; engage to give them free access to British 
agents, and to pay due attention to the representation 
of the agents 511 their behalf; goes on to prescribe 
rules for the guidance of agents in this matter. 

Article 18.-Frce access to British vessels to any 
port, to trade and to land military stores ; which 
stores may be carried under escort to any post on the 
frontier; no right, however, to build forts, military 
works, or to maintain a garrison at any port or har
bour ; shipwt·ecked persons and property to be pro
tected and conducted to the nearest, milita1-y post, and 
assistance to be given in saving life and property. 

Article 19.-British subjects charged with crime or 
offence, other than against person or property, may 
demand that, pre\-·ious to trial, notice shall be given to 
the nearest agent, who may attend and speak in 
behalf of the accused, and due weight shall be given 
to the agent's opinion. 

Article 20.-British subjects committing a crime or 
offence in Kaffer territory, and escaping across the 
boundary, may be prosecuted by the agent in the 
British courts ; and a Kaffer, aggrieved by a British 
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subject, will receive the same redress as would a 
British subject if aggrieved by a Kaffer. 

Article 21 and 22.-(See Article 14.) 
Article 23.-Kaffers detected in the act of commit

ing crime within the Colony may be fired upon if they 
resist, or attempt to escape, and cannot be otherwise 
secured, or prevented from completing the crime. If 
secured, they will be dealt with according to Colonial 
law. If pursued, and not overtaken before crossing 
the border, they cannot be followed across by any 
patrol or armed party-then the course specified in 
the following (24) Article shall be adopted. 

Article 24.-If a person in pursuit of criminals or 
stolen property, and not overtaking the same before 
he reaches the border, can make oath that he traced 
the criminals or property across a particular spot on 
the border line, that the property, when stolen, was 
properly guarded,-if horses, cattle, or the like, that 
they were guarded by armed herdsmen, and that the 
pursuit was commenced immediately after the property 
was stolen ;-if the robl,ery was committed at night, 
that the property was, when stolen, properly secured 
in kraals, stables, or the like, and that the pursuit 
was commenced at least early next morning; then 
the person shall be at liberty to proceed to the nearest 
pakati, and make oath accordingly, who shall be 
bound at once to receive the statement, examine the 
traces, and, if the statement appear well founded, to 
use his utmost endeavours to recover the stolen pro
perty, and to secure the thieves. It is at the option 
of the complainant to continue the search under the 
pakati's guidance, provided he do not go armed, or 
accompanied by armed British subjects, and that he 
does not assist in any violence. Having, with the 
assistance of the pakati, or of the police, recovered 
the property, he may carry it to the agent, or to one 

B2 
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of the military posts, and must there make, to the 
agent or commanding officer, a statement of his pro
ceedings, detailing the quantity and quality of the lost 
property-which statement he shall be afterwards 
liahle to verify on oath. The statement made, he 
may carry off the property, leaving the pakati and 
police to pursue the criminal, and to recover compen
sation for their exertions through the Kaffer authori
ties, according to Kaffer usage. Those authorities are 
bound to reward them, and to apprehend and punish 
de-predators. 

Article 25.-The party pursuing stolen property as 
above (Article 24), may, at his option, proceed to the 
nearest military post; the commanding otlicer of which 
will-on his declaring himself prepared to make oath 
as above (Article 24), provide him with a policeman, 
who will accompany the complainant, and, obtaining 
the assistance of a pakati, examine the traces where 
they cross the boundary line. The complainant may 
then, at his option, (the pursuit proving unsuccessful) 
go to the nearest resident agent, and proceed as 
detailed in the 24th Article. Without the appellant's 
atlidavit the agent will lake no further notice of the 
case; goes on to specify the duty of the agent: 
amongst other things, being satisfied that the demand 
is just, he shall lay the case before the responsible 
Kaffer chiefs. The chiefs engage to call a council to 
investigate; cause the stolen property, if possible, to 
be recovered, and to punish the depredators. In case 
of failure to discoter the property and depredators, 
sufficient proof having been afforded that the lost 
property was traced into thcit· tenitory, the chiefs 
engage to afford, at the end of a month, indemni
fication to the full amount of the lost property, and 
no more, compensating the pakati and police for theit· 
exertions. 
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Article 26.-No person pursuing stolen property 
shall he at liberty to take any but his own property, 
e\·en if tendered to him, or indemnification as specified 
above (Article 25), the penalty of so doing being that 
of restoring property so taken, and forfeiture of all 
claim to property actually lost. 

Article 27 .-Pledge on the part of the chiefs to en
courage the propagation of Christianity throughout their 
territories, to protect ministers of the gospel in their 
persons, families, and property, and all British subjects 
lawfully and peaceably residing there, leaving them 
free access to, and communication with, the colony. 

Article 28.-Also to abstain from molesting, and to 
render secure the Fingos located in the ceded territory, 
and in no way to avenge old grievances between Kaf
fers and Fingos--considering the latter under British 
protection. 

The contracting chiefs promise to remain at peace 
with the other tribes of Kaffers, cautiously to abstain 
from reviving past jealousies or differences, particularly 
those arising out of proceedings connected with the 
late war; also, to live at peace with the Tam bookies; 
to promote tranquillity among the several tdbes of 
their own nation, with all other bordering tribes, and 
with the colonists. 

King William's Town, December 25, 1836. 

The contracting chiefs, PATO, KAMA, and CoBus, Observations 

gained by the treaties the conditional restitution of the on the treaty. 

territory which GAIK.-\. had ceded in 1819. They 
appear to have always deuied that GAIKA had the 
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right to cede that territory-and its restoration must, 
therefore, have been balm to their wounds.* But poor 
MAKOMO, the son of GAIKA, appears to have got 
nothing by the treaty, and this I have generally heard 
lamented; for, on account of some excesses which he 
had committed, or was charged with ha\·ing com
mitted, on the Tambookies, following them within 
the colony, he was in 1829 forcibly expelled from 
that portion of the territory ceded by his father on 
the banks of the Kat and M ancazana Rivers, where he 
had managed in 1822 to establish himself. He is living 
within our territories, in the immediate neighbourhood 
of Fort Beaufort, is said to be a thoroughly depraved 
and · degraded being; and it would, perhaps, be now 
useless as well as impolitic to endeavour to better his 
condition.t To the sympathy of the chiefs and people 
of Kafferland in MAKOMo's misfortunes, if not to 
their sense of the injustice done to him, is, however, 
generally ascribed the mighty combination which led 
to their general irruption into the colony in 1834-5, 
The injury to the Kaffers, and consequent danger 
to ourselves, of depriving them of land, is described 
by Col. SoMERRET in the following words:-" The 
retirement of different chiefs, with their people, across 
the Keiskama or border, caused much confusion 
among themselves, and led to internal-territorial 
arrangements; frequent disputes among themselves 

* This territory, (afterwards known as the Neutral Territory) GAIKA 

had, probably, not the right to cede; for all our power, as exercised~ 
failed to support him in the supremacy to which we (about the time of 
the cession) raised him, over even unarmed chiefs and people. 

t Since this was written I have had an opportunity of becoming per
sonally acquainted with MAxo1110, and, so far as I can judge, he is a very 
remarkable man, whose good sense and good feeling may be enlisted with 
great advantage in securing peace· on both sides of the border. Captain 
STRETCH considers that since our policy towards him was changed, he has 
become quite a reformed character.-April 21>. 
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were the cause of aggressions within our territory."
(See Remarks aud Observations on Kaffer Tribes.) 
The evil is indeed in itself so ob\·ious, and is so well 
described in the Evidence taken by, and the Report 
of the Aborigines' Committee of the House of Com
mons, as to require no illustration-but it bears dif
ferently on different communities, and perhaps more 
injuriously on a pastoral than on an agricultural 
people. 

Another great advantage which the Kaffers gained 
by the treaty was their freedom for e\·er from the 
horrors* of the Commando System, and the evils 
necessarily attending its substitute, the patrol system; 
which, although exempt from the evils of the former, 
(that is, leaving it to men with arms in their hands to 
a\·enge their own cause,) and sure to be free from 
unnecessary cruelty, since the patrol was commanded 
by a British officer, and composed of British troops,
still left it their duty to enforce restitution from the 
kraal to which stolen cattle were either traced or 
supposed to be traced by their owner, who, for this 
purpose, accompanied the patrol, and in this system 
there might, of course, be both cruelty and injustice; 
from this, then, the Kaffers were likewise relieved by 
the treaty. 

The treaty was negotiated by Sir ANDRIES STocx:
KNSTROM, the Lieut.-Governor of the North-Eastern 
Provinces, under instructions from the Governor of i~t. ~i.f:36. 

the colony, grounded on the instructions of the Colonial Dec. 26, 1835. 

Secretary. 
What appears to me peculiar in the treaty is, 

prescribing rules for the guidance of om· own agents, 
and of officers commanding posts, as in the 12th Arti-

* For an account of the organization and OJlerations of the great com
mando of 1774-5, see 1st Head. 
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de, (where, too, the British agent is made an agent for 
the Kaffers) the 17th, 21st, and 25th Articles; also, 
prescribing rules* for the guidance of our own sub
jects, as in the 24th and 26th Articles. Whether this 
was done at the request of the Kaffer chiefs, I cannot, 
of course, tell. But these are obviously matters for 
orders and legislation, aud not for negotiation. 

There is the further peculiarity of not permitting 
individuals to pass the colonial border armed-Article 
14-and of engaging that British troops, even in the 
ceded territory, in keeping open the communications 
between forts and posts, and as escorts, shall not 
deviate from the line of communication-Article 7. 

This doubtless arose out of the apprehension of the 
Kaffer chiefs and people, and from their experience 
of the horrors of the commando system, and of the 
injuries inflicted, perhaps on the innocent, from the 
visits of patrols in search of stolen property. The 
engagement may be embarrassing hereafter, for it is 
to be hoped that the period is not far distant when 
Kaffer chiefs and people will ascertain that disciplined 
British troops may traverse their country from end to 
end, without doing them any harm ; that they are 
neither commandos nor patrols requiring restitution 
of stolen property, or anything else of them ; and 
this once ascertained, their presence would be courted 
rather than feared. As the treaty at present stands, 
government has not the right to Jnarch a force through 
Kafferland, nor can our agents traverse it with a 
military escort-a condition of things not, certainly, 

* No stolen property, fairly traced home to the Katfers, should, I 
think, be irreclaimable through treaty, even if lost through collusion on 
the part of the owners with robbers, or through neglect. It is for 
government to prescribe rules for the ssfe keeping of property ; and, when 
those rules hsve not been conformed to, resist all applications for indem
nification from our neighbours, on the part of the owners of property so lost. 
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consistent with our supremacy. But negotiation to 
gain this right might cause uneasiness, and there is 
nothing in the matter urgent or importaut,-for when 
the Kaffers give us sufficient cause, a declaration of 
war will follow, and then troops will necessarily 
enter their country. 

Whilst, however, the treaty secured peace aud 
pr.:>tection to the Kaffers, this does not appear to have 
been the case with our own subjects, and, accordingly, 
the 16th, 24th, 25th, and 26th Articles were amended 
in 1840. 

The amendments are :-
Art. 16.-Any person in pursuit of stolen cattle may 

now enter the Kaffer country, with consent of the 
chiefs, without restriction as to passports. 

Art. 24.-Any person in pursuit, &c. not overtaking 
or recovering before he shall reach the line, making 
oath that he carried the trace across the boundary 
line-that the property, when stolen, was properly 
guarded, if cattle, horses, &c., tended by-a herdsman; 
that the pursuit was commenced within a reasonable 
time; that, if it was a night robbery, the property, 
when stolen, was properly secured in kraals, stables, 
or the like, and that the pursuit was commenced next 
day,-such person may then proceed to the pakati, 
who shall examine the traces, and use his utmost 
endeavours to recover the property. 

Art. 25.-The party pursuing stolen property may 
proceed to the commanding officer of the nearest 
post, who shall provide a pakati or policeman, who 
shall proceed to examine the traces. The pursuer 
may proceed to the agent, who shall, on his affidavit, 
lay the case before the responsible chief, who engages 
to recover from the depredators the property or its 
value, with such amount of damages as the agent 
may assess 011 account of injury doue to the property. 
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Jf iu a mouth the perpetrators and property shall not 
have been disco\·ered, the chiefs engage, sufficient 
proof haviug been afforded, to gh·e indemnification 
within fourteen days. 

Art. 26.-Except the indemnification specified 
above, or in the appended article, no person pursuing 
stolen property shall take any but his own property, 
uuless tendered to him. 

The amendments amount to this,-that a per
son may now enter the Kaffer country in pursuit 
of lost cattle without a pass. That it is not now 
necessary that he should make oath that he saw his 
cattle or the plunderers cross a particular spot on 
the line-it being sufficient that he should swear. 
that he saw them cross the boundary line; it is not 
uow necessary, to entitle the owner to reclaim, that 
his cattle or horses shall be guarded by armed* herds
men, but sufficient that they are tended by a herds
man ; nor is it necessary that the pursuit shall be 
commenced immediately-that it is commenced within 

* In India it has been found necessary to rule, that, to entitle either 
our own or foreign subjects to reclaim property, or its value, lost in our 
own or in foreign territories, through open violence or theft, the loser 
must prove that the property was sufficiently guarded according to its 
value; and if attacked, defended-for it was found that the owners of 
despatches of merchandize, bullion, &c., were sometimes in collusion with 
robbers. Having insured their property, they had three reasons for having 
it plundered : 1st, That they might come on the insurance office, like 
sailors who p•1rposcly lose their ship. 2ndly, That they might purchase 
it back from the robbers under its value. 3rdly, They expected some
thing by way of /nuh-money from the state in whose territory it was lost, 
and which, under our supremacy, and according to native usage, is held 
responsible. We were, however, a long time in making this discovery, 
and it was at last made, only four or five years ago, by Marwar, a native 
state, which had become responsible for lost property to the amount of 
some £10 or £20,000. Now no British diplomatic officer can claim 
indemnification for plundered property from a native state until the owner 
shall have proved that it was properly guarded. 
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a reasonable time is sufficient; or, if a night robbery, 
that the pursuit shall be commenced the next day, 
instead of, as formerly, at the latest, early next 
morning. Now a pakati is not rendered the judge 
of whether a statement be well founded, to make it 
necessary for him to assist in the recovery of lost 
property ; nor is it necessary that the loser of stolen 
property should declare before an officer commanding 
one of our posts, that he is prepared to make oath, 
to entitle him to the services of a pakati or policemau, 
to assist in tracing his property. By the original 
treaty the agent was to take no further notice of a 
case, unless a complaint were made upon oath, stating 
particular circumstances, the nature of the property 
stolen, &c. Now affidavit being made of the actual 
robbery, the agent, seeing no reason to discredit the 
same, shall proceed to lay the case before the respon
sible chief. In the event of the property and plun
derers being discovered, the chief shall take from 
them restitution or compensation, with such amount 
of damages as the agent shall assess as a reasonable 
allowance for injury done to the lost property; indem
nification shall thus be afforded to the loser of pro
perty within fourteen days, instead of at once, as 
formerly. The loser of property is now permitted to 
take other property than his own, as above specified, 
and also in the appended Article, if tendered to him
which formerly he was not permitted to do, even if 
tendered. 

These are, doubtless, important concessions-all 
in favor of the colony--except where fourteen days 
are given to the chiefs to afford indemnification, in
stead of having, as formerly, to do so at once. The 
peculiarity of specifying to our own agents and officers 
commanding posts, how they are to perform their duty 
~Article 25--to our subjects what precautions they 
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al'c to take to rcnde1· their property secure-Article 24 ; 
nnd the still greater, and perhaps objectionable, pecu
liarity, of dictating to the native chiefs how they are 
to deal with their own subjects in recovering stolen 
property,-Article 25-is retained in the amended as 
in the original Articles. 

The appended Article, noticed in the 26th amended 
Article, is-

The chiefs engage, that, although the person in pur
suit of stolen property may he unable or unwilling 
to make the prescribed affida\'it, still, if the pursuer 
has good and sufficient reason to believe that his pro
perty has been carried across the border line, then 
the pursuer, having sent information to the pakati, 
uearest the spot where he iutcnds to cross the line, is 
at liberty to proceed at once, unarmed, unaccompanied 
by armed British subjects, and not assisting in any 
violence, in pursuit of his property; the pakati is then 
hound to afford every assistance. In the event of the 
pmsuer tracing his property to a responsible party, m· 
kraal, he is to proceed to the diplomatic agent accre
dited to the tribe to which the kraal belongs, and 
there report proceedtngs. The agent being satisfied 
with the proof adduced, will immediately lay the case 
hcfore the captain of the kraal, who shall cause restitu
tion of property, or give compensation ; failing to do 
this, then the agent will lay the case before the con
tracting chief, to whose territory the kraal belongs, 
and the chief will cause restitution of property to be 
made, or compensation to be afforded. The chiefs 
engage in all such cases to punish the depredators 
if discovered ; if not discovered, then to punish the 
captain of the kraal to which they were traced. 

Further: If any person shall not be able to comply 
with the regulations set forth, but shall have ascer
taiued that his property has been taken across the 
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boundary, he may proceed across the li11e iu srarch t•f 
the same, provided he sends notice to the pakati of 
his intentions, goes unarmed, unaccompanied by 
armed British subjects, and assists iu no violence. 
On his discovedng his property, and affordiug suffi
cient proof of its identit), and of the correctness of his 
statement to the agent, he shall demand from the 
chief of the territory, where the property is disco\·ered 
and identified, its restitution. The chief shall, like
wise, cause the party, in whose possession the pro
perty is found, to pay such amount of damages 
as the agent and the chief may decide to be equita!.ile. 

The chiefs also engage that, when information is 
given to them that a murder has been committed iu 
the colony, and that the murderer has escaped beyond 
the boundary, they will use every endearnur to ap
prehend and delh·er him to justice; also, to afford to 
government information when other chiefs of tribes 
may harbour in their country the murderers of colo
nial subjects. 

Lastly,-The chiefs agree that the alterations made 
in the treaty, as well as the appended clauses, shall 
have as much force and effect as if they had been 
embodied in the treaty itself. 

The appended clause affords further facility to 
colonists to search after stolen property, to prore 
their loss, and to recover it, or its ,·alue, with 
compensation for injury done to it, step by step, 
through the police and pakati of the native chiefs, 
and through our own agents. Yet there is a general 
sense of insecurity of life and property among the 
colonial borderers, and actual proof of aggression 
on the part of the Kaffers, which show that the sys
tem, however well designed in 1835, and amended in 
1840, after four years' experience of its working, does 
not yet altogether work well ; for it is, of course, 
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necessary, not ouly that all should be safe within our 
own border, but necessary, or, at all events, very 
important, that all should feel that they are safe in 
their persons and property. What strikes one at first 
is, that sufficient assistauce is not afforded from the 
colony, to the losers of property, to trace it home to 
Kafferland; this b£ing obviously the duty of go
vernment, through its police, as well on behalf of the 
individual sufferer, as for the purpose of checking 
robbery on the part of the Kaffers. 

A system has been lately adopted in India, for the 
adjustment of petty international differences, of a cri
minal character, in which it is the duty of the British 
government to mediate and control, which has been 
attended with the happiest results. The several states 
forming the circle of a political superintendency, 
under any residency or agency, have their paka
tis, or agents, accredited to the resident for the 
disposal of ordinary business; out of these foreign 
agents a standing court of arbitration is formed for 
the adjustment of such international questions; 
all such questions, as they arise, are referred to 
this coUl't.* It takes evidence and passes its 
decree, and the decree is enforced by the resi
dent, when he considers it unobjectionable ; or, in 
more important cases, or where this is desired by the 
court, the resident himself, or one of his assistants, 
takes his seat in the court, and votes with the other 
members, or has the casting vote. The agent of the 
state, whose subject is the complainant, or defendant, 

* Colonel SMITH says, in proposing the trial of offenders delivered up 
to us, by a Kaffer jury, (letter to His Excellency the Governor, 12th 
February, 1836) "Those ignorant of Kaffer manners will say, 'oh, the 
Kaffers would never find their people guilty ;' such, I say, is not the 
case ; I never saw more honest or more unprejudiced people when assem
bled for such purposes, or evidences who more plainly speak out without 
lying." 
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always has a seat in the court as the representative of 
their interests; or, whel'e the plaintiff or defendant i~ 
a British subject, the resident, or one of his assistants, 
is there. But, although there, such representatives of 
individual interests do not always vote, this being ge
nerally left to their own sense* of right. Such a deci
sion is necessarily more satisfactory to both plaintiff 
and defendant, whether it be a state, or one of its 
subjects, than the decision of an individual could be. 
The court is an open one, and has the additional ad
vantage of showing to all the world that justice is 
done according to treaty or usage, without favor 01· 

aff'ection, whilst it accustoms the natives to our modes 
of transacting business, and, which is not less import
aut, accustoms us to their modes, leading to a general 
co-operation in the administration of international 
justice and the pre\·ention of crime. 

There are materials here for the formation of such 
a court, and for ensuring the attendance of defendants 
and witnesses, in the pakati, the resident agents, and 
the agent general, and its institution could not fail, [ 
think, to produce very beneficial results here, as it 
has done in India. 

There can, of course, be no doubt of the predatory Predatory 

habits of the Kaffcr people as of most if not all ch~racter of 
' ' ' chiefs and 

pastoral and especially nomade tribes. There are, people. 

however, two things which render it somewhat diffi-
cult to deal with them, to repress their predatory 
habits, and to secure our own safety. 

* It is but justice to a native of India-PEER KHAN-the agent of the 
Jeypoor government, to say that, when this international court was only 
yet experimental, he declined, as a member of the court, to vote in a case 
in which a subject of bis own government was either plaintiff or defen
dant, obse"ing that his vote would tum the scale either in favor of, or 
against, a person whose cause, he considered, he was there only to advo
cate ; out of this arose the resolution to leave it to the sense of right in 
members of the court, so circumstanced, to vote or remain silent. 
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1st. The rulers are believed to participate in the 
spoils of their subjects; and, thet·efol'e, if not to 
encourage, at least to wink at their pmceedings. On 
this subject Colonel SOMERSET says:-" There is no 
settled revenue for the royal support, which depends 
on the kiug's piivate patrimony, for the people neve1· 
give up any property to him ; nor can he deprive them 
of it without sufficient pretence. Besides the alleged 
or l'eal offences of his subjects, for which fines are levied, 
he l'eceives or seizes a portion of the pmperty acquired 
thl'ough predatory incursions on neighbours. If resti
tution be required, and the king is not prepared to 
sanction or defend the aggression, the· whole of the 
aggressor's property is seized ; and what may remain 
after restitution is made, belongs to the king. When 
a subordinate chief takes possession of the property 
of one of his people, a portion is sent to the royal 
kraal." 

Such usages (for Colonel SOMERSET says, there are 
no laws, (as, indeed, there can hal'<lly be statute laws) 
where there is no written language,) are certainly 
sufficient to make robbers of a whole people-the evil 
commencing with the ruler. It would appear, how
ernr, that plundering is a real offence, and that thus 
the ruler is entitled, unless prepared to sanction or 
defend the aggression, to confiscate the whole of the 
aggressor's property. The actual aggressor, when 
detected, is therefore always playing a losing game; 
and as the ruler can hardly, in the face of our mighty 
power, sanction or defend the aggression without 
playing a losing game too, the evil itself, (which, 
indeed, belongs to a different state of things from 
what at present exists,) ought not to be very difficult 
to deal with, and will very soon be checked by the 
introduction of a system, steadily followed out, which 
shall trace home all aggressions, and by never failing 
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to hold the ruler responsible in every individual 
case. 

2ndly. It is believed that robbery is so universally 
practised among the Kaffers, and the practice so 
cherished by them, that an attempt to check it sys
tematically would be so unpopular as to shake the 
ruler on his seat-(fot· throne one cannot call it.) 

If this be really the case, the remedy would be for 
us to aid the ruler in his endeavour, and to punish at 
his instance, by the exercise of our power within his 
territory, in any prominent cases, those who resist 
~is will, or question his right Lo put down the evil. Jn 
so doing the1·e is not the danger, in this case at all 
events, that we are strengthening the hands of the 
ruler in a manner calculated to be injurious to the 
rights or interests of his people. The high and almost 
superstitious reverence in which the Kaffers are well 
known to hold their rulers, would soon aid us in this 
endeavour, for by holding the ruler responsible for 
aggressions, and by showing the people that his safety 
is endangered by their acts, robbery, as a system, 
might be expected gradually to cease. The intro
duction of our supremacy would thus very soon 
become a blessing, and eventually be so estimated hy 
the chiefd and people themselves.* 

For a predatory people the Kaffers are the most 
harmless and the least addicted to violence of any to 
be met with. They appear hardly ever to steal any
thing but horses and cattle ; or, if sheep, it is only 

* This paper was written before I had read "Bannister's Humane 
Policy." He says:-" A due regard paid to those who are leaders among 
the natives themselves, will cherish a more substantial responsibility in their 
own and in our eyes ; and the searching examination of justice in the 
various relations between us, will pave the way for improvements of every 
kind ; calculated in a few years to raise our neighbours to a condition in 
which they may safely be left to their own guidance."-Page 19 et seq: 
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for immediate slaughter and subsistence, carrying 
away the portions which they have not time or oppor
tunity to eat. Ei·en these things they seldom attack 
opeuly, or in gang:':, out even by night, in stables or 
kraals, if watched, although they appear sometimes 
to resist the openly taking from them theit· plundered 
property by its owners. 

E\'en to this extent the Kaffers are not, universally, 
plunderers, for there could hardly be more peaceable • 
or inoffensi,·e foreign neighbours than the Tam bookies. 
The Amakosies are the most, or only troublesome 
people, and, unfortunately, they lie behind that por
tion of the bordet· which is most accessible, as well 
from the Keiskama, being there more fordable, as 
from the country being more* w(1oded. Lower down, 
or in front of the Amag1kabies, the Congo tribe, the 
1frcr is only fordable at a few poiuts. Higher up, in 
front of the Tambookies, the country is too open to 
admit of predatory incursions; and there is no doubt, 
I believe, that most of the cattle stolen from the 
Somerset District, and even from the Tarka, are car
ried by the Amakosies acros~ their border. The small 
space between Fort Peddie and the Hottentot settle
ment ou the Kat River, is really the only portion of 
the border that, therefore, requires to be strictly 
guarded (for the Hotteotots are too thickly studded 
iu that settlement, there being 600 locations in a 
small space, to admit of stolen cattle being run 
through them,) and the Amakosies are the only tribe 
that require to be closely watched. 

If I am right in all this, it follows that the present 
treaties give us sufficient right to check the predatory 
habits of the Kaffers, and to protect our own people. 

* Whether these circumstances have not made the Amakosies greater 
. plunderers than their neighbours ? 
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The machinery which I ha,·e proposed under the 
second Head and this Head, will give us ample power 
for these purposes-provided only that the Resident 
Agents have sufficient authority from their own Go
vernment-power of the best kind always at hand, 
particularly to search out stolen property, and to ren
der their authority respected by the Kaffers, they will 
have in the Frontier Legion. But the Agent General 

'must exercise a much more efficient control over the 
proceedings of the Resident Agents on the spot
much I think is wantiug in this respect in that impor
tant office to ensure uniformity of system throughout
for at present the Agent General resides at Graham's 
Town, far away from the Border, and mostly in at
tendance on the Lieut.-Governor. This machinery 
working well, the duty of the Lieut.-Go,·ernor over all 
would be that of very general supervision-and His 
Hono1.,s Quarterly Courts at Fort Beaufort would be
come more matters of ceremony with the Kaffer chiefs 
than Courts for the transaction of business. 

But the treaty, as it appears to me, is very defec- Proposed 

tive in not being defensive as well as of peace and :1:1e~r:~. 
amity, although, indeed, there is a glimmering of a 
defensive treaty in the 2d section of the 28th Article-
I shall accordingly endeavour to show the advantage 
to the Kaffers, and to us, in a defensive treaty. 

It would give us the right of protecting those with 
whom we were so allied against foreign invasion,· 
which, of course, would be an inestimable benefit con
ferred on them. It would enable us to call on our 
allies to assist in the protection· of the colony, if me
naced or attacked from any quarter, and to this extent 
would have the effect of breaking up any confederacy 
which may exist for evil among the Kaffer chiefs, 
rendering the British Government the acknowledged 
head and protector in all cases wfiere it had defensive 

C 2 
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treaties with chief.._, and mediator in all case!! where 
its me<liatiou might be required. It appears that the 

CHAsE's Kaffcrs were in danger of being destroyed, or pushed 
~astern Fron- on the colony in 1828 by the Mautatees or the Ficani 
tier. ' 

who themselves were pushed from the North-east by 
the Zoola Chief CaAKA. The forward march of Co
louel SOMERSET and Major DuNDAS defeated aod 

Col. SoMEa- checked the career of the Mantatees. There was, 
SET'S Dis
patches. howe\:er, some hesitation and question of our right 

t-ointerpose, although. our aid was requested. A de-
fcusive alliance would of course teach the Kaffers to 
look to our protection undc1· such exigencies, and sai·e 
the colony from the danger of their being forced into 
it by pressure from without. 

It would also gi\'e us the right of protecting all 
<:hiefs with whom we were so allied, and save the in
fcrjol! chiefships from the encroachments of the more 
powerful-and from this the wars of the Katfcrs ap
pear principally to arise. Taught to look to our pro
tection*, in the two important. matters of external. in
\'.asion, and aggression on the part of one chiefship on 
another, all would the more readily and systematically 
court our interposition in those internal conflicts, or 
civil w:a1·s, to which rude feudalisms, like those of the 
Katfers, ancl even more perfect feudalisms, are always. 
so liable. 

That universal peace may be ensured through a well 
regulated system of supen·ision over the affairs of 
feudal chiefships, where both the rnler and the feudal· 
chiefs appeal for assistance. or where one party ap
peals, our experience in India affords almost every 

* The whole of this paper.was written before I had seen Mr. Attorney. 
General, Bannister's Wo.rk,'."""see quarto edition, LondQn, 1830, page 
43.-There is of course no doubt that defensive treaties would, in interna
tional law, give us the right.?f protecting our allies, however the case may 
stand .in national law. 
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day proof, - also, that amongst sovercig11tics and 
chiefships of for higher pretensions than those of the 
Kaffers, such interposition is not only not offensive, 
but that it is courted and prized by all parties as the 
greatest favour that can be conferred on them, parti
cularly after they have ascertained by past experience 
in their own case, or in the case of their neighbours, 
that the supreme protecting or arbitrating power aims 
at no selfish or interested objects, and only desires 
general peace, and the welfare of both, or of all, 
parties. History would, indeed, appear to teach us 
that foudal forms of government, however well suited 
to an imperfect condition of society and of law, can
not stand alone ; but that such feudalisms, in all parts 
of the world, have been 1mbject to some superior or 
arbitrating power. 

There is of course no doubt that the invasion of the BAaaow, vol. 

colony, during the last years of the Dutch rule (and i;!; L~e 
the condition in which Sir JAMES CaA10 and Lord 
MACARTNEY found it) was by expatriated chiefs, and 
that they sought our mediation ; or that, in Professor 
LJCHTENSTEIN's opinion, the wars of the Kaffers L1cnTEN• 

• d b b b 11" f h h" f: • STEIN,fol.ed., were occas1one y t e re e ion o t e c ,e s agamst page 277, &c. 

their common king, or by the desire of the king 
to bring a separate tribe under subjection, and make 
it tributary to him; and that the revolt of the chiefs 
led to the invasion of the colony during GAJKA's Do., page 290, 

• • F h f h d • 293-4. mmonty. or t e account o t e en eavour, m 
communication with both parties, to bring about a 
reconciliation-see General J ANSKN's Journal.-Su- Do., page 302, 

to 333. 
premacy, however, for the good of all, and the safety 
of the colony, has never been thoroughly or systemati-
cally introduced. 

And for all these reasons there is no doubt, I think, 
that defensirn treaties should be negotiated with the. 
sevei-al rulers. 
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The scheme for military colonies which I ha,·c 
sketched under the second Head, with that for con
ducting our political relations with the Katfer tribes 
under this Head, would, I ha,·e no doubt, very soon 
insure safety within our own borders, and eventually 
peace in Kafferland. 

All interference with the usages of the chiefs and 
people must, however, I think, be touched with a very 
delicate hand, or not touched at all, by the officers of 
government, howe,·er revolting some of those usages 
may be to our better feelings, and repugnant to our 
sense of right. 

Even the infliction of torture and other punish
ments, under the pretence that those to be tortured and 
punished, had recourse to witchcraft, may he neces
sary to the very existence of the ruler of a rude feudal
ism, or to the exercise of his authority over it, for it 
may be necessary "to make a bonny rebel" of a too 
powerful chief, or to pull down a too aspiring subject; 
and in the proceedings of the Kaffer courts, treason and 
charges of witchcraft seem to be treated alike, and in 
a different manner from other crimes. (See Colonel 
SoMERSET's papers.) 

These are, therefore, things which must, I fear, be 
left in the hands of the ruler, or to find a correcth•e 
amongst the subordinate chiefs and the people, until 
the slow operations of the missionary and the school
master, who are now extensively . abroad among 
them, and the spread of our blessed religion, shall 
gradually modify, and eventually correct, all that is 
most atrocious. 

To such things, I would venture to say, ought the 
missionaries exclusively to address themselves, for 
their interference in state affairs is dangerous. They 
are hardly under the control of government, and not 
its servants ; they may misapprehend its views, or 
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from their own views of what is right, hm·e an object 
in counteracti11g the views of gon:rnmc11t. They be
long to different societies; and, in matters of this 
kind, are often more disposed to counteract one n110-
ther than to act in concert, or to establish oue uniform 
system, through which Katfers of nil denominations 
along the whole border may understand what they 
ha,·e to hope and what to fear. The missionaries 
should not, therefore, ever, I think, be employed as 
the medium of commuuication in political affairs 
between the government or its representatil-es and the 
Kaffers. The good they do in Kafferland in their 
own holy calling, is undoubtedly beyond estimation ; 
and there, too, they have employment enough, the 
most interesting and useful this world can afford. 
Too much was, perhaps, done for the missionaries in 
stipulating through treaty, for even their personal 
safety; for there are two very obvious reasons why 
ministers of religion should, in a foreign country, be 
left entirely to their own resources, and why, under 
such circumstances, there should be no connexion 
between church and state. Of this, some of these 
good men are themselves conscious. 

It may be difficult for an enlightened and benefi
cent government to shut its eyes upon such atrocities 
as I have noticed amongst the Kaffers, or to abstain 
from too rudely or suddenly attempting to correct and 
mitigate them. But since the days of miracles are 
gone, the endeavour to abstain will l,e strengthened 
and confirmed by constantly bearing in mind that 
they are not our own subjects, aud changes are not to 
be suddenly effected ainongst any people. 

The discovery yet, apparently, remains to be made 
how a high degree of civilization can come in contact 
with 011e i11fi11itcly lower, without almost destroying 
those who ha,·c the misfortune to belong to it. 
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Spain did not certainly make the discovery, neither 
did Portugal, Holland, nor has France yet made it;
and America is far from having made it, since she still, 
through her President, advocates yearly, her right to 
hold man in slavery, and to push back or destroy the 
aborigines for the benefit of her citizens. 

England disclaims such rights, and has set to the 
nations of the world the great example of sacrificing 
enormously in behalf of 800,000 of the former race 
of men, and of abstinence and self-denial in behalf of 
the latter. It almost seems as if the supremacy of our 
great and glorious country over the savage and semi
barbarous nations of the world were, in itself, a mh·a
cle. It now only remains for England to show that 
she not only spares them~ and leaves what is wrong 
in their institutions to the slow but sure correction of 
time through the spread of religion ancl knowledge ; 
but that, in this, she has found out the secret not 
only of saving but of raising those savage and semi
barbarous people in the scale of humanity. 

J. SUTHERLAND, 

Lt.-Col. 2d Regt. Bombay Cavalry. 

NoTB.-Dispatched from Graaff-Reinet, September 11, 
1844. 
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SUBSTANCE OF . THE TREATY BETWIXT THE GOVERNOR OF 

THE COLONY AND THE CHIEFS OF LOWER KAFFERLAND, 

VIZ., OF THE SLAMIIIE, CONGO, AND FINGO TRIBES. 

Art 1 .-To repeal all existing treaties with these 
tribes, excepting so much of them as define the boun
daries of the territory of each tribe, the conditions 
upoQ which they occupy their respective portions of 
the ceded territory, and resen·e the right of the 
British government to erect forts or station troops in 
any part thereof, as the governor of the colony for 
the time being may think proper. 

Art. 2.-Peace and amity to be confirmed and con
tinued between the contracting parties. 

Art. a.-The agent of the British government to 
continue, with these tribes, to carry out the provisions 
of this treaty, and to conduct all negotiations between 
the contracting parties. 

Art. 4.-British traders to be protected while in the 
territory of either chief in their persons, families, and 
property; but those chiefs, whose territory is bound
ed by the sea, engage not to permit the master or 
owner of any vessel to land cargoes of merchandize, 
or to traffic with his people in any part of his coun
try, unless such vessel is furnished with a licence 
frpm the governor of the colony for this purpose. 

Art. 5.-Each chief engages ~1¥'d binds himself to 
apprehend, if possible, and delfft.F up for trial in the 
colony to the agent, whenever so required, any person, 
whether his subject or otherwise, who, having com
mitted, or being reasonably suspected of having com
mitted, within the colo~y, the crime of murder, as
sault, theft of cattle or horses, or any other crime 
cognizable by the courts of this colony, shall have 
escaped into Kafferland. 

Art. 6.-The governor of the colony engages and 
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biuds himself to cause to be apprehended, if possible, 
for the purpose of being bl'Oughl to trial in the colouy 
whenever so required by the proper chief, any per
son, whether a British subject or otherwise, who 
having committed, or being reasonably suspected of 
having committed -within the te1-ritory of either of the 
contracting chiefs, any of the crimes enumerated in 
the preceding Article, shall ha,·e escaped into the 
colony. 

Art. 7.-The contracting parties engage to cause all 
persons, within their respective jurisdictions, who may 
be required as witnesses to appear before the proper 
courts of law in the colony, upon any trial which may 
take place in regard to the climes enumerated in the 
two preceding Articles, the go\'ernor of the colony 
uudertakiug to pay the reasonable expenccs of all 
such witnesses. 

Art. 8.-\Vhcnever auy British subject, or person 
residing within the colony, shall have lost and can iden
tify any cattle, horses, or other mo\·eable pl'Operty in 
the possession of any subject or other person residing 
within the territory of either of the contracting chiefs, 
such prnperty shall be immediately restored, upon the 
requisition of the agent to the person claiming it, and 
unless the person in whose possession it was found 
can prn\·e that he acquired such property honestly, 
not knowing it to have been stolen, the chief of the 
tribe to which such person belongs engages to com
pensate the owner for any damage he may have sus
tained; the contractiug chiefs will, however, be re
lieved from the payment of such compens~tion upon 
surrenderi1:g the person in whose possession the 
property was found, for trial in the colony, as a re
cei\·er of stolen property. llut if such person shall be 
reasouably suspected of being the thief, and not the 
receiver of the stolen prnpcrty, he will of course, as 
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already provided for, be delivered up for trial in the 
colony. 

Art. 9.-Whcnever any British subject, or other 
person residing within the colony, can pro\·e that cat
tle, horses, or other mo\·cable propc>rty have been 
stolen from him, and he can satisfactorily trace such 
property into the territory of either of the contracting 
chiefs, such contracting c-hicf hereby engages, although 
such property cannot be recovered, to compensate 
him fo1· such loss, provided the claimant can prom 
that he used due diligence in the care of such pro
perty, and provided also that such chief can not prove, 
either by witnesses or by the spoor, that such property 
has passed from his territory into that of an aJjoining 
tribe. The contracting chief will, howe\·er, be re
lieved from the payment of such compensation upon 
his surrendering the person or persons who stole such 
property. 

Art. 10.-The governor of the colony engages to 
cause a competent tribunal (of which tribunal the agent 
will not be a member) to be held frorn time to time, 
f'ither within the colony or the territory of the 
contracting chiefs, to hear and determine as well 
upon the matters of fact as upon the amounts of 
compensation which will require adjudication under 
the two preceding articles, before which tribunals 
either the colonists or the subjects of the contractiug 
chiefs may appeal against the decisions of the agent 
under this trealy. 

Art. 11.-Tkc contracting chiefs having admitted 
into their territories Christian missionaries for the 
instruction of their subjects, hereby engage to protect 
the persons, families, and property of all Christian 
teachers who may reside amongst them. 

Art. 12.-The contracting chiefs engage to permit 
any of their subjects who profess the Christian reli-
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gion, or who desire to settle at or near the missionary 
villages or institutions within their territories, respec
tively, to take their property with them to such institu
tions without being molested or injured in any way ; 
and they further engage that such persons shall not 
be disturbed or injured in their persons, families, or 
property, for refusing to comply with the Kaffer cus
toms of witchcraft, rain-making, polygamy, circum
cision, forcible abduction, ltnd violation of females. 

Art. 13.-The contracting chiefs bind themselves to 
encourage their subjects to cause the regular attend
ance of their children et the schools of the Christian 
teachers within their territories. 

Art. 14.-The contracting chiefs engage to abstain 
from making war as much as possible 011 the tribes to 
whom they are adjacent, and that before doing so 
they will request the mediation of the colonial go
vernment, with a view of settling amicably the differ
ences between them. 

Art. 15.-The governor of the colony engages to 
defend the contracting chiefs, in their respective ter
ritories, against any enemy who shall attack or make 
war upon either of them, provided such attack or war 
has not been occasioned by any aggression or any 
other act of injustice on the part of the contracting 
chief, or by his having neglected or declined the 
mediation of the colonial government. 

Art. 16. --The contracting chiefs, on their part, 
engage not to permit any tribe, or the property of any 
tribe who may be at war with the colofty, or who may 
be known to them, or either of them, to have hos
tile intentions towards the colony, to pasi, through or 
remain within their territory; and in the event of the 
government having received intimation of the hostile 
iutcntions of any such tribe before the same has come 
to the kuowlcdge of the contractiug chiefs, they en-
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gage not to permit such tribe, or the property of such 
tribe, to pass through or remain within their territory, 
upon being so required by the government of the 
colony. 

Art. 17.-The governor of the colony engages to 
establish within the united territories of the contract
in~ chiefs such military post or posts as he may deem 
necessary for their protection. 

Art. 18.-The governor of the colony, as a mark of 
friendship, and to enable the contracting chiefs to 
employ proper persons to apprehend criminals, and to 
prevent property stolen within the colony from being 
brought into their territories, engages to make an 
annual present in money or useful articles to the 
amount of £100 to the chiefs of the Slambie tl'ibe, 
£50 to the chiefs of the Congo tribe, and £50 to the 
chiefs of the Fingo tribes resident at Fort Peddie set
tlement; the latter to be applied to the establishment 
of sehools, and the imprnvement of the Fingoes in 
civilization, so long as they observe the terms of this 
treaty, and remain the faithful allies of Her Majesty 
the Queen of Great Britain.-Graham'a Town Journal, 
Sept. 26, 1844. 

NOTE ON THE PROPOSED KAFFER TREATY, AS PUBLTSHED 

IN THE "GRAHAM'S TOWN JOURNAL" 01! SEPTEMBER 

26, 1844. 

Art. 5. In India we should never think of requiring 
any state, having a shadow of independent rights, to 
deliver up its subjects, who may have committed 
crimes in our territories, for trial in our courts. 

1 st. Because this would not be in conformity with 
international law, and however unequal in power the 
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contracting parties may be, it is always the object in 
uegotiation to be governed by that law. 

2ndly. Because this is requiring an independent • 
chief to do that which is calculated to hurt his feelings, 
personal and national; to lower him in his own esti
mation, and in the estimation of his people; and it is 
necessarily the object to raise him in both respects. 

3r<lly. Because we cannot in this matter act in 
terms of reciprocity, or deliver up our subjects, who 
may have committed crimes in his territory-nor is 
this necessary, for they are sure, on sufficient proof 
being afforded by the complaining party, to be suffi
ciently punished by our laws. In the same manner 
there cannot, under a well regulated system of inter
national con1munication, be much diflic-ulty in afford
ing proof in the Kaffer courts against those who 
commit offences in our territory, or, proof afforded, 
much difficulty on the part of our agents in getting 
such persons sufficiently punished in their own 
country, according to their own laws. This course 
being more in conformity with what the Kaffers must 
consider due to them, will, in all probability, work 
better, and give less trouble, than that of subjecting 
foreign subjects to trial in our courts, and conse
quently to punishments in our jails, or in any other 
manner, revolting, in all probability, to Kaffer feeling. 
The probability indeed is, that it will, as in India, in 
a very short time, become necessary to intercede with 
the Kaffer chiefs, in order to save those cbarged with 
crimes against us from punishments too dispropor
tioned in severity to the offence. 

Art. 6. It appears lo me that stipulations about the 
delivering up of foreign criminals, had much better be 
excluded from treaties, and that each case, as it 
occurs, should be settled on its merits; for such 
settlements, when conducted in a proper spirit, are 
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more calculated to draw closer ties of friendship and 
amity (especially so, to bind the weaker party) than 
any engagements can be. Persons charged with 
crime, and caught within the territory of the state 
against whose laws they ha\'e offended, may of course 
be tried by those laws, to which they ha,·e fairly 
rendered themselves amenable-be they subjects of 
the British, or of any other governmeut. 

7, Securing the attendance of witnesses, and petty 
matters of that kind, had bettc1·, I think, he left for 
adjustment between the agents of the co11tracti11g 
parties, acting in friendly co-operation, than he 
stipulated for through treaty. If the matter under 
adjustment belongs to the international court, then 
of course there can be no difliculty in securing the 
attendance of witnesses, for it will be the interest of 
the state, whether it be the plaintiff or the defendant 
party, that witnesses should attend. 

Art. 8. Here again it appears to me unnecessary 
that the natirn chief should be required to biud him
self to surrender a thief, and far better that the 
responsibility of dealing with the thief should be left 
to the chief himself, for he will very soon find it 
necessary, if held responsible for losses sustained by 
the colonists at the hands of his subjects, to inflict 
such punishment as will stop the system of plunder to 
which the Kaffers are, at present, so prone. 

A1 t. 9. It may be deemed necessary, in treating 
with the Kaffer chiefs, to enlighten them on such 
subjects. But oral explanation would probably be 
better, and more suitable, than stipulations through 
treaty, on trivial matters. 

Art. IO. The international courts in India are not 
necessarily courts of appeal, although they may be 
required to act iu that capacity. They arc, generally, 
employed as what are called, I think, courts of first 
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instance, aud take up and settle all international 
questions, with the British government, or between 
separate states, as they arise, that is :-any person 
entitled to the protection of the British government, 
either as its own subject, Ot' as the subject of a state 
in defensive alliance with it; complains to the resident 
or agent of injury sustained in person or property, at 
the hands of a subject of at1other state.* It then be
comes the duty of the resident or agent to refer the 
matter for adjustment to the international court, which 
passes its decree ; the award of the court, if unob
jectionable, is then enforced against the state, whose 
subject is the offending party. If there be any ap
pearance, or apprehension of delay, in recovering the 
amount of indemnity awarded by the court, the sum is 
frequently disbursed at once from the British treasury, 
in order to save the sufferer from further suffering, 
through delay. Eventually, of course, there can be 
no difficulty in 1·ecovering the amount from the native 
state. In India we should never think of excluding 
our own agent from being a member of the "com
petent tribunal," for that might injure his position in 
the eyes. of the public. But if the court were a court 
of appeal in a matter against his decree, then, of 
course, he would not be a member of such court. 

Art. 1 J .-1 said in my observations on the original 
Kaffer treaties, that I thought there were two ve1-y 
obvious reasons why ministers of the gospel, residing 
in foreign territories, should not, through treaty, be 
protected by the supreme power; but this is a matter 
in which we have no experience in India. 

Art. 12.-Many, or most, of the states of India 

* The court has, of course, no jurisdiction in purely national aff'airs ; 
and the person who should complain of injury sustained at the. hands of 
his own chief, or fellow subject, would not be listened to, 
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have sanctual'ies or asylums in their territories; but 
they would not, certainly, permit any other state or 
power to form asylums there. The Kaffers, too, have 
places of asylum. But I should apprehend that by 
stipulating, through treaty, that foreign missionary 
stations shall be sanctuaries, for their own, or foreign 
subjects, residing within Kaffer territories, injury 

. may be done to the cause of religion itself. 
Art. 13.-In India we have educational institutions 

within some of the foreign states, and people of 
course send their children there or not, just in pro
portion to the estimation in which those institutions 
are held, or instruction is sought after. But to re
quire the chiefs to stipulate through treaty, that their 
people should send their children to our schools, 
would, undoubtedly, be considered persecution, and 
would defeat the object sought. 

Art. 18.-In India this would be dangerous, for the 
native states would immediately say that the British 
government paid them tribute, and the party paying 
tribute is always, of course, considered the inferior 
party. 

J. SUTHERLAND, 

Lt.-Col. 2d Regt. Bombay Light 
Cavalry. 

Graaff-Rci net, 
September 11, 1844. 

NoTE.-Put under cover and sent without letter or note to 
the Colonial Secretary, September 11. 

D 
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From Lieut.-Colonel SUTHERLAND, 

Sm, 

To the Honorable JOHN MoNTAGu, 
Colonial Secretary, 

Camp. 

ALTHOUGH the Second and Third Heads of the 
Memoir which I have been intruding on you regarding 
the Kaffers, were despatched from Cradock and this 
place on the 31st August and the 11 th ultimo, respec
tively, the First Head is still unfinished. I have been 
making commentaries on that Head, which is chiefly, 
or altogether historical; these commentaries, on the 
portion of the First Head already finished, amount to 
15 numbers. Mr. VAN RYNEVELD has been good 
enough to get these commentaries privately copied 
for me, separate from the Memoir itself; and I have 
the honor to enclose them, in the hope that they may 
be of some use in the consideration and decision of 
the questions now pending. I am led to entertain 
this hope from ha,·ing some experience in the discus
sion of such questions in India, and from having 
necessarily gained some insight into this particular 
question by the attention which I have given to such 
Records as are within my reach, relating to it. 

I have the honor to be, 
Sir, 

·vour most obedient, humble Sen·ant, 
J. SUTHERLAND, 

Lt.-Col. 2nd Regt. Bombay Light Cavalry. 
Graaff-ll.einet, Oct. 7, 1844. 

The Honorable J. MoNTAGu, 
Colonial Secretary, 

Cape of Good Hope, 
Camp. 
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FIRST HEAD. 

PART I. 

IIECORDS-DUTCH AND ENGLISH-REGARDING THE KAFFERS, 

FROM A. D. 1650 TO THE PRESENT PERIOD. 

VAN R1EBEEK's Journal describes a small poor 1660, 

people, who assisted travellers, giving them dried December 14• 

fish and honey-" they have curled Kaffer hair." 
The Namaquas, Hottentots, Vishmen, the Sonquas, 
Cochoquas, and Hinsaquas are all frequently men-
tioned about this time in "The Record," but the 
term Kaffer, only once that I see when speaking 
evidently of the Bosjemans-whether it came into use 
through the Arabs on the East Coast, as supposed by 
L1ceTENSTEIN, or from the people on the Barbary 
and Western Coasts, may fairly be questioned. It is 
of course a common term amongst all Mahomedans 
for unbelievers. 

The result of the Grundel's voyage coastwards, was 1670, 

the discovery near the Bay of Os Medos de Cura, of September 5• 

Kaffers-" a people of good disposition, and by whom 
the crew were well received. In appearance they are 
not very different from the Hottentots, except in 
their hair, which is much longer." 

D2 
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1689, 
October 19. 
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The Dutch ship Stavenissa, was wrecked in 1686, 
uear Natal, and some of the people were drowned-
47 proceeded by land in the hope of reaching the Cape 
-others remained, and were joined by two English
men, who some months before had been wrecked in 
the Bonaventura of London-they knew the country 
and language, and taught the others how to deal with 
the natives. With the assistance of the natives they 
built and launched a vessel; put to sea on the 17th 
February, and anchored in Table llay on the l st of 
March-ele,•cn Dutch and nine English ; surprised 
to hear nothing of the land-party of forty-seven-now 
twch-e months missing. 

Their bark, named the Hooker Centaur, was pur
chased by the Dutch government, and sent in search 
of them on the JOth of November. On the 10th of 
February they saw two men seated on logs of wood, 
two miles from the shore-these men said that full 
twenty of their shipmates were scattered about in the 
neighbouring kraals; of these seventeen were collected, 
two bad been drowned in their land journey, and 
four were believed to have been destroyed by wild 
beasts-they passed through five s01-ts of people
some of them simple and kind, others cruel, plun
pering them of everything-the Magossees, (by Mr. 
Mooo1E Amakosa,) treated them with every kindness, 
supplying them with the necessaries of life.-" These 
Kaffers are well formed in body, swift runners, and 
live under the gentle monarchy of their king-they are 
generally kind, compassionate, and hospitable, but lazy 
in their nature-they are armed with shield and assagai 
-no one can serve as a man unless he be circumcised." 

The galiot Noord was dispatched to proceed as far 
as Rio de la Goa, to survey the coast and couctl-y; 
and recover the missing men of the Stavenissa. Hav
ing surveyed the bay, they proceeded to Natal, where; 
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on the 5th No\·embcr, they found one man an<l a boy; 161'19, 

thence to the country of the Magossees, (Mr. Moo- October 19• 

n1E's Amakosa,) where they found two men-one of 
whom swam on board. They had remained amongst 
those people two years and eleven months. "It 
would be impossible to buy any slaves* there, for 
they would not part with theit· children or connexions 
for any consideration in the world-loving one ano-
ther with a remarkable strength of affection." 

The land is in common ; each grazing his cattle, or 
cultivating, as he likes, and moving from place to 
place, provided he remains within the boundaries of 
the kingdom. lo their intercourse with one another 
they are civil, polite, and talkative; they submit their 
disputes to the king, who, after hearing the parties, 
gives sentence, to which all submit; they are much 
respected and beloved by their subjects ; they have in 
every kraal a house of entertainment for travellers. 
The three men saw only one European, an old Portu
guese; he had been shipwrecked forty years before, 
returning from lndia, and was circumcised. The teak 
wreck is still to be seen." 

Ensign SceRYVER was dispatched with well-armed 1689, 
Id. h 4 h J H April la. so 1ers, wagons, &c. on t e t anuary. e pro-

ceeded through the Langekloof to the Kromme River, 
(see Journal) and returned on the 5th April, with 
1,000 oxen and 300 sheep, ba1'tered with the Hotten
tots, and without losing a man. 

A surveyor, says Mr. Mooorn, (see page 442, note Jauuary 2a. 

l) appointed to take astronomical observations dming 
the journey of BBNTHER, in 1752, places the mouth 
of the Zwartkop's River, in latitude 34 57, longitude 
14 17. The following entry furnishes another test of 
the accuracy of the log-book of the Noord, which, 

* The Noord had evidently an eye to Slave dealing. 
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1676, March 4 
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together with that of the Centaur, seems to fix the 
position of the Kaffers at that period. 

This morning "saw an eclipse of the sun about 
5h. 38m. 48s.; the middle, as seen by us, was at 6h. 
22m. 48s.; latitude at noon by account 35° 58', by 
observation 36° O' ; longitude 32° 52'. These longi
tudes were, probably, calculated from the meridian of 
Teneriff. HuMBOLo's observations fixed the differ
ence between the meridian of Greenwich and Teneriff 
at 16° 12' 45'. 

Journal continued.-Fine pleasant weather-wished 
to embark all the men of the Stavenissa, and towards 
evening we had on board 19 men, and a fat ox 
bartered from the Kaffers, three oxen for an arm-ring, 
value one dollar. 

Instructions to the commandet· of the Noord, to 
proceed to Natal, to recover the remainder of the 
crew of the Stavenissa, and to purchase from the 
Ingosi, for the company, in exchange of beads, iron
mongery, &c., to the value of 20,000 guilders-the 
bay of Natal and adjoining lands-securing a deed of 
conveyance. 

Then to run down to Bay de la Goa in 33 to 34 S., 
carefully to sound the Bay, and prepare a chart of it, 
securing the missing men, and purchasing the Bay, 
as ordered in the case of Natal. 

Reports to the Chamber the loss of the Noord, 
in Algoa Bay, on the 16th January, on a rocky reef 
extending ¼ of a mile from the shore; the crew, 18, 
got dry-footed along the rocks to the shore at low 
water. On the 27th of March 4 of them reached 
Cape Town in a misernble condition, having beer. 
stripped and ill-treated by the Canovers Hottentots. 
It is very surprising that nothing can be heard of the 
remainder, although so near. 

The Burger Senate submit in their own name, aud 
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in that of their fello"'- bu_rgers and inhabitants, that 1676, 

l b d • h b. h h d • March 4• severa urgers an m a 1tants w o a gone rnto 
the Interior were massacred by the Gonnema Hotten-
tots; that to prevent this the governor do send out 
laad expeditions to seek for those Hottentots, to 
massacre them in revenge, and carry off as maay of 
their cattle as possible. The burgers off er to serve, 
provided they receh·e a certain share of the booty." 

So commenced the commando system of the Dutch, Commentary, 

which captured the cattle of the Hotteutots, took their No. I. 

lands, and almost extirpated that people. Towards 
the Bosjemans the commando system had almost an 
equally injurious, although in appearance a less 
justifiable effect, since it took possession of the 
land on which their wild cattle, Elands, Quagga, 
Hartebeest, Wildebeest or Gnu, &c. pastured-so it 
drove themselves out of the country, and oxen, horses, 
and sheep were substituted. The poor Bosjemans, in 
their feeble endeavours with bows and arrows against 
fire-arms, to resist or stay this process, were them-
selres sacrificed. The Dutch seem to have found 
three distinct stages in civilization amongst the 
Hottentots-the simple pastoral, the nomadic pastoral 
-and, which is lower still, the Bosjemans, who were 
liriog on the wild game and natural products of their 
plains. From an agricultural people when they left 
Holland the Dutch have themselves been in some 
danger of falling to t.he last and lowest step. 

Amongst the Kaffers they found a fine sturdy race 
of men, partly agricultural, partly pastoral, living under 
a rude feudal form of government; and having amongst 
them the remains of, apparently, some institutions 
foreign to Africa. On the Kaffers their c-ommando 
system has accordingly had less injurious effects, 
·although of the injury done to the Kaffers too, who 
can doubt! 
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Mr. MoonIE's compilation terminates, in the copy 
which I have got, with the entry of May 24, 1690, 
page 446, and recommences 1769,-so that 79 most 
important years are wanting. He says in a note, 
page 446, that "certain years' Records were missing, 
when the colony capitulated in 1795, and that they 
were advertised for in vain in 1839. It is not there
fore intended to proceed any further with the publi
cation until further endeavours are made to find 
them." 

Proclamation. 

Henceforth no one shall be • at liberty to settle 
beyond the Gamtoos River, and such as may have 
attempted the same shall be forthwith removed. 

Any inhabitant who shall barter cattle with Hotten
tots or Kaffers, contrary to Proclamation of 8th Dec. 
1739, shall be arbitrarily punished upon the body
aye, even to death. 

Government to Landdrost of Stellenbosch. 

Capt. ALBERT VAN DER PoEL represents, that, in 
June, two of his slaves, natives of the Indian Archi
pelago, had deserted, and that they are now among the 
Kaffers; also, that WILLIAM PRI.S-SLO agreed, for .a 
reward, to recover them.-Agreed, provided PRINSLO 
do not ba1-ter cattle with the Kaffers. 

The landdrost reports that in fulfilment of the duty 
assigned, he, with the heemraden, arrived on the 
16th December, at a certain great valley lying along 
the Zwarteberg, between the sources of the Oliphants 
and Gamtoos Rivers. That the Zwarteberg, as far as 
the said valley, stretching E. N. E., as_ far as the eye 
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could see, should form a permanent boundary between 1770, 

the two districts. They rode to this place from the Fel,ruary 7• 

Hex River, keeping generally ia an E. S. E. direc-
tion, in 78 hours. Then they travelled to the Cam-
deboo mountains iu 28 hours; then they travelled 10 
hours to the furthest place inhabited there, that of 
0PPERHAN ; then by a S. E. direction, in 33 hours,-
they reached the first sprout of the Fish River. 

The landdrosts are further of opinion that more 
farms might be given out along the Bosjemans' Moun
tains to the Eastward, as far as a certain height, 
named by them "De Bruyns Hoogte," which lies 
between the most easterly branch of the Zondags, 
and the first branch of the Great Fish Rivers. 

NoTE.-Tii.is is the first notice I see of the farmers passing 
the boundary, and dragging the government after them, 
and a pretty extensive inroad it is. 

The Chamber XVII. to Government. 1773, 

Avail themselves of the occasion of testifying, in 
justice to the memory of Governor TuLBAOH, that he 
directed the concerns of the go,·ernment with all 
possible skill, attention, zeal, and fidelity, and always 
to their highest satisfaction. 

To supply the office of Governor, His Serene High
ness has been pleased to select, out of the nomina
tions presented by us, Mr. JOACHIM VAN PLETTEN• 
BERO, senior merchant, and second in command. 

First Great Commando. 

The landdrnst _and heemraden of Stellenbosch rcprc
'lent to the govcmor (iu loco PLETTENBERO) that the 
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people complain of being constantly plundered by the 
Bosjemans, and that by reason of their great distance 
from one another, they could not render mutual assist
ance; they therefore requested more -men, and the 
assistance of Hotteutots who could trace the Bosje
mans and clamber up their hills.-Represeut, also, the 
difficulty from want of information as to the nature 
of the country, and as to the proper season for 
employing commandos; also, about the· selection of 
a field-commaudant. Information on these points is 
sought from the field-corporals, with a list of the 
Hotteutots to be employed, expert in the use of fire
arms. 

It was found that there might be employed on the 
commandos from the several field-cornetcies about 
100 Europeans, or Christians, and about 150 Bastards 
or other Hottentots. 

The whole to be under the guidance of one com
mandant, to re-establish and maintain the inhabitants 
in those abodes which they had been forced to 
abandon. 

There was danger, too, in stripping the districts of 
the burgers, lest the slaves should rise and rob and 
murder. 

Three comman<los, under field-commandant CP
PERMAN, forming a general expedition, to take the 
field simultaneously; from points specified, under writ
ten instructions; and thus attack the robbers from all 
sides in their dens in the mountains. 

The three field-corporals are named, and 90 fire
locks, 3 ammunition chests, 900 lbs. of powder, 1,800 
lbs. of lead, 300 flints, 24 shackles, 48 hand-cuffs, 
and 3 tents are indented for. 

'l'he field-corporals and burgers, those most interested 
in the etr:pedition, will supply the wagons and horses, 
-with three aums of brandy, and 300 lbs. of tobacco, 
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to be issued to the Bastards aud Hottentots-ah!O 1774, 

the bagatelles and trinkets to be given to the robbers, March 2s. 

if the desired peace should be coucluded. An assort-
ment of beads and copper-headed staves, with cop-
per rings, is required from the company as presents 
for the Chiefs of the Bosjemans when a permanent 
peace is concluded, showing that they are taken under 
protection. 

As the field-corporals recch·e no remuneration, they 
are often reluctant to serve, and require their dis
charge. Resolved, therefore, to confer on them the 
rank of serjeant, and not to absolve them from the 
duties of burger exercise. They shall report twice 
a-year to the field-commandant the number of their 
men, with all alterations, changes of residence, &c. 
-also what young men l\ttain the necessary age to be 
borne on the rolls as yeomen-of all which the field
eom mandant to deliver a quarterly written report 
to the landdrost, and to have the rank of cornet 
over his thirteen field-corporals and large body of 
burgers. 

Instructions to the Field-commandant. April 19. 

You will leave at home under provisional field
cornets one-third of the burgers, for protection and 
safety; and with the other two-thirds, the Bastards 
and Hottentots, take the field in August or September 
in three divisions. 

1st Division to assemble behind the Sneeuwherg, 
for operations in those districts. 

2nd Division in Sax River, to attack those districts. 

3rd Division in Lower Bokkeveld, to attack Bosje
manland. 
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Caution to the Commandant. 

When the robbers are driven out of their dens and 
lurking places, and beyond the most remote dwelling 
of the iuhabitants, not incautiously to pursue, or 
expose his men to danger, but to employ every means 
to enter into an amicable negotiation, and endeavour 
to bring the robbers to peace; promising them, if they 
live in peace with the inhabitants, and leave them 
unmolested-some farms to reside upon-giving the 
robbers as many farms or tracts of country as, without 
too great injury to the Dutch inhabitants, they may 
require for themselves or for pasturage for their cattle 
-taking the necessary mean11 for preventing the 
inhabitants from again placing themselves beyond the 
Bosjemans, or molesting the_m in any way-thus again 
giving them reason to revenge and murder. You may 
also, peace restored, place over the Bosjemans the so 
called kraal captains or chiefs. 

Failing to bring the Bosjemans to peaceable terms, 
it is left to the field-commandant and other comman
ders, entirely to subdue and destroy them-to attack 
and slay them, in such cautious manner, however, as 
to expose the Dutch as little as possible to danger
spilling no blood without absolute necessity-sparing 
as much as possible the women and defenceless males. 

It is evident that many women and children will be 
taken, who will become troublesome-the women 
may be released, but the adult and young males will 
be kept in safe custody until the expedition is closed 
and quiet restored-then they will be let go, or divided 
in proportion to their wants, among the border inha
bitants, to serve for a fixed and equitable term of 
years, receiving proper maintenance, for which pur
pose some of them may be brought to Stellenbosch ; 
care must be taken that they are not maltreated in 
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an unlawful manner, (as has happened before,) and J7i4, 

t.hat the cattle plundered by the Bosjemans and April 19• 

retaken, are restored to their owners in proportion to 
their wants. 

It is quite evident that they (the Bosjemans women Commentary 

and children) would have been at once declared No. 2• 

slaves, and, indeed, placed thus under task-masters 
who were themselves living far beyond the control 
of the laws; it is a distinction without a differ-
ence. The following admirable Dutch law alone 
prevented, in all probability, the local government 
from declaring them to be slaves:-" The aborigines 
shall be undisturbed in their liberty, and never en-
slaved; they shall be governed, politically and civilly, 
as ourselves, and enjoy the same measure of justice. 
Good nlles shall be made for teaching them, and 
especially their children, the truths of religion and 
the usages of civilized life; and care shall be taken 
to withdraw them from heathen customs, and from 
indolence, the mother of want, to the cultivation of 
the soil, and to such social habits as their condition 
and capacity may bear."-Duteh Law, A.D. 1636.-
But Hell is paved with good intentions. 

The Chamber acknowledge the receipt of a letter, 1677, 

dated the 20th of last December, by which "they May ll. 

were much gratified to find that a good harvest was 
anticipated, and in particular that the Cape govern-
ment had purchased 254 slaves at Madagascar;" 
"reduction of expenditure hoped for through the 
introduction of slaves-190 men ha~·ing been received 
from the Eastern Islands." 

About this time the government sold slaves to the 
farmers to assist them in their agricultural labours; 
for the1·e were great complaints of the laziness of the 
Dutch; corn being much wanted; agriculture much 
neglected ; cattle and sheep farming being prefer1-ed. 
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The expedition to close when these results are 
attaiuecl, at the discretion of the commander. He 
will restore to the inhabitants the "loan farms" held 
from the company, which they have been forced to 
abandon. The field-corporals, commanding the seve
ral parties, will report results to the field-comman
dant or landdrost in writing. The field-cornet will 
report personally and in writing, proceedings and 
results in detail to the landdrost. 

Notices, alterations, and regulations, in the duties 
of field-corporals, the field-commandants cautioned 
to provide the several districts with the needful and 
qualified field-corporals in the room of those retiring. 
The retiring field-corp.lral, in requesting his discharge, 
will propose and send to the field-commandant a 
person to take his place.* 

It is left to the field-commander, with the advice of 
the field-corporals, to make such alterations and 
regulations respecting the expedition and otherwise, 
as the posture of affairs and the difficulties may 
require. On these points, and of 11ll remarkable 
results in their districts, the field-corporals shall fur
nish quarterly written reports. whilst the field-com
mandant will personally delh·er at Stellenbosch a 
general half-yearly statement of the whole. 

Trusting that all will be managed discreetly by the 
field-commandant, according to his duty, as an 
upright and honourable man, that the best interests 
of the colony and of the inhabitants will he duly con
sulted, he is recommended to the protection of the 
Almighty by his good friends, M. A. BERGH, &c. 

Stellenbosch, April 19, 1774. 

* Like the Scotch Municipal Corporations, Provosts and Bailies of 
former times-self elected. 
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Three Extracts from the Resolutions of the Gover- lii4, 

nor in Council, under this date, show that the pro- May 17• 

ceedings of the landdrost and heemraden of Stellen-
bosch are approved and confirmed. 

The arms, and other things indented for on account 
of the expedition, arc granted, of which a hope is 
expressed by government that there will be a favorablc 
issue. 

Alas! for the poor Bosjeman inhahitnnts ! ! ! Left, Commentary 

through the weakness and imbecility of the Dutch No. 3• 

government, to the tender mercies of such au expe
dition-all the members of which, field-commandants, 
commanders of divisions, and private sol<liers, have 
au obvious and common interest in their annihilation 
as a people-(setting at nought, from the first, their 
rights to the soil) seeking revenge for the past ; secu-
rity, and extension of territory, for the future. 

Although in this instance the commando was against 
the Bosjemans, I have given an account of its organi
zation and operations here, because the same system 
had been formerly, and was afterwards pursued 
towards the Kaffers, though with less injurious effects 
to them, because they have a form of government, 
are a more united, and a more sturdy people than the 
wild Bosjemans, who were a step in the scale of 
civilization below even the nomadic pastoral; living 
upon the wild game and natural products of their 
country. 

The diaries of the three field-corporals employed 
in the expedition, report briefly their proceedings :

lst Division.-Fl'Om 16th to 27th August advanced 
with the ammunition wagons to the Droog Sand 
Kloof; 18th, to the place of HENDRIK KERK, in the 
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dry land (Karoo) ; 19th and 20th, halted to cast 
bullets; 22nd, halted; 23rd, under Roggeveld Berg ; 
27th, Riet Fountain. 

September 1st, at the Dueka; 3rd, sent out spies; 
4th, discovered a Bosjeman Kraal in which were 19 
men, who voluntarily surrendered; llth, a skirmish 
began with the Bosjemans, 16 shot in the kraal, and 6 
taken prisonel's ; 12th, found a kraal in which 9 were 
killed ; 16th, Von Rusberg found a kraal in which 8 
were killed, 1 taken. 

Prisoners divided-total, 60 prisoners, 46 children, 
two of them sucklings, given for periods from lO to 20 
years-liberated 12 women and six sucklings, 5 girls, 
some were taken for wives by Hottentots, &c. 

2nd Division.-September 1st, reports that from a 
certain burger 250 sheep were on the 1st carried off 
by the robbers; 2nd, from another, 16 milch cows, 
whose calves left behind, had died from want of milk; 
3rd, from another farmer 21 working oxen, but 
re-captured by a Hottentot shepherd ; 4th, from an
other 18 working oxen ; 5th, from another 7 bead of 
cattle; 6th, from another a great portion of his cattle 
stolen, as before reported, two horses wounded with 
arl'Ows, one of which died on the spot, the other 
recovered-the person who tended the horses having 
been killed. The robbers are daily traced and seen in 
the recesses of the Sneeuwberg; so that every one 
wishes the tiµ1e were come for another commando. 

The commando is accordingly, under authority 
from the field-commandant, formed, and consists of 46 
Christians, 31 Hottentots, and proceeds to work. 

August 1st. Commando arrived at field-corporal's 
house. 

2nd. Went with commando to his house; the herd 
of cattle had been stolen, but were retaken the same 
night, with great risk by the farm servants. 
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3rd. Went N. E., but nothing WOl'th noticing as far 1775, 
1, fi lb September 4. as a e erg. 
4th. On the higher Sea Cow River came on one of 

the cattle-stealel's, and saw many others on their way; 
tried to deceive the man caught, by saying we came 
·as friends, and to shoot sea cows, hoping thereby to 
secure the others; gave him accordingly a pipe and 
tobacco, and sent him after them; but saw no more 
of the thief. 

5th. N. West, along the Sea Cow River to Eland's 
Drift, saw fires extending from place to place ; the 
concerted signal of the robbers of the approach of a 
commando; no Bushmen came, as formerly, to sea 
cow hunts. 

6th and 7th. Shot sea cows for the robbers, to 
entice them to come; no other means of paying them 
off for their constant murdering and cattle-stealing. 

8th and 9th. Shot 12 sea cows, and parties of Bosje
mans came ; wanted them to go and call their captain. 
They said it would be labour in vain, for he would 
not come. Heard fire-arms to the rear, and found 
that a party of thieves had turned our flanks, and that 
the men left at home had assembled and overtaken 
the thieves with their booty; the Bosjemans with our 
party knew this, and escaped to their dens during the 
night. 

10th. Sent out spies to see whether the Bosjemans 
had not assembled round the carcases of the sea cows, 
their liking for carrion being well known, and found 
that they had; divided the commando; and went there 
at day-light on the 

11 th. O\.·erthrew the robbers there, and on search
ing, found 122 dead; five escaped by swimming the 
Sea Cow Pool ; took of the defenceless 70 prisoners. 
On the Dutch side one man wounded with an arrow, 
and 4 shot through the clothes. 

E 
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12th, 13th, and l4th-spent in stratagems to secure 
Bosjemans. • 

17th. Surrounded a kraal, and when day favored 
with more light, fired upon it; 15 fell on the spot, no 
one escaping; 8 little ones were taken; found in the 
kraal cattle-hides, fpesh mutton, and suet. One man 
hit with an arrow through the clothes. 

18th. A party sent out, which was wofully misled 
by the spies, and missed their prey; the spies were 
told that if they pointed out the fugitives they would 
be spared, otherwise shot ; they promised fair, but 
had hardly gone an hour when they fell on the ground; 
blows failed to raise them, and they were killed on 
the spot. The colonial spies found traces of the fugi
th·es to a cavern in the Roode Bergen, and the com
mando proceeded there. 

19th. In the morning fired into their caverns; not 
one escaped, 44 were killed, and 7 little ones taken, 
who told us that a captain was among the dead, but 
not the chief captain who governs o,·er the Sea Cow 
River; a man wounded in the neck, but not mor
tally; more hides and sheep's skins found than usually 
on a field of battle; discovered .that during our ab
sen<'e the robbers had carried off a whole flock of sheep. 

22nd. A Bosjeman was seen going on before the 
commando from hill to hill, lighting fires to give 
warning. 

23rd. Spies gave notice that a great number of 
Bosjemans were seen in flight over the Roode Bergen, 
running north; so there being no hope of falling in 
with the fugitives, and food and lead running short, 
broke up the commando. 

24th. Divided the young prisoners among the men, 
it being impossible to send them to the landdrost, 
according to orders-they were so young and sickly, 
and there being r.o wagons to carry them. 
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A great manv thieves were seen; the landdrost is 1775, 

therefore reque;ted to excuse the men for not attend- September 4• 

ing drill-the 12 left at home, as well as those who 
went on commando,-for from the stir among the 
Bosjemans, and to prevent the Hottentot irruption, 
not one can be spared. 

Ns. A. VAN JERSVELT. 

Sneeuwberg, Sept. 4, 1775, 

P.S. Powder and lead wanted-(not forgetting the 
pig tail !) 

Third Division.-Field-corporal JouBF.RT reports: 1776, 

D~cember 8th. The Bosjemans stole 8 cattle; pur- February 15• 

sued ; killed 25, took 26 children. 
10th. 9 Cattle stolen. 
12th. Followed; shot 15-took 10. 
Field-commandant OPPERMAN reports : March 1. 

That the Bosjemans increase; assemble in numbers 
to lay waste the farms, and fire the houses by night. 
Every field-corporal has enough to do in his own 
district; so that it is impossible to collect a large 
commando. 

A couple of hundred men are therefore requested; 
also 1,000 lbs. of powder, and 2000 lbs. of lead-else 
all will be obliged to flee, as some have ah·eady done. 
Orders are, therefore, requested, to give no quarter 
to the robbers on the Zak River, in the Nieuwveld, to 
behind the Sneeuwberg. The robbers have a gun and 
two horns of powder, and have fortified themselves 
in the mountains. Therefore, hand-granades, and 
those who know how to use them, are required, &c. 

The field-commandant acknowledges the receipt of May 17. 

a letter from the landdrost of Stellenbosch, directing 
that, in consequence of much blood having been shed, 

E2 
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the field-corporals are not to undertake commandos 
against the robbers without his authority. He says, 
much blood has been shed-but he does not know 
that any commando has gone out until the robbers 
had first given cause for it. It is impossible to stop 
commandos until orders are given, because the rob
bers are busy every day robbing and murdering; and 
if orders are waited for, the robbers will have it all 
their own way, and the cattle will be carried off 
with impunity; for, unless there be daily resistance 
the advance parties will first have to leave their farms, 
and afterwards the people of Sneeuwberg and Cam
deboo, for the robbers are collected in thousands; 
slaves also join the robbers, and are the principal 
murderers. • A great commando is required. 

Twenty-five inhabitants of Sneeuwberg, in stating 
their sufferings through Bosjeman aggressions, say:
" Oh! must not the Heavens tremble, and the Earth 
shudder at the troubles with which we are oppressed !" 

Found the robbers, aud shot or captured 62, but 
the greater part escaped. 

Commandant OPPERMAN reports on the insubordi
nation of the inhabitants, for, far beyond the places 
which are ordered not to be inhabited, as the Fish and 
Bosjeman Rivers, there are, contrary to prohibition, 
some people. People live beyond both rivers almost 
mixed with the Kaffers. 

Pursued the robbers; killed 53-took 11 c~lildren. 

Resolution of the Council. 

After granting I,500lbs. of powder, 2,000lbs. of 
lead, and 3,000 flints, goes on to say, that, although 
the savage. disposition of the Bosjemans has been 
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kuown in all ages, aud, although whc11 hard pressed 1777, 

they defend themselves in the most desperate man- June:;, 

ner, it is deemed necessary to order that 110 cruelty be 
exercised towards the wounded and prisoners, the 
women or children. The Hottentot attendants, being 
ill-used by the Bosjemans, may be inclined to take 
revenge. 

In forwarding the ammunition, the landdrost autho- June 16. 

rizes the resum(Jtion of the commandos, repeating the 
orders of government about women, children, and 
wounded. 

A stong commando was accordingly formed to April 13. 

attack the Bosjemans in their hiding places with the 
utmost energy, and, if possible, to extirpate them. 
l,OOOlbs. of powder and 3,000lbs. of lead required. 

Attacked a kraal, 6 killed, l taken ;-28th, 8 killed, August 2:;. 

~ taken ;-29th, 7 kille.d. 
Five killed, l taken; divided 6 prisoners among September 2. 

the men. 

Journal, Colonial Office. 

Report received from NICOLAS VAN DER MERWE, 
who commanded the expedition in Middle and Klein 
Roggeveld, behind the Winterberg. He had in several 
reucontres with the Bosjeman Hotten tots· killed 142, 
and taken 80 of them, with the loss of one man 
wounded· by a poisoned arrow. He had also made a 
treaty of peace with JoRis, who had been taken pri
soner, _and who was appointed captain, on his promis
ing that no more thefts or acts of violence should be 
committed. 

1774, 
Nov. 30. 

Acknowledges the receipt of OPPERMAN's report of 1775, 13 
• h • b ll d " January • operatl.Jns; anng een compe e to resort to ,orce, 

265 of the robbers were in several attacks shot dead ; 
129 men, women, and children, were taken prisoners. 
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Some of his men, and he himself, were wounded with 
poisoned arrows, but no lives were lost. He had ap
pointed two Hottentots of peaceful dispositions cap
tains of the kraals ; giving each a copper-headed staff, 
some beads, copper rings, and some pounds of tobacco. 

G. VAN WYK, with his commando, had killed 96, 
and taken 21 of both sexes, great and small. In the 
obstinate attacks and resistance of the Hottentots 
none of his men were wounded, and only one shot 
through the hat. 

It appears from all the reports that in the tliree 
commandos 503 Bosjemans had been killed, and 241 
taken prisoners. One Dutchman was killed, and one 
shot through the hat. The captured Hotten tots,.. have 
been placed with various poor persons for a certain 
term of years to serve them for their needful main
tenance. 

The summing up by government, under dates 30th 
November, 1774, and 15th January, J775, refers to 
other operations of the great commando than the three 
given as examples of such operations, which are of 
August, 1774, August and September, 1775, Febru
ary, March, and May, 1776, January, April, and 
June, 1777. There were many separate operations 
by each of the divisions; and as the government sum
ming up is merely as to numbers killed and taken, 
this discrepancy appears immaterial; and I do not find 
in "The Record" any summing up of the operations 
of the commando by government of a subsequent 
date to the 13th January, 1775. 

A person sent to the Kaffers to recover run-away 
slaves, of whom there were eighteen among the 

* The term Hottentot or Bosjeman appears to be used indiscriminately 
both by the officen and the government, in speaking of the persons 
against whom these operations were conducted. 
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Kaffers, only got one, who had been a year among 1777, 

them ; a Kaffer returned with this person as his December 4• 

servant. JounERT, the person who went into Kaffer-
land to recover maroons, is sent by the landdrost of 
Swellendam to the governor, as the information which 
he can give may be of use to his excellency. 

There is a great deal on record about the barter 
carried on between colonists and Kaffers, and the in
effectual measures taken to pre\•ent the traffic. But 
it is unnecessary to give particulars. The only thing 
I sec of interest on the subject is in the 9th clause of 
the instructions, issued on the 5th of December, 1780, 
to the commandant of the eastern country, \·iz., "As 
there is reason to suppose that in the face of the 
severe enactments against cattle barter the practice is 
carried on, and that much injury and violence is done 
to the Kaffers; the inhabitants being as little deterred 
by the fear of punishment as the Kaffers by the in
jury done to them, from which arises enmity between 
the colonists and the Katfers, the injurious conse
quences of which are felt by those entirely innocent. 
You will, therefore, take care that none of the inha
bitants go beyond the Great Fish River, still less 
enter into any border trade with the Kaffers." 

Resolution of the Council. 

It having been reported by the landdrost that, on 
receiving intelligence that the Kaffers had committed 
aggressions, field-cornet FERREIRA, without orders, 
had marched a strong commando, attacked the Kaf
fers, shot a considerable number of them, taken and 
divided in the commando a considerable number of 
their cattle.-Resoh,ed that the landdrost make par
ticular inquiry into this matter, and if it appears that 
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any thing was done without an urgent necessity, and 
in a manner deserving of punishment, then to prose
cute the culpable parties before the court of justice. 

Resolution of the Council. 

It has been intimated by the governor that, in the 
course of his journey into the interior in 1778, it was 
agreed with the Kaffers that the Fish River should 
serve as a boundary between the colonists and the 
Kaffers, that the latter should not be at liberty to 
come with the~ cattle to the right bank of the river, 
nor the colonists to go to the left bank of the river. 
The Kaffers, contrary to promise, had crossed the river, 
and occupied the farms belonging to the inhabitants, 
through which differences had arisen. The field
commandant was ordered, if the Kaffers would not 
fulfil the promise made to the governor, to compel 
them to do so. 

The Kaffers have not removed, but still lie where 
the governor left them, and talk of sowing corn. 

The field-cornet of Bosjemans' River to endeavour, 
by gentle means, to dislodge the Kaffers. 

Disturbances between the inhabitants on the right 
of Bosjemans' River and the Kaffers. 

Complaints of Kaffer aggressions, and the flight of 
the inhabitants of Bosjemans' River on that account. 

September 27. Flight of seventeen families ; and no saying what 

November 5. 

further mischief the tribe design. 
Field-cornet LEBOLTS met at Zwartkop's River 

nineteen burgers, who had fled with their cattle, the 
Kaffers having burnt their houses. The Kaffers said 
that the Gonna Hottentots, residing among the 
Christians, stole their cattle, and desired that they 
should be expelled, 
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The Kaffers murdered a cattle- herd on the Bosje- 1 ii9, 
mans River carryiu..,. off half the cattle-some bro1wht December la. , 0 ,.., 

back by a commando, but 22 still missing. Three 
. more Hottentots murdered or carried off by the Kaf

fers ;-three more Hottcntots murdered by the Kaffers, 
who covered the bodies with mats, having burnt the 
huts. 

Field-cornet ScHERPERS, who was in Katferland in December 18. 

1763, found no Kaffers in the district given in form by 
the governor in 1778 ;-they were then first found 
with their cattle five days further inland, and have 
since moved in this direction. • 

In June last the Kaffers carried from ScHEEPEns' 
farm 60 head of cattle, with the herd-they belonged to 
the tribes of MAGONA and MAPOTr-they said, 'You 
Christians harbour the Gonna Hottentots to steal our 
cattle ; why do you not drive the Gonnas back to us?' 

Further complaints to the same effect. December 19. 
1780 

The landdrost of Stellenbosch to the go\·crnor- March 13. 

sends two letters from the field-cornet beyond the 
Camdeboo and Bruintjes Hoogte, showing that actual 
hostilities had broken out with the Kaffers, that cattle 
had been stolen, and some of the colonists wounded 
-8 or 9 Katfers killed-a strong commando was about 
to take the field-on its proceeding will depend whe-
ther the Kaffers or the colonists are to be expelled. 

From the first letters the governor will perceive that 
the hostilities are chiefly caused by the violence and 
annoyance on the part of the colonists towards the 
Kaffers. 

The complaints and accusations are supposed to be 
more or less founded on fact, for however revengeful 
the disposition of the Kaffers, it is not such as to pro
voke them to such daring attacks without just cause. 

The family of Pa1NsLoo are mischief-makers, and 
will endeavour to ha\·e the Katfers remo\'cd, to get 
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more laud-so that the promise made by the Kaffer, 
Capt. KonA, to remove beyond the Fish River is 
urged, but no orders to that effect have been received. 

It is imagined that the negotiation of his excel
lency was not so much to extend the colony for the 
benefit of the inhabitants, as by their separation from 
the Kaffers to prevent illicit traffic. 

It is said, the Bosjemans are now beginning to 
November. unite with the Kaffers. Landdrost WoEKE reports to 

government, that on the 4th October one of the field
cornet's Hotten tots shot a Kaffer, who was attempting 
to steal a sheep, which gave great offence to the Kaffer 
Chief LANGA, who demanded the surrender of the 
Hottentot, or satisfaction. The transaction resembles 
that which, when PRINSLOO shot a Kaffer, under the 
pretext that he stole a sheep, the Kaffers rose, attack
ed the inhabitants-the result of which was, a fearful 
slaughter of the Kaffers, and the ruin of many of the 
inhabitants. What else is now to be expected from 
the Kaffers ! 

August 9. 

It should be the duty of the Eastern Commandant 
to endeavour to pacify the Kaffers by the most gentle 
means, and induce them to abide by the established 
boundary of the Great Fish River. 

It was therefore thought fit for the present, to com
ply with two requisitions from FERREIRA and MEYER, 
for ammunition to enable them to oppose the plun
dering Kaffers. 

Resolved on the renewed request of the inhabitants 
near the Kaffers for gunpowder and lead to resist 
those tribes-to send them a barrel of gunpowder, re
commending that they should only act in case of ab
solute necessity, and then on the defensive. 

September 12. Arms are wanted on account of the hostile violence 
of the Kaffers, as well as of the Bosjemans, to pre
,•en t inv~sion, so that every soul may not be sacrificed. 
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Field-cornet J.\ARSVF!LDT reports-the Kaffcrs are 1780, 

again lying on this side of the Great Fish River. It September 17• 

will speedily follow that all Bruyns Hoogte, Swaart 
Ruggens, and Camdeboo, will be overpowered by 
them, for there is not ammunition. God knows how 
it may go, for with these Kaffers hostility has already 
taken place. 

Two letters relating to the hostilities between the October 10. 

people of Bruyns Hoogte and the Kaffers beyond the 
Fish River. Distant chiefs of the same nation, named 
GAGALIE, requests the aid of the inhabitants to attack 
the hostile captains, his rebellious subjects, offering 
friendship and peace on a permanent footing. 

The landdrost of Stellenbosch is ignorant of his 
excellency's intentions, and unable to entertain the 
question, awaits instructions. 

Requisition for 1000 lbs. of powder and 2000 lhs. of 
lead, and requests to be allowed to frame instructions 
for the guidance of the commandants, partly extracted 
from the orders of 1774, to G. R. OPPERMAN. 

Government accede to the requisition for powder October 24. 

and lead, and instruct the landdrost to furnish instruc-
tions to the commandants, proceeding to carry out 
the views of the Board in connection with the mea-
sures to be pursued in the disputes between the inha-
bitants beyond De Bruyns Hoogte and the Kaffers 
beyond the Fish River. 

The landdrost having instituted the inquiry ordered October 25. 

on the 25th of July, into the conduct of FERREIRA 
and JouBERT, who without orders attacked the Kaf-
fers, killing a number of them, taking and dividing 
their cattle, holds their explanation to be satisfactory, 
and begs that it may be favourably viewed by his 
excellency in council. 
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Resolution of Council. 

It was agreed with the Kaffers in 1778, dul"iug the 
journey of the governor to the frontiers, that the Fish 
River should be the boundary. But the Kaffers, iu 
breach of their engagement, have placed themselves on 
the forms of the inhabitants on the right of the river, 
through which differences have arisen. Resolved 
therefore to fix the river more particularly as a 
boundary, and to order the field-commandant, if 
the Kaffers did not voluntarily fulfil their promises, 
and return to the other side of the Fish Rh·er, forcibly 
to compel them to do so. 

Instructions to tlte Commandant of tlte Eastern Country 
by tlte Landdrost of Stellenbosclt approved of by 

Government. 

Art. 1. Describes the object of government in the 
appointment of the field-commandant. 

Art. 2. Your first care should he to remove all 
cause 1Jf offence to the plundering Bosjemans and the 
bordering Kaffers; and to pre,•ent the recurrence of 
such, to try every available means to establish a per
manent peace with the Kaffers. To induce the wan
dering Bosjemans, if not to adopt peaceable habits, 
to return to the mode of life which expe1·ience has 
shown to be less troublesome and injurious to the • 
inhabitants. 

Alas ! even the pasturage grounds on which the 
poor Bosjeman's wild game fed were gone. 

Art. 3. The Bosjemans are a savage people, entirely 
different from the Kaffers. The latter are compara
tively capable of being treated with, civilized, sub
missive to chiefs, ruled by customs which supply the 
place of law. The policy towards the tribes bounding 
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on the north, and those on the east, must, in accord- IiBO, 
• h h • • b • I d" December 5. ance wit t e1r circumstances, e entire y 1stinct. 

What share PLETTE!IIBERG had in making this dis- Commentary 

tinction it is of course impossible to discover. It is No. 4• 

worthy of JANSSEN, who ruled over the colony many 
years after. It is the first symptom I see in "The 
Record" of the wish to accommodate the measures of 
government to the condition in which it found the 
aborigines. If it originated with the landdrost of 
Stellenbosch, it appears to me to do him great honor. 

Art. 4. With the Kaffers, a very timid and peace
able people, come to specific and permanent treaty of 
peace, you on the part of the governor, their captains 
or chief men for their whole people-or the captains 
for those subject to them-binding yourselves that, as 
agreed with the go\'ernol" two years ago, the Fish 
River shall be the boundary; so that they may never 
advance any claims to the lands or pastures on this 
side, or the inhabitants use the lands or pastures on 
the further side. • 

It is a pity that the specific terms of PLETTENBERG's Commentary 

engagement with the Kaffers are not to be found on No. 5• 

record. It would be a curious document,-shewing 
with whom it was negotiated, whether they had the 
right to enter into such engagement-for it may well 
be questioned whether the individual members of a 
feudal confederacy have the right to enter on engage-
ments which shall be binding on the whole body, as 
we found to our cost in the engagement entered into 
with GAIKA in 1819 for the cession of the ceded 
or neutral territory. It is a still more douhtful ques-

. tion whether the chief of such confederation can have 
the right to dispose of land by sale or grant, although 
in other respects he may have the right to enter into 
engagements-and whether civilized governments in 
making such purchases are not really the receivers of 
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stolen goods. The Red Indian chiefs, I believe, f re
q uently sold lands either to states or colonists. So 
did the chiefs of the Cape, of Natal, and Algoa Bay 
to the Dutch; and so, lattedy, have the chiefs of New 
Zealand. Such possessions can hardly be private or 
saleable property, and a thousand private rights in 
the soil may th·us be disposed of contrary to the 
wishes and interests of the people. 

Art. 5. A general restitution to take place of all 
cattle taken by either party, hostile or otherwise-all 
on the part of the inhabitants to be done in good 
faith and uprightly-all who served in the strong 
commando against the Kaffers to restore the share 
taken-if deficient, compensation to be made to the 
satisfaction of the Kaffers. 

Here again, I fear, is another instance of " Hell is 
paved with good intentions," for however well those at 
a distance may have designed, there can be no doubt 
that the distant executive authorities of the Dutch 
government were far too much mixed up with the 
people in interest and sympathy, to admit of the 
hope of their carrying out designs favorable to the 
aborigines, at the expense of their brethren. 

Art. &. When violence or injury is committed by 
any of the Kaffers, the injured party giving due notice, 
may proceed to the chief to gain redress, so that the 
offender may be punished in their own way. 

Art. 7. When a Kaffer is the injured party we are 
to make due inquiry, report to the landdrost, the 
injured party, with passports, accompanied by wit
nesses, coming, if he chooses, to the lariddrost, that 
their complaints may be heard. 

Whether the Eimilarity and reciprocity, so observ
able between some of these Articles and those of the 
treaty of 1836, arise from the circumstance of the 
negotiators dt>aling with the same people and the 
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same questions; or whether the authorities of 183(j, liSO, 

had the landdrost's Instructions of I 780 to the field- December 5• 

commandant, before their eyes, I cannot tell; but 
they are too obvious, I think, not to strike any one. 

Art. 8. You will take no part in their· disputes or 
feuds, but leave the hostile chiefs to fight out and 
settle their disputes, all help being civilly refused to 
either side. 

This clause shows that the engagement of PLET• Commentary 

TENBERG with the chiefs, was not internationally of a No. 8• 

defensive character. It will be seen (Oct. 10, 1780,) 
that a distant Kaffer chief, in a national affair, had 
already requested • aid in subduing his rebellious 
captains. 

Art. 9. Relates to the prohibition against cattle
barters, as causing enmity between the Katfers and 
inhabitants. 

Art. 10. Sh0uld the Kaffers not abide by the en
gagement with the government regarding boundary, 
a respectable commando to he assembled to force 
them beyond the Great Fish Rh·er, to remain there ; 
then no reciprocal restoration of captured cattle can 
take place. . 

Art. JI. The commando thus employed, not to take 
any more cattle, unless any be seen belonging to the 
inhabitants. 

Symptoms in all this of far more merciful views Commentary 

towards the Kaffers than are exhibited in any former No. 9. 

part of the proceedings of the Dutch towards the 
aborigines-whether arising out of their repentance 
of former sins of commission, or from political 
expediency, on finding themselves in collision with a 
sturdy race of men, may fairly be questioned. But, 
here again, "Hell is paved with good intentions,"-
for the executive had not the power, at any time, of 
controlling its subjects~ 
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Art. 12. Jn this case all negotiations to cease; and 
Kafirs, either in parties, or singly, must not be per
mitted to cross the river, neither the inhabitants. 

Art. 13. No permanent peace can be expected with 
the roamiug and predatory Bosjemans, who are to be 
attacked and overpowered in their caves and hiding 
places; if they will not surrender they may be put to 
death, and be entirely destroyed; sparing their 
women, children, and infirm men. 

Art. 14. Those taken prisoners, whether fighting 
men or not, and children, to be divided among the 
members of the commando, to serve for subsistence 
for a term of years, according to age. If the mem
bers do not want them, then divide them among the 
poorest inhabitants, or send them to the lauddrost. 

J t is curious anci interesting to observe, that nothing 
is anywhere said of taking and dividing in this man
ner the women and children of Kaffers; probably, 
because they never exposed their women and children 
t0 the risk of being taken. 

But it will be seen (1689, October 19) that the 
captain of the galiot Noord, which was evidently 
employed on the eastern coast by government on a 
slaving expedition, reports that it would be impossible 
to buy any slaves among the Magossees, (Mr. l\'Ioo
DIE's Amakosa,) since they would not part with their 
children, or connexions, for any consideration in the 
world ; loving one another with a remarkable strength 
of affection. 

If the Dutch had made apprentices, 01· in other 
w01·ds, slaves of Kaffer women and children, the 
probability is, that this fine race of men would never 
have rested until they had secured an equal number 
of Dutch women and children; although, as I think 
will appear in the sequel, (or in BARROW,) the Kaf
fers did spare women and children who fell into their 
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hands, after the Dutch had killed their women and 1780, 
children. December 5. 

Art. 15. The remaining 'Z7 Articles of Instruction 
do not relate to the policy pursued in the first 14 
Articles, bot prescribe the nature of the duties neces
sary to gi,•e effect to that policy. 

The landdrost of Swellcndam reports depredations 1781, 

by the Katfers on the frontier farmers, and farther July 4• 

threatening appearances ; and recommends the ap
pointment at Swartkop's River, of a person of some 
character and rank, to make peace with them, or to 
resist them. 

Field-commandant D. W. KAN!'.E, is accordingly 
appointed by government, and the landdrost is desired 
to submit, for the approval of council, a draft of pro
per instructions for him, in the execution of his duty. 
It is left for him to adopt such measures, against the 
threatened attack of the Kaffers, as he shall deem suit
able to the circumstances' of the times. 

Commandant JARSVELD's report of the expulsion July 20. 

of the Kaffers. 
The Kaffers suhsequently to the treaty moved 

amongst the inhabitants with all their property; and 
it was necessary to offer resistance to their impending 
violence. 

A strong commando was assembled, and the work 
of expulsion commenced on the 23d of May. The 
Captain ConA was warned to depart with his people, 
ar.d to tell the other captains to return to their coun
try. He went away reluctantly. 

The commando advanced beyond Bruyntjes Hoogte. Commentary 

The molestation the Kaffers had committed by night on No. II. 

the farms, the occupation of the farms, and the 
carrying away the servants, rendered it necessary to 
stop them by gentle means or by force. 

Were the particulars of PLETTENBERG's engage
F 
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ment with the Kaffers, and the history of the con• 
tracting parties among them known, it is not imp1·0~ 
bable that it would be discovered that the Captain 
CoBA was no party to that engagement, and that he 
did not consider the engagement on the part of others 
binding on him. 

JALOMBA, SusA, nnd BozA!llA, were on the 1st of 
June warned in presence of the commando to move, 
and to make restitution of stolen cattle. They made 
no answer, but pressed among the commando, weapons 
in hand. They were again ordered to depart, and the 
commando returned to camp. On the 2d, the same 
was repeated, and they refused to go. The interpreter 
warned the commandant that there was d:mgcr, for 
that he had heard the Kaffers eucoumge each other to 
push boklly among the Dutch, who could not fit-e lest 
they should shoot each other. The commandant ob
serred that 10 or 12 armed men always surrounded 
him, as if to listen to what he was saying. They were 
again warned to move in two days or to expect battle; 
and on the commando retiring it was thought that the 
Kaffer shounded them with their dogs. They are for
bidden to push in among the commando; the men 
were ordered to keep in the saddle, and to retire from 
them; the Kaffers following, and pushing among the 
men; the commando halted and formed Hue. It was 
seen, that if the Kaffers were allowed to attack, there 
must be great loss. So JARSVELD collected all the 
tobacco, adrnnced twelve paces, threw it to the Kaf
fers, and called to them to pick it up. They ran out 
from amongst the commando, and forgot their plan. 
The orde1· was given to fire; the three captains and 
a11 their men were slain, and 800 of their cattle taken. 

JARSVELD kpowing no other means of p1·eventing 
the daily threatened violence of the Kaffers, and of put
ting an end to the complaints of the inhabitants, than 
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hy procce<ling to beat the unrcnsouablc portion of the 1 ;s1, 

Kaffers into a proper peace, returned to his camp July :.!O. • 

from the 7th to the 10th. \Vent out again behind 
the Boschberg, where he found the captains ConA, 
MAGOT1, and TnATHOE, took 1,300 head of cattle, 
and informed them that when they had fulfilled the 
promise made to his excellency, and gii·cn up the 
colonists' cattle, theirs should be restored, and the 
peace renewed. On the commando retiring the Kaf-
fcrs came out of the woods in great numbers, and 
announced that in the dark they would retake their 
cattle. A party was placed in ambush, which re-
pulsed the Kaffcrs in the night, killed six, besides the 
wounded ; Captain SANGA was desired to retire from 
the right of Ilosjemans River, and to return to his own 
country, with which he complied. JARSVELD goes 
on to describe his operations against the Kaffcrs on 
the Bavian's Ri\·er, the Kowie, the Great Fish River, 
and other places; capturing their cattle, until the 19th, 
when he dismissed the commando, consisting of 92 
Christians and 40 Hottentots, having had only three 
of the latte1· wounded. He left twelve men to guard 
tht! outer posts. The Kaffer cattle, and those retaken, 
belonging to the colony, were divided among the 
inhabitants, according to the number they had lost; 
but they were so short, that each got only 4 oxeu in 
lO of thos.c lost, or about 43 per cent. 

So ends "The Record" at a very critical period of Commentary 
th D "f • h b No. 12. e utch and Kaffer war; or 1 1t as een con-
tinued beyond this date, Mr. Moonrn did not give 
ine, or send, ·when written to for it, any more; except 
the Journal of Colonel CoLLD1s, of 1809, and other 
papers of that period, which will be noticed according 
to date, if I should continue this compilation. 

'' The Record" is the only authentic history of the 
colony with which I am acquainted, and the absence 
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of such documents, from 1781 to 1795, is of course 
fatal to the hope which any person may entertain of 
himself becoming, or of rendering others acquainted 
with the measures adopted by the Dutch government 
towards the Kaffers in the last fourteen yea1·s of theit· 
rule over the colony, until its restoration at the peace 
of Amieus. • 

I feel this to be the more ,·exatious, for after wading 
through the atrocious measures pursued towards 
the aborigines for so many years, a new era seemed 
to dawn, and the proceedings of the government, 
those of the landdrost, and those of the commandant 
of the eastern frontiers, towards the Kaffers, from the 
25th of July, 1780, to the 20th July, 1781, are, with 
few exceptions, (JARSVELn's tobacco stratagem for 
instance,) such as may be read with pleasure, and 
approved of, in even the present enlightened period 
of our own rule. Excepting, of course, PLETTEN
BERG's view, that his engagement of 1778, with 
certain members of the Kaffer confederation-was 
binding on the whole of the chiefs and people-and 
excepting also the system of employing commandos 
composed of the inhabitants; a vicious course, arising, 
probably, more from necessity than choice. 

DE KLERK, field-corporal,. reports to the ]anddrost 
of Stellenbosch, that he had made peace with the 
Bosjemans of his distl'ict. He had been endeavouring 
to do so for a year, but in ,·ain for 7 months of that. 
period. He made one of them a captain, and sent 
him to arrange the business; at first a few came, after
wards 200. He hears that field-corporal VAN WYK 

had charged him with carelessness, which is incorrect. 
The charge arises out of his not allowing VAN WYK 

to ha,•e his own way; doing so would render it 
impossible to have peace. The case affects his, DE 
KLERK's, conscience-so he will go on in a manner to 
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euablc him to answer to God as wt'll as to the govern- 1775, 
December 26. 

meut. If health serves, he hopes to come to Stellen- BANNISTER, 

bosch in May. He is getting old, and requests to be Page 183. 

discharged from burger duty and from office; if per-
mitted, he will appoint an able deputy for commandos. 
for a year or longer, and see how affairs go with the 
Hottentot-Bosjemans-all promises fair for peace; but 
if another succeeds the result is likely to be otherwise. 

A boer confessed to VALLIANT, that the hatred of 1782, 
h K fli • b b d h • BANNISTER t e a ers was mveterate- ut o serve , t at 1t was Page 185. ' 

unlucky for the innocent that the effects of their 
vengeance did not always fall on those who deserved 
it. 

It is a misapprehension only beginning to be re- Do., p. 45. 

moved that the natives do not duly estimate the great 
principles of international law, and even the regular 
procedure of courts. The foundation of many diplo-
matic usages are distinctly traceable in South Africa; 
and the substance, with often not a little of the tedi-
ousness of judicial proceedings may be met with 
there. HuMBOLo's curious engraving of an original 
American court might find many originals amongst 
the Kaffer tribes. The Kaffers are indeed known to 
be great lawyers, having indi,·idual chiefs famed fot· 
their knowledge of deciding cases. The foundation 
of the interrogatory system is, doubtless, to be found 
in usages like those of the Kaffers; and it deserves 
notice, that at our requisition they lately condemned 
four murderers with the clearest justice, who would, 
probably, have escaped by English prosecution: They 
were Kaffers who had killed two British soldiers with-
out provocation. They have, too, what is equivalent 
to prosecutions for perjury, in cases of false testimony. 

The population of Kafferland, in spite of many Do., p. 169. 

adverse events, has constantly increased; the people 
have long occupied a coast of about 200 miles between 
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Do., p. 185. 
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the Ilashce and the colony. Their numbers were, 
many years ago, estimat<>d at more than 40,000.* 

Goes on to show the oppressive orders issued on 
these occasions by the Dutch gm·ernment against the 
nath•e people, which some of its functionaries were 
sufficiently ready to obey, hut which others disputed 
to their own injury; and that twice the British go
vernment commanded what e,·cu the Dutch function
aries hesitated to pNform, 1816-20. 

Exemplary conduct of the Hottentots, as soldiers
enrolled in l 782, with little expectation of success, 
they have proved that good usage, good food, and good 
clothing, will produce in the Hottentot fidelity and 
cleanliness, and other military qualities, equal to other 
men. 

BARRow's account, throughout, as to the Kaffers, 
is, as of a people who shared the wish of one of their 
chiefs, GAIKA, to be able to exchange their '~instru
ments of war for implements of husbandry," and to 
be able to "return to their ancient habits of peaceful 
industry." 

Jn regard to the Kaffers, a volume might be filled 
with the general approbation they have received. 
However travellers may differ in other points, they all 
agr<"e in enumerating so many good qualities in this 
people, that if common intelligence and common 
honesty cannot be denied to those travellers, thek 
testimony is complete. 

The captain of the wrecked American ship Hercule8, 
being asked whether all the colonists were such as he 
described, he said, he hoped not. I have known many 

* In 1826, Mr. TuoMrsoN estimated them at 100,000, their country 
being more densely peopled than any district in the colony. A careful 
enumeration by tribes, estimates them at 195,600, and 326,000 cattle. 
Yearly increase of cattle half, or 163,000; consumption, half the increase, 
or 81,aOO. 
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who hold the marauding conduct of their neighbours 1;s2, 

in the utmost abhorrence, and for nothing more than ::;.t;:~~R, 
their repulsive frontier conduct. 

Of the kindly disposition of the Kaffers, the testi- Do., p. 203. 

mony of an intelligent American sailor, Captain 
STOUTS, of the Hercules, may stand for a volume, 
which might be adduced to the same effect. 

"Cast with sixty of my people on the shore of Do., p. 103. 

Kaffel'land, I found in the nath·es a hospitality, and 
received from them protection, which in Europe I 
might have sougM in vain. 

"We were unarmed, not having saved from the 
wreck a single article, either for our own defence or 
subsistence. In this situation we were completely at 
the mercy of the nath·es, but instead of revenging the 
wrongs they and their predecessors had endured from 
the savage whites, they made us fires and gave us 
subsistence." 

BARROW is the next authority to "The Record," in 
my possession. 

Being deputed by Lord MACARTNEY to the frontier, 1797, 

he found among the list of grievances of the provisional July 13• 

landdrost of Graaff-Reinet, (Vol. 1st, page 61,) the 
incursions of the Kaffers represented to be destructive 
:o some of the dependencies. Some of the chiefs, 
with their families, vassals, and cattle, were over
running the country, and had advanced as far as the 
Swellendam borders, others were within sixty miles 
of Graaff-Reinet, but the bulk of them were on the 
Sour Grass Plains, along the sea coast, between the 
Sunday and Great Fish Rivers. 

A person who, during the late intestine disturbances 
in Graaff-Reinet, had acted a busy part, asked for a 
commando to operate against the Kaffers, who had 
caused such uneasiness. 
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1797, Jn the then state of affairs the provisional landdrost 
~~!~!~. dared not refuse. He had been forced by the rebel
Fol. ed., 1806, lious to take on him the office, and to assist in all 
Vol. 11 P· 61• their measures. But knowing of the approach of the 

Commentary, 
No. 13. 

BARROW, 

landdrost, with BARROW, he withheld his reply in the 
matter of the commando. 

The new lauddrost stopped the hostile preparations 
of the farmers, and announced his intention of visit
ing the Kaffer chiefs, with the view of prevailing on 
them to retire beyond the Great Fish River-the 
colonial boundary-which was unpalatable news to 
those who hoped to share in the plunder of Kaffer 
cattle. 

To the conduct of the colonist'!! was owing the seri
ous rupture of 1793, terminating in their expulsion 
from some of the finest districts. 

Although, in the same year, the treaty was renew
ed, fixing the Fish River as the boundary, few of the 
colonists had confidence to return to their farms, 
particularly in the Sour Velds, and this induced the 
Kaffers again to transgress the fixed boundary during 
the confusion at Graaff-Reinet. Whilst the Kaffers 
remained in small numbers in those remote parts, little 
notice was taken of them; but from their numbers, 
and approach to the interior of the district, their in-
cur&ions were now seriously alarming. 

The absence of the Dutch records from. 1781 to 1795, 
renders it impossible to ascertain in what manner, or 
with whom, PLETTENBERo's treaty of 1778, with 
certain Kaffer chiefs, was renewed in 1700, But the 
probability is, that the renewed treaty, like the origi
nal, was not written, and that the mistake was again 
committed of considering an engagement with indivi
dual chiefs, binding on the whole Kaffer tribes. 

The lanrldrost resolved, after administering the oath 
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of allegiance to the people of Graaff-Reinet, to visit 1797, 

the Kafle1· chiefs, and, if necessary, their king. ~~!a1:~., 
The landdrost-council considered that there was Do., p. 11a. 

danger in this. They would not be persuaded that 
Kalfers were unlike Bosjemans-that they were a 
mild, rational, and something of a civilized people. 
A jaunt from home, or a hunting excursion, is su-
preme felicity to a Dutch peasant ; and a safe oppor-
tunity of getting into Kafferland, abounding with 
cattle, is not to be resisted. 

Twenty years ago the Gamtoos River was the 
boundary. 

The tents were pitched on the banks of the Kuruka, 
amidst several hundreds of the Kaffers-good humour, 
animation, and a cheerful turn of mind beamed in all 
their countenances; they had neither the thick lips 
nor the flat nose of the African negro-the face and 
head well formed as those of the European ; the men 
are the finest figures I eve1· beheld-tall, robust, mus
cular-an open manly demeanour. 

Descril>es the discussion with the two chief3 and 
brothers GooLEY and W ALoo. They said they knew 
very well the treaty entered into long ago, and 
renewed at the end of the late hostilities, fixing the 
Great Fish River as the boundary. The colonists, 
they said, had first passed the boundary after the 
treaty in pursuit of some game; then they had done 
so; but that there were no inhabitants in the country 
where they now fixed themseh·es. The colonists, 
observes BARROW, have always used the Kaffer coun
try as their own-sowing, planting, and driving over 
their cattle to graze. Some of them have gone amongst 
the Ghonaquas-the offspring of Katfers and Hotten
tots-subjects of the former race, taking possession 
of portions of their country, watered by the Kat and 
Koonap Rh·ers. 
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Dcscribcs·the petition which they, joined by 20 or 
30 other colonists, presented to Sir JAltES CRAIG, 
praying, on account of theit· losses through Bosje
mans and Kaffers, to grant them land on the Koonap; 
an<l saying that they would be still furthe1· obliged if 
he would extend the grant to the Kat; the land 
solicited being about 45 miles beyond the boundary. 
"The eyes of the colonists have long been directed to 
the two rivers, Koonap and Kat. The petition was 
rejected. The chiefs were told that the colonists had 
no authority for crossing the boundary; that it (the 
boundary) would be observed. But that the Kaffers 
who had spread themselves over the country must, 
without delay, return." 

The intelligence that the mission was on its way to 
their king GAIKA, alarmed the cl1iefs; they being at 
war with him and having fled. They entreated for 
interference, and were assured that an attempt at 
adjustment would be made. 

Interpreter sent to GAIKA to say, that the treaty of 
1778, renewed in 1793, would be respected by the 
English. GAIKA soon came from his residence, 15 
miles beyond the Keiskama, and entered on business 
immediately. He said that none of the chiefs who 
had entered the colony could be considered his sub
jects; although his ancestors had always held the first 
rank, and theit· supremacy was acknowledged by the 
colonists; those chiefs were entirely independent of 
him. 

On his father's death he came under the guardian
ship of his uncle ZAMBIE. But the uncle continuing 
his regency after he attained his majority, his father's 
friends took part against the uncle, and caused him to 
flee. KoNTA, a powerful chief from the north, joined 
the uncle. He had, however, defeated both, taking 
the uncle prisoner; but he ha_cl never been at war with 
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the chiefs on the othe1· side of the Kciskama. The li9i, 

subjects of GOOLEY and \VALOO had, GAIKA said, t'.~~.!~\~, 
committed great depredations in his country; he ha<l l'age 136. 

not, however, molested thdr habitations. 
From what they had heard of the Kaflcrs from the 

Dutch hoers, they were surprised to find so much 
prudence and good sense in so young a man as GAIKA. 

Describes the particulars of the negotiation with Do., p. us. 
GAIKA. "It is false that the Kaffers are a savage, 
treacherous, and cruel people. Their moderation to 
the colonists and white people has been often shown. 
In war they spare women and ehil<l1·cn, although their 
own have been murdered by the colonists; shows how, 
in February, 1716, the colonists plundered the crew 
of a Genoese ship, wrecked on the coast; whilst in 
1797, the Kaffers fc<l, and afforded safe couveyance to 
the colony to the people of the American ship Her
cules, stranded on their coast." 

During the confc1·cnce with GAIKA, his uncle, the 
usurper, remained in the back ground. His treat
ment of the uncle did GAIKA honor·. He was then 
under 20; the uncle's property was all restored to 
him, but he was obliged to li\·e in the same \·illagc 
with the king. 

Although the Kaffers ha,·e a_lways been represented 
as agriculturists, neither gardens nor cultivated land ap
peared near their habitations. GAIKA said, that in the 
last two or three years of war, they could not remain 
in any one place for more than a month at a time. 13ut 
that he should be delighted to see the warlike kerie 
converted into an implement of husbandry. Every 
Kaffer is a soldier and husband man; but he only arms 
when the state, of which he is a member, requires his 
sen·ices; on account of some injustice done towards 
the whole, or a member of the community. 

The Kaffer iS' mild and gentle, of erect deportment, 
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bold and Oi)en expression. No nation, taken collec• 
tively, can, perhaps, produce so fine a race of men as 
the Kaffers. The Kaffer is a tall, stout, muscular, well
made, elegant figure. His countenance is always 
cheerful, and his whole demeanour bespeaks content 
and peace of mind. He has not one line of the African 
Negro in the shape and turn of his person. There is, 
perhaps, no unlettered person whose manners and 
opinions have more the appearance of civilization than 
those of the Kaffer. They are no contemptible artisans 
-of which instances and examples are given. 

Speculations reganling the origin of the Kaffers; 
Mr. BARROW thinks they are most certainly not abo
rigines of Southern Africa; speculations on their being 
descendants of the Bedouin Arabs; circumcision and 
their Arab face denote their origin. They have a much 
stronger resemblance to the Ethiopians· and Abyssi
nians than to the African. No vestige of a written 
language among them; but their language appears 
to be much b<:yond that of a savage nation. Jn 
the enunciation it is soft, fluent, and harmonious. 
The mountains and rivers still retaining their Hot
tentot names, is presumptive proof that the Kaf
fers were intruders on that nation. The Kaffers call 
themseh·es Kousi. 

The Ghonaquas, a race arising out of the intercourse 
between Kaffers and Hottentots, just on the eve of 
extinction. They were driven out of their ancient 
possessions, in the Zuurveld, by the colonists; (Note, 
by which our colonists now benefit, if benefit it can 
be called, in possessing this tract, lying between 
Graham's Town and the mouths of the Kowie and 
Great Fish Rivers;) they found an usylum from the 
father of GAIKA. In their endeavour at neutrality, 
during the disturbances among the Kaffers, arising 
out of ZAMBtE's refusal to yield the reins to his ne-
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phew, the Ghonaquas became a common enemy; and 1797, 

those who remained in the country were plundered t~!;;~, 
and massacred by both parties. Page us. 

The emigrant Kaffer chiefs refused to return beyond 
the Great Fish River, although GAIKA was well dis
posed towards them. But it was deemed unadvisable 
to drive them over by an armed force from the Cape. 

The frequent disturbances amongst the hoers of 
Graaff-Reinet, and the hoers instigating the Kaffcrs to 
hostility against the British, rendered it necessary to 
employ troops, as well to drh·e the Kaffers out of 
the colony, as to break up the combination subsisting 
between Kaffers and hoers. 

"In the fertile division of Bruyntjes Hoogte," says Commentary 

BARROW, "the inhabitants were notoriously turbulent. No. 14• 

They were chiefly soldiers, or sailors, who had desert-
ed, or were discharged, from the Dutch army or ships. 
Living at a great distance, and in a country which 
readily supplied their wauts without much labour, 
they attempted to dictate to government (Dutch), 
which was timid enough to suffer their excesses to 
pass unpunished." 

Idleness, the mother of aH mischief; or, in other 
words, the pastoral, as contrasted with the agricul
tural condition ; and it is curious enough to see, how, 
through the whole period of their rule over the colony, 
but more especially during the early period, the 
local government failed to turn the attention of the 
people from pastoral to agricultural pursuits. (See 
"The Record" A. n. 1671 ; 20th March, 1681 ; Febru
ary 1st, and September 30th, 1689.) Amongst other 
things, it appears, under the above dates, that the 
Dutch hoers were of idle and disorderly habits; that 
it was impossible to get them to work, or attend to 
agricultural pursuits, and that " agriculture had "The Record" 

shamefully declined." Still "agriculture, horticulture, ~:r~ 20. 
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and grazing, had so ad\•anced 
their families, amounting to 
subsist on their own harvests 
barley." 

that the burgers and 
six hundred, could 
of wheat, rye, and 

"Not so, however, the slaves, amounting to an equal 
number,"-(these men had· been imported by the 
~overnment, and sold to the people; they were 
brought, apparently, from the Mosambique Channel, 
from the Eastern Islands, Java, Malacca, and, pro
bably, from Cochin and the Malabar Coast-all rice
eaters,) "who must be fed on rice." 

"The Record" " J t was very satisfactory to the Chamber i 11 Am-
1689 • 
Sept;mber 30. sterdam to read of the perfect reliance placed by the 

IG90, 
June 12. 

Commentary 
continued. 

Cape gO\·ernment on the Hottentots. You have pur
chased from these people, and taken possession of a 
fine rich valley, four miles east of Stellenbosch, which 
is called Drakenstein, and divided it among 23 free 
men-sixty morgen to each. The Chamber is anxious 
to learn how the government had arranged with the 
French refugees, and those of the Valees de Piedmont 
of the reformed religion, who left the Text>l in the 
Alkmar, on the 27th of July." 

"About one hundred and fifty of the refugees, 
men, women, and children, landed at the Cape-37 
having died, and l04 sickened during the voyage. 
They were partly settled in the Cape district, partly 
at Stellenbosch, but chielly at Drakenstein, where 
they earned their subsistence by agriculture, or as 
they best could. It was the object to mix them with 
the Dutch, so that each might acquire from the other 
useful agricultural knowledge." 

The endeavour of both the home and the local 
govunment lo fix the colonists to the more civilized 
pursuits of agriculture and horticulture, signally failed 
however-sixty morgcn of land proved in Africa far 
too little for men who, in Europe, never, probably, 
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owned an acre;* so, eventually, they obtained Joan- 1 ii9. 

farms of 6000 or more ac-res-becomiug a pastoral, l::;.},:,;tary 

whilst the nature of tlie climate, and the scarcity of continued • 

. water and pasturage, forced them to become a 
nomadic people-the last and lowest condition of 
society-out of which they had risen long before they 
left Europe. Jn this condition they were necessarily 
as little useful or profitable to the government as the 
aborigines, (the Hottentots and Bosjemans.) The 
immense extent of country, and the hostility of the 
aborigines, who lost their pasturage lands for domestic 
and wild animals, rendered it impossible for govern-
ment to protect the people, and hence arose those 
eternal commandos, and the consequent demoralization 
of both colonists and aborigines. The colony has 
nerer accordingly paid, perhaps, the expense of its 
civil government. 

In such a condition- of things it was not of course 
Vel'y difficult to obtain its permanent cession at the 
congress of Vienna; but the ambassador who should 
then have negotiated the cession of Java, would 
probably, in Holland, have been considered deserving 
of the block. 

"The abominable expeditions," says BARRO'\_\', Commentary, 

"which are carried on under the authority of govern- No. 15• 

ment, ought not, on any consideration, to be tolerated. 
They answer no other purpose than that of irritatiug 
and rendering more sarnge the unhappy creat1ues 
who are the objects of them." 

BARROW might ha\'e added that-unlike charity-or 
rather, being the very antipodes of that virtue-com
mandos cursed hoth parties. They brutalized the 
colonists as well as injured the aborigines, anti \.'erily 

* Somebody has said, it is not that the hoers have too little land, but 
that they have too many cattle. 
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both governments and colonists have had their reward. 
Government has gained a worthless country, almost 
too extensive to be defended except at a ruinous expen
diture. The people from agricultural, have become 
pastoral and nomadic. They have been further 
rendered savage, and reduced to the original, or low
est, condition of man, by being left, or forced, with 
arms in their hands, (worse than BuRKE's wild 
justice, or Ireland's nocturnal legislatioll;) to avenge 
their own grie~·ances, of which grievances they, too, 
were the only judges. 

And to all these circumstances may, doubtless., in 
some degree, be traced the gradual, and, eventually, 
the mighty emigration of the Dutch hoers to countries 
where they might, as they thought, live beyond the 
pale of British law. The Act V. and VI. of WILLIAM 

IV., Chap. LVII., must, however, have taught them 
that, as British subjects, British law can reach them 
beyond the colonial border. 

As British subjects· they cannot, of course, combine 
to make conquests for themselves, although indivi
dually they may emigrate to, and live under the Jaws 
of any country they choose. 

Since they cannot throw off their allegiance to their 
own country, they may, of course, be banged as 
traitors if found in arms against it. 

And if any substanth·e state complains that, as. 
British subjects, they are disturbing the peace of that 
state, which cannot control them-then international 
law will reach them, and thmugh it England becomes 
responsible for the conduct of her subjects. Captain 
WALPOLE may then be sent from Fort Bf'aufort 
with a military force against them, if they will not, 
through peaceable means, return ; as his brother was, 
a few years since, sent from England, with a naval 
force, to bring back British subjects, who were about 
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to violate, at Terceira, the laws and territory of 1779, 
P 1 July 13. 
ortuga • Commentary 
Let the Dutch hoers go-for, although the colony continued. 

has, doubtless, Jost much in disposable labour, in 
capital, and defensive power, through their departure, 
better all this-far, than that they should be indulged, 
at the expense of England's honor, (if indeed the 
honor of our beloved country could be involved through 
the proceedings of Dutch hoers,) in granting them 
extension of lands at the cost of our neighbours;"" or 
in commandos, which were, undoubtedly, like their 
pursuit of wild game, favorite occupations with them, 
as long as the occupation could be followed profitably, 
and without much personal inconvenience and risk; 
or as long as the profit was greater than the incon-
venience and the risk taken together. 

The first notice I see in "The Record" of BAR- "The Record" 

Row's "abominable expeditions" of the colonists ~~ 4. 

is:-
The Bufger Senate submit in their own name, and in 

that of their fellow burgers, to government, that seve
ral burgers and inhabitants, who had gone into the 
interior, were massacred by the Gounama Hotlentots; 
that to prevent this, the governor do send out land 
expeditions to seek for these Hottentots, to massacre 
them in revenge, and carry off as many of their cattle 
as possible. That the petitioners offer to serve, pro
vided they have a share in the booty. 

Certain burgers of Stellenbosch memorialized the 1686, 

government, claiming 20 cows and oxen captured in November 2• 

April last from the Obiquas Hottentots, as booty 
and well-earned pay. Resolved, unanimously, to 

* Sir BENJAMIN D'URBAN said :-The relinquishment of the newly
acquired Province (Adelaide), will be speedily followed by an extensive 
abandonment of the Albany and Somerset districts on the part of the 
fanners.-(Letter to Lord GLENELG, June 2, 1836.) 

G 
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grnnt them 2-3ds of the cattle as well-earned booty; 
the other J-3rd going to the company as its lawful* 
prerogative. 

Tlte first Great Commando. 

The organization, operations, and termination of 
this commando, in which the three divisions, in their 
first expedition, killed 503 Bosjemans, and took 241 
prisoners, many of them sucklings,t are already given 
in pages 57-71, under this head; and it is unneces-_ 
sary further to notice these horrors. 

Many intermediate commandos followed. 
The particulars of the last commando of 1780-1, 

noticed in "The Record," against the Kaffers, have 
also been detailed. The instructions issued to the 
field-commandant, and his proceedings, are, I think, 
almost, or altogether unobjectionable. Excepting 
always the vicious system of employing the colonists 
to avenge their own cause; and excepting, also, field
commandant JARSVELD's tobacco stratagem; for to 
justify this, there was no further proof of intended 
treachery on the part of the Kaffers than the warning 
he ha<l received from the interpreter, and the circum
stance of the Kaffers mixing with his men. (The Re
cord, 1781, July 20.) 

·what afte1·wards happened is unknown; for here 
"The Record" closes-

" From the moment that Lord MACARTNEY's de
parture for England was known, the district hoers, 
incited by others at Cape Town, thought that with 
him departed all authority; their restless and turbu
lent minds, and their avaricious views on the Kaffers, 

* Symptoms of the Dutchman turning Hottentot, Bosjeman, or Kaf
fer ! !-for this is about their chief's share of booty. 

t One Dutchman being killed, and one shot through the hat. 
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would no ionge1· brook restraint; so " they resolved BAaROw, 

to prove themselves true patriots," as one of them Page 362• 

wrote. They issued from Graaff-Reinet (1799) cir-
cular letters, entreating, and commanding others, to 
assemble in arms. 

General DuNDAS sent a squadron of dragoons, a few 
companies of infantry, and most of the Hottentot 
corps, into the district, under Brigade-General VAN
DELEUR. The rebellious hoers collected in consider
able numbers, stationed themselves between the 
Drostdy and Algoa Bay. Hearing that troops were 
advancing, they dispersed, petitioning for forgiveness; 
a verbal message was returned, "that no communica
tion would be held with rebels! until they surrendered 
themselves and laid down their arms ; that all who 
did not appear by a ccrtatn time, at a named place, 
would be treated as rebels and traitors;" the greater 
part appeared accordingly. Some of the ringleaders 
were sent on board a ship in Algoa Bay, and on the 
rest a fine was levied. 

Having thus got rid of the ringleaders, the general 
meant to embark part of his force, and to send the re
mainder overland to the Cape. Jn crossing from Algoa 
Bay to the northward, to put the plan into execution, 
to his surprise he fell in with a party of Hottentots 
dressed in such wild attire that he did not know what 
to make of them. The men were armed with mus
kets, the women carrying the loads, for they had been 
plundering the hoers. 

KLAAS STUURMAN, or N1coLAS the helmsman, 
was the spokesman of the Hottentots ; they had come 
to the resolution of applying, before the English 
left the country, for redress of the many grievances 
which they had sustained at the hands of the boers. 

It appeared that these Hottentots were only a small 
portion of the tribe which was arming against the 

o2 
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BAanow, hoers, and plundering their houses. Some of the 
Page 362• &c. Hotten tots had fled to the Kaffers, but most were on 

the road to Algoa Bay, to appeal to the general. The 
Hottentot connection with the hoers seemed dissolved 
-the latter had endeavoured to levy from the former 
the contribution put upon them by General V ANDE

LEuR; and the state of the country was very alarming. 
A vast number of Kaffers, with their cattle, were 

met on the banks and among the thickets of the Sun
day River; they belonged to the chief CoNGO, the 
head of GAIKA's emigrant chiefs. Mr. BARROW 
had, two years before, assisted by the landdrost, 
endeavoured to bring about a reconciliation between 
the parties. CoNGO now said in reply to a requisition 
to quit the colony, and retire beyond the Great Fish 
River, that the ground he,_stood on was his own, for 
that his father had been cJ1eated out of it by the 
landdrost of Graaff-Reinet.·. He promised, however, 
to move eastward in three days, although not beyond 
the Great Fish River, for GAIKA was there, too strong 
for him-and there was blood between them. 

CoNGo's open and manly deportment, far from 
suspicion, fear, or embarrassment, characteristic of the 
Kaffer chief, excited a strong interest in his favor. 
Children in swarms issued from the thickets, and he 
reluctantly consented to withdraw his people and 
cattle from the banks of the Sunday River. 

The forces stationed along the Fish Rive1· having 
been collected, the troops commenced ·their march 
towards Algoa Bay. CoNGO still remained on the 
Sunday River; the message to quit was repeated, but 
the messenger returned without seeing the chief
the troops and wagons, in the mean time, proceeding 
en route. 

It was not thought, however reluctant Co:soo might 
be lo quit his position, that he would commence an 
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attack on a body of regular troops. Instigated by the BAa.a.ow, 

Dutch hoers, who, rather than attend the generaPs Page 362• &c. 

summons, sought refuge with him, he took this 
step. Kaffers appeared in great numbers on all the 
heights, and several were seen close upon the line 
of march, lurking in the thickets. The defile was 
narrow, the brush-wood close, and three rounds of 
grape were fired to clear the thickets. It required 
some management to prevent a junction between the 
Kaffers, urged on by the rebel boers, and the dis-
satisfied Hotten tots, now flying from their late masters. 

Near Algoa Bay the bocrs and their families had 
assembled to claim protection against the Hottentots, 
who, great and small, amounted to 500-the boers to 
150. 

In the mean time the Kaffers, instigated by the 
rebel hoers, had attacked General VANDELEUR's 

camp, near the Bosjemans' River; the hoers kept up 
a brisk fire behind the bushes; the Kaffers with their 
long missil weapons retired to re-appear, rushing into 
the plain with the iron part of the assagai in their bands. 
Several rounds of grape and musketry, by which 
numbers were killed, sent them into the thickets again. 
They soon perceived the advantage of a short weapon 
used by a muscular arm over a long missil spear, 
whose slow motion through the air renders it of easy 
avoidance. 

Lieut. CHuMNEY, and 20 men of the 81st regiment, 
were returning from the sea coast to camp ; they were 
surprised in the thicket by a large body of Kaffers, and 
attacked hand to hand with the iron part of the 
assagai ; sixteen of the party were killed. Lieut. 
CnuMNEY, on horseback, led off the main body of the 
Kaffers, in pursuit of himself, was killed, but thus 
afforded the small remnant of his party an opportunity 
of reaching camp. 
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Whether the Kaffer be descended from the Bedouin 
Arab, as supposed by BARROW, (page 148, &c.) or 
not, his conduct in thus using the iron of the assagai, 
(throwing away the wooden part, though not its 
scabbard) in close combat with the European-and as 
the same thing was done under their spiritual leader 
MAKANNA,* in their attack on Graham's Town, when 
l\lajor-General Sir THOMAS W1LLSHIRE commanded; 
these are circumstances, at all events, worthy of 
the descendants of that gallant race. It reminds • 
one of the attack made, with such fatal effect, by the 
Beni Boo Ali tribe of Arabs, sw01·d in hand, upon 
Major THOMPSON'S force,-and their charge against Sir 
LION .EL SMITH's ranks in the same order, some years 
after,-when they issued from their date groves with 
sword, jumbea, (or dagger) and shield, in the teeth 
of a shower of iron grape-shot and musketry-closing, 

r· ) 
eventually, to a hand and hand combat with the 
British soldier, and rendering it, for a time, doubtful, 
whether the sword and shield of the Arab were not a 
match for the fire, the bayonet, and the musket-as 
the Highlanders had before done. On both these 
examples, I believe that Major MITCHELL partly 
grounded his opinion that the sword and shield really 
are so. The Kaffer is a more powerful man than the 
Arab, and hardly less so than the Highlander. \\'hen 
they can get swords and better shields, there is no 
reason why, as our true and tried allies, they may 
not, in after years, use both with equal effect in our 
service or assistance. 

General V ANDELEUR's message to the rebel hoers 
was worthy of himself, and is of course the only 

* Sir ANDRIES STOCKENSTllOM's account of MAKANNA.'s surrender 
of himself, to propitiate the British government-his banishment to 
Robben Island, and death there, are as interesting incidents as I ever 
heard of in the life and death of any man. 
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nltemative against being ·shot, that can be offered to Commentary 

rebels with arms in their hands. I have never under- No. 17• 
stood what we are doing at Natal. The general im-
pression seems to be that we have been treating with 
the rebel hoers. My not understanding this may arise 
from want of information, for I was only a short 
time at Cape Town, and then not in a state of health 
to discuss such matters with any one. Since my 
arrival on the Frontie1· I have not met with any one 
who could give me the information which I sought on 
the subject. 

Before I left India, however, we knew well enough 
that our subjects had rendered themselves amenable 
to national law hy combining to establish an indepen
dent administration; and to be dealt with through 
international law, by taking possession of a portion 
of the territory of a supstantive power, when that 
power should appeal to ns for assistance to aid it in 
controlling our subjects ; and there was no longer any 
difficulty in dealing with them, either at the cannon's 
mouth, or the foot of the gallows, after their attack 
on Major SMITH's small force. Neither have I been 
able to understand by what right we are taking pos
session of the Natal territory; we cannot, of course, 
hold that the illegal proceedings of our own subjects 
there give any legitimate rights to us; or that the 
pretended purchase of that territory in 1689, by the" The Record" 

. - 1689 
commander of the Dutch galhot Noord, on account of October 25. 

his government, from the Ingose, or chief of the bay, 
for beads, copper, and ironmongery, to the value of 
20,000 or 30,000 gilders, can give us any right to 
occupy the territory now . 

. With the particulars of Lt. F AREWELL's purchase, 
or pretended purchase, of a portion of that territory, 
a few years since, from the Zoola Chief CHAKA, or 
from his brother and successor D1NGAAN, I am still 
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Commentary less acquainted ; but on such purchase, on whatsoever 
No. l7. conditions it may have been made, the British go

vernment can hardly ground a claim of right. 
BARRow, . The hoers persuaded the Hottentots that the Eng
Page 362• &c. lish would put them on board ship and send them to 

the Cape; they accordingly withdrew from near 
Algoa Bay and joined the Kaffers. The ill-judged 
conduct of the hoers eventually brought on their own 
destruction. It defeated the intention of effecting a 
reconciliation ; brought together in union Kaffers and 
Hottentots, who drove out the hoers, spoiled them of 
their cattle, and burnt their habitations. Having 
effected these things in the Graaff-Reinet district, they 
advanced into Swellendam ; their hatred was against 
the hoers, for single English Dragoons were suffer
ed to pass unmolested; and an Englishman's (Mr. 
CALLENDER's) house at,,. Plettenberg's Bay, was 
spared, whilst all the rest • were burnt. The same 
house was afterwards, either in revenge, or in a spirit 
of mischief, plundered by a party of hoers, collected 
by the magistrate to clear the district of Kaffers and 

Do., p. 417. Hottentots. The wives and families of this party 
having fallen into the hands of the Kaffers and Hot
tentots, were, as on all similar occasions, treated with 
respect. Ransom was offered, and the Hottentot 
who went to make the proposition was shot, yet the 
prisoners were liberated. 

Do., p. 420. Articles of Instruction, proposed by a District Land
drost, to he given to a Commandant. 

Art. 1. No unnecessary cruelty to be exercised on 
prisoners. 

Art. 2. Women and children, especially those of 
Kaffers, are not to be ill-treated, or taken away, but 
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returned to their respective families, after the late BARRow. 

example shown by the Kaffers at Plettenberg's Bay. Page 420• 

Art. 3. On the conquest of a kraal, the huts are not 
to be set on fire as usual; as to this practice alone, 
there is every reason for supposing the burning and 
plundering of our farm-houses is to be ascribed. 

Art. 4. The dead bodies of the enemy not to be 
violated, as has usually been the practice of the evil
disposed of the commandos, by cutting them with 
knives, lashing them with wagon whips, and hackiug 
them with stones ; such conduct exasperating the 
enemy, and inducing them to commit murder. 

Art. 5. Boers should not, in the first instance, take 
away the Kaffer cattle, because they will hover round 
the commando ·to retake them; besides, it weakens 
the commando to guard theni. Their object should, 
therefore, be to pursue ~ !nemy, and to expel them 
from the country, by which the whole of the cattle 
will, of course, fall into the hands of the hoers. 

It is interesting and instructive to find the Christian Commentary 

taking example, even to this extent, from the Kaffer, No. 18• 

in mercy and forbearance; if, indeed, that divine 
attribute can be said, or supposed, at all to have a 
place in such proceedings; eepecially where self-
interest, and self-considerations, so obviously come 
to aid the Christian. 

Whilst the hoers of Graaff-Reinet were yet in arms, BAaRow, 

the inhabitants of the neighbouring districts appeared page 420, &c. 

to waver; but on hearing of their subjection, they 
pretended to condemn their conduct. 'l'hese people 
attempted to effect their avaricious designs on Kaffer 
cattle, (long horns always!) by attacking the magis-
trates and the small force left at Graaff-Reiaet fo1· 
their protection. But these disturbances were local, 
and they had plunder only for their object ; all other 
districts remained quiet; an<l long before the gene-
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ral peace in Europe the people were so much reconciled 
to the British government, as neither to expect nor 
wish for a return of their own. 

No natural tie exists between the Cape and the Unit
ed Provinces ; the greater part of the colonists are the 
descendants of soldiers in German regiments-com
posed of Prussians, Hanoverians, Flemings, and Poles
and of French refugees, who took shelter there after 
the revocation of the Edict of Nantes; they have no 
connections in the states of the Bavarian Republic. 

NoTE.-The extracts which I have given from BARROW; 

are entered here from notes which I made, some months 
ago, for my own amusement, from a copy of the work which 
I borrowed from the Rev. Mr. DEVEREUX, the Roman Catholic 
Priest at George, long before I thought of preparing this 
compilation regarding the Kaffers. There is, of course, much 
more of interest in BAa119w on the subject ; and if it be 
thought worth while a sketch of this kind, relating to the 
colonists, and the whole of the aboriginal tribes, might be 
prepared under the instructions of the Cape government, by 
Mr. Moonrn, or any one else. The records of government, 
secret or otherwise, are of course beyond my reach ; and I 
have no other works than such as I collected for amusement 
and instruction during a tour of the frontier districts ;· a-com
pilation of this kind, complete in all its parts, would be import
ant,-for in order to correct what is wrong, it is necessary 
first to ascertain the commencement, the progress, and the 
present condition of the Evil. 

J. SUTHERLAND. 
Graaff-Reinet, September 30th, 1844. 

L1cHTEN• The wars of the Kaffers are occasioned by the re-
sFTE1 iN,d belli0n of the chiefs against their common king, or the o. e ., 
Vol. I, p. 2i7. desire of the king to bring a separate tribe under 
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subjection, and make it trilmtary to him. The de- L1cHTF.s

daratioi1 of war made, all the vassal chiefs, with their i,:;~":i;7. 

dependents, are summoned to assemble. E,·ery one 
must implicitly obey this mandate and follow his 
leader, under danger of confiscation of property. They 
collect at the habitation of the king. The king pre-
sents plumes of feathers, which are worn as marks of 
honor, and those wearing them are oheycd as com-
manders, appearing at the head of their divisions. 
The unarmed prisoners are never put to death, and 
women and children have nothing to fear. Such arc 
ALBERT1's opinions, and those of the Christians who 
have lived among them. 

On the death of a chief, the people choose a succcs- Do., p. 286. 

sor, commonly of his family, which the king has the 
power of confirming or setting aside; as the people of 
one kraal have the power of choosing a chief from ano-
ther kraal, one chief may rule m·er many kraals. But 
chiefs and all are vassals of the king. Yet such is the 
blind attachment to chiefs, that they are often followed 
by the people even against the king. Chiefs had the 
power of life and death ; but this power king GAIKA 
has taken from them, and ruled, that-sentences of death 
require his confirmation. Every chief chooses five 01· 
six old and experienced councillors from among his 
subjects, and seldom acts in important matters without 
their ad,·ice. The great council of the king is com-
posed of the chiefs of particular kraals; although the 
government is monarchic, there is a power in the people 
to balance that of the king. If the warning of one of 
the oldest and most esteemed chiefs is not attended 
to, kraals break up and retire to, or behind the bor_ 
der. When GAIKA made laws first against taking 
private revenge, and a second, which rendered the 
king heir to all his subjects who died without heirs, 
this measure (i. e., the breaking up of kraals) was had 
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recourse to, and the king set aside the second la\v. 
Except when the spirit of resistance is particularly 
awakened, the king is implicitly obeyed, and his sen
tence of death is executed without a murmur. GAIKA, 
king of the Kosas, seldom made use of the right. 
Fines were substituted, and only for the most heinous 
offences, was death awarded. 

The case of PALO and TvuKA is cited. They were 
brothers; the latter king, the former regent under 
him. The king demanded extraordinary taxes in 
cattle from his subjects, and they murmured. Even
tually the quarrel came to blows, TvuKA was con
quered by his brother PALO, and made prisoner, yet 
the king, from a sense of right, restored his brother. 

The revolt of the chiefs in the next generation, dut·
ing the minority of GAIKA, is described; also bis 
inability to reduce them, and their aggressions on 
their neighbours,· the colonists; who retaliating, a 
disturbed state of things arose. The Kaffers were 
joined by a large body of Hottentots, who had de
serted their masters, the colonists ; and they were 
formidable from their arms and intelligence. The 
united body spread terror over the district of Graaff
Reinet; and presently the whole country between the 
Bosjemans and the Fish River, was in their hands; 
cattle were plundered and houses burnt. Commandant 
V ANDERVELT having been killed., the colonists lost 
heart. His successor equally failed to restore tran
quillity; and at this very time the hoers rebelled 
against the English ; General VANDELEUR ~appeared 
in the field to quell the insurrection, and the prisoners 
were for the most part sent to Cape Town. But the 
Kaffers pressed forward and attacked General VAN
DELEUR on his march to Algoa Bay, where he em
barked, leaving the frontier of the colony to its fate. 
The Kaffer arrogance increased, and they pressed 
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through the Langekloof and by Plettcnberg's IJay, L1C1m:s. 

half way to Cape Town, carrying fire and sword ;:Et293-4. 

in their train. They were driven back in 1800 from g 

the Kurmans, to the Zwartkop's River. But, although 
the Algoa Bay settlement was established, and every 
precaution taken to guard against a like misfortune, 
the rebel chiefs of GAIKA could not be prevailed on to 
return within their own boundary, the Great Fish River. 
It was not thought advisable to drive them ; and this 
portion of the colony remained in their hands; reci-
procal distrust therefore continued. 

GAtKA remained quiet, and restrained his subjects, 
yet perfect peace could not be preserved. The colo
nists never lost the hope of regaining their lost pro
perty, and reprisals and a petty struggle was carried on. 

Extracts from General JANSSEN's Journal, as given by 
LICHTENSTEIN, PP· 302 to 333. 

The situation of the eastern part of the colony, at 
the restoration to the Dutch, was disturbed and 
lamentable: first from the distrust which subsisted 
between the English government and its subjects, next 
from the condition in which the rebel chiefs stood 
towards their sovereign. The Kaffers had discontinued 
to rob, ovly because nothing was left, and because the 
settlement at Algoa Bay was formidable to them. But 
the inhabit.ants did not venture to return to, or to 
rebuild, their habitations. 

On the request of the inhabitants, the governor, Do., 302, &c. 

General JANSSEN, repaired to Algoa Bay, which be 
reached in 36 days, on the 8th of May, 1803. Mes
sengers were sent to the Kaffer chiefs to propose peace 
and invite them to meet the governor. Like messen
gers were sent to two hordes of discontented or rebel 
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L1cnTEN• Hottentots, who were hovering about the country, 
~~t302, &c. under the conduct of persons who were connected 

with the Dutch administration of former times-i. e., 
KLAAS STUURMAN and BoEWEZAK. 

The narrative goes on to describe the result of the 
negotiations with the Hottentot leader STuURMAN, 
who repaired to Algoa Bay to meet the gencml. 

In the mean time two Kaffer envoys arrived-one 
from JALUSHA, the other from SAMBER-rebel chiefs 
of king GAIKA, and a highly interesting discussion 
is entered on as follows :-It appeared that they had 
come a week before to Algoa Bay, in the hope of 
finding the general to assure him of the friendship of 
their chiefs-but not finding him there they returned 
without having in the intermediate period seen their 
chiefs-and this they deemed the more necessary 
since they heard that ·ambassadors were proceeding 
from the general to their chiefs. They doubted 
whether their chiefs would themseh·es come, and 
said that they came because commanded to do so ; 
but that the case was quite different with respect to 
the chiefs, since no one could command them. 

A commission was appointed, consisting of persons 
in General JAXSSEN's suite, to draw up Articles of 
Peace between the Dutch and the Kaffers. The 
genera'l himself, in communication with the most" 
respectable of the colonists, sketched a plan, and on 
.some hints furnished by them the plan was com
pleted. 

The envoys sent to the four rebel Kaffer chiefs were 
honorably received, and they invited the general to 
meet them (the chiefs) on the Sunday River, as they 
feared to go to Algoa Bay. They were still at enmity 
with their king, GAIKA, who sometimes attacked· 
them, and who had sent RENSBCRG to treat on his 
behalf with the Dutch, and to secure their assistance 
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in reducing his rebel subjects. This rendered them L,cHTEs

distrustful, and they therefore wished to speak with ~:;tioz, &c. 

the general alone, in the hope that he would eudearnur 
to reconcile them with their king. 

Presently arrived NACABONEH, an ambassador from 
CoNao, one of the four chiefs, who called himself 
the chief minister, and who confirmed all that the 
returned Dutch envoys had said. He had before been 
employed on a similar errand, and wore on his breast 
a copper plate engraved with the name of Geneml 
DUNDAS. 

JANSSEN moved forward to the Sunday River, and 
he learnt that GAIKA had sent a messenger to beg 
that he would support him against his feudal chiefs. 
He wished anxiously to see the general to conclude a 
peace, and for that purpose would meet the general. 

Two of the feudal chiefs· also arrived, and only 
awaited the arrival of the others to confer with the 
general on business. When they approached the camp 
some delay occurred in the matter of etiquette-they 
wishing to see the general, instead of his deputation, 
consisting of a field-commandant and the adjutant
general ALBERTI. The general advanced, so did 
they, and the meeting was accomplished. The chiefs 
said they were terrified because they heard that the 
general had come to an understanding with GAIKA, 

and promised to seize them, and compel their return 
to obedience. When assured on this point they had 
not patience to wait the progress of a regular negotia
tion, but wished peace to be concluded immediately; 
they insisted, in reply to objections, that it was easily 
made, and began to return; those appointed to draw 
up the conditions followed, and the points were 
discussed. 

The chiefs said-the past should be forgotten ; that 
they were unacquainted with the true motives of the 
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L1caTEN- war. They complained of the conduct of THOMAS 
~:;~N 302, &c. FERREIRA, then in authority at Algoa Bay; said they 

were at open war with king GAIKA, and that they 
were accustomed to make war whenever they had a 
mind-though they were once followers of GAIKA

most of them were disposed to make conditioual 
peace with him, but the general must protect them, 
and CoENRAAD BuYs, a renegade farmer of Swel
lendam, must be removed from GAIKA, SAMBEH 

alone said he never would b~ reconciled ; he had 
educated GAIKA from his birth, and knew him to be 
faithless. 

Do., 302--333 Eight Articles of Engagement were discussed. 1st. 
Ten of the colonial Hottentots were said to be with 
them; most were with STUURMAN, BoEWEZAK, and 
TROMPETER ; the few with them had permission to 
return to the colony. 

2d. They were ready to return colonial renegades, 
or captured slaves, provided Katfer children were 
given up in return. 

3d. They agreed to surrender, unconditionally, all 
Dutch and other deserters. 

4th. They denied having any captured fire-arms; 
for, not knowing.the use of them, they were given to 
the Hottentots. 

5th. They acknowledged the Great Fish River as 
the boundary, but could not cross it whilst at war 
with GAIKA, 

6th. They objected much to the proposition that 
no colonists should enter Kafferland, since there could 
be no true peace without intercourse; and they ad
hered to the opinion that it was better to trade with 
the colonists than with the government. 

7th. They assented to the proposition that no Kaffer 
should take personal revenge, but seek redress from the 
nearest magistrate, or the commandant of Algoa Bay. 
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8th. In the same manner any colonist 
dress from a Kaffer chief shall ubtain it. 

seeking re- L1cnns
sTEIN, 
Page 302--333 

of The compact was concluded with a great deal 
trouble, and only two of the chiefs would come to 
the general's camp to receive their presents. 

They did not appear very desirous of peace with 
King GAIKA, although the general offered his media
tion; and were with difficulty persuaded to send a 
person with him, who should return and tell them the 
result, towards themsehes, of the general's interview 
with GAIKA., 

The general invited GAIKA to an interview on the 
Great Fish River, proceeding there himself. GAJKA, 
menaced by his enemies, feared to go S'.l far from 
home, and entreated the general to adrnnce farther. 
CoENRAAD BuYS came and repeated GAIKA's im·ita
tion, expressing doubts whether the compact with the 
chiefs would be fulfilled. He was exhorted to dispose 
GA1KA to peace with his chiefs, since the colony suf
fered exceedingly from their dissensions. He was 
accompanied by four of GAIKA's most distinguished 
officers, amongst them ENNO, his brother-in-law, who 
confirmed what Buys said. ENNO was sent to inform 
GAIKA and the queen mother, that. the general 
would meet them on the Kat Rh·er, where he arrived on 
the 21st of June; that day some couriers announced 
the approach of GA1KA, requesting that some officers 
and dragoons might be sent to meet him, with a 
wagon for his mother. 

Describes the manner of their approach and recep
tion. 

"The conversation, the unembarrassed manner of 
the king, were interesting in the highest degree. His 
tall, fine, well proportioned form, his perfect age of 
26, his open, benevolent, coufiding countenauce, the 
simplicity, yet dignity of his deportment, the striking 

H 
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L1cRTEN- readiness of his judgment, and of .his answers, his 
~-:t302 __ 333 frankness and the rational ,,iew he took of things, 

combined to form a character such as is not often 
found amongst those who have infinitely greater ad
vantages than GAIKA in forming their minds and 
persons. 

The governor said, that the dissensions among the 
Kaffers had caused great misfortunes to the colony, 
since many of them had plundered to the very heart 
of it, and were now established bey()nd the boundary. 
This, GAIKA said, was not his fault, for he could not 
restrain the intruders, but that he had never taken 
the slightest share in their plunderings or devastations. 

GAIKA said, he sincet'ely rejoiced to hear that the 
power of the Dutch was now so established that they 
could immediately repel any attack made upon them, 
for that the dissensions were as unfortunate to him as 
to themselves, since an asylum to his rebel chiefs, 
within the colony, was thus afforded. He seemed 
,·ery much to rejoice to hear that the rebellious colo
nists, carried by the English to the Cape, had been 
mercifully dealt with. He said he was totally at 
variauce with the Kaffers now in the colony, and in a 
state of most destructive war with them. On a pro
position from the governor to send a messenger with 
proposals of peace to his rebellious subjects, GAIKA 
broke into bitter complaints, saying there was nothing 
he had more sought, than to preserve peace among his 
subjects. But that his uncle, who was ambitious to 
rule, could not bear to be the subject of his former 
pupil. It was he who had taught his subjects to rebel, 
and to forget that they owed him their faith and alle
giance. He would not complain of his uncle's per
sonal flight, but his having carried away so many 
subjects and waged a destructive war, were wholly 
unpardonable. They had even attempted his life, a 
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thing without example. GAIKA contiuucd-" It was L1ceTEN• 

scarcely possible to live in peace with such men; the ~:;102 .. 333 
governor himself must recollect the horrors of which 
they had been guilty in their attack upon his country-
men. He had hoped that the Christiaus would be ready 
to unite with him against such atrocities; yet since 
the governor thought otherwise, and had condescended 
to make peace with therr, he was ready to do the 
same on their unconditional submission. He would 
even promise to forgive all past offences, and take 
them under his protection. He had several times sent 
proposals of accommodation to them, but the messen-
gers had been ill-received and sent back with con-
tumely. No more overtures should be made on his 
part; it was their business to solicit peace. He consider-
ed that he was making no slight concession in promis-
ing, if the general could persuade them to submit, to 
receive them with kindness, forgetting all that had 
passed. He received with delight the general's pro-
posal to send, when peace should be made, imple-
ments of husbandry and mechanical tools to the 
Kaffers; also to send a commissary, annually, to see 
that the articles of peace were punctually observed hy 
the co~onists and the Kaffers, and to settle differences. 
GAIK~ considered the distance from Cape Town a 
great obstacle to the maintenance of such a friendship; 
and inquired whether a person could not be appointed, 
not too far from the border, to whom he could refer 
respecting the governor's pleasure. He was informed 
that the go'\'ernor was equally anxious for a close 
union, and that the commandant at Algoa Bay could 
always be applied to. The boundaries of the colony 
to remain as settled by Governor PLETTE:SBERG. 

The king entirely approved of the proposition that no 
Christian should enter the Kaffer country without the 
permission of his government, or any Kaffer enter 

H2 
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L1c11TEN• the colony without the king's permission. He would 
~:;:102 __ 333 send information regarding Christians in the Kaffer 

country, to the commandant of Algoa Bay, and beg
ged that information regardiug Kaffers in the Christian 
country, might be sent thence. He had not the power 
to deliver up what had been taken from the Christians 
during the war-Hottentots, slaves, prisoners, horses, 
and cattle. If the Christians should reduce the rebel 
chiefs to obedience, this must be made a condition 
liefore their return to their own country is permitted. 
If they arc driven to their country, and thus placed 
in his power, e,·cry thing shall be restored." 

GAIKA complied immediately with the governor's 
demand, that all white people should be compelled to 
quit the Kaffcr country. If, he said, they remained, 
they would be considered enemies to their own 
country, and he their protector. He, howe,·er, de
sired to retain lluvs, whom he knew well, and with 
whose council he could not dispense. Buvs' dismissal 
was, however, insisted on, and GAIKA was referred 
to the commaudant of Algoa llay. 

GA1KA faithfully promised that shipwrecked mar
iners should be kindly treated, property carefully 
guarded, and that information should immediately 
be given-hoping, however, that a suital>le reward 
would be assured to every Kafler who aided in the 
good work. 

GAIKA said that, four or five years ago, M EIN'IER, 

the lauddrost of Graaff-Reiuct, had sent presents to 
him, and promised others, if he would put Iluvs and 
RENsnuno out of the way-offering him all their 
property and cattle; the sheep to be given up to the 
Janddrost, and the horses divided between them. 
The proposal was indignantly rejected-the sarnge 
being incapable of betraying his friends, after an 
interchange of presents . 

• 
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GAIKA requested to be expressly informed how L,cnTEs

long the rebel Kaffers would be allowed to remain in ~:!:~02 __ 333 
the colony, if they did not accept the proffered peace; " 
and receiving no decisive answer, he broke out anew 
against SAMBEH, who had attacked and murdered 
JAN BOTHA, who, having fled from the colony when 
taken by the English, had been living with GAtKA, 
and was on his way home. His property was seized 
and confiscated by SAMBEH, who refused to restore 
it, on GAIKA's requirement, to JAN IloTIIA's widow. 

It appeared that GAIKA did not very clearly under
stand the relations between the English and tl1c 
Dutch. When the colony was taken by the English, 
and ambassadors were sent to him, he could not com
prehend what they wanted. IluYS and other colonists, 
not well affected towards the English, explained this 
by a simile, i. e.-The Dutch were owners of a large 
country, that which they possessed in Africa being, 
in comparison, only as a cattle-fold to a whole farm. 
The English, who were the llosjemans of the sea, 
had taken their cattle-fold. '' The English," LICHTEN
STEIN says, "were accordingly considered in Kaffer
land as traitors and robbers, and treated accordingly." 
(VA~ DER KEMP is his authority for this.) The 
king departed next morning with the utmost as
surance of personal friendship. BuYS had permis
sion to follow, and General JANSSENS and suite set 
out from the Kat River on their return to Graaff
Reinet. 

ALBERTI, the commandant of Algoa Bay, shortly 
after resumed negotiations with the Kaffer chiefs. 
They had broken up-each taking his kraal (or fol
lowers) to a separate circle of his own-but all 
between the Bosjemans and the Sunday Rivers. He 
found them disposed to be more friendly, and to 
show greater confidence in the Dutch than at the 
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L,caTEN• former interview with the governor. They com
~::t302 __ 333 plained that GAIKA was still hostile; that he plun

dered their cattle, and would not send away BuYB, 
or send ambassadors of peace. Never, they said, 
until his conduct altered in these respects, could 
friendship be restored. GAIKA had similar complaints 
against the rebel chiefs. {Observatiou,-and it seems 
to have been as difficult to reconcile their differences 
as it is in other rude feudalisms.) On this LICHTEN
STEIN observes {page 329) : " It appears evident 
that hatred and distrust will not be readily removed, 
and during their continuance there is no hope that 
the rebel chiefs would be exhorted, or menaced to 
quit the colony, 01· even to mo\·e nearer the border
which was injurious, since the farmers were desirous 
of returning to their homes. They had punctually 
fulfilled all their engagements; given up the sla\·es, 
Hotteutots, and some muskets; and they appeared to 
have no thoughts of disturbing the colonists. Yet 
the intercourse with them was exceedingly embar
rassing-scarcely anything they said was wholly true; 
there was no reliance to be placed upon them. They 
shut their ears to all proposals towards conciliatory 
measures-answering, that it did not please them, or 
was not to be heard of. Neither did GAIKA's conduct 
accord with assurances made to the governor, or with 
the dictates of justice and humanity. His people 
indulged in acts of power and malignity towards 
their revolted countrymen, which were wholly un
justifiable. It was more than ever manifest that 
BuYS must quit his situation." 

BuYs excused himself to ALBERTI, on the grounds 
that he wanted carriage for his property, and that 
there was danger in trnvelling through a country 
occupied by the king's enemies. He, however, reach
ed Graaff-Reinet in Norember, escorted by troops 
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sent for his protection ; he also brought two of his L1c11TEN• 

intimates in Kafferland, FABER, a German, and JOHN ~::~j02 .. 333 
MADDEN, an English deserter. Seven of the Chris-
tians did not return; they intended to travel north-
ward, and to reach De la Goa Bay. Four of these 
were colonists of high reputation, and three were 
English deserters; they imparted their plan to MAD-

DEN, which was to procure powder, shot, and other 
necessaries, and then set off on their journey. They 
were narrowly watched by ALBERTI, set out unpre-
pared for such a journey, followed the boundaries of 
the colony, and were in the sequel heard of about 
the Orange River. Such were the persons who then 
visited Kafferland, and such the dangers of allowing 
free intercourse between colonists and Kaffers. 

Although GAIKA was said to be much disposed to 
peace, and to reconciliation with his revolted subjects 
-excepting only SAMBER-no advances were made. 
The good understanding between the colonists and 
the Kaffer chiefs continued, although the followers of 
the latter still continued individual robbery, which 
occasioned a great outcry. LICHTENSTEIN gives an 
example :-14 oxen were stolen from a Hottentot; 
they were tracked to SAMBEH's kraal ; application 
was made to him; the robber was traced and put to 
death instantly. All but two of the oxen were 
restored ; in lieu of those which had been killed, 
SAMBER sent two of his own-with a third, as a 
present to the field-cornet of the district, who sent all 
three back. This SAMBER took very much amiss, 
saying, if they were not accepted he . should doubt 
the sincerity of the wishes so often expressed for 
peace. Yet, at a conference with ALBERTI, -SAMBER 
denied the whole transaction, fearing the reproaches 
of the governor; and that a contemptible opinion 
might be formed, by him, of the extent of bis authority 
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LrcaTEN- over his people. The other Kaffer chiefs were equally 
iTE~N 302 __ 333 cager to prm·e how anxiously they desired to maintain 

ag a good understanding with the colonists, in whose 
country they lived, sending back stolen property to 
its owner, punishing the robbers, and always request
ing that no complaints should be made to the governor, 
of which some curious examples arc given. (Page 332.) 

ALBERTI had interviews with the chiefs about the 
end of November, after hearing of the intended 
journey of the commissary-general (DE M1sT). He 
found them pertinaciously refusing to return or sub
mit to GAIKA, because he had not sent ambassadors 
or dismissed IluYS (for of his dismissal they had not 
heard). Their reconciliation with the king was now, 
however, more urgently insisted on, and they were 
informed that a person in no less authority than the 
governor was approaching, who would see that the 
conditions of peace were punctually fulfilled. 

The Kaffer children found in the colony were de
livered up, which gave confidence; and people ven
tured to run about in small parties, visiting the 
colonists at their habitations, to their great annoy
ance. They were not, however, to be restrained, 
observing that they were no where so happy as among 
the Christians, and there was no better hunting coun
try than that about the Gamtoos River. They said, 
that peace having been made, the agreement signed 
by the governor himself, they well knew that they 
had uothing to fear. 

So ends the fragment of General JANSSENs' Jour
nal, which LICHTENSTEIN was permitted to use, and 
which occupies from the 302d to the 333d pages of the 
1 st Vol. of his "Travels in Southern Africa in 1803-
4-5, and 6." Folio Ed., London, 1812. 

In this situation, as described by LICHTENSTEIN, 
the Commissary-General DE M1sT found affairs on 
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his arrirnl at Algoa 13ay. His first object was to ob- L,c,m:s. 

tain inten·iews with tht• rebel chiefs still within the sr,:is, 
Pd"e 302--:lJJ 

colony, and with GAIKA; to accommodate, if possi- 0 

ble, their quarrels. GAIKA wished the commissary-
general to advance beyond the Great Fish !liver, since 
he feared to leave his own home, at the Buffalo llirnr, 
to go so far; besides, he was preparing for an attack, 
with his whole force, on his rebel subjects, in the 
hope of reducing them ; although only allowed by the 
governor three months to return, they still continued 
to plunder and t<;> rove about the Christians' country. 
Six months had elapsed, and if the period should be 
further protracted, there was some danger of GAIKA's 
being deserted by his own people and completely 
impoverished. He, therefore, only awaited the arrival 
of a body of Tambookies to pursue the rebels to the 
utmost extremity. GAIKA acknowledged the com
missary~general as regent of the colony, and was 
ready to march even to Cape Town to assist against 
his enemies, the English. He therefore hoped that 
the Dutch would, in like manner, assist him to subdue 
his rebel subjects. The ambassadors from the com
missary-general were overtaken on their return by a 
portion ·of GAIKA's army, consisting of about ~ 
men, and informed that three other similar parties 
were on thei1· adrance towards the Fish River, where 
all were to unite to give battle to the rebels. The com
missary-general hoped that the removal of BuYS from 
the king's councils would reconcile the rebels, and 
that the mediation of the Christians would have a 
powerful influence on all the Kaffers. But in any case it 
was necessary to render the boundaries of the colony 
respected, and to check the contests of savages within 
it. It was the business of the regent to animate the 
colonists, and to give confidence to them iu their 
habitations and their country. 
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L1cHTEN• Presently a reconciliation took place between 
~:Etj 33 __ 360 GAIKA, CoNGO, and JALUSA; preparations were con-

g tinued against SAMBER, who continued within the 
borders of the colony, whilst single hordes continued 
to annoy the colonists on the borders. They would 
not be persuaded by ALBERTI to quit; and, even had 
there been sufficient force, it was not deemed advisa
ble to use it for that purpose. The Dutch government 
was satisfied to be on a half friendly footing with them, 
and to be sufficiently respected to be safe from further 
encroachments ; or that the rebel Kaffers should con
sider it a favor to be suffered to remain in the colony 
on any terms. In this situation did the relations of 
the Dutch and the Kaffers remain until the colony 
was agaiu taken in 1806 by the English; and as to 
any thing further relating to the subject, we are yet, 
LICHTENSTEIN observes, to be informed. 

Do., p. 368. LICHTENSTEIN goes 011 to describe the condition in 
which DE M1sT found Graaff-Rcinet. The inhabitants, 
he says, were always the most factious and turbulent; 
they were so remote that it was hardly possible to 
enforce the laws; and here many foreigners of perturb
ed minds have sought a home. It seemed inevitable 
that all would go backward _in civilization, and that 
at last they would sink nearly as low in the scale of 
humanity as the former savage inhabitants. The 
separation of America from the mother country 
awakened many wild projects; which, to those ac
quainted with the helpless situation of the country, 
wete laughable; and the subsequent revolution in 
France and Ho11and occasioned a universal ferment 
all over the colony. Describes the manner in which, 
in 1794, the commotions in Graaff-Reiuet fairly broke 
out, and the subsequent proceedings during Lord 
MACARTNEY's administration to quell them. STOCK
ENSTROM's appointment to supersede the former land-
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drost, M EINIER; the emigration of more than sixty L1cHTF.S• 

families unde1· the conduct of RENsnuao; how the ~;::~~;GS. 
Kaffers established themselves in the Southern part of O 

• 

the district; how the landdrost was worn out and 
.returned to the Cape; the government hu·iug received 
intelligence that the colony was to be restored to the 
Dutch, disregarded tbt-se affairs, and the people were 
left to their fate. 

Intelligence from Algoa Bay confirmed former news 
of the reconciliation between GAIKA and the rel>cl 
chiefs CoNoo and JALUSA; SAMBEn's adherents 
were constantly dropping off, and it was hoped that 
he too would submit, or be obliged to leave the 
colony. Several hordes of Kaffers had quitted the 
colony. At Graaff-Reinet the importance of keeping 
upon friendly terms with the Kaffers was more than 
ever apparent-for to houses in ruins, desolated fields, 
and impoverished families, was added the catastrophe 
of losses sustained by the people of that district 
which, although only2-3ds had given in their account, 
amounted to 858 horses, 4,475 oxen, 35,474 cows 
and calves, 34,023 sheep, and 2,480 goats. 

Among the discontented was CoENRAAD Buvs, an Do., Vol. 2. 

African born, a small farmer iu Swellendam. In the 
year 1795 he was one of the warmest patriots and 
opposers of Orange principles. When the colony was 
taken by the English he fled to the Kaffers, either 
from dislike to the English, or fear of punishment. 
The powers which raised him so much to distinction 
in the assemblies of insurgents-his great strength of 
body, a countenance full of courage and ardour, a 
daring and active mind, with superior eloquence of 
speech, soon acquired him equal distinction• among 
the savages. He gained the confidence of GAIKA's 
mother, and shared with her almost unbounded 
power. With BuYS' assistance she contrived to satisfy 
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her brother-in-law, who was then entlea,·ouring to 
deprive his nephew of the sm·ercignty, her husband, 
his brother, being dead. A year after BuYS' flight, the 
Kaffer war began; whether urged by him is unknown. 
That he stirred the Kaffers against the English 
is probable-but not so that the desolation of the 
country was prompted by him. He remained quietly 
with the queen, and neither she nor the young king 
took any share in the disturbances. It was the tl"ibes 
to which SAMBER, CONGO, and JALUSA, adherents 
of the pretender, were the heads, who did the mischief 
-the desire of the Kaffers fot· plunder, perhaps created 
by the necessities of an increasing population. 

I subscribed to the Graham's Town Library, princi
pally that I might get a copy of Pr.1fessor L1CHTEN
STE1N's Work; and the Notes from which the 
above Extracts are given, were made during the few 
days I staid with Mr. WEST there. There must, of 
course, be much more of interest on the same subject 
in the Work; although, I hope that, in reading it 
rather hurriedly, 1 seized upon the most prominent 
facts; for the book is hardly less authentic than "The 
Record" itself. 

LICHTENSTErn and General JANSSENS together, ap
peared on the scene in Kafferland as men of superior 
calibre, and acquaintance with such things in the 
European world, to shed a new light on the character 
and institutions of the Kaffers; from whatsoever 
region that race of men may have come, and there is 
of comse no reason why they may not have emigrated 
from either sl10rc of the Red Sea by land, which is 
perhaps more pmbable than that their emigr~tion was, . 

* Some of the Commentaries, particularly those on JARSVELn's 
Expedition against the Kaffers, were Notes in the Manuscript; hut in 
the la Commentaries sent to Mr. MoNTAGu, from Graaff-Reinet, on the 
7th October, 184'1, most of these, and the 18th, or last, were included. 
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with either the Phcnicians or their descendants, the Commentary 

Carthaginians, or with the Arabs, by sea. And wheu No. 18• 

we reflect on the wonders of 'farta1· emigration, as 
shown by HuMBOLD, from island to island by sea, to 
people the shores of Southern America, at an early 
period,* the emigration from the Red Sea to the 
Southern-most point of Africa, will cease to excite our 
wonder. RoBF.RTSON says, that the Carthaginians, History of 

after visiting the coasts of Spain, those of Gaul, and ~~rif', 

penetrating into Britain, made considerable progress' 
by land into the interior provinces of Africa, trading 
with some of them, and subjugating others to their 
empire ; that they sailed along the western coast of the 
continent almost to the tropic of Cancer, planting 
several colonies in order to civilize the natives, and 
accustom them to commerce. A Phenician fleet, we 
are told, fitted out by N Ecuo, king .of Egypt, took 
its departure about 604 years before the Christian era, 
from a port in the Red Sea, doubled the southern 
promontory of Africa, and after a voyage of three 
years, returned by the Straits of Gades to the mouth 
of the Nile. (HERODT, lib. iv. c. 42.) 

However difficult it may be to procure information 
concerning nations while they remain uncivilized, 
and however prone men may be to affix the idea of 
perfection to those attainments which resemble their 
own, and where those are wanting to pronounce a 
people to be barbarous and miserable ; and howeve1· 
liable members of communities, unequal in their 
degrees of impro\·emcnt, may be to regard each other 
with mutual contempt,-still it can hardly be, that 
during the long period which elapsed from the time 
when BARTHOLOMEW DIAst and V Asco DE GAMA first 

* See also Professor PLAYFAIR's Narrative. 
t If BARTHOLOMEW D1As really reached Algoa Bay, it was, of course, 

during the reign of JouN II., of Portugal, in 1480 or 1490. 
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touched the shores of Kaffraria, until BARROW and 
LICH'l'ENSTEIN visited that people on friendly political 
missions, other persons, capable of forming a just 
estimate of their resources and institutions, did not 
travel amongst the Kaffers, and throw light on those 
interesting subjects. But if so, I am unacquainted with 
their writings. We seem to be principally indebted 
to shipwrecked sailors, and to the interest which they 
felt in the Kaffer people, from the kindness, hospi
tality, and protection, which, in their helpless and for
lorn condition, they received from them, for our 
knowledge of the Kaffers, until BARROW, LICHTEN
STEIN, and VAN DER KEMP, went amongst them. 
BANNISTER, indeed, (Appendix No. 10, pp. 107-
8-9,) gives a list of printed books and manusclipts 
relating to the south and eastern coast of Africa, from 
which, he says, an almost uninterrupted history 
might be compiled, but most of those works are far 
beyond my reach. 

Still less seems to be known of the origin, manners, 
and institutions of the Hotten tots and Bosjemans than 
of those of the Kaffers when Europeans first settled 
in South Africa. But that all the tribes had institu
tions peculiar to themselves, and according to the de
gree of their civilization, who can doubt who has 
studied the character of the great family of mankind! 
There can be no reason why the Hottentot should not 
have come from the far north, along the western 
coast, or through the centre of Africa. The Bosje
man seems to be an aborigine; and, like the Bheel, 
the Ramoosie, and the Ghond of India, (with whom 
they appear to have many attributes in common,) may 
have been driven into the caves, woods, ·and poorer 
tracts of country by the original invaders of it. Hav
ing but few wants, and those supplied by the bounteous 
hand of nature, who can doubt but that, amidst the 
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wild flowers, the honey, the roots and bulb~, and the Commentary, 

wild animals of Southern Africa, the Dosjeman was a No. 18• 

happy being until the rude hand of the European and 
Christian took the pasturage lands of his eland, quag-
ga, gnu, and spring buck, and despoiled him of these 
things ; and eventually either exterminated the race, 
or forced them into other lands. ROBERTSON says, 
it has seldom been the lot of communities, in their 
early and unpolished state, to fall under the observa-
tion of persons endowed with force of mind, superior 
to vulgar prejudices, and capable of contemplating 
man, under whatever aspect he appears, with a can-
did and discerning eye. The Dutch in Africa, like 
the Spaniards in South America, were so eager to 
take possession of the country, aud happy to find it 
occupied by inhabitants so incapable to defend it, that 
they hastily pronounced them to be a wretched order 
of men, formed merely for servitude, and were more 
employed in computing the value of their labour, than 
inquiring into the operations of their minds, or the 
reasons of their customs and institutions. ROBERT-

SON says, that almost two centuries elapsed after the 
discovery of America, before the manners of its inha-
bitants attracted, in any considerable degree, the 
attention of philosophers. About the same period has 
elapsed since the conquest, or usurpation, of a por-
tion of our present colonial possessions. Yet Mr. 
LAWRENCE says, "the tribes of South Africa, near Lectures on 

the European colony at the Cape the Hottentots Comparative 
' ' Anatomy, &c. 

Kaffers, Bosjemans, &c. are not yet enough known to by W1LLIAM 

enable us to decide whether they ought to be arranged ~"a~!:N;;h 
under the Ethiopian variety, or whether they belong Ed., London, 

to a different type." There appears to be no doubt 1838• 

but that, even supposing him to belong to the Negro 
family, the poor Bosjeman stands very low in the 

· scale of organization, and consequently of faculties. 
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On this Mr. LAWRENCE very beautifully observes, 
"The very argument which has been used for defence," 
in enslaving them, "seems to me a tenfold aggrava
tion of the enormity. Superior endowments, higher 
intellect, greater capacity for knowledge, arts, and 
science, should be employed to extend the bleMsings 
of civilization, and multiply the enjoyments of social 
life; not as a means of oppressing the weak and 
ignorant, of plunging those who are naturally low in 
the intellectual scale more deeply into the abyss of 
barbarism." (P. 245-6.) 

It may now be feared whethe1· the opportunity has 
not been lost of attaining a knowledge of the charac
teristics which apparently distinguish the Bosjeman 
from the other varieties of mankind; for if any of the 
poor Bosjemans have escaped the tyranny and persecu
tions to which they have been so long subjected, the 
tribes do not remain entire and unsubdued ; and vast 
changes must have been made on individual manners 
and ideas by the condition of (almost worse than) 
slavery to which they have been reduced; worse than 
slavery; fo1· the imported slave was valuable property, 
ana might be sold; but the Dutch law of 1636, already 
quoted, prevented the colonist from reducing the 
aborigines to actual slavery; and having no saleable 
value, theit· condition was, in reality, more deplor
able than the condition of the slave himself. 

RonERTSON says that "iu the islands of the new 
world, where four-footed animals were both few and 
small, and the earth yielded her productions almost 
spontaueously,-the constitution of the natives neither 
braced by the active exercises of the chase, not· invi
gorated by the labour of culth·ation, was extremely 
feeble and languid. On the continent, where the 
forests abound with game of various kinds, and the 
chief occupation of many tribes was to pursue it, the 
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human frame acquired greater firmness; still, how- Commentary 

e,·er, the Americans were more remarkable for agility No. 18• 

than strength. They resembled beasts of prey rather 
than animals formed for labour. They were not only 
averse to toil, but incapable of it; and when roused 
by force from their native indolence, and compelled 
to work, they sunk~ under tasks which the people of 
the other continent would perform with case. This 
feebleness of constitution was uni\,ersal among the 
inhabitants of those regions of America," says the 
professor, "which we are surveying, and may be con-
sidered characteristic of the species there." 

ROBERTSON'S description may be considered appli
cable to the condition of man, in the same degree of 
civilization, in South Africa, as in South America; with 
such diversity only as difference of climate and food will 
necessarily produce; and although it may now b~ 
impossible for any hand to trace the nice distinctions 
which existed in the respective characters of the Bos
jemans, the Hottentot, and the Kaffer, the distinguish
ing characteristics in those classes appear to be very 
strongly marked, even from the little that is known·of 
them. 

It has been observed that there is less variety in the 
human form, throughout the new world, than in the 
ancient continent; and the same thing is equally 
observable in the several varieties of the race in South 
Africa; for, although there is no doubt that, on om· 
first acquaintance with any races of men, we are just 
as liable, indiscriminately, to blend their personal 

* To this cause may be ascribed the fearful loss of life when the 
Spaniards forced the people of Mexico to prepare the tunnel, (greater far, 
I believe, than the Thames Tunnel,) to drain the Mexican lake, and save 
the city from the danger of inundation, and the loss of life in the con
struction of NAPOLEAN's great military road in Java. Each work cost
ing the aborigines 20,000 men, I think, it is said. 

I 
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appearance, as their manners and institutions, into 
resemblances which do not properly belong to them; 
yet, as far less of philosophic investigation is necessary 
to distinguish a variety of countenance in the variety of 
the different types of men, than in their institutions and 
customs, we see much sooner that all Bosjemans, 
all Hottentots, and all Kaffers, are not alike, than 
we are able to ascertain what difference exists, or 
whence it arises, in the manners and customs of the 
several varieties. 

To pursue the comparison between the several 
varieties in South Africa, and in America, as described 
by the professor. The Bosjemans appear to bear the 
strongest resemblance to the people originally inha
biting the district situated in the isthmus of Darien ;* 
for ROBERTSON has divided the varieties in the human 
species in the new world, into three different dis
tricts. The Hottentot appears to bear the strongest 
resemblance to those originally inhabiting the coast 
of Labrador; whilst the Kaffers-dropping the first 
fabulous accounts of the Patagonians-bear the 
strongest resemblance to the people inha11iting the 
region which extends from the River de la Plata to the 
Straits of Magellan. In the hunting season they often 
1·oam as far as the straits which separate Tierra del 
Feugo from the main land, and there is no keeping 
them, any more than the Kaffers, at home. 

ROBERTSON says, "some large breeds of horses and 
dogs exceed the more diminutive races in stature and 
strength as fat· as the Patagonian is supposed to rise 
above the usual standard of the human body. But 
animals attain the highest perfection of their species 
only in mild climates, or where they find the most 
nutritive food in the greatest abundance." 

* I do not mean the unhappy Albinos; or, as ROBERTSON Mys the 
Dutch call them, the Kackerlakes. 
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Africa, did not <:>scape BARROW. He says man, and No. 18• 

other animals, increase in bulk in proportion to the 
elevation of the country they inhabit. In the plains 
of the Zuurveld, and along the sea coast, the cattle are 
small and lean, and sheep can scarcely exist. On the 
heights of Bruyntjes Hoogte there are the finest oxen. 
in the colony, the sheep equal to those of the snowy 
mountains, nor are the heights less farnrable to the 
growth of man. 

The resemblance, in personal appearan<:>e, between 
the Bosjeman and the Bheel of Iudia cannot escape 
observation by any person who has seen even indi\,i
duals of each variety; the Bheel being, like the 
Bosjeman, an eater of flesh, and an aborigine, driven 
into the mountains and jungles by the Hindoo and 
Mohammedan conquerors of the plains. The British 
government has also been obliged, on several occasions, 
to arm against this diminutive, but comparatively 
fierce race of men ; they are, in India, considered an 
almost unarmed people, having only bows, and gene
rally, unpoisoned arrows, with a small sprinkling of 
fire-arms and swords. They have in Khandesh, Malwa, 
and Rajpootana, been formed into corps, under British 
officers, and have every where, through good pay and 
good treatment, been made good soldiers,-quite 
sufficient to keep their b1·etbren in check. The object 
has always been to turn them from thefr predatory 
habits, by giving them land, and forming agricultural 
colonies of them, along the margin of their fastnesses; 
and this object has never failed of attainment.* 

• It is very remarkable that paintings in colors, almost as vivid as the 
day they were laid on, have lately been discovered in the beautiful Boodist 
caves of Adjunta. These paintings, it was proposed by Captain G&ES· 

LEY and Mr. RALPH, to publish at Bombay, and subscriptions were 
entered into, but whether this has been done I know not. The Bheels 
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The Hottentots, as we now see them, may bear some 
comparison with the inhabitants of the Carnatic, and 
those of the Malabar Coast; and other rice and fish
eating people of India. 

And the Kaffer I would even venture to compare 
with the chh•alrous Rajpoot of Upper India, although 
immeasurably inferic,r, at present, in every respect to 
that noble race. Yet there are capabilities in the 
Kaffers which may hereafter develop themselves, and 
render them capable of following us, under good 
discipline, good treatment, and good pay, to fight our 
battles in any part of the world ; for there appears to 
be no reason why the men who have a national and 
warlike spirit, which renders them-in the present 
degree of their organization-capable of throwing 
away the wooden part of the assagai, braving the fire 
of artillery and musketry, and meeting the British 
soldier in a hand to hand combat, should not, under 
British officers, and a well established discipline, be 
taught to follow us and fight our battles, even amidst 
the snowy Caucasus-as 12,000 Rajpoots in former 
days, under MAHARAJA JEY SINon, fought the bat
tles of their friend the Emperor U KHBAR, on that 
field ; and as they have lately fought our battles in 
Affghanistan. The Rajpoot is the mildest, the most 
faithful, and most tractable of men, being an eater 
of wheat, but neither of flesh nor fish. BARROW 
says of the Kaffers-" From the nature of his food, 
chiefly milk, his manners are mild and gentle, whilst 
the chase gives him an erect deportment, and a bold
ness and openness of expression." 

lived in these caves hut the paintings are too Egyptian in character, proba
bly, to be attributed to them. The rock portraits of animals, in charcoal, 
by the Bosjeman, are well known_. The delicacy and fidelity of those of the 
antelope and buffalo, still to be seen near Shiloh, will, I think, surprise 
any one. The Bosjemans themselve~, following the wild animals, have lei\ 
the country. 
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Perhaps the most interesting and important discus- Commentary 

sion that e\·er took place, with respect to the manage- No. 18• 

ment of colonial possessions, was that of 1517, de-
scribed by ROBERTSON, (History of America, Book 
Ill.) when FERDINAND of Spain appointed RODRIGO 
ALBUQUERQUE to supersede Don DIEGO COLUMBUS 
in the power which he possessed in Hispaniola, of 
distributing Indians among the Spaniards settled in 
the island, bestowing that abhorrent power, however, 
on ALBUQUERQUE. He began by taking an exact num-
ber of the inhabitants of the island, and found that 
from 60,000 who, in 1508, survived all their suffer-
ings, they were, in 1515, reduced to 14,000. These 
ALBUQUERQUE divided into separate lots, and be-
stowed on such as were willing to purc·hase them at 
the highest price. 'fhe additional calamities thus in-
flicted, "completed the misery, and hastened on the 
extinction of this wretched and innocent race of men." 

The Dominican missionaries were most vehement 
in condemning the distributions. Don Drnoo, the 
principal officers, and all the laymen, complained of 
the conduct of the monks. The Franciscans, from 
opposition and rivalship, inclined towards the laity ; 
alleging, in excuse for the conduct of their country
men, that it was impossible to carry on any improve
ment in the colony unless the Spaniards possessed such 
dominion over the nath·es, that they could compel 
them to labour. 

FERDINAND appointed a committee of his privy 
council, assisted by some of the most eminent civilians 
and divines in Spain, to decide between the deputies 
sent from Hispaniola in support of their respective 
op1mons. 'fhe result was in favor of the Dominicans, 
but produced no benefit to the aborigines, althougl
they were declared a free people, entitled to all th,. 
natural rights of men; at length FERDINAND issued a 
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decree, declaring that the servitude of the Indians was 
warranted by both the laws of God and man ; because 
it would otherwise he impossible to reclaim them 
from idolatry, or to instruct them in the principles 
of the Christian faith. The Dominicans, and monks 
of other orders, were directed to abstain from those 
invectives, which, through an excess of charitable, 
but ill-informed zeal, they had uttered against the 
distributions, as the king and council were willing to 
take the charge of that upon their consciences. 

FERDINAND conferred new grants of Indians upon 
several of his courtiers; endeavoring to regulate, by 
edict, the work to be required of them, and the man
ner of their being clothed, fed, and instructed in the 
principles of christianity. 

Some of the Dominicans, in despair, requested the 
permission of their superiors to remove to the con
tinent, in order to pursue the objects of their mission 
amongst such of the natives as were not corrupted by 
the Spaniards, or alieuatcd by their cruelty from the 
Christian faith. 

BARTHOLOltEW DE LAS CAsAs, a clergyman, who 
accompanied CoLuMnus in his second voyage, adrn
cated the cause of the natives; but finding that atten
tion to his own interests rendered ALBUQUERQUE deaf 
to admonition, he set out for Spain, in the hope of 
softening the heart and opening the eyes of FERDI

NAND, He found the king much enfeebled by disease 
in mind and body. He was alarmed by the charge of 
impiety, which at another time he would ha,·e de
spised, and promised to take into seriou~ considera
tion the means of redressing the evil oi which LAs 
CASAS complained. 

But death stopped the career of FERDINAND, 
Cardinal XrnENES, the Regent, without regarding 

the rights of Don Drnoo CoLUMBus, resolved to send 
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three persons to America, as superintendents of the Commentary 

colonies, selected from amongst the monks of St. No. 18• 

Jerome; to these he joined ZuAzo, a private lawyer, 
of distinguished probity, with unbounded power to 
regulate all judicial proceedings in the colonies. LAs 
CAsAs accompanied them, with the title of Protector 
of the Indians. 

Arrived in America, their first act was to set at 
liberty all the Indians who had been granted to cour
tiers, or other non-residents. The fathers displayed 
at every step of their proceedings a knowledge of the 
world and of affairs, seldom acquired in a cloister, 
with moderation and gentleness still more rare among 
persons trained up in the solitude and austerity of 
monastic life. Tiley hecame, hO\vcver, satisfied, that 
the state of the colony rendered it impossible to 
adopt the proposed plan. That the Spaniards were so 
few in numbers that they could not work the mines, 
or cultivate the country, the alternative, to holding 
the natives in servitude, being, that the conquest must 
be relinquished, or the hope of all advantage from it 
be abandoned. Nothing but the authority of a master 
could compel the natives to work; their natural list
lessness and indifference were so great, that unless 
constantly kept under the eye and discipline of a 
superior, they would neither attend to religious in
struction, nor observe those rites of christianity which 
they had been taught ;-therefore the," distributions" 
were tolerated, and the Indians must be suffered to 
remain under subjection to their Spanish masters. 
Former reiulations were revised, new ones prescribed, 
and no circumstance was left neglected that tended to 
mitigate the rigour of the yoke. By their authority, 
example, and exhortations, the superintendents la
boured to inspire their countrymen with sentiments 
of equity and gentleness towards the unhappy people, 
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on whose industry they depended. ZUAZO seconded 
the endeavours of the superintendents. He reformed 
the courts of justice, so as to render tlieir decisions 
equitable and expeditious, and introduced various. 
regulations, which greatly improved the internal 
police of the colony ; his conduct, and that of the 
superintendents, gave universal satisfaction to the 
colonial Spaniards; and the boldness of XrnENEs, in 
departing from the usual path in forming his plan, 
and in selecting such persons to carry it on, was 
admired by all. 

The prudential considerations which influenced the 
superintendents made no impression upon LAs CASAS 
-who regarded their accommodating conduct to the 
state of the colony, as a maxim of an unhallowed 
timid policy, which tolerated what was unjust, because 
it was beneficial. As protector of the lni:)ians be 
contended that they were free by nature, and not to 
be bereaved of the common privileges of humanity. 
The superintendents receh·ed his most virulent re
monstrances without emotion, but adhered firmly to 
their own system. The Spanish planters were ready 
to tear him to pieces. LAs CAsAs found it necessary 
to take shelter in a convent, and soon after set out 
for Europe. 

He found the Regent, XntENEs, at the point of 
death. CHARLES ar1fred from the Low Countries, 
accompanied by many of the Flemish nobility. The 
fathers of St. JEROME, and ZuAzo were recalled; a 
lawyer of some eminence was appointed chief judge 
of Espaniola, and in compliance with the request of 
LAs CASAS received instructions to examine once 
more the point in controversy between him and the 
colonists, and in the mean time'to do every thing in 
his power to alleviate the sufferings of the natives, 
and prevc::nt the extinction of the race-as labour 
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was not procurahle whilst the natives were treated as Commentary 

a free people-LAS CASAS proposed to purchase a No. lt!. 

certain number of negroes from the Portuguese* on the 
coast of Africa, for slavery in America. The odiolis 
commerce, which had long been abolished in Europe, 
was thus, in 1517, on a great scale revived. Jn 1503 
a few slaves had been imported to America; in 1511 
FERDINAND permitted their importation in greater 
numbers. They were more robust and hardy, and 
patient, under servitude, than the natives of America, 
the labour of one negro being reckoned equal to that 
of four Americans. Xn.rnNES had promptly rejected 
the proposition. But LA.s CASAS, while labouring 
hard for the liberty of the American, pronounced it 
lawful and expedient to enslave the African. CHARLES 
granted a patent to his Flemish fa\·orites, for im-
porting 4000 Africans into America. The patent 
was sold to Genoese merchants, for 25,000 ducats, 
and a commerce in slaves from Africa to America, thus 
took a regular form. The p:itentees conducted their 
operations in the spirit of mouopolists, demanding 
such high prices, at first, that no great change was 
made i~ the state of the colony. 

LAs CAsAs' scheme for the relief of the Indians, 
was to exclude soldiers and sailors, who had mostly 
settled there, beiug the original discoverers and con
querors of the country, most of them desperate 
adventurers, dissolute, rapacious, and incapable of 

* The peculiar infamy of being the first to enslave and sell the Negro 
for exportation to America, belongs to the Portuguese ; and they, and 
their descendants in Brazils, are the last to continue that infamous traffic. 
The late resolution, originating with S1R CHARLES METCALFE, I think, 
when Governor of Jamaica, to engage and carry to Jamaica free Negroes, 
whose condition may be improved there, will, however, it may be hoped, 
rend~r this an unprofitable trade to the Brazilians ; and the difference in 
customs' duty, in favor of sugar- grown by free men, may altogether 
extinguish the trade. 
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that sober persevering industry, which is requisite in 
forming new colonies. Instead of these, he proposed 
to allure from Europe, by premiums, a sufficient 
number of laborers and husbandmen. Although, in 
this scheme, and other schemes, LAs CAsAs had the 
support of the Flemish ministers, he was defeated by 
the Bishop of Burgos. 

Where Spaniards were already settled, it was 
almost hopeless to endeavour to procure relief to the 
Indians. But on the vast continent only one feeble 
colony had been planted; the natives still occupied 
the whole country, and LAS CASAS hoped that, al
though he had failed to overturn a pernicious system, 
he might prevent its introduction. He applied for a 
grant of country, stretching along the sea coast, from 
Paria to Santa Martha, and proposed to settle there 
with ·a colony, composed of husbandmen, laborers, 
and ecclesiastics; no soldiers or sailors were to settle 
there, and no Spaniard to enter it without his per
m1ss10n. It was a part of his scheme to clothe the 
people, whom he took with him, in a dress so dissi
milar to that of the Spaniards, that they might appear, 
to the natives, a different race of men from those who 
had brought so many calamities on their count1-y. 

In this scheme LAs CAsAs was again defeated by 
the Bishop of Burgos and the Council of the Indies. 
He had recourse to his friends, the Flemish favorites, 
aud they supported the scheme merely because it had 
been rejected by the Spanish ministers. CHARLES 
referred it to a select number of his privy counsellors, 
they warmly approved of the plan, and gave orders 
for carrying it into execution, restricting the allotted 
territory to three hundred miles along the coast of 
Cumana, but allowing LAs CASAS to extend it as far 
as he pleased towards the interior of the country. 

CHARLES paused to carry out a scheme so gener(llly 
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exclaimed against, by most persons who had been in Commentary 

the West J ndies; for, although accustomed, at this No. 18• 

early period of life, to adopt the sentiments of his 
ministers, to an extent which did not promise that 
decisive vigour of mind, which distinguished his riper 
years, yet he could not fail to suspect, that the eager-
ness with which the Flemings took part in Americau 
affairs, flowed from improper motives. He accord-
ingly began to show an inclination to examine in 
person the questions concerning the character of the 
Americans, and the proper manner of treating them. 
QuEVED, the Bishop of Darien, who went to America 
in 1513, was present; his sentiments concerning the 
talents and disposition of the Indians were known 
to differ from those entertained by LAs CAsAs.-
CuARLES naturally concluded that, by confronting the 
Bishop and the Dominican, both having had, during 
their residence in America, full leisure to observe the 
nianners of the people whom they pretended to 
describe, be himself might be able to disco\'er which 
of them had formed his opinion with the greatest 
discernment and accuracy. 

A day of solemn audience was appointed. The 
Emperor appeared with extraordinary pomp, and took 
his seat on a throne in the great hall of the palace. 
His principal courtiers attended. Don Drnoo Co
LUMnus, Admiral of the Indies, was summoned to 
be present. The Bishop was first called to deli\'er 
his opinion. In a short speech, he lamented the 
desolation of the colonies, by the extinction of so 
many of their inhabitants, attributable, in some degree, 
to the excessive rigour and inconsiderate proceedings 
of the Spaniards; but declaring that he considered 
all the inhabitants of the new world, whom he had 
seen, to be a race marked out by the inferiority of 
their talents for servitude, and whom it would be 
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impossible to instruct or improve, unless they were 
kept under the continual inspection of a master. LAs 
CAsAs, at greater length, and with more fervour, 
defended his own system. He rejected, with indigna
tion, the idea that any race of men was born to ser
vitude, as irreligious and inhuman. He asserted that 
the faculties of the Americans were not naturally 
despicable, but unimproved; that they were capable 
of receiving instruction in the principles of religion, as 
well as of acquirin~ the industry and arts which would 
qualify them for the various offices of social life ; that 
the mildness and timidity of their nature, rendered 
them so submissive and docile, that they might be 
formed and led with a gentle hand. He professed that 
his intentions in proposing the scheme now under 
consideration, were pure and disinterested, and though, 
from the accomplishment of his designs, inestimable 
benefits would result to the crown of Castile, he 
ne\·er .had claimed, nor evet· would receive, any 
recompense on that account. 

Never, perhaps, in the history of mankind, was a 
young monarch, (for CHARLES the V. was then only 
17,) to whom the destinies of man were entrusted, 
called upon to decide on a question of more moment
ous import to the future weal or woe of a great por
tion of the race, whom it has pleased the Creator and 
Preserver of all mankind, to place lowest in the scale 
of humanity. Who can doubt, but that, even as 
wild hunters, living on the spontaneous productions 
of their land, the aborigines of all countries were 
happy, until despoiled by the European and the 
Christian of all that could support life, or render 
it bearable. CHARLES had then, not only to afford 
what redress was possible to the aborigines of the 
country, which the reign of his predecessor, and of 
lsABELLA, had the glory (25 years before) of dis-
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covering, hut protection for the future; and to afford Comment 11ry 
h h Cl . . d E . No. 1s. to t e ot er 1nstm11 an uropean nat10ns, an 

example of merciful and enlightened rule over abori
gines, at this early period of the revival of coloniza
tion, under the new form which it had assumed. 
On -this decision, too, rested the question, to some 
extent, at all e\'ents, whether the spread of civilization 
and of our holy religion, over regions of darkness, 
would be a sufficient compensation and atonement for 
all the miseries which an innocent and helpless 
people were sure to suffer at the hands of those, who, 
more enlightened and powerful, had only their own 
selfish and interested purposes to gratify. 

Who does not tremble for the fate of the American? 
whose future destiny was in the hands of a ruler, who 
was himself tainted with the iniquity of granting a 
patent to his favorite counsellors, for reducing to a 
still more degrading and hopeless state of slavery, 
4000 of the inhabitants of another region, and of a 
council, many of whom were concerned in selling 
that patent to slave dealers and importers ?-the re
mainder of the council, and most of the Spanish 
nobility, being the principal possessors of the lands 
and labour of the aborigines; whilst their only advo
cate, although labouring hard for their freedom, had 
not discrimination enough to see that it was still more 
iniquitous to pronounce, as he did, that it was lawful 
aud expedient to enslave the African, and consequently 
to tear him away from the land of his birth. 

CHARLEs,-RoBERTSON proceeds-after hearing 
both, and consulting with his ministers, did not 
think himself sufficiently infoL"med to establish any 
general arrangement with rcspe<.:t to the state of the 
Indians ; but, as he had peL"fect wnfidence in the 
integrity of LAs CASAS, and as e\·en the Bishop of 
Darien, admitted his scheme to be of such importance, 
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that a trial should be made of its effects, the emperor 
issued a patent, granting him the district in Cumana., 
formerly mentioned, with full power to establish a 
colonf there, according to his own plan. 

It is unnecessary here to record how LAS CASAS 
departed to undertake the duties of the new and diffi
cult office which he had taken upon himself,-the 
secret opposition which he encountered from the 
Spanish nobility, who universally dreaded the success 
of an institution that might rob them of the indus
trious and useful hands which cultivated their estates. 
How his endeavour to engage, in Spain, husbandmen 
and labourers was so slow, that eventually only 200 
accompanied him to Cumana; the formidable obsta
cles which he met with, and the final miscarriage of 
his scheme. 

I shall accordingly endeavour, after this long digres
sion, to describe, more minutely, from the records in 
my possession, the condition in which the Dutch 
government found the Bosjemans, the Hottentots, and 
the Kaffers, on their first acquaintance with them. 
The records are, I fear, very meagre ; and my want 
of practice in such discussions very little qualifies me 
for entering on a discussion, both delicate and in
teresting-if, indeed, in other respects, I could con
sider myself qualified. But if the work should here
arter be taken up and completed, by any more prac
tised and qualified hand and mind, my object will be 
more than attained; and any little trouble which I 
may have had in, with all humility, pointing the way, 
amply compensated. To euable me, however, to form 
any correct opinion of the actual condition of the 
aborigines when the Dutch first came amongst them, 
it will be necessary again to examine Mr. MooDrE's 
"Record," more minutely this time. I shall accordingly 
enter on the task with what patience I can muster. 
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3rd.-The Bosjemans. This is a great deviation 
from the task which I at first assigned to myself, and 
which referred only to the Kaffers; but it may not, as I 
think, be found altogether devoid of interest ; or even . 
of importance, in the future consideration of such 
questions by those to whom such consideration be
longs as a duty. 

J. SUTHERLAND. 

Graajf-Reinet, October 11th, 1844. 
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PART II, 

THE KAFFERS. 

The Kaffers. OTHERS will say that the natives are savages 'and 
}~f ;•26_ cannibals, and that no good is to be expected from 
"TheRecord" them. We of the ship Haarlem, testify to the con-

trary; for after the ship had lain there (at the Cape) for 
five months, the natives came to the fort daily to trade, 
with perfect amity, and brought cattle and sheep in 
quantities. When the Princes Royaal arrived with 80 
or 90 sick, the Haar/em supplied them with cattle and 
sheep, which were on hoard; so that, next to God, her 
preservation was owing to this refreshment. The chief 
mate, carpenter, and corporal were at their houses 
treated in a friendly manner; had they been inclined 
to cannibalism they might easily have beaten them to 
death. So that beyond all doubt their killing our 
people happens more out of revenge for taking their 
cattle, than for the purpose of eating them. When 
last year the fleet lay at the Cape, instead of making 
any recompense to the natirns for their good h'catment 
of the Haar/em's people, they shot and took away with
out payment 7 or 8 of their cattle, which may cost 
some of our people their lives. The natives are very 
found of peas, beans, and bread, and if treated with 
a belly full of food there would not be the least reason 
to fear them. Whilst the sick lay on shore for six or 
eight weeks, the natives came daily to fetch wood and 
to cook, and learnt to say "bout halen," then "eeten," 
and to call almost all the people by their names, and 
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speak some words, so that, beyond doubt, they will The K.aft"en. 

learn our language. We may employ some of their }:t:26. 
children as boys and servants, and educate them in 
the Christian religion, by which means, if it pleases 
God Almighty to bless this good cause, as at Tayouan 
and Formosa, many souls will be brought to God; 
whereby, beyond all doubt, your honors' trade over 
all India will be more and more blessed ; may your 
hooors be blessed with wisdom and understanding in 
such a manner that it may lead to the glorifying of 
God's holy name, the establishment of the Church of 
Christ, and your individual honor and expectation. 

LBENDERT JANZ. 
N. PROOT. 

Amsterdam, July 26th, 1649. 

NoTB.-The people found in the neighbourhood of, appa
rently, Table Bay, were most likely the Ottentoo, although 
they are not so named. 

Besides the quantities of horned cattle and sheep, 
quantities of elands, steenbucks, and other animals, 
are also said to be found at the Cape. If we get on 
good terms with the native11, we might derive great 
profit from hides, if well dried, rolled tightly toge
ther as is done in Siam, they could be sent to Bata
via, and thence to Japan, where they are in good 
demand ; there are also to be had rabbits and other 
small animals, with soft skins for peltries; as to oil, 
or catching whales and seals, were tliis resolved upon, 
I can therein also do your honors very good service, 
as I ha,•e been formerly in Greenland, and have ob
served the process ; the difficulty about fit·e-wood is 
small matter, for after a single kettle is boiled, the 

X 
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whale always finds his own fuel from the boiled bluu
ber or fritters. The natives learning our language is a 
good thing, and the propagation of our Christian re
formed religion is still better. Your honors may in 
time think about our further promotion, in particular 
after having executed the duties at the Cape, I shall 
have been sent out to India. Contributing all possible 
exertion towards the service of the company, and the 
indi\·idual honor of 

Your Honors' &c., 

JAN VAN RIEBEECK, 

(First Governor of the Colony.) 

Amsterdam, June, 1651. 

Instructions to Commanders of Sltips. 

That the passage of East India ships to aud from 
Batavia may, without accident, touch at the Cape or 
Bay, and obtain refreshments; a general rendezvous 
is to be found near the shore of the Cape; the inhabi
tants are a rude people, and a defence is necessary 
against their attacks ; a small defensive fort shall be 
made near the Fresh (Soete) River; the river may 
be conducted around, or through the middle of the 
fort: and give to the fort the name of Goede Hoop; 
70 or 80 persons must be lodged in the fort; you will 
.take the best and richest ground for gardens, and in
spect neai; the fort the land best suited for despastur
.ing and breeding cattle ; good terms must be kept 
with the natives to reconcile them to our customs, and 
to attach them, taking care that they are not injured 
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·in their persons, or in the cattle which they bring, by The Kafl'ers. 

·which they may be rendered averse from our people, ~;;;h 25. 
as has happened in various instances, until in time the 
natives may be trusted ; the cattle should not remain 
in the fields, but be lodged in the fort dming the 
night, returning to the fields in the morning. Expe-
rience will show what sort of fruits are suitable to the 
climate, and at what season of the year each kind 
should be sown and planted. \Ve all wish you much 
good fortune and success in your voyage. 

Done and resolved by the assembly of sixteen, 

D. PRUYS. 
Amsterdam, March 25th, 1651. 

The commanders will not be the first to give any December 12. 

offence to any nation in friendship, alliance, or neu-
trality with their high highnesses the States General. 
The Compa.ny has declared the Portuguese to be 
enemies by sea and land, and. against them war will 
be prosecuted in all places within the limits of the 
East India Charter. If any friendly nation come to 
the Cape to form an establishment, you will remain 
passive, provided they keep beyond the jurisdiction 
of such places as you shall think proper to take pos-
session of, and to protect for your security, and for 
the rearing of all kinds of cattle and fruits. You 
will immediately make inspection of the fields and 
arable ground, most suitable and serviceable to the 
company, erecting marks of occupation, and making 
the same as a proof that such arable ground and fields 
have been taken possession of by you, for the com-
pany. , 

Thus done, &c. 
X: 2 
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A Gcr.man priest-says VAN R1EnEECK-named 
MARTINUS MARTINY, came to the Cape from Bata
,·ia. He had lived many years iu China, and travelled 
all over India. He said that in June, July, and 
August, the Dutch could easily communicate with Rio 
dos Reyos, about 280 mylen East of the Cape, ou the 
coast of Africa, about half way to Mozambique, in 
25½· S. ]at., where much gold, ivory, ebony, and 
naked Kaffers, or slaves, were to be had at a very 
cheap rate for Guinea linen, red cotton, coarse and 
colored clothing, tobacco, iron, glass, beads of all 
colours, small bells, and salt. That the Portuguese 
annually procured all their gold and slaves at that 
place, and at Os Montos d' Uro, in lat. 28½0 ; that the 
Dutch with small galliots of 4 to 10 guns, could navi
gate as easily from the Cape as they from Mozam
bique, where, he said, they had only about 20 natives 
and no fortifications-their only place of strength 
being Mozambique, where they had ouly 2 or 3 small 
vessels, with 2 guns each; they were much in want 
of European supplies, which they could only procure 
from Goa. Why should they not be as willing to 
trade with us as with the inhabitants ? says VAN 

RrEBEECK-after passing Terra de Natal there is 
11othiug but very fine weather to be expected, and as 
for as the Bays ot· Rh·ers called River de Cuama and 
River de St. George, there is no less gold to be had 
for the above specified goods. l\fany maintain that it 
is the true Ophir whence SoLoMo~ imported his go]d. 
Two horses arrh·ed, and a third expected from Bata
via. If we had a dozen we could ride armed to some 
distance into the interior, and see whether any thing 
is to be had there. More horses have been commis
sioned, and some light English saddles are requested, 
with bridles, holsters, and light pistols-the two sad
dles sent from Batavia are old and broken. 
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Extract from separate Papers on Hottenlots.-(" The The Kaft'en. 
Record," p. 273.) }::: 

A mission from OEDAS..:A represented that their 
chief desired a closer alliance with the Dutch ; that 
just before the late stormy weather, the Caepmans 
and the Gorachoquas ha<l sent presents to him and 
his confrator, NooNOMA, asking for assistance against 
the Dutch, or permission to move further into the 
interior, away from their persecutors-but that he and 
NooNOMA returned the presents, and rejected the 
proposed alliance. That they had also recalled all 
their people from the Gorachoquas, lest they should 
suffer when the Dutch attacked that people; that a 
difference on this point had arisen between himself 
and NooNOMA, and that they had separated-the 
latter intending to watch results, not aiding the Caep
mans or Gorachoquas; but, if all went well, pro
posing to trade with the Dutch, as before. (These 
Cochoquas are so obviously the people now designated 
Kaffers that I shall, from this period, transfer the 
records or observations, relating to them, to the 
separate papers respecting Katfers.} OEDASEA s~nt "The Record" 
ambassadors, who were well entertained, and who Page 172• 

gave great encouragement to all the free farmers and 
burgers, who now -perceived some prospect of pro-
curing cattle enough ; they came to see how matters 
stood at the Cape, and whether the commander was 
seriously disposed to make war on the Caepmans; 
for the purpose of considering how the Dutch and he, 
could best ruin the Caepmans and Gorachoquas. 
0EDASEA requested that his wife's sister, Ev A, and 
some Dutch, might return to him with his people, 
for whose safety he would be answerable, promising 
to bring 10 or 12 houses close by, under the Leopard 
Berg, behind the Salt Pans, and to send his greatest 
aud farnred wife, Ev A's sister, to the fort with our 
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people, to convey to us words of comfort· from his 
own lips; united, the Caepmans and Gorachoquas 
could have no chance against them ; we need give 
ourselves no concern about the cattle we had lost to 
them, as our loss would be recovered twice over, and 
he would sell us so many that we should not be in 
want; he recommended us, however, to take care of 
the cattle we had left. He was delighted to find us 
at war with the Caepmans, and hoped that we would 
never make peace with them again, because those 
rogues never remained long at peace with any one, 
and could not live without robbing and murdering; 
their object being to try and surprise one tribe or 
other when at the weakest. They had so served him 
when he had been defeated by other tribes from the 
interior-and when he Jay with his few remaining 
people and cattle in his houses, wounded and helpless, 
or was scattered in flight, aud concealed here and 
there, then it was that they carried off his cattle, but 
also cruelJy murdered all who could not offer resist-. 
ance, even women and children. 

This was, of course, an aggression by one hot-de of • 
barbarians on another, until at last the Cochoquas were 
pushed close upon the promontory of the Cape, as the 
Zoolas pushed on the Mantatees, and they almost forced 
the Kaffers into the colony, only a few years ago. 

This happened shortly before our arrival at the Cape, 
and he never could forget it; when he was again in 
strength and well he would have paid them off, had 
he not believed that, as we were residing on their 
land, we were in close alliance with them-he hoped 
to live there with us in friendship, in place of those 
wicked creatures-and to trade with the Dutch. 

Poor 0EDASEA little thought that the Dutch would 
live on other people's land, except in friendship with 
them, without their permission ; their bad example 
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seems to ha\·e taught him the disposition to do likewise. The Kaffen. 

He had collected some rhinoceros' horns for us, and }::: 
caught a young horse, but it had died from rather too 
deep an assagai wound. Now that the wound he had 
himself received in the elbow from a lion was healed, 
he would catch more youug horses for us ; that wound 
had forced him to keep the house like a woman; as 
to elephants' tusks he would, after speaking further 
with us on the subject, do his best, aud send some 
people into the interior for the purpose. We replied 
that if OEDASEA, their lord, wished to come to the 
fort, a wagon would be sent for him, and proper 
accommodations be prepared for his reception. (Would 
0EDASEA have condescended to travel in a wagon ? 
When General JANSSENs, 136 years after, sent a wagon 
and escort to meet GAIKA on the banks of the Great 
Fish River, GA1KA placed his mother and wh·es in the 
wagon, and himself came to his excellency's camp at 
a gallop on an ox.) We proposed to the ambassadors 
that, if they would, en passant, show the Caepmans' 
camp, we would send with them some soldiers to 
attack them, as a proof that we were in earnest; they 
replied that they had no orders to do that. 

This is quite characteristic of the prebent Kaffers; Commentary 
~ h h 'd • d' No. 3. ,or, even w en at war, t ey appear to cons1 er 1t 1s-
honorable to attack people by surprise, or without 
announcing their intention. 

But that OEDASEA on hearing this report, would 
easily gh·e us much information and guides, that his' 
old and our new enemies might be totally ruined; they 
recommended us to take precautions against any fur
ther inquiry, to have a little patience, and not to be 
in too great a haste to take the field against them ; 
when they saw ANTHONY'S great assagai, and other 
assagais that we had taken in various rencontres, they 
said that they had now proof enough, and they leapt, 
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apparently, for joy, on seeing it. They added, that 
0EDASEA was grieved to the heart on hearing that 
these rogues had carried off the cattle which he had so 
kindly sold to us, but that we must have patience, and 
harden our hearts against them, as his heart was 
hardened, for that it would never relent towards those 
Caepmans, but remain like irnn. That they knew well 
01rnASEA had some design in his mind, that he would 
soon disclose it to us, that through his friendship and 
alliance, we should have full satisfaction, quiet trade, 
and as peaceable a life as could be desired, for that 
these rogues would be quickly disposed of. 

If these really belong to the same race of men as 
those we now call Kaffers, the Kaffers of those days 
appear to have estimated as justly the blessings of 
peace, as they did in the days of General JANSSENs, 
and as they profess now to estimate them, but (dressed 
as they are,) even in those days, when people paid but 
little attention to domestic manners and institutions, 
the Dutch could hardly have failed to observe, or 
record that the rite of circumcision prevailed amongst 
them. Or may that rite be of subsequent introduc
tion, through intercourse with Mohammedans ? Now 
th_ey have adopted a usage in the matter of circum
cision, which does not belong to either orthodox 
Mobammedans or to the Malays. The habit of using 
the juice of a kind of hemp, may also have been 
adopted for the purposes of intoxication, or as a medi
cine, through their intercourse with Mohammedans,
for that, from the north, by land, or on both coasts by 
sea, (the Imam of Muscat, now living mostly at Zan
zibar,) who can doubt the intercourse of the people 
of Africa with that widely-spread family of men ? 

0EDASEA's messengers asked for a private confe-
• reuce with the governor-they were received, and 
thus began :-\Ve are instructed to propose to the 
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Dutch commander never more to treat with the Cacp- The KaJrera. 

mans, or the tobacco thieves, for peace. We assure }:!~'. 
you from the mouth of OEDASEA, that he has no 
other intention than to he]p to destroy the Cacpmans 
entirely, ,vhich they have fully earned from both 
sides. They also said that whenever any Dutch people 
had ,·isited them in the interior with Caepmans for their 
guides, the latter had asked OEDASEA to deliver the 
Dutch, and in particular the late Ensign HoMARDEN, 
into their hands; he told them they were rogues, and 
tht he wished them to carry the Dutch home in safety. 
The Caepmans, they said, were particu]ar]y mortified 
that our presents were sent to OEDASEA by wagon, 
that they and their adherents would fain prevent a 
war, but that if we were resolved never to make 
peace with them, but with his concurrence, then a 
snare might be laid for them, so that not a sing]e 
individual should escape. We told them that it was 
not compulsory upon us to ruin tlie Caepmans, for that, 
otherwise, our God of the heavens, (of whom these 
robbet·s. neither knew nor desired to know any thing, 
whom Ev A had been taught to know,) would punish 
us, because those rogues had murderously shed the 
blood of his people, while blood cried for vengeance. 
They said, that is the word which OEDASEA expected 
from the commander, that he also desired them to say 
that the natives far inland had beard so much of the 
goodness of the Dutch, that they were anxious to come 
neat· and see them, but that the Caepmans had always 
kept them away. Now, they added, OEDASEA would 
come here with his camp and take the place of the 
Caepmans, and probably himself visit the comman-
der, to enjoy the kind treatment of the Dutch, living 
like brothers of one heart and soul. They wished to 
be dismissed now that every thing was settled, and to 
carry with them a wag01\ and as many people as the 
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com,{iandcr chose to send; so that through an inter
change of embassies, matters might be arranged for at
tacking the Caepmans, either unitedly or from separate 
quarters. Resoh·ed, therefore, to send a serjeant with 
J 3 of the best soldiers and a wagon, that they might 
the better defend themselves, and com·ey the presents 
to OEDASEA with becoming dignity. The chief of the 
Cochoquas, 01· true Saldanhas, is now encamped with 
many thousand men, about N. E. from this, straight 
across the bay, beyond the wreck of the Haarlem, and 
half a day's journey off. The party set off accordingly 
with OEDASEA's ambassadors and Ev A. 

They returned, accompanied by six commissioners 
frum OEDASEA-among them his sister's son and the 
interpreter Ev A-the prcscn ts were well rccei ved, and 
the party met at u good distance from the camp by 
some people ; at their interview OEDASEA struck his 
hand on his breast, as if to catch at his heart, and 
desired them to say'-it is impossible to pluck this 
heart of flesh out of my bosom, but were it possible 
I would send it to the commander; let him take to 
him, however, the soul which it contains, that it may 
be united with his own, so that they may no more be 
parted, and say to him that I intend soon to visit 
him, that our hearts may be welded together like 
two pieces of iron, and so hardened that no power in 
the world can break or cleave them asunder. (Nrt 
so bad, all this, from a South African chief to a Dutch 
se1jeant.) He was rejoiced, he said, that we now per
ceived that the Gorinhaiquas and Goraehoquas were 
rogues and banditti; such it was his particular province 
to punish; that, after consulting l\•ith his council, 
composed of some of the oldest of his people, and 
with the commander, face to face, he would inform 
the commander how they were to be caught. To a 
question from the serjeant, OEDASEA, who is a man of 
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few words, and of very quiet civil manners, replied The Kaffcrs. 

very briefly:-That is good, but the commander uccd }:~~'. 
not be so hasty, but exert a little patience ; when I 
come to him, I will tell him all, and give him such 
good advice, that he will be satisfied that a little 
delay will cause no loss, but will produce the greater 
advantage and victory over the robbers. Upon this he 
very civilly dismissed our people, presenting them 
with two sheep for food; those who came with them 
had only sticks in their hands, as proof that he 
entrusted them entirely to our protection. He was 
very thin from the lion wound ; his doctors had done 
him no good, and he hoped for better assistance from 
ours; ever since his wound, he said, there had been 
great mortality among his cattle, and he excused 
himself for not sending any. His wife, EvA's sister, 
was not very well either; at the first meeting Ev A 
and she could not speak to each othe1· for joy, 
and thus EvA could not interpret, but lay with her 
arm over her sister's shoulder-a proof of her affec-
tion, Ev A confirmed the report of our party, au<l 
stated that as soon as our men arri\·ed, 0EDASEA 

sent out all his people and women, calling in only his 
council, or the elders of his people, and said to them : 
Although I am wise enough to attend to the duties 
of my station, and to govern my people-still it is 
your province to assist me with word aud deed, being 
old men who ha,·e lived long in the world, and had 
much experience of the course of eve11ts, and whose 
place it therefore is to convey to me your opiuiou 
upon every emergency, and in varticular now ;-You 
will, therefore, lay before me your opinion as to 
what measures are now called for by my interests and 
those of our pcople.-vVhereupon, says EvA, who 
was all the time present, the oldest, after a little con
sideration, and consultation with the others, answered, 
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-Oh, king! (koninghen) we percei,·e that at this 
momcut great fortune hangs over thy head,-for, 
whereas thou, and under, or next to thee, NooNOMA, 

are the mightiest of all the land-for such is the 
number of thy warriors that all must retire whenever 
they think that thou dost approach ! Besides, thou 
art of a kinder disposition than NooNOMA, and more 
beloved and feared than him. When it is heard that 
thou hast entered into an alliance with the Dutch 
people, the whole world will esteem thee the most 
fortunate Lord (Heere) of the whole land, and from 
all sides they will press to secure thy friendship, on 
account of the enjoyment of the merchandize of the 
Dutch, which those alone can have in their hands, 
and iu thy power-an advantage not lo be understood 
by the Gorachoquas or Gorinhaiquas, in consequence 
of their predatory dispositiou,-still less could they 
avail themselves thereof. Be thou, therefore, pmdeut, 
and come to a good understanding with the Dutch, 
and continue in the ~ame, otherwise there would 
instantly be another, who {on perceiving the slightest 
coolness between thee and the Dutch) would forth
with endeavour to acquire a greater hold upon their 
confidence, in order to work thee out of their favor, 
as thy enemies are now thrown out, who have made 
enemies of such a clever people, from whom so much 
of profit and enjoyment is to be had, independently 
of that respect for their power, which has deterred 
eveIJ thee, during all the time since those people have 
begun to establish themselves here, from even think
ing of attacking these robbers, the most inconsider
able of thine enemies, lest the Dutch be offended 
thereat, as these robbers have always persuaded them 
would be the case. Jt may, therefore, easily be 
imagined in what respect thou wilt be held by the 
Dutch, seeing that thou alone art a hundred times 
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stronger than those robbers ; who, when compared The K11trcu. 
1659, with thee, are but a handful against a landfnl. June. 

These are the very words, said EvA, in substance, 
spoke by the elder to OEDASEA, on which he answer
ed that he looked on the matter in the sarne light, and 
intended to turn it to his adrnntage. Ev A further 
states, that OEDASEA told her that some of the cattle 
first stolen from us by the Caepmans, had hy them 
been offered to him, together with some brass and 
tobacco, and that they said, here are your cattle, 
accept them again, and let us settle our old differences; 
on which he answered,-No; I should thus be a rogue 
towards others, if I should receive from the hands of 
robbers, that which I have once sold ; whenever I am 
so disposed I can easily send and fetch them ; leave me 
therefore with your stolen goods. OFJDASEA added, that 
he was from the first desirous of announcing this to the 
commander, hut that his people were prevented from 
reaching by the late wet, cold, and stormy weather. 

I have thought it best to enter OEDASEA's ad- Comn>entary 
dress to his counsellors, and their reply, through No.:;. 

the mouth of the eHer, in the words of Mr. MoonIE, 
as it is just such a record as we have constantly seen 
in later times, of the proceedings of the Kaffer courts 
in communication with our own governors, and with 
General JANSSENs, whenever the balance of power be-
tween the members of a confederation has been disturb-
ed by the presence of a foreign people too powerful for 
lhem to assail, and who have generally afforded aid, 
protection, or asylum to the weaker members of the 
confederacy-as in this case to the Caep_maus aud 
Gorachoquas,-and in the Dutch and in our own case, 
to the rebel and fugitive members of GAIKA's family; 
thus, of course, unhinging the relations in which all 
must have stood towards one another, and which 
might have continued for ages, but for the presence 
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and power of the foreigners ; and what has the 
foreigner done to prevent the breaking up of the 
native tribes and confederations ?-nothing I fear, it 
must be answered-or rather they have perhaps, un
intentionally, encouraged it; that they might conquer 
the more readily by dividing. The assertion of our 
supremacy, and the negotiation of defensive treaties 
with the heads or chiefs of tribes and confederations, 
will, however, very soon stay the evil. 

OEDASEA's six people departed, accompanied by 
EvA, with presents, but, however much urged, they 
wonld not allow any of our people to accompany them, 
as he had forbidden it, lest they should be tired by fre
quent journies. E,· A was at his desire allowed to go 
and come as she chose. Our party found OEDASEA very 
unwell ; he said that he hoped to come within three 
days, and that if he continued so sick he would ask 
for a wagon. N ooN0MA had joined him, and was the 
first to meet our party on the way, and received them 
with thankfulness; he accompanied them to OEDASEA, 
with whom he spoke, and from whom he procured 
one or two small flags, in order that his people might 
be known lo be friends when they came to the fort 
with cattle. The Caepmans had stolen 21 of his cat
tle, which was likely to increase the enmity between 
them to our ad\·antage, as we hope. NooNOMA in
tended visiting the commander, and intelligence was 
brought that OEDASEA was coming, so that the fiscal 
was to go to meet him if the weather should be fine; 
the fiscal was also to cany presents to NooNOMA, who 
must be first passed, and might be offended if his 
autl1ority were not acknowledged. 

The fiscal returned from OEDASEA, whom he found 
very unwell, and on that account, as well as on ac
count of the illness of a child, of whom he appeared 
to be ,·cry fond, unprepared to risit us. He said, 
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lie wanted no wagon to convey him, as he could not The Kaffers. 

bear even the joltiug of an ox, bnt that on his re- }~~;.' 
covery, and the recovery of his child, he would come 
on slowly. He would not consent to send a few 
guides to show the way to the plunderers' camp; and 
as our people in returning met three Hottentots near 
0EDASEA's kraal going there with an ox, which they 
strongly suspected to be one of our working oxen, 
some misgivings ware excited amongst us, but we are 
well prepared against OEDASEA, as well as against the 
plunderers. OEDASEA's people, who left the fort 
with good presents, on their way home were ,·ery 
insolent at the fisherman's hut, at the Salt River, to 
his wife; she seized a gun and held it in their faces, 
when they went away, using very contemptuous and 
shameful gestures and threats, so that we know not 
who are friends and who are enemies; their coming 
and returning unarmed whilst the plunderers show 
themselves in greater number, and the fiscals finding 
so few people in OEDASEA's and NooNOMA's encamp-
ments are also suspicious circumstances; forty of 
them came to the fort bringiug only eight sheep; and 
of these only fi\·e or six went straight h-1me with the 
flag, seven of them hid themselves in the Boshcme, 
and the remainder went towards Hout Bay and along 
the sea-shore, apparently to form a junction with the 
plunderers ; it may therefore be presumed that all our 
enemies lurk in the Cape mountains, that the Saldnn-
has are come to speak with them, and that, con
sequently, they are all false rogues together. When 
dispatching the ship Orangie, thank God! the Slot 
i•an Hongen.qen arrived with 341 men and 1 boy; EvA, 
with 50 of OEDASEA's people, arrh·ed, bringing the 
ox which our people had seen going to his camp. 
They said that they found it on the road tired with 
over-driving; lie wished for a fathom of tobacco to 
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give to the finder. He hardly knew what to do for 
shame in not having come himself, since we had sent 
a wagon with presents to him, but said that he was 
restrained through the wound in his arm, the illness of 
his youngest child, and the death of his wife's mother, 
for whom he was still mourning. Amongst OEDASEA's 
people were five who were to speak with the com
mander himself, and one of the elders charged with a 
secret message, the purport of which was unknown to 
EvA herself. She said that NooNOMA wished to come, 
but that OEDASEA stayed him; when he came himself 
all the chiefs and great men of the Cochoquas' camps
and who knew the number of them !-1Vould accom
pany him. She said that when he had shown us where 
the Caepmans were, he would remove with all his 
camp, adding, with a half-suppressed sigh, that then 
she should never see the Dutch again. OEDABEA, she 
said, did not know what ailed the country, for that 
great numbers of cattle and people daily died, and 
this was the reason why he did not send us more cat
tle; this was the reason for his wishing to decamp and 
seek better pasture in the interior. The commander 
invited O.EDABEA's six counsellors, one of whom was 
his son, to a further conference. The only thing they 
had to say was that their master could hardly believe 
that we had any serious intentions against the Caep
mans, and that, therefore, they had come to hear it 
more exactly. vVe replied, that we were not of the 
same race with the Caepmans, and therefore that in
sincerity might rather be presumed against him by us, 
than against us by him, asserting at the same time 
that we did not entertain the slightest suspicion ; we 
do suspect, however, that they are daily conscrting 
in what manner they may best ruin the company's 
establishment here. They said that OEDASEA warned 
us to be well on our guard, for the Caepmans boasted 
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that they would not only carry off all the cattle soon, The Kaff'en. 
but also murder the farmers, with their wives and }~~• 
children, including those at the fishermen's hut, and Y 

the redoubt Duynhoop, cxplaiuing how they meant 
to set about it, in order, at last, to surprise the fort, 
whose walls they had courage enough to climb over; 
once in it, they would break open all the houses, and 
knock the people on the head. They had, they said, 
heard from ANTHONY, that he had long since, with 
this object, examined the situation of the Dutch, and 
that he lay near, ready to commence the attack with 
the Gorachoquas, Gotinghaiquas, Onkengsoa, and all 
the strandloopers and vagabonds he could scrape 
together. 

How (vAN RIEBEECK observes) should the Cocho
quas, or true Saldanhas, know all this unless they 
were in daily communication with the others? 

0EDASOA recommended us to be on our guard, for 
that he intended to remove with his cattle to other 
pasture, as amongst them there was great mortality, 
and that he would not be back soon ; he wished for a 
quantity of tobacco, beads, and other articles, that 
would last for a considerable time. 

Mr. MooDIE observes in a note here, that v AN Commentary 

RtEBEECK's Journals are, in many cases, uot to be No. 6• 

found on record in the colony, but that the despatches 
of . the Cape government, addressed to Batavia, are 
complete down to 1786, whilst the journals, for several 
years, are wanting, and that a comparison of the 
tenor of the despatches, with that of the extant 
journals, will therefore be useful, and will convey some 
idea of the contents of the journals, which are not to 
be found in the colony; and that the comparison will 
be more particularly useful, because there are periods 
when entire harmony appears to have subsisted, as far 
as was known to the government, between the colo-

L 
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nists and the natives, and where the annals of the 
colony present little or nothing for extract, beyond the 
negative evidence which p1·0,·es sueh to ha\·e been the 
case. On thi!i, I would observe, that it does not appear 
to have occurred to l\lr. MoooIE that VAN RIEBEECK 
may, in very shame, have suppressed some portions 
of his journal, whilst the despatches were the official 
reports of government, and could not be so treated. 

In a report to the Gm·ernor-General and Conncil at 
Batavia, the. go\·ernor and council say, (July 7tb,) 
after various missions had been exchanged with us, 
we saw cause daily to place less reliance on O.EDASOA; 
and e\·en supposing that all turned out well, and that 
some good agreement were concluded with him, we still 
obsen•ed that there arc, among his people also, shame
less beggars, who, when unable to procure what they 
want from our people by importunity, endeavour to 
take it by force when they find them alone, or unable 
to offer any resistance. 

VAN R1EBEECK appears here to ha,·e had a slight 
foresight of the difficulty which was likely to arise in 
his intercourse with this new race of men, through the 
want of control, on the part of the chiefs of such a loose 
feudalism o\·er the inferior members 01· people of th~ 
confederacy; and which would i11evitably have been the 
same as that which he experienced in his intercourse 
with the Caepmans, and the Gorachoquas, his tobacco 
thieves. The difficulties which we experienced in 
1819, in our dealings with the Amakosa tribe of Kaf
fers, in our negotiations with GAtKA, and that tribe, 
when we received from him the ceded or neutral ter
ritory, and iu return engaged, and endearnured to 
raise him to a supremacy, which did not belong to 
him, o\·er them, are only a repetition of the same 
thing; and if we are not very careful that our defen
si\'e treaties arc only negotiated with the heads of 
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tribes, and that we require from the iuferior feudal The Katrers. 

chiefs, and the people, only the performance of those }:f 9_' 

duties and obligations which they ha,·e been accus- Y 

tomed to perform,-we shall inevitably have a recur-
rence of the same difficulties soon. 

Nothing would induce OEoAsoA's mission to grant 
us guides, for the purpose of showing, in order 
that we might attack the Caepmans' camp.* They 
said OEDASOA was astonished that we constantly 
pressed for guides-imagining that, if we were in 
earnest, we could ha,·e no difficulty in finding them 
ourselves, and that, therefore, he suspected us of 
trying to make peace with them again. They advised 
us not to consider any people coming without a flag, 
even bringing cattle, as friends-and that OEDASOA 
advised us to send no more wagons into the interior, 
as the Caepmans were lying in wait for our people 
everywhere, though they dared not attempt any 
thing while he had been in communication with us
yet that when he moved they would attack us in much 
g1·eater force than before." On receiving presents the 
m1ss1011 departed-Ev A saying:-" Myuheer VAN 
Rr.EBEECK, take good care; l shall not return for a 
long time; your land will be very foll of war." Our 
suspicions are inc1·eased hy the • fact that OEDASOA's 
aecunde, NGoxoMA, is the same person whom we 
called SwARTE CAPTEis, and who, in 1653, was 
wilh us at the fort the e,·ening before HARRY stole 
the Company's cattle. Should we find ourselves 
attacked in greater force, we shall suspect that it is a 
combined operation on account of our brass, tobacco, 
beads, and other articles. It seems that there is every 
appearance of war. May the Almighty bless the 

* Probably 0EDASOA considered that it would be dishonorable to aid 
the Dutch in their attack on the Goringhaiquas, or Caepmans. The Kaf
fers of the present day would certainly consider this dishonorable. 
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company with His support and hel1> to preserve 
our handful of people against this landful of savages. 
0EDASOA's and NooNOMA's people brought 5 sheep, 
which they sold, but had nothing to say; a little 
torture applied to our guide and he confessed that 
0EDASOA and Noo~OMA had decamped, and that 
he had made an agreement with our enemies to help 
to protect them, and that they must now be together, 
for he had agreed to let them go as far inland as they 
choose; but they might hide themselves ·from us
from which it would seem that 0EDASOA has misled 
and delayed us until the Caepmans should effectually 
conceal themselves; thus no more r~iaucc is to be 
placed on the one than on the other. We must attend 
to EvA's last parting advice, and take good care of 
what we ha,·e left. A man who was wounded and 
taken si.id, that 0EDASOA had gh·en the Caepmans, 
Ankisoa, and the Gorachoquas, a place to retreat to 
at Saldanha Bay, and that he and NGoNO.MA had 
crossed the country, and pa5sed the Derg River, about 
15 hours' journey distant. 

A signal was made from the guard house Kyck Uyt, 
that they saw Hotteutoos-on which the mounted 
guard and fishenneu turned out-but it proved to be 
0EDASOA's people and the interpreter EvA, with 
7 or 8 sheep, and they came to the fort like good 
friends. She presented her brother-in-law's compli
ments, and said that she was directed by him to tell 
us that the Cacpmans had asked for her, so that they 
might employ her to ask us for peace; 0EDASOA has 
undertaken to inform us through her that they would 
restore one-half of the cattle and sheep that bad been 
taken-the rest hM·ing been consumed. We thought 
that they ought to give twice the number that had 
been taken. She said that 0EDASOA was inclined to 
think that they should give an equal number, which be 
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begged us to accept; and which he, on their continued The Kall'en. 

entreaty, had promised to give as mediator; Ev A ~~mber. 

afterwards said that the Cacpmans were very angry 
with ANTHONY, blaming him for all their disasters, 
the loss of eight of their best and bravest, and the 
severe wounding of three, including ANTHONY himself. 
The Gorachoquas had also lost two, and blamed 
ANTHONY, who was in disgrace with them; after 
committing some acts of hostility they had parted 
from the Caepmans; there was much disunion among 
them, and no less weeping and wailing among the 
women. ANTHONY had humbled himself to 0EDASOA, 
and he had sent her to request, as a fa,·or, that we 
would pardon, and renew our former friendship with 
them. Because of their proceedings towards the Dutch, 
they found theit· imaginations haunted by enemies, 
and could never lie down to rest without fancying 
that they heard the Dutch shooting in every direction. 
EvA said that 0EDASOA told them that they ought to 
return twice as much as they had taken-but that the 
commander must forgive the poor cowa1·ds this time, 
and that he would do his best to content us, and to get 
us back all the stolen cattle. She was told that if they 
brought them all back, we would speak of peace, not 
on their account, but because of 0EDASoA's request, 
and that some of their chief men might accompany 
her to the fort. With this reply she and her com-
panions set out, with presents for themselves, and 
carrying some for 0EDASOA and his wife. In passing 
the redoubt Duynhoop, they took from the black wife 
of a fr{'e man, who was then alone, a pair of tongs 
and an axe, and beat her ; she called, she says, to 
Ev A, \\7ho would not come, but slapped her hand on 
her tbigh, and passed on. Mr. MOODIE says, she was 
au East Indian slave, married to a free mau, and that 
the slaves were always before marriage emancipated. 
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\Vhether this may not ha,·e been the reason why 
this woman was a second time treated with indignity 
by the Cochoquas ? 

The free men's boat returned from Saldanha Bay, 
where they heard from the strandloopers that the 
Coehoquas had retired iuto the interior. The fiscal 
was sent there to examine the bay, as the English 
appear to have occupied St. Helena for themseln•s. 
The Penguin came from Saldanba Bay with 29 sheep, 
bartf'red from 0EnAsoA's people. The company's 
vessc1 was to follow, bringing EvA, who wished to 
speak with the commander. 0EDASOA was lying in 
Saldanha Bay with 16,000 of his Saldanhas. EvA 
said that she came at her own choice, and with the 
consent of her brother-fo-law 0EoAso.A,-she said 
that he had desired the Caepmans to show the stolen 
cattle, but that they had not shown him the quarter 
part of them ; he had, however, given them his flag, 
desired them to send their commander to the fort; to 
offer to restore the stolen cattle, and promise to be
ha,'e better in future; as he was about to remove far
ther into the interior, and would not have them with 
him, which they had earnestly entreated. He told 
them to try to make peace with the Dutch before they 
were surprised by them, so that they may stay at Sal
danha Bay with the Charigurequas; for that the great 
Charigurequas and the Gorachoquas had gone far into 
the interior in search of fresh pasture, as NooNOMA 
had done, and he would soon decamp himself. Ev A 
was of opinion that HARRY, who is on good terms 
with the Chonouquas, will come to the fort with many 
of their cattle to bring himself into good terms again. 

NooNOMA, the other chief of the Cochoquas, called 
by us the Swarte Kaptein, had separntcd from 01mA

soA, and joined the Gorachoquas, our tobacco thieves. 
It may therefore happen that these two large tribes 
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will not be <lisposc<l to let us live iu quiet; but as we The Kaffers. 

hwe uow got horses, and. they are ,·ery rich in cattle, }:!~~ry
we can indemnify ourseh-es much better upon them February. 

than upon those indigent Caepmans and Watermans. March. 

During our troubles in the Hottentoo war, the Cape 
government report to the Chamber; Ev A, who alone 
had staid with us in tlie fort, said that none of the 
Cochoquas were concerned in the war, that it was 
urged contrary to 0EDASOA's wish, and that he would 
seize an opportunity to enter into a closer and more 
intimate alliance with us. He said he would send his 
people who would be known by the sheep they would 
bring. This was followed by an interchange of mis
sions; but the more we desired to come to a good 
and certain treaty, the more distinctly we saw that 
it was nothing but outward seeming and hypocrisy. 
We were told to sit still and take good care of our cat
tle, that they would soon destroy our enemies, re
store to us our cattle, and supply us with as many as 
we required. To our application for guides, we were 
told by 0EDASOA that he would soon supply us with 
some of his bravest warriors, when we would attack 
in conjunction ; not to be in a hurry; and that he 
would let us know when a favorable opportunity 
offered itself; when from this came nothing but wind, 
and we insisted on having onl) one or two guides, 
then the deception came to light, and he informed us, 
through EvA, that he must trek into the interior, that 
we nfust manage our own affairs-kill, make slaves of, 
or banish those we caught, for that he gave us autho
rity over those who should rob us, were they even 
his own people. We learnt from the Hotteutoo pri
soners, and from HARRY, that 0EDASOA took the 
Caepmans under his government; then, hearing of 
our success against them, he very adroitly took them 
under his protection ; and, as if upon their entreaty, 
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he assumed the capacity of mediator, in order to treat 
for peace. Now, he ill not desirous that we should 
make too firm a peace with the Caepmans, telling us, 
through EvA, that they do not mean sincerely, and 
that we must make only a feigned peace .with them. 
He says, that abO\,e all, we must never be estranged 
from ~im, apprehensive that he may be supplanted 
by them; yet not wishing that they should be re
ceived by us. \Ve have, therefore, come to the con
clusion, that the one tribe as well as the other must 
be narrowly watched, and that this is not to be done 
with less than 120 men; for it is not impossible that 
this 0EDASOA may secretly assist the Caepmans, and 
when they shall have somewhat prepared the way., he 
may chime in, and join our enemies, in an endeavour 
to expel us from the Cape ; which ANTHONY has often 
enough pretended to be practicable. It is also a sad 
truth that treachery sometimes lurks among our own 
people, as has been experienced in this year of tribu
lation-for some traitors, company's servants, as well 
as servants of the free men, planned a most unheard 
of massacre and destruction of this place. 

Three commissioners from THoso, the chief of the 
Gorachoquas, said, that his brother, GEKER1ou, 
was now living about 3 days' journey off with 
NooNOMA, secunde to 0EDASO.A. 

Some of 0EDASOA's people came to the fort with 
9 sheep, which were bought for brass, beads., and 
tobacco ; the chief message was to ask for tobaoco for 
the chief, in return for a fat wether, which he sent 
as a present to the commander, and to presen·e 
friendship; a lb. of tobacco, 6 pipes, and some beads 
were given in return, and the 30 or 40 people were well 
entertained with food and drink. The front hall had 
a wooden floor, and they were not allowed to smoke 
or light a fire· there; the night was cold, and from 
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their slight covering they could not do without fire-so The Knffcra. 

they went to sleep at the Waterman's huts. They ~: 0: 

went away with presents for their chief and for them- Y 

selves, promising to bring abundance of cattle-on 
which account they were the more royally entertained 
for three days, with food, drink, and tobacco, which 
is somewhat expensive to the company-but that 
would be of less importance if we could only get 
cattle enough according to the promises of the natives. 

Ten of 0EDASOA's people came to the fort with I June. 

cow and 8 sheep, which were purchased with bends, 
tobacco, and pipes ; they did not ask for bras!l, but 
for a good meal. The sudden departure of HARRY, 
ANTHONY, aud all the Hottcntoos, has led to the sus
picion that some consultation is going on umong 
them; for the Gorinhaiquas, who had come quite 
close to us, removed after the departure of the Pluenix 
and Nagelboom, and live close to OEDASOA. The 
Gorachoquas hai·e united with GoNOMOA, (before writ-
ten Noo:so.MA) the 2nd chief of the Cochoquas. EvA 
insists on accompanying these few people to OEDASOA 
-on a visit to her sister. Whether this sister visiting 
is merely to get away, or whether there is any 
scheme in agitation, it is difficult to guess. Orders 
were therefore given to keep strict watch in every 
quarter. 

About 40 of OEDAsoA's people came, with 9 cattle July

and 16 sheep, which were purchased ; we had, as August. 

usual, to find them with bread, brandy and arrack, 
which much enhances the price of the cattle. The 
Cochoquas reported the death of OEDASOA's wife, 
Ev A's sister, which caused great grief to Ev A, who 
now lires in the commander's house. Some Chinou-
quas and Cochouquas came to the fo1-t, conducted by 
the chief Goa1NGHAIQUAs, with a good number of 
cattle and sheep, which were purchased for brnss and 
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tobacco-besides an eutertaininent before . and after 
the trading, and some presents to the chief people ;
of the cattle purchased, 36 were from the Chainou
quas, 14 and 48 sheep from the Cochoquas-35 of the 
cattle were lean old cows chiefly, 5 old, 8 young 
oxen, and 2 suckiug calves. ln spite of the foul 
weather some of the Chainouquas came to the fort 
with 21 head of cattle, all of which were bought, at 
so cheap a rate, for beads and tobacco, that each 
animal did not cost above I skilling. 'l'his tribe 
seem to be very desirous of beads, and these cost the 
company very little. Like the Cochoquas, our nearer 
neighbours, they care very little for brass. The sheep 
of the Cochoquas cost a half, and their cattle 2 Rds . ., 
arising from the value of brass; yet their cattle are 
eagerly purchased, if they will but fetch them. EvA 
says that 0EDASOA sends the Cochoquas cattle, out 
of jealousy of the Chainouquas-but we should fancy 
that he is not so rich as they are-which is the truth, 
fo1· the Chainouquas arc far richer in both men and 
cattle; and yet the Cochoquas are supposed to be 
fully l 7 or 18,000 in number, consisting of several 
hordes (troppen), and always divided into two great 
camps, under 0EDASOA, and his 2nd, NooNOMA,
The success of this trade so much talked of by the 
Goringhaiquas and Gorachouquas, we shall see in 
time, if the Lord is pleased to send his blessing. 

Rainy weather,-yet 28 of the Chainouquas came 
to the fort with 77 cattle and 18 sheep, 74 cows and 
6 sheep were purchased for beads, and 3 cows and 
12 sheep for brass, tobacco, and pipes; besides the 
usual entertainment of bread and brandy; yet, in
cluding every thing, each cow did not stand us in 
more than 7 or 8 stivers; the sheep, being chiefly 
purchased with brass, were almost twice as dear. 
These people had the day before met our free hunters 
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behind the Leopard's Berg; they wished to go to the The KatrcrB. 

Go1inhaiquas' camp, bnt the free men led them 1660, 
• h h fi k • h h Id l September. stra1g t to t e ort, nowrng t at t ey wou 1avc 

there been induced to exchange their hcst cattle for 
old and lean animals. Having fire-arms, it was 
arranged, that our men would protect them on their 
homeward journey, as if against wild animals-our 
• object being to keep these natives from the Goringhai
quas, and to attach them to ourselves, so as to 
prevent this exchange of cattle. 

!\fore sowing of dissensions among the native tJ·ibes, Comment 

Mr. Governor, by thus depri\"ing the one tribe of its No. B. ary 
legitimate rights, and leading tfie other to join in 
your iniquitous proceeding, solely to save your own 
brass and tobacco. 

The free men were rewarded for this service, and 
promised 25 stivers daily, when they should be so 
employed. Some of the same people brought to the 
fort 8 cattle and 2 sheep, which were purchased; 24 
more cattle bartered from the Chainouquas. In con
sequence of this trade, two more good men, who had 
been free for three years, entered into partnership in 
farming, receiving 30 morgen of land at Boschheuvel, 
on the same condition as others. Four free men went 
out with the C.hainouquas, for the purpose noticed on 
the 5th of May, (i. e., to get a good many cattle, 
according to the prospects held out by EvA.) The 
Almighty be theii· conductor! They returned to the 
fort, after au absence of 10 days in the interior, with 
some of the Chainouquas-after a journey of 5 days 
they reached the king of that tribe, (choeque, which 
means king) ; they were well recei\,ed and lodged by 
him and his people, and entertained with milk and 
mutton. His name is SousA, aud he lies with all his 
dependant hordes, whom he has collected about him, 
four days journey from the fort, there he means to 
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stay a good while, and to form a closer acquaintance, 
and to trade with us. This is quite contrary to the 
conduct of the Saldanhas and Gorainhaiquas who lie 
hereabouts, and always endeavour to keep the inhabi
tants of the intel'ior away. 

Again, open thy eyes, oh thou blind and incom
petent governor, and know that the Cape country 
belongs to the Goringhaiquas; and that those whom 
you call Saldanhas, are either sharers in that property, 
or allied with them to pre,•eut your encroachment, or 
the encroachment of those whom you would bring on 
their domain. 

This is, however, only done to keep us in ignorance, 
-they conducting the other tribes as if, but for their 
sufferance, and in theit· company, more were allowed 
to approach us. This may be true enough, for they 
try to persuade the other tribes that this is the case, 
thus perverting our good and upright intentions, while 
they enrich themselves with cattle; exchanging their 
brass and beads with the Chainouquas and Saldanhas 
for their cattle; so that they have now neither brass 
nor bead necklaces, bracelets, or earrings left for 
themselves. Of the cattle thus obtained they bring 
for sale to us only their old and worn out stock. With 
this we still put up, hoping that in due time all the in
land tribes will become more habituated to the Nether
landers, and satisfied of our upright intentions, that 
it is our wish to live on friendly terms with each and 
all of them without distinction. We now see other 
tribes coming to us, and therefol'e it is not necessary 
to espouse the side of any party, but proper that we 
should treat all as good friends, taking good care the 
while, that the Gouringhaiquas and Gorachoquas, who 
last yeal' made war upon the company, do not prevent 
the trade, for we constantly find that, for the pur
poses of trade, all the inland tribes who have ever 
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been visited by our people, hin·e treated them with The Katrcrs. 
k• d d • t t • t • • IGGO, every m ness, en eavourmg o gc m o a more mtl- September. 

mate acquaintance with us. 
Again open your eyes, Mr. VAN RrnnEECK, and Commentary 

see the difference between those people receiving your No. 10• 

people well, and trading with them 011 their own 
lands, and their joining in your view of the question, 
and coming within the lands of another tribe to trade 
with you or your people, contrary to the inclination 
of the other tribe, and uniting with you to deprive 
the other tribe of their established perquisites on 
barter or sale transactions ; their cattle being pastured 
the while on the lands of the other tribe, you will then 
understand that the interior tribe entertain a juster 
view of the rights and privileges of their countrymen 
than you do. lf you lived in the present day, you 
would discover that your countrymen, the Dutch 
hoers, can not, accarding to Kaffer usage, pasture their 
cattle on Kaffer lands until the established pasturage-
fee has been paid. 

SousA, who is tbe real choeque, or king of the 
Chainouquas sent an ox, requesting in return some red 
beads, as a token that we desired a closer alliance with 
him. His people told him more of our customs than 
he could readily believe ; he is very anxious to witness 
those customs with his own eyes, but is too old to 
come to the fort; many of his people, with their wives 
and children, came fully a day's journey to see our 
four men ; they had never seen any other people than 
those of their own nation, and hardly knew how to 
make enough of our people. The two men who came 
with our men said that they had never seen ships be
fore. According to the interpretation of ANTHONY and 
DouKEMA, which was put into better Dutch by Ev A; 
SousA, being very old, and having only one son, 
bad entrusted to him the government of his kingdom; 
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causing him to be acknowledged as king; receiving 
from all the great men in quality of successor all 
respect, which he always showed first to his father. 
The father resen·ing for himself, merely, during life, 
the highest title; this also appeared to the free men 
to be the case. To all appearance, as well as accord
ing to the interpreters, this chieftain is held in such 
awe, that neither 0EDASOA, nor any of his subjects 
dared, so long as he remained so near to us, to come 
to trade; they must make way for him, and wait upon 
him with presents of many cattle, to show the respect 
which they owe to the neighbour and representative 
of the highest king-said to be the Honcumquas. He 
also resides in mat huts, but never migrates from place 
to place; his subjects breed cattle, but also subsist 
by the cultivation of the valuable plant dacha, which 
stupifies the brain like opium, ginger, strong tobacco, 
brandy, and such things; and of dacha these tribes 
are consequently very foud. The chief of the Hon
cumquas, as the two men tell us, always resides in 
numberless houses, very far in the interior, about 
half way bet\vixt the two seas, and he is the chief 
lord of all the Hotten too race, of all kings and poten
tates; for Khoe means a high mountain, (Kboe, a hill 
in Persian,) rich, fortunate, a king ; and Baka, the 
superlative, the highest of all, to whom all must 
show submission. Ohonouquas, with whom our men 
have been, must therefore be the emperor of the 
Hotten too race; being called Khoeque, which is pro
perly king. 

Mr. MooDIE says, that VAN RIEBEECK here gives 
a treatise upon the relative dignity of the titles of 
Homquas, Honque, and Khoesankuma; the proper 
titles of the smaller chiefs-such as the Gorachoquas, 
though they arrogate to themselves the title of Khoe
que o\·er the other tribes, and thus often get into-war. 
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Jt is said thnt SousA, and his son GoEBOE will The Katfm. 
' 1660 

bring their camp within one or two days' journey, Sept~mber. 

allowing the others to remain at a greater dh,tancc. 
Should this happen, it will be fortum,te for the com-
pany, as more reliance may be placed on auy treaty 
entered into with a person of his superior authority. 
The two domestics who accompanied our men re-
turned, carrying presents. EvA, who has been taught 
good Dutch, and tolerable Portuguese, informing them 
of our wishes; they were much pleased when the 
commander said that he would acknowledge SousA 
as his father, and GoEBOE as his brother. The do-
mestics are named OocT1s KoEKOA, and HANRU:-l-
MA, the one being chief steward of the cattle, the 
other of the sheep. VAN R1EBEECK describes the 
surprise of these people in being brought before a 
large mirror-adding, in this manner, we often have 
rare fun with strangers. The commander said, on 
their departure, that he hoped their master would live 
IOOO years, and have abundance of children and cat-
tle ; they had never been so near the coast before as 
to have seen ships, nor had they ever seen any other 
people than the Hottentoos of their country; it will, 
therefore, be necessary, as far as possible, to prevent 
their intercourse with the Gorinhaiquas, and for this 
purpose our people can accompany them with guns, 
by way of escort, while they arc returning, and coming 
again to the fort with cattle. They declined the at
tendance, however, of some of our people who offered 
again to accompany them. May the Almighty grant 
that this strange people may produce something good 
for the company. 

It says very little, Mr. R1EBEECK, for your system Commentary 

d . . . d " h . f No. ll. of a n11mstrat1on, an ,or t e enterprise o your 
people, that you should have been li,·ing for eight 
years within four days journey of the principal tribe 
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of the Chainonqtta!!, without having before discovered, 
or held n.ore intercourse with them ; but this arises, 
doubtless, more from your restrictive system, and 
attempt to monopolize all things, than from a want of 
speculation in your countrymen of those days ; for no 
sooner are the chains of your servants struck off, and 
they became free men, although not free traders, than 
they opened oew channels of communication and of 
traffic with the native tribes on their own account. 

ANTHONY and Ev A stated that 0EDASOA had sent 
a complimentary message to SousA, king or chief of 
the Chainouquas, and to his son, GoEBOE, who, after 
keeping his messengers waiting three days, had con
sented to his trading with us for the present. GoEBOE 
said, that when he came nearer he would speak on 
the subject with 01mAsoA .. The Charingariquas and 
Gorachoquas had also, they said, sent complimentary 
messages-and that the former, who were too cunning 
for all the Hcttentoos, had managed to get employed 
as the escort of SousA e.nd his son. As for the 
Vissers, or Wutermans, such poor, naked creatures 
dared not, they said, go any where-but must remain 
under the protection of the company, employed in 
fishing, washing, scouring, &c. Fr<>m the favorable 
reception of 0EDASOA by SousA and his son, Ev A 
thought it likely that we might probably see some of 
her people here, for she knew that tobacco had become 
indispensable to them. We said that instead of going 
to the interior, 0EDASOA might go to the north side 
of Saldanha Bay, where we could ti-ade with him by 
sea. This, she said, she would suggest, and that we 
might then trade with the Chainouquas here, and 
with the Saldanhas at Saldanha Bay. But it is now 
said that another people, called HASSEQU As, whose 
very name has never before been mentioned to us, 
now purpose to come here, to drive away all Sal-
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danhas, Goringhaiquas, and even the Chainouqnas, TJ,i, Kaffcr~. 

that they alone may occupy this field, and trade with t:~:~mbcr. 

the Dutch-a right which they arrogate to themseh·cs 
as the strongest. Should she do so, something wonderful 
may be in the wind,-time will teach us the result. 
It is also said that the language of the Hasscquas is 
so different from that of the Saldanhas, that they can 
only communicate through Chainouqua interpreters; 
and that they procure real dacha from the Hancumquns. 
Mr. l\loon1E says, that the Hasscquas was one of the 
most numerous and friendly of the u&tive tribes, that 
they will soon be found occupying a great extent of 
country to the westward of the present site of Swel-
lendam, and that the mention of their name, for the 
first time, after eight and a half years' intercourse on 
the part of the Dutch with the nath·es, reduces to 
their just value the native romances of the more dis-
tants lords and emperors of the Namaqnas and Cho-
bonas. It at last appears, VAN R1EBEECK proceeds, 
that as the more strange people hear more of us, the 
more they desire to trade directly, rather than through 
the medium of their intervening neighbours, therefore 
we advise the Chochouquas to go to Saldanha Bay, and 
the Goringhaiquas to go to Hout Ilay, where the 
Perkyt can get at them. It is doubtful, however, 
whether the latter will again place themselves in the 
trap, fot· they now keep with their camp out of arms' 
length of us. They have managed too, to get into 
greater favor with the Chainouquas than 0EDASOA ; 
for the daughter of GooosoA, their chief, or the sister 
of Osnm K1NMA, his <laughter, (are these ladies 
then by different fathers?) is married to GoEBOE, and 
this is another reason why the Goringhaiquas are so 
much in favor with SousA and his son. 0EDASOA 
seems to be somewhat haughty, or not sufficiently 
humble in his intercourse with the Chainouquas. The 

M 
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more distant tribes on hearing of the arrival, in this 
country, of a people with merchandize, have hereto
fore felt inclined to come, and as the still more dis
tant tribes hear the same thing, they will hereafter 
feel the same inclination, rather than procure their 
wares indirectly, and thus the Hollanders will become 
known over the whole country, so that in the course 
of time the inhabitants of Monopotoma may send 
people here, who, comparing our kind treatment with 
the imperious domination of the Portuguese, may bring 
their gold and h:ory to the Cape instead of conveying 
these things to Mozambique and Sofala, for they 
reside almost as near to the Cape as to Mozambique. 

This, Mr. VAN R1EBEECK, is quite in the spirit of 
Dutch trade and monopoly; yet with all those golden 
and ivory dreams floating in your brain in 1660, as 
they sometimes float in our braius in 1844, you do 
not relinquish your wretched little scheme of entrap
ping the unfortunate Gorinhaiquas at Hout Bay. 

This is a scheme which it will require some years 
to mature, but there appears some prospect, for the 
reasons above stated, of its realization. Two of 
0EDASOA's oldest counsellors, who came with the 
cattle barterers, desired, through Ev A: to speak with 
the commander alone, and they were called into his 
office in presence of the ordinary council ; they said 
that 0EnAsoA desired that the Chainouquas might 
not cause us to forget him, that he would not fail to 
trade with us as long as he was allowed,-for which 
purpose he had asked and obtained the consent of 
SousA, to whom he would not otherwise ha\·e so 
far submitted. SousA was, according to these elders, 
the more disposed to grant his consent, in the hope 
that 0EDASOA would assist to oppose the threatened 
approach of the Hassequas. They thought that other
wise SousA would not have listened to this request, 
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since he had no good will to 0EDASOA, who had The Kafl'ers. 

once on a day, when his son, GoEBOE, was rather ~~mber. 

weak in men, carried off the son's wife, the lately 
deceased wife of 0EDASOA, and si~ter of EvA. Thus, 
observes VAN R11rnsscs., our interpretess is, or was, 
sister-in-law to these two great lords; at least so she 
would persuade us, and others confirm her story. 
0EDASOA was answered that he need not fear, for 
that we are not disposed to part with the friendship of 
any one, but to cling firmer and firmer in tile favor of 
all who come to us; to satisfy him on this head, some 
presents were sent to him by the two elders, and a 
hint given to them as to Saldanha Bay. 

You are evidently not yet sufficiently advanced in Commentary 
b·1· h d • h • h • No. 13. power, or esta 1s e m aut onty over t e native 

tribes, Mr. Governor, to dictate to them whence they 
should come, or whither they should go. You have 
not even yet so established your supremacy in South 
Africa, as to entitle you to expect that you should be 
the mediator amongst them, even for good or for evil; 
and you will probably find that by pointing to Sal-
danha Bay, you will only lead the Chainouquas to turn 
their backs upon that place, as if it were a Robben 
Island, a Hout Bay, or a Batavia. 

They stated that Ceoso, the chief of the Goracho
quas, who had long been encamped with GoNOMOA, 
had parted with him in anger, because the former had 
cunningly taken away the latter's wife, and that about 
this they would have gone to war but for SouSA, who, 
it appears, would have banished or degraded the party 
who was in the wrong. It seems, at all events, ob
serves VAN R1 EBE ECK, that all parties are equa1ly 
afraid of the authority of SouSA, and still more afraid 
of the Hassequas, who have also two chiefs, great 
lords; all this does not fail to awaken our curiosity 
and to give us daily more knowledge of the natives of 
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this country. May the Almighty graut that from both 
quarters there may flow daily more prosperity (long 
horned cattle, and large tailed sheep?) to the company. 
SousA, the chief or king of the Chainouquas, arrh·ed 
at the fort, riding on the same large ox with his son's 
wife, (the daughter of GooosoA?) wheu one of his peo
ple leut him his assistance to alight. They were led 
into the fort by one of the mounted g-uard. He brought 
83 cattle of different ages, and 15 sheep; the former 
were bought for beads, the latter for brass, tobacco, 
aud pipes, whilst good cheer was dealt out to SousA 
and his people. He said that his people had told him 
that the commander wished to adopt _himself for a 
father and his son for a brother, and that, therefore, 
he had come to visit his new son, to ·see what kind of 
man he was, aud that, with this \•iew, he would c·ome 
nearer, which would enable them the more easily to 
interchange visits, and to trade; for which, observes 
VAN RrnnEECK, he seemed ,·cry eager. He was, 
therefore, entertained with fresh bread and cheese, 
and with sugar, served up in a pewter dish; aud 
seated with the said greasy princess, his sou's wife, 
on a mat in the commander's room, a fa,•or which had 
never been permitted to any one before. He was also 
allowed to hear the harpsichord, cla,·ecimbaal, all of 
which seemed very gratifying to him, and so did the 
beer and French aud Spanish wines; of which, how
ever, be did not take euough to intoxicate him. His 
attendants were bdng regaled the while in the front 
hall with biscuit and brandy, which set them singing 
and leaping, and led to a variety of strange aperies. 
SousA and his wife's son were shown the houses, 
above and below; and being asked whether any other 
people in the country had such houses ? they said yes, 
but rather differently constructed, and that the people 
live in one spot. Pointing to the ring on the com-
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mancler's finger, they said that the people in question The Kaffcrs. 

had such gold. He showed by the point of his little Se1660, be 
• . . . ptem r. 

finger the shunng white stones they had among them. 
We then showed him real and false diamonds, rubies, 
aud other coloured stones, with string pearls, but he 
said he had never seen any of the kind, except gold 
aud white stones, like diamonds. He was well ac-
quainted, he said, with the people called Cobona or 
Coboqua, and that he would endeavour to bring some 
of them hither, so that we might learn the truth from 
themselves. Sous.-\ further said, that a certain other 
strong tribe, also Hotteutoos, was very jealous of his 
power; tried to do him injury; and that their jealousy, 
and endeavours to injure him, would now be in-
creased on account of his connexion with us. He 
asked whether, if attacked, we would assist him with 
soldiers against his enemy? We· answered him in 
the affirmath 1e, prnvided that he could manage to sup-
ply us with a sufficiency of cattle, and that he would 
get the Chobonas to bring us their gold and precious 
stones; prO\·ided also that his enemies were none of 
our allies hereabouts, particularly the Cochoquas, with 
whose chief, OEDAsoA, we had made peace. He 
said that his enemies were other people ; and that, in 
making this request, he intended first to give proof of 
his disposition towards us ; that the commande1· did 
not yet know what kind of man he was, but that time 
would disclose this. SousA said, that he meant to 
place his camp at Hottentoos' Holland, about I½ day's 
journey distant, so that we could converse together 
every day, whilst the rest of the people were left to 
move about, according to their custom, in flying 
camps. 

You seem now, Mr. VAN RIEDEECK, to have a fair Commentary 

field for the display of political sagacity, of which No. 14• 

you made so much boast when soliciting the Chamber, 
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some years since, to trausfcr you to ln<lia, as afford
ing a better field than South Africa; and if you will 
only conduct your negotiations with a uative chief, as 
well as you describe your ceremonious interviews 
with him, there may be some hope. But at present 
there seems more reason for fear than for hope, since 
you immediately take a wrong turn, with the scent 
lying breast high, for you make it a condition with 
SousA that, to gain your soldiers in aiding him in a 
defensive war, he shall obtain long-horned cattle, 
gold, and precious stones for you ; never stopping to 
inquire whether right be on his side or theirs. The 
only right fling you make is in stipulating that those 
whom SousA considers his enemies, must not be your 
allies. When Captain LUDLOW and I were discussing 
at Joudpoor, with the late MAHARAJA MAUN S1Noe, 
the sovereign of Marwar, the best mode of carrying 
out some question, in the right management of which 
we were all much, and equally concerned, he said
lf, gentlemen, you wish to reach Ajmere, (our place 
of residence) you must take the Mairta road, and 
then, with only one step a day, you will arrh,e there 
at last; bu~ if, wishing to reach Ajmere, you take the 
Nagore road, you will never get there at an, if you should 
go 100 miles a day. It may be questioned., however, 
whether the first Dutch governor of the Cape would 
ever get on the right road had it been possible to have 
found, in South Africa in 1660., such a friend and 
counsellor as MAHARAJA MAUN SINGH was to 
Captain LUDLOW and myself in Rajpootana., in 1841. 

Some of SousA's people came after him with 10 
cattle, which were bought for beads-and 5 sheep, 
which were bought for brass, thus costing each as 
much as 3 cows, or 9 or 10 stivers; the chief ex
pense is, however, the food and drink for the number 
of men which constautly come. VAN RIEBEECK 
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enters into a detail of the presents that were giveu to The Kaffers. 

SousA, his wife, and people, when he was about to 0166t0be, 
CO r. 

depart-which, with his three day's entertainment, 
seemed to give him high satisfaction. He had his 
son's wife mounted on a white spotted ox, and, after 
passing the father's hut, himself mounted on a red 
ox-having, during the walk from the fort, talked 
much to Ev A, and desired her to say that if the 
commander would but wait, he would find out that 
he was the man who would give him contentment; 
but that the goods whieh the Cochoquas got for their 
gold and jewels, must pass through his hands, so that 
they, as well as we, might acknowledge him as the 
maiu channel of the trade ; and that he had already 
given all his people full permission to come and trade 
with us. The ox which his son's wife rode, had been 
sold to us, but was lent to him, at his request, for the 
conveyance of his luggage; he promised to send it 
back with more cattle on the first opportunity. Afte1· 
sermon 13 or 14 of ~he Chainouquas came with 27 fine 
cattle, of which 24 were bought for beads, and 3, 
with 6 sheep, for brass and tobacco ; they had not 
seen their king, and said that more of their people 
would be here to-morrow with cattle, that they were 
already at Hottentoos' Holland, where they would 
always rendezvous until SousA had established his 
fixed camp there. (It would not be ve1-y surprising 
to find the Africans reproaching the Christians for 
trafficking on Sunday, as some New Zealanders lately 
did.) This will be an annoyance to our neighbours, 
as that place was always their best pasture ground,
but since SouSA's arrival with these Goringhaiqua 
Saldanhas, not any one bas dared to show himself; and 
the strandloopers, who al ways live hereabouts, never 
dared to come into his presence. It would., therefore, 
seem that this SousA must be much respected; this 
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appears also by the statements of EvA and ANTHONY; 

he has been completely supplanted in the favor of this 
new people by her, who has iugratiatcd herself much 
with them, without, at the same time, losing favor 

• in 0EDASOA's sight, but caring little about the Goring
haiquas or others, but appearing to be rather against 
them than otherwise; they hate her accordingly, and 
although they feat· her on our account, she appears 
to be disliked on account of the information which 
she gives us about the country, regarding which the 
truth is daily coming to light. This is very vexatious 
to them, for it has been one of their principal maxims 
to keep us in the dark, and they have al ways 
denied that there were Cochoquas, Chainouquas, or 
other tribes in the interior, but alleged that they, the 
Goringhaiquas, were alone the true Saldanhas, and 
the most powerful-the falsehood of this appealing 
more fully every day, they now begin to creep into 
their shells; 31 cattle were bartered for beads, and 
37 sheep for brass and tobacco, from the Chainouquas. 
Among the natives was EvA's uncle, EYCONQUA, 
who brought us 2 cattle and 5 sheep for brandy; some 
merchandize was. advanced to him on the credit of 
Ev A's word, three weeks ago, that he might buy 
cattle in the interior for us, recei\'ing here the current 
price, and thus, with his own profit and the original 
capital, become a thriving merchant. The wares 
remained in his hands, and it was explained to him 
how his capital would accumulate. This was our 
intention towards HARRY, but he ruined himself by 
his bad faith, and is now a beggar. EYCONQUA li\·es 
in one of the Chainouqua hordes, under SousA, and 
can procure many cattle. Some goods were in the 
same manner advanced to his grandfather, HEEST

KAMA, SousA came again, with his brother, bringing 
1 ox, which he had borrowed eight days before, with 
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6 others and 2 sheep, which were bought, although The Katfcrs. 

the sheep were intended for a· present, which Ev A 011i6t0:. 
c ouer. 

did not think fit to interpret, as he paid so little atten-
tion to what she had said as again to ask for presents; 
she expressed herself displeased with him, and 
ashamed that he should be so mean, saying, that she 
explaiued to him just what we said, but that she was 
often induced from shame to keep back what he and 
other Hottentoos said, and that now she had not dared 
to say anything as from him, except that, as he had 
now made the acquaintance of the commander, he 
had come to visit him out of civility, and that she 
knew the commander would give him meat and 
drink, and do him all honor, hut that, for the rest, 
she knew the nature of the Dutch to be such-that 
they were liberal enough, and willing to make and 
to preserve the friendship of all men; and that they 
gave us presents out of liberality, as with the object 
of inviting all people to come to them, to make an 
opening for commerce, particularly in the articles of 
gold and jewels, as being more valuable than cattle. 
The commander hoped, she said, to hear that he had 
sent out people to fetch these things, and that he had 
encouraged his people to bring ostrich feathers, ivory, 
antelope, and other skins-and that on his bringing 
gold and jewels, or any of the people of the country 
whence those articles were procured, greater presents 
would be given to him. After the usual Sunday
parade a volley was fired before SousA, and it was 
explained to him that this was never done except to 
great lords, which we considered him to be ; we 
treated him also with a tune on the violin and the 
harpsichord and the like; and when he said that he 
could show us gold and jewels, he was told that a 
small present would again be prepared for him. We 
undcri;tood that he would, on the present occasion, 
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accept nothing further than good entertainment, and 
he said nothing more to Ev A about presents, but 
expressed his surprise at the great quantity of brass, 
beads, &c. that were exhibited to him. He set off, 
notwithstanding the westerly wind, hail, and rain, 
carrying a good quantity of tobacco, pipes, brandy, 
bread, and 8 lbs. of iron. He would have gone 
yesterday, but waited for the presents, and to witness 
our mode of worship, that we might speak to him on 
the subject, and on that of their creed, which being ef
fected, he set off well satisfied. Two cattle and 8 sheep 
were brought by the Cochoquas and Chariguriquas, 
and two of 0EDASOA's people urgently requested that 
a scrjeant and some people might be sent with Ev A 

to bring him to the fort, as he wished to speak upon 
affairs which could not be confided to every one; he 
requested that a wagon might be sent, as from the 
wound in his arm he could not sit on an ox. The 
wagon, with 6 oxen, the serjeant, and eleven good 
soldiers, were accordingly prepared, and set out with 
six days' provisions, attended by Ev A and the two 
servants. May the Almighty be their guide there 
and back. 

November. The serjeant returned with the king of the Sal-
danhas, 0EDASOA, and the second in command, Kou
KosoA, and a good retinue of people, with only 19 
sheep, 2 cows, l little bull, and a calf, besides a 
pack ox, which carried his mats and luggage, on 
which he might ride home. Upon their arriving in the 
front hall, 0EDASOA and KouKOSOA were led by the 
commander into his own room, seated upon a mat, and 
welcomed, in the first instance, with a glass of wine, 
and shaking of hands, then with wheaten bread, 
cheese, and sugar, in a pewter dish; they were told, 
through EvA, that the great men in Holland always 
ate out of such dishes, but not the common people. 
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HARRY, who was in the fort, joined the party, but The Katfors. 

neither he nor ANTHONY dared sit on the mat. After ~~~~:Uber 

some friendly conversation, of no importance, with 
OEDAS0A, and also between him and HARRY, he took 
a slice of bread, and gave with his own hands to 
HARRY. ANTHONY, who was sitting somewhat behind, 
at last got a slice from KouKosoA, who also helped 
himself from the dish. OEDASOA helped his dasghter, a 
fine well-shaped wench, not darker than a fair mestice; 
neither was he ugly; and a1l the people, from the 
emperor, are fine, well built-men; it is a great pity 
they so disfigure themselves with grease. OEDASOA, 
Koux:osoA, and EvA, having come to the commander, 
and ordinary council, to hear what they had to say in 
secret, it appeared to come out that if we would assist 
them with men, when attacked by their enemies, he 
would come to live close by, and place his houses, 
cattle, and women, under the Steenbergen, in the 
Hout and Berg vallies, under our protection, while 
he, with our assistance, was opposing his enemies. 
He was asked who they were ? and told that as we had 
made peace with the Chinouquas and Garochoquas, 
we could no more make war ,upon our allied friends, 
than we could lend any of our people to act against 
him. Ev A interpreted, that the strange people were 
of the great Chariguriquas, Namanas, and adherents 
of the Cobonas. He was told that it was our object 
to make friends of, and to trade with all people; that 
what we wanted in return for our merchandize were 
cattle, and gold and precious stones, which lie hid 
among the Cobonas and Namanas;, if he could find 
means to supply us with these things, he would find us 
ready to listen to anything reasonable. But this end 
would he better attained through ki11dness and friendly 
alliance, than by war. He said that he thought that we 
bad now plenty of cattle; but when answered that we 
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requircc.J fully 1000 cattle a year, he pretended to be 
tirecl, weut into the front hall, and laid down to sleep. 
Fh·e cattle and 19 sheep were, in the meantime, 
bou~ht from his people outside-they were well fed 
three times a day; and he, like SousA, was entertained 
with a parade, and a discharge of musketry. He, 
his daughter, and KouKosoA, fed at the commander's 
table, and heard a tune on the harpsichord. Presents, 
of which a detached list is appended, were given to 
OEDASOA, his daughter NANIES, KouKosoA, and EvA, 
whom they called CaoTOA ; they also received for 
their consumption on the road 80 lbs. of rice, lOO lbs. 
bread, 3 flasks of brandy, 2 of Spanish wine, 20 lbs. 
flour, some sugar and spice; and they consumed, 
while here, 153 lbs. biscuit, 16 flasks brandy, 250 lbs. 
of ri<:e, and JO lbs. tobacco. OEDASOA prepared to 
depart, but finding that all the presents could not be 
carried on one ox, he instantly sent for two more 
oxen ; he showed us how the iron and copper beads 
should be made, and promised that his people should 
bring us, besides cattle, wax, and white gems found 
in the mountains, which, from his own and KouKo
soA's description, are perhaps crystal. At the desire, 
apparently of HARRY and ANTHONY, OEDASOA re
quested that the Goringhaiquas should be allowed 
again to reside upon their own land, behind the 
Bosheuvel, under the Steenbergen, beyond our en
closure, and also in the Hout and Berg vallies; to 
which we conditionally consented ; after some glasses 
of wine he laid down to sleep in the front hall. We 
afterwards showed him beads of such kinds, which 
he said either tribes would purchase if his people 
would not, and that they, when they heard our object 
was trade and not war, would in time come in greater 
numbers than we could conceive, but that if we would 
assist him in war, he would supply us with abundance 
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of cattle, and of people to make sla,·es of. Jn the-The Kaffrrs. 

same evening 19 cattle and six sheep were brought N1660• b ovem er. 
to the fort by GoNNOMOA's people. He is the other 
chief of the smaller half of the Cochouquas or Sal
danhas, who are divided into two governments: the 
highest chief, and seemingly the highest born, being 
0EDASOA ; the second., GONNOMOA; each portion is 
divided again into several enc&mpments, each having 
their subordinate chiefs, who are the counsellors of 
the said Cochoquas, or higher chief.5, each ranking 
after the Choques (Joque, Persian, division?) or kings, 
according to their descent or birth. The oxen having 
come, the presents were put on all of them, and 
0EDASOA set out in the morning with his attendants, 
Ev A following at JO o'clock. On taking leave of the 
commander in his house, on the previous evening, 
0EDASOA said that he was now inclined to remaiu 
frien<ls with the Dutch all his life, au<l that as he had 
been last year crippled by the lion, and was unable to 
take his own part in war like other people, he would, 
when assailed by his enemies, place himself with his 
women and cattle under our protection, keeping 
KouKOSOA and his camp hereabouts for the sake of 
company, aud now and then bringing us sheep and 
cattle, according to his ability; letting his other hordes 
go into the interior to carry on war in all directions. 
1'o this, as far as affable reception and kind treatment 
can accomplish the purpose, they, aud especially he 
and SousA, have been much encouraged by giving 
them all they could require in abundance. We will 
hope that the Lord will bless the work. 0EDASOA, 
the Choeque, chief aud king of the Cochoquas, or 
Saldanhas, came to the fort with a long -train of attend
ants, bringing with him ouly 16 sheep, which were 
all bought. 0EDASOA was taken 011 board to sec the 
ships, where he was well entertained. 
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SousA came with a great retinue of people, and 
HARRY, as interpreter, bringing 71 sheep and 83 
cattle. He was accordingly nobly received, and 
HARRY also, as he tries again to ingratiate himself. 
The sheep were bought for brass, and the cattle for 
beads. These Chinouquas, who live and trade to the 
eastward, cry out for red beads, and the Cochoquas, 
(OEDASOA's people,) or Saldanhas, who live to the 
N. W., are fondest of copper chains. We get the 
cattle chiefly from the former, and the sheep chiefly 
from the latter. Hundreds of the former, including 
many of the Goringhaiquas and Gorachouquas, were 
in consequence of this noble trade, and because they 
had found and brought back a draught ox, which 
had strayed some days ago,-nobly entertained with 
food and brandy. The chief SousA, who was clothed 
in leopard's skin, with Cuoco, chief of the Gara
chouquas, and HARRY, were regaled apart from the 
commonality, in the commander's dining room, with 
sugar and cheese, fresh bread anti Spanish wine, on a 
pewter dish, by way of a royal entertainment; after 
this, SousA, half elated with wine, and all his people, 
set off. HARRY told them that presents would be 
prepared for them by to-morrow, l,ut he did not wait, 
saying that he would soon bring a large lot of cattle, 
and that another great Heer, one of his allies, who 
had never been here, would cume. His name i~ 
HANCKvsoA, also subject to the Honcumquas, who 
cultivate dacha, and never move their houses. He 
was now disposed to allow himself to be conveyed to 
the fort on a riding ox, that he might see and become 
known to the commander. SousA disposes of all the 
goods he gets to them for cattle, of which they have 
great numbers, as have also other tribes N. E. of the 
Honcumquas, from whom more remote and subject 
tribes procure their merchandize; they are named 
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Chamaquas, Omaquas, Atiquas, Hontumquas, Cau- Th~ Kafl'ers. 

quas, all, like the Honcumquas, dacha planters, and 01660• be ecem r. 
rich in people and cattle; they are dressed and greased 
like all the Hottentoos, and although their houses are 
also of mats, are stationary. Beyond these are said 
to be the Choboquas, or people of MoNOMATOPA, 
who are black Kaffers, just like the Guinea and 
Angola slaves. They have abundance of cattle and 
sheep, and are dressed in calve and sheepskins.
HARRY bad seen the Cochoquas when living with the 
Chainouquas, but had never been at their places of 
abode; he knew nothing of gold and jewels, but what 
he now heard from SousA ; all the Hottentoo tribes 
above named, reside between the middle of this Af
rican continent, and the sea, to the eastward of the 
Cape---where, according to HARRY'S account, they 
are to be found in various bays ; they would, he says, 
show every friendship, if those ,·isiting them only 
said they were of SouRY's people, for that is the 
name by which the commander is known among all 
the tribes of the Hottentoo race, and signifies, lord of 
the people who endeavour to be friends with all na
tions, and who advises them all to be friends with each 
other. Mr. MOODIE aays in a note, that the etymo
logical compliment here paid to his own policy by 
VAN RIEBEECK, is hardly borne out by the subsequent. 
use of the word soury, which seems merely equivalent • 
to chief. Those, continues the Journal, who reside 
to the N. West from the middle of the continent to 
Saldanha Bay and the Angola country, are, first the 
Cochoquas, of which people 0EDASOA and GoNOMA 
are the Heeren ; the next are, the great and little 
Chariguriquas, without hereditary chiefs, but who have 
rernlted from the Cochoquas-all these are Hotten
toos like the Cape tribe, and then follow the Nama
quas. 
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Whatever may be thought of the propriety or other
wise of placing the tribes who have lately been 
brought on the boards by VAN RIEBEECK, under the 
Head of Kaffers, the Namaquas are so obviously not 
of that race, that I shall transfer them t;l the Hotten
tot Head. As we proceed there is more and more 
reason to believe that those lately brought on the 
hoards are not of the Kaffer race; but the matter is 
not important, and it will perhaps be difficult for 
those best acquainted with the history of the various 
tribes of South Africa two hundred years ago, to say 
who were Kaffers and who Hottentots ; the original 
characteristics of the latter race must have undergone 
many changes since the tribes were broken up, and 
they took to wearing hats and breeches. And there 
is but one outward and visible sign, with which I am 
acquainted, that marks the Kaffcr from the Hottentot; 
for the fine manly bearing and courage of the Hotten
tot may have been equal to those of the Kaffer, when 
he was equally a free man. 

Nine more sheep were bought from the Chainouquas, 
who promise to return with a good many more in 
eight or ten days. The Cochoquas brought a bull and 
two oxen, also five sheep; the former wc.•re bought 
for beads, tobacco, and pipes, and the latter for brass. 
0EDASOA came to the fort with 16 sheep, expressly 
to say that his people had informed him that we had 
been told that our people had sustained some injury 
from his people in the interior. He requested that we 
would not believe this, but rest assured that they 
would be received with every mark of friendship, and 
he said that he had been told that, on account of this 
report, we were about to attack him with many mount
ed men, for which VAN RrnnEECK observes, they arc 
much afraid. He was told that no such tale had 
reached us, and he ought to set his mind at rest (it 
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is from what his people said about the Souquas.-See The Katrers. 

Bosjemau Hea<l, under this date). OEDASOA de1>artc<l, 011i60 • b ecem er. 
after being entertained with bread, tobacco, and rice, 
on account of which, apparently, he made up the 
loose report above-mentioned. He was told, iu a 
good-humoured friendly manner, that if he came with 
such large herds of cattle as are brought by Sous.A, 
the king of the Chainouquas, then, indeed, there 
would be a fine, capital present for him, that his 
company was, at the same time, very agreeable to us, 
and the more so the more cattle he brought. Ev A is 
again lh·ing in the commander's house, laying aside 
her skins, and dressing herself in her clothes in the 
Indian manner, that she may resn me the exercise of 
her functions as interpreter. She seems now again 
to be somewhat tired of her own people, aud we 
allow her to indulge this changeable disposition accord-
to her own fancy, so as to have the better service from 
her; but she seems so much habituated to the Dutch 
cnstoms and the Dutch food, that, she will never be 
able entirely to relinquish them. 

OEDASOA came again to the fort with I 1 cattle and 1661 , 

31 sheep, which were chiefly bought for beads, brandy January

and tobacco, only 8 sheep being bought for brass. Of February. 

the Namaquas they said nothing, except that they 
were Hottentoos like themselves, also dressed in skins, 
living in mat houses, and subsisting on cattle, of which 
they had great numbers; they did not wear chains on 
the arms or necks, or in the ears, but beads round 
the waist, and copper bracelets; occupying a great 
extent of land in consequence of the number of their 
cattle; much given to war ; armed with bows aud 
assagais; their breast protected by a piece of dry hide, 
like a breast-plate, which neither assagai nor arrow 
could penetrate; always at variance with the Saldan-
has; but they think, as OEDASOA is now allied to the 
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Dutch, that the Namaquas could do him 110 harm if 
they should come. They said the Namaquas were 
coming this way with four camps, but that from the 
number of their cattle they could only move slowly. 
0EDASOA set out well satisfied after his kin<l recep
tion. Three cows and 6 sheep were bartered from 
the Cochoquas. Some advance parties of the Chai
nouquas also came, from whom ·14 cattle were pur
chased; they said that not only their lord and king, 
SouSA, was on his way with a good herd, but that 
some of his allies, the Hassequas, were coming with 
a much greater number. 0EDASOA came to the fort 
with a lean ox and 20 sheep, some very old, and all 
the others having their tails cut off; this being ob
jected to, he replied he could do no better, that every 
one bl'Ought to the market what he chose, and as his 
people rejected our bad tobacco, we might well refuse 
their bad cattle, so that they might bring better. Two 
Goringhaiquas came to the fort with a person who 
gave himself out to be a messenger from the chief or 
king of the Hassequas, before-mentioned, to learn 
whether he would be as well received as SousA, the 
chief or king of the Chainouquas, if so, he would 
come with many cattle, and enter into an alliance, as 
he wished to get some iron to point assagais and 
arrows, as his had all been expended upon his 
enemies, who had driven him out of his country. 
His enemies, he said, were quite black, with thick 
lips; very dexterous in the use of the bow aud arrow; 
living in houses of clay with wooden door posts. He 
told us many things according to EvA's interpretation. 
He was again interrogated through the aid of other 
Hottentoos, and his statements were found to agree. 
Some merchandize was given to him to show to his 
master as he desired, and after being well entertained 
and getting some presents, he departed, desiring that 
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we should take good note of him, so that he might be The Kaff'era 
h . 1661 ereafter known from others, and should his words Feb~. 

prove true be well 1·eceived. May the Almighty send us 
something good ! SousA came with 50 cattle, 14 sheep, 
and a great retinue of people, but as many of the 
animals were lean, the sellers were told that they must 
bepleased to bring no more such poor things. SousA 
being apart with his wife, youngest son, three 
daughters, and sister-in-law, the caution was im-
pressed upon him; he said each person would bring 
to market only what he chose; but he would talk to 
them al.,out bringing better cattle, we might then re-
ject any that were lean, and they would not be offended. 
He departed well satisfied, with a good present for 
himself and company, and some tobacco for his 
son and successor GOEBOE, According to his account 
the Hassequas will soon heave in sight, with many 
more cattle than he has, a11d the lord and king of that 
people is his brother. The return fleet of seven ships 
arrived, commanded by Mr. ANDRIES Fa1srns, who 
had a commission to inspect the Cape residency, and 
the commissioner went out with the commander to 
iuspect the establishment. 

SousA came without cattle to visit us, hearing that March. 

there were ships in the bay; he was received as usual. 
The admiral gave him a present, and he went home 
highly gratified, promising soon to return with some 
cattle. Our people returned from the interior, having 
found the Namaquas; they would gladly have fought 
one battle with OEDASOA, but at the intercession of 
our people they suffered themselves to be persuaded, 
if he sent 2 or 3 of his people with our men to solicit 
peace, to accede to his request. The under-surgeon 
MEERHOFF, to whom the mission was intrusted, was 
sent to request their chief, OEnAsoA, to come to the 
commander, to consult about the Namaquas. He 
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came with KAUKASOA, some of his elders, and the 
oldest son of GoaosoA, chief. of the Goringhaiquas. 
The objects of the Dutch having been explained, 
0ED,\SOA replied that he could not induce any of his 
veople to go to the Nam aquas; it was true, he said, 
that they had numbers of cattle, but they had not 
nearly so many people as he had ; that he had little to 
fear from them, and that, if they did not injure him, 
he would not hurt them; as to peace, if they came, 
peace ,vould be concluded between them ; and if 
r,ot, he was at hand with the Gorachoquas, nnd the 
Goringhaiquas were not half a day's journey, to make 
head against them; whilst his comrade, the other 
chief of the Cochoquas, could assist him with 6 or 
8000 men ; and, when united, should the Namaquas 
attempt any thing against them, they were not afraid, 
although that people did fight with shield~, ar.d were 
men of tall stature. He said, however, that he would 
put his words of peace to the Namaquas, into the 
mouths of the Hottentoos~ who would go with our 
men as interpreters. We replied that we had spoken 
to him as a friend, to show him our way of acting, 
and to induce all the tribes to live at peace ; and also, 
that as he was our ally, we might learn his intention, 
and arrange all to our common interest; with all this 
he expressed himself well pleased, but forthwith 
turned the conversation to tobacco, food, and dtink, 
so that being unable to make any thing of OEDASOA, 

we dropped the subject. By a resolution, under the 
same date, it was determined to seod a second mis
sion to the Namaquas, under instructions to negotiate 
a peace between them and the Cochoquas, in order to 
facilitate the expected trade with the former. 

No bad sample in all this, of the relative positions 
and strength of the several native tribes. It is quite 
obvious that the Namaquas had been induced to make 
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an advance towards the Cape, in the hope of sharing The Kaffcn. 

in the trade of the Dutch in common with the Cocho- !61•61•h n arc . 
quas and others; that they were encouraged iu this 
by the Dutch, in the hope that somethiug good might 
be got out of them; aud that so unpalatable to the 
Cochoquas, iu their own and their allies' pride of 
strength, was the proposed mediation of the Dutch, 
that they would not even entrust their word of peace 
to the Dutch mission for deli\·cry to the Namaquas, 
but preferred the mouth of the Hottentoo interpreter 
of the mission. 

0EoAsoA resolved to send three of his servants March. 

with our people to offer peace to the Namaquas, and 
KAUKASOA returned home with. him after they had 
received presents and good entertainment. Three 
days after our people set out with two Hottentoo in
terprett!rs, and the three ambassadors of 0EDASoA, 
with presents for the Namaquas. SousA, the king 
of the Chainouquas, came with 9 sheep, two of which 
as presents for the commander, of whom he now 
came to take leave, as he was about to return to his 
country and people until next year, when he hoped 
to return with 4 or 500 cattle to barter, and also to 
bring some one of the people whom he had men
tioned, as ha\·ing gold and white gems. To encourage 
him in this, another good present was given to him, 
as well as to his wife, son, &c., and they set off well 
satisfied. 

Peace was concluded by representatives of the April. 

Namaquas, and the three men who, on 0EDASOA's 
part, accompanied the Dutch mission to the Nama
quas for this purpose, to the great joy of all. In 
MEERHOFF's journal of his second mission to the 
Namaquas, he says, that on the 13th day he found 
the Hottentoos, called the Chariguriquas, from whom 
he understood, as he had done from the Souquas., 
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that the Namaquas could not be found before the raing, 
They were merry with 0EDASOA's people. l poured out 
brandy for the chief until he was drunk, and he said that 
they procured the copper and iron, of which they made 
their beads, from the Choboquas, who lay a month's 
journey off; that they also are Hottentoos, but some
what darker than these; that like these, they subsist 
by cattle, and trade with the real Caboners of Mono
motopa. He told me plainly that they got their cop
per and beads from the place where the Portuguese 
lived, but that to reach them we must begin to travel 
in the wet season, for otherwise it was impossible, in 
consequence of the great droughts. MEERHOFF ob
serves, there is nothing but sand hills, and the 
cattle have nothing to eat but short grass, and tops of 
brushwood. Jn my whole life I never saw so naked 
a country, it does not bear a handful of grass. We 
set out on our return (on the 10th of April, having 
left the Cape on the 21st March,) as it began to rain, 
and had we waited any longer, we should not have got 
over the Oliphants' River, for I have seen it rise 
twelve feet in nine hours, and that in the dry sea.son. 
To the words " real Caboners of Monomotopa," a 
few sentences back, Mr. Moon1E says in a note,-see 
infra-the account of the situation and habits of the 
Kaffers given to Ensign ScHRY\'ER in 1689, by the 
chief of the Hecon Hottentoos, which compare with 
the accounts previously received from the crew of the 
Stavenisse. 

VAN RIEBEECK's Journal proceeds-Some of Go
NOMA's people came to the fort with 2 cattle and 16 
sheep, and said the chief would soon come himself . 

. Three days after GoNNOMOA, the second chief of the 
Saldanhas, came with 3 cattle and 29 sheep. We 
had been accustomed to call him the SwARTE KAP
TEIN, He was in the fort the evening before HARRY 
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stole all our cattle in 1653, and has ne\·er dared to The Kaffen. 

show himself here since, for fear that we shouid con- ~:;: 
sider him also guilty. (This is surely a mistake, l\fr. 
VAN RrnnEECK ?) He was much pleased to hear that 
we had made peace with all the great iJeople of the 
country, that we wished to make peace with more 
people, and to preserve it inviolably with him. He 
appeared greatly surprised at all the buildings that had 
been erected since he was last he1·e, and said that no 
one in the world any longer entertained evil designs 
against the Dutch, but that all the chiefs hereabouts 
were now entirely satisfied about past events, and in-
clined with one heart and mind henceforth.... (M. S. 
decayed, Mr. MooDIE says here, as he does in many 
other places.) Ev A said, on the part of GoNNOMOA, 
that, hearing of the commander's intended departure, 
he had come to see him once more, and to request 
that he might be admitted iuto and continued on the 
same terms of friendship as 0EDASOA and others ; 
and that he might be well recommended to the new 
commander; that on his side he would not be want-
ing in bringing cattle. A fitting answer was given to 
his contentment, and he was assured of the continu-
ance of friendship; after which his attendants were 
treated with food and brandy until they were merry, 
when, towards night, they went to sleep. GoNNOMOA 
went home with a good p1·esent, and well satisfied; 
and two days after his people brought 8 sheep and 2 
cows, which were purchased. Some advanced parties 
of the Chainouquas came to the fort with 3 cattle, and 
said their master was coming with many cattle. 0EDA-
soA's people brought 4 sheep ; and six days after 
0EDASOA and GoNNOMOA, the 1st and 2d kings of the 
Cochoquns or Saldanhas, came to the fort with 15 
cattle and 43 sheep, which were bought for brass, red 
beads, copper chains, and tobacco; and the kings 
were well entertained. 
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When the new commander should anfre they would 
come with some cattle as a present to welcome him, 
and to be introduced to him by the present com
mander, so that the successor might know who were 
in alliance ,Yith us, and that they were determined 
to trade on as good terms with him as with his prede
cessor. HARRY and A:-iTHO:-.Y perceiving that this 
would be a desirable thing, undertook to advise the 
Honques, or chiefs of the Gorachoquas and the Go
ringhaiquas. Three sheep were brought by 0EDA

SOA's people, and 6 cattle by people who called them
selves the adrnnced messengers of the Chainouquas. 
They said that their King SousA, was coming with 
many cattle. Bartered cattle with Gorachoquas and 
0EDASOA's people. 

GoxNOMOA brnught to the fort 4 cattle and 21 sheep, 
which were purchased, also a large bull, as a present 
to the commander; he was well entertained to attach 
him to us. 

The cattle trade goes on tolerably well, though we 
had hoped that a greater quantity would have been 
brought in ; it seems, however, that the new Hotten
toos: called Chainouquas, have a great distance to 
travel, and having to travel slowly with their cattle, 
cannot reach us so soon as we supposed, or as we had 
understood them to ha,·e promised. Our trade this 
year with the Saldanhas (the Chainouquas) has been 
mostly in sheep, and least in horned cattle. \,Ve are 
daily more convinred that the mounted guard enforces 
the utmost respect from om· thievish neighbours, the 
Goringhaiquas . and Gorachoquas, and not less the 
Saldanhas, and others; and we hope that next year 
we may be able to mount 20 men upon the young 
horses reared here, which are of a very good breed. 
We have an idea that 0EDASOA, the chief of the 
Saldanhas, tries to ;eparate us from the Namaquas, 
and from all other tribes, fearing, that should they 
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come hither, the pastures would be too little fo1· them The Katfen. 

all, and that he would thus sink .in our estimation, l6~ii'. 
This we are given to understand by the great Choring- P 

unquas, who ha\·e renounced the authority of the 
Saldanhas, and live at the Oliphants' River, betwixt 
which and the Namaquas lies the dry and salt tract 
of country. 

VAN RIEBEECK's Memorandum for the information May. 
and guidance of his successor, Mr. WAGENAAR. 

Saldanhas, or Cochoquas, consist of two divisions, 
under two chiefs or choques, (which mrans king)-
tbe first is named O EDA SO A, the other chief is named 
GoNNOMoA, and is often some distance apart from 
OEDASOA. They have together several thousand men, 
and generally occupy the middle of the country, op
pos1te to us, under the African mountains, extending 
from near False Bay quite to Saldanha Bay, but not 
always remaining in one place, and moving a~out for 
change of pasture. 

The Chainouqnas, whose king is named SousA, 
with whom we are on very good terms. We have 
bartered a great number of cattle and a good many 
sheep with them. They arc able to supply us 
ahundantly, and on taking leave of us last year, pro
mised to return with a still larger quantity. They are 
quite different from the Hotteutoos, and almost all 
reside on the east coast of Africa, where they some
times show themselves in some bays. \Ve have only 
begun to know them well during the last two years. 

The Honsequas.-A messenger was sent from them See Head 

last year, saying that their chief would come. The ~::ai~:• in 
Hottentoos who live near us speak in high terms of »EEcK's 

this tribe, and say, now that Sot;sA is gone, they Mem. 

will come with great herds of cattle. 
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The Hancumquas.-They appear to be the greatest 
and most powerful of all the race of greasy Hotten
toos. They are said to li\'e permanently on the same 
spot, an<l they cultivate the plant which they call 
dacha. The chiefs of this tribe appear to be the 
chiefs over all the choques or kings, being entitled 
choebaha, which seems to mean emperor, or at least 
upper king, or lord over all the others. Those who 
reside further than this chief lord of the Hotteotoos, 
though of the same race, are much richer in cattle 
than all those who live on this side of this supreme 
chief, are named, first-

Chamaquas, and next to them the Omaqµas; Ati
quas, Houtumquas, and Chauquas, all subsisting like 
Hancumquas, besides their countless herds of cattle, 
by dacha plantations, living on fixed spots, in large 
mat huts, dressed in skins like all the Hottentoos, and 
equally greasy. After those are said to begin, though 
beyond the river Vigiti Magna, and in an easterly direc
tion, another race of people called by all the Hottentoos 
Choboqua, or Cobona, residing in houses constructed 
of wood, clay, and other materials, but at the same 
time maintaining themselves by cattle, and wearing 
clothes; these we conjecture to be the people of 
Monomotopa, as Ev A would often persuade us. SousA 
says there is chory or gold, and white gems among 
them. The messeuger from the Hassequas told us 
that there is a people who keep lions as tame as we 
keep dogs, among whom, it is said, that the gold and 
white gems are to be found. I wish you success in 
your search after these people. Had I remained here, 
we intended when the rains were over, and the dry 
season commenced, to send a party of volunteers to 
try whether they could not find the Choboquas ; they 
have nothing to look for in any quarter but a most 
friendly reception. 
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There cannot now be the least doubt hut that a The Kalren. 

mistake was made in transferring the Cochoquas, un- ~::.• 
der their chiefs, 0EDASOA and GONNOMOA, to the Commentary 

Kaffer head, and they have accordingly been restored No. 17• 

to the Hotteutoo paper. The mistake arose from their 
being at first brought on the stage in October, 1658, 
with such parade and effect by VAN R1EBEECK. 
How many of the other tribes must also be restored 
to the Hottentoo paper can only be ascertained as the 
mysteries of the question are dispelled by further 
research into, and acquaintance with my text book, 
"The Record." At present it seems probable that 
the Choboqua or Cobona, will alone prove to be the 
veritable Kaffer, and they are still considered the in-
habitants of the Portuguese or Dutch fabulous city 
and country of Monomotopa.-(December 7th, 1844.) 

Commander W AGENAAR's Journal. 

The Chainouquas begin to come in like last year Auguat. 

with their cattle ; their corpus lies about 20 days 
journey from this ; they appeared at the fort to-day 
with 24 cattle and 3:J sheep, which were bought for 
brass, tobacco,, and beads. They said their chief 
SousA was not likely to come this year; he was 
so old and so infirm ; but they promised to bring as 
many cattle as before. They came with 19 cattle and 
16 sheep, according to their promise of the day before 
yesterday. 

The Chainouquas brought 13 cattle and 30 sheep, October. 

which were bartered for the usual merchandize ; and 
again 24 cattle and 7 sheep, which were purchased for 
brass and tobacco; and a third batch of 26 cows and 
39 sheep, which were purchased ; for what, is not 
mentioned. 
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A party of Hassequas, a people who lh·e near the 
Chainouquas, chiefly to the eastward of the Cape, came 
to the fort with their king's brother, and a fine herd 
of cattle; 3 or 4 of which belonged to the Chainou
quas; they had in all 45 head, some of them fine 
yonng oxen ; also 24 sheep, all of which were pur
chased for brass, beads, and tobacco; and the sellers 
were treated to a dram of brandy, as usual. They 
said, that perhaps SousA ,vould come in person to 
pay his respects to the new Sourie, as he had not been 
at the fort since the departure of the last Sourie or 
commander; and that he resided at such a distance, 
that in the wet seasous the rivers were very deep and 
difficult to pass, but that season was now beginning to 
pass away, and that large herds of cattle should still 
this year be brought by his people. We bought from 
0EDASOA's people a bull, 2 cows, and 7 sheep, for 
brass and tobacco. 

SousA, captain of the Chainouquas, came to the 
fort, with 48 cattle and 34 sheep, and departed after 
a good reception, with small presents; we received 
~ cattle from his people, the rest we allowed them to 
keep, as they were so poor that they could hardly 
stand on their legs. We have at present too many 
such old, poor, and toothless animals, of which 2 or 3 
are daily left dying in the fields. 

The chief SousA requested that we would visit 
him for once in his kraal, and said that if we had no 
pack oxen, he would lend us 6 for the purpose. 

In the evening some Hottentoos came to the fort 
with 5 pack oxen, and 7 or 8 of them came in 
and seated themselves in .a corner of the hall. We 
discovered when a light was brought that the chief of 
the Chaiuouquas, SousA himself, was among them ; 
he had brought the oxen solely to convey us and our 
luggage, for he was affronted that we had not visited 
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him at his kraal, as we had visited 0EDASOA, Gosxo- The K11ffers. 

KOA and other chiefs, as he is very rich in cattle, and ~:~3 '. 

as he comes himself with oxen to fetch us, the fiscal Y 

was sent, with 6 men, to pay this visit 011 Saturday, 
in company with the Hottcntoos; aho to barte1· and 
bring with him some large cattle, which are much 
wanted. The weather being very cold we sat before 
these naked Hottentoos a kettle full of warm beer and 
bread; also plenty of rice, bread, tobacco, and 
brandy; and having refreshed themselves to repletion 
with these things, they began, towards evening, 
merrily to sing and dance in the hall; as day gradu-
ally broke we saw all the safd natives lying in the 
ball, rolled together under their greasy stinking s.kins, 
like dead hedgehogs; but 011 receiving a sup of 
brandy they began to be inspired with life-and 
having eaten and drank until 9 o'clock, and received 
their presents, the comrna11de1· gave them theii· conge, 
and allowed them to depart. They are, however, such 
shameless beggars that there was no getting rid of 
them. They had taken no care of their oxen, and l 
of them was missing; the other 4 were loaded, and 
d1fren on before by the soldiers who were to accom-
pany the fiscal, but as the Cape Hottentoos could not 
manage them they ran about the fields in all direc-
tions, and flung off their loads; how they may get 
on hereafter we are likely to hear in a few days. 
It has always been supposed hitherto that the Chai-
nouquas were very numerous and rich in cattle; but 
it has now been found to be quite otherwise, for the 
kraal in which SousA, the great captain, li\·es, hM 
only 21 houses and 4 or 500 cattle. 

There need be no longer any doubt but that the 
king SousA, of the Chainouquas, or Hancumquas, as 
described by VAN RIEBE ECK, belongs to· the Hot
tentot and not to the Kaffer fomily,-and he may, 
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therefore, from this period, as OEDASOA and GoNNO
MOA, the chiefs of the Cochoquas, were before, be 
transferred from the Kaffer to the Hottentot paper. 

Letter from Commander PIETER HACKIUS and 

Council to the Chamber. 

The Grundel was fitted out and dispatched to 
examine the coast to the northward, and completed 
her voyage as far as the Tropic; but neither trade nor 
harbour was found, except Grundel Bay, in lat. 26· 
36.-and as to the utmost extent of the voyage no 
other tribes than Hottentoos were found, our projected 
slave trade had no effect. Mr. MOODIE says in a 
note that it appea1·s by a dispatch of the 23rd of 
February, 1671, that 17 men, who were landed in 
the Bay of Os Medos de Cura, in search of fire-wood 
and water, were left behind; 6 of the party came on 
board two days after, sent by the corporal for powder, 
provisions, and brass, for the purpose of trading 
with the Kaffers, a people of good disposition and 
civil manners, by whom the men were well received. 
The Kaffers had abundance of elephants' tusks, 
in which they were well inclined to trade. "They 
are not very different from the Hottentoos in ap
pearance, except iu their hair, which is much longer 
than that of ·the nath·es here." The instructions 
issued for the voyage to the west coast in 1670, 
"laid it down," says Mr. MoonIE in a note, "as 
certain that a Kaffer, or in other words, a negro 
race, would be found on the west coast; and it 
appears to have been upon this assumption that 
the order to buy slaves was founded. It will soon 
appear that the Hottentoo race were stated to extend 

.far north of the Tropic, and that the endeavours sub-
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sequently made to ascertain, on the "·est coast, the The Kaff'en, 

extent of the Hottentoo and Kaffer races, and their}:~~'. 
relations at the point of contact, were long unsuccess-
ful. It appears by a Resolution of the 26th Septem-
ber, 1672, that the Flying Swan, which had been 
sent to the eastward in search of the men left by the 
Grundel, returned unsuccessful on the 2d of that 
month. The resolution for the dispatch of the vessel 
to the eastward, is dated the 3d June, rn72. (Absent 
three months?) The instructions, dated the 17th, 
show the extent of knowledge then obtained of the 
coast. "You will not touch at the bays Hout, Struys, 
Vis, Mossel, Content, and De la Goa, to Rio d'lnfante, 
or Pt. Premiere, which have been visited, partly by 
our people by land, and the others and most distant, 
by said vessel." 

It is curious in these proceedings to trace that the 
d • • f K fli d N • h • Commentary es1gnat10n o a er an egro were 111 t e estl- No. 1s. 

mation of the Dutch synonymous; and that that 
opprobrious term used by the Mahommedans to desig-
nate infidels, was adopted by tfie Dutch in their 
endeavours to find a Negro race on the west coast, 
to be purchased as slaves, and thence transferred to 
the race which they found in latitude 26. 36. on the 
east coast, and that it should since have become a 
generic designation for the tribes inhabiting the east 
coast; or, it is very possible, that the tribes on the 
east coast may have been called Kaffers by the 
Mahommedans, who communicated with them from 
the Reel Sea, and that designation may afterwards 
have been continued to them by the first European 
navigators, without understanding its import. The 
circumstance of the people on the east coast ha,·ing 
adopted the Mahomme<lan rite of circumcision, may 
be received in proof that Mahommedau priests had 
been among them either previous, or subsequent 
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to the visit of Europeans; for it appears impossible 
to ascertain when that rite of the Jewish and Mahom
medan nations was adopted by the people on the east 
coast of Africa; or when its adoption first attracted 
tlte notice of their European visitors. 

The Hassequas are generally designated Africans, 
whilst other tribes are called Hottentots; were then 
those Africans with whom Lieut. OMARA bartered a 
few head of cattle and sheep, at Mossel Bay, the tribe 
of Katfcrs? 

DiYpatch to the Chamber. 

A vessel leaving the Cape in May, for the Madagas
car slave trade, might touch at ---lying in latitude 
20. 58. where the Voorkomst, in 1673, purchased from 
the nath·es at a cheap rate, and for some articles of 
dress, two stout slaves, who were real Kaffers; both 
are still alive; they thrive well in this climate, and 
have been a little instructed ; they would be service
able iu making us acquainted with the trade in slaves, 
and other merchandize, which has, for the want of 
such assistance, been hitherto concealed. 

Di.qpatclt to the Chamber. 

The Namaquas have also brought to our knowledge 
two other sorts of people, who live far to the north, 
whom they called Orie and Gricquas; the last residing 
furthest inland, and according to them the most 
distant arc real (opregtc) Kaffers. 

There can from this be little doubt but that the 
people whom the Namaquas called, in their conference 
\\'ith the Dutch, (opregtc,) as most distant, were a 
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people on the left bank of the Orange Rh·er, near its The Kaff'ers. 
junction with the sea; and that the Dutch translation 168~• 

of opregte, into Kaffer, has its origin in their prior pril. 

communication with Mahommedans, very· far north, 
either on the west or the east coa~t of Africa. 

Dispatchfrom the Cltamber. 

That the Kaffers who are formed to work most labo
rious, and the most easily habituated to the circum
stances of the country, are so given to desertion, is 
most vexing. (Are then all slaves called Kaffers ?) The 
premium paid upon the Hottentots bringing deserted 
slaves to the castle ought to produce some effect; if 
too low, it may be somewhat raised. If you should 
be of opinion that they would be more zealous if free, 
you may make the experiment with one or two fami
lies, and leave nothing untried which is likely in any 
degree to lead to the ad\·ancement of agriculture. 

June. 

Captain WILLEM KNYFF arrived with ten of his 1687, 

crew, hai·ing lost their ship, the Stavenisse, on the March, 

6th of February, last year, on the coast of Terra de 
Natal, as appears detailed in the following statement 
of the said Captain W. KNYFF. The captain of the 

• vessel states, that after the vessel struck, the boat was 
lowered with the purser, surgeon's mate, and 11 or 
12 sailors, but that she was upset in the surf, and 
most of them were drowned. Some account of the 
measures adopted by the ship's company to enable 
them to reach the Cape, is given in the First Part, 
and I shall only further notice what ,vas omitted under 
that Head, so far as I can remember, for 1 have not 

0 
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now got that Head to refer to. In the declaration of 
the officers and sailors of the ship, it is stated that 
the wreck took place between the 30. and 31. of south 
latitude; that after the party, 47, which had resolved 
to go by land to the Cape started, there remained 13; 
of these, the surgeon died in five or six weeks, and 
the boatswain's mate was struck dead by an elephant; 
a boat was repaired in 14 days, and being furnished 
with supplies, seven men, including the captain, set 
off in her, but not succeeding in getting many miles, 
they pushed back to the sho1·e, when the boat was 
broken to pieces. The nath·es offered bread and cat
tle for sale, but they had nothing to purchase the one 
ar the other; nothing being esteemeJ but beads, and 
copper rings for the neck or arms. For nails, bolts, 
and other iron-work of the wreck, they, however, got 
some bread and corn. But the natives set to work, 
and by chopping and boring, fully supplied themseh·es 
with _iron, for the crew was not at first aware that it 
was so highly regarded; nor dared they oppose the 
natives for fear of provoking them, as they hud some
times fully 1000 armed men-" they had e,·ery thing 
in abundance while we suffered from waut ;" when 
reduced to the last necessity, two Englishmen came 
to them, who had lost their ship some months before, 
20 mylen farther north; they were acquainted with 
the country and the language, and instmcted the 
others how to deal with the nath·es; they gave their 
new visitors a share of their copper rings and common 
beads, and had meat and bread enough for all for fifty 
days, which they shared with the others. The Dutch 
therefore resolved to unite their fortunes with the 
English, fo1· better for worse; they procured an abun
dance of food for copper rings and beads. It was 
resoh·ed to build a vessel, and each applied his skill 
to the work. JoHN K1sGsTo:s, an Englishman, made 
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a saw out of a luyk; a trip was made to the wreck, The Katrers. 

and various articles were picked up. The vessel bt: ing t~!:c·h. 
at length made ready by their own diligence, and the 
diligence of the natives, she was launched, stored 
with an indifferent supply of bread and corn, water, and 
meat, both salted and frc!>h, and put to sea on the 
17th of February without chart, quadrant, or com-
pass. She reached Table Bay on the 1st of March, 
where the crew were surprised to hear no intelligence 
of the 47 healthy and active men, who, about 12 
months before, set out for the Cape by land. The 
above is from the captain's declaration. The two 
officers and sailors state, that on the second day after 
the wreck of the boat, two well-armed Englishmen 
and some natives came to them, offering them all 
imaginable help for their common preserrntion. J t 
was accepted, aud they all set out with one of the 
Englishmen for the spot where the English had lost . 
their ship about 11 months before, and where they 
had their encampment, about 20 miles north; the 
other Englishman remained to take care of the sur-
geon and two others who were sick in the tent, which 
had been erected on the shore, out of the wood and 
sails driven on shore from the wreck of the Stavenisse. 
They were not able by any rewards to induce the 
natives to carry the sick, frr although they would 
carry 50 or 100 lbs. of iron, or other weight, three or 
four days' journey over hill anl valley, for a copper 
earring, they feared that by carrying the sick they 
would be rendered unclean. The surgeon having 
died and been buried, the people who had been left 
behind joined the rest, when they reso'.ved to set a 
vessel on the stocks, and to build it, as far as possible, 
of the wood of the country; meanwhile they made 
several journeys to the wreck. Jn the beginning of 
the year another party of uine Englishmen came to 
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them, who had a short time before lost their ship and 
all their property at latitude 28½, The vessel being 
at last completed, to the length of 50 feet, and about 
14 feet broad, and 2 masts having been rigged, they 
shipped some provisions and ground meal, and two 
or three tons of corn, 2 or 300 fowls, about IOUO lbs. 
salted and smoked beef, with 20 goats, 150 pumpkins, 
17 half-leggers of water, lJ of the leggers having been 
made there, and all purchased for the copper and 
beads of the English, which also sufficed to pay 
the natives for their labour. They sailed on the 17th 
February, without chart or compass, after they had -
resided a year and a day at Natal, and left there four 
Englishmen and one Frenchman, who thought it bet• 
ter and more advantageous for them to remain there, 
than to trust themselves to the mountain wai·es of the 
sea and of fortune. They found the country very fruitful 
and populous, and the natives friendly, compassionate, 
obliging; strong and ingenious; armed with only one 
assegai; obedient and submissive to their king or chief; 
living in communities, in huts made of branches, 
wrought through with rushes and long grass, and roofed 
like hay stacks in Holland. In manners, dress, and 
behaviour, they are much more orderly than the Cape 
Hottentots. The women attend to cultivation ; the 
men herd and milk the cows. They do not eat poultry, 
because they feed on filth, still le-,s do they eat eggs, 
and it makes them sick to see Europeans eat them. 
For a copper ring, or a common neckringlet, of the 
thickness of a tobacco pipe, they sell a fat cow 01· 

an ox of 600 lbs. weight, more or less; fo1· a similar 
ring, they give as much corn as will fill an ordinary 
meal tub, from which corn they make l'ery well tasted 
and nourishing bread ; and brew beer, both small and 
strong, which is not unpleasant in taste, and which 
they keep ia earthen vessels; they eat besides a cer-
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tain bean, in size and taste not unJike the European The Kaft'era. 

horse bean ; also some roots, worse flavored than sweet ~:ih. 
potatoes; they have tobacco, and smoke it ; by good 
management its quality might be improved; of fruits, 
they have only a kind of unknown prune, and colo-
quintidas ; there are elephants of an incredible size, 
and in such numbers, that [10 or 60 are seen together; 
wild buffaloes, hogs, cats, seacows; geese, ducks, 
and other birds. 

Further, declaring nothing, except that in Jess than 
12 days they, being eleven Dutch and nine English, 
lauded here from Natal. 

Signed by the deponents, and sworn to by them, 
on the 24th March. 

It appears from this that two English ships had Commentary. 
been lost near Natal, within the year in which the 
Dutch ship the Stavenisse, was lost there on the J6th 
February, 1686, in lat. 30. or 31. S., ; that most of the 
Dutch ship's company, consisting of about 60 men, 
got safely on shore ; two well-armed Englishmen and 
some natives came to the Dutch the day after they 
reached the shore. The English appear to have been 
living in close friendship with the natives-in what 
the Dutch call an encampment, about 20 mylen to the 
north of the place where the Dutch then were-and 
at the place where they had themselves lost their 
ship eleven months before. Then another party of 
9 Englishmen joined the Dutch ; they having lost 
their ship and all their property, 2 or 3 degrees fur-
ther S., 28½. By the united afforts of the Europeans 
and the assistance of the natives, a vessel which they 
resolrnd to set on the stocks, and to build as far as 
possible of the wood of the country-was launched. 
'fhe vessel was two-masted, 50 feet long, and 14 
broad. She was provisioned with some grnund meal, 
some tons of corn, abundance of poultry, and goats, 
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salted and smoked beef, pumpkins, and water, all 
purchased from the natives with the copper beads 
which the English had saved in their wreck, with 
which too, the natives were paid for their labour. 
\Vho the natives were who at that time inhabited the 
country near Natal, it is of course impossible to 
determine. They were probably not very different iu 
their man·ners and institutions from the penplc whom 
we find there in the present day, or from those whom 
we find some degrees further south, and whom it 
has pleased Europeans to designate by the opprobrious 
term Kaffer. 'Ne are, as might be expected, more 
indebted to these shipwrecked mariners who had 
been thus accidentally cast amongst the natives of 
Natal, and whose future fortunes, fo1· good or for 
evil, became blended with those of the nath·es, for 
information respecting the tribes-than to all the 
preceding narratives of the operations of the Dutch 
government, its officers, and people, who had come 
to play the parts of the tyrant and usurper. We 
accordingly find the people about Natal described as 
being friendly, compassionate, obliging, strong, and 
ingenious, obedient and submissive to their chief
li\'ing in communities, and in comfortable bee-hive 
shaped houses, such as we see the Kaffers living in at 
the present day. Their manners, dress, and behaviour 
appeared to the sailors to be of a superior order to 
those of the Hottentots living in the neighbom
boud of the Cape. What will appear to any person 
who bas been in India as remarkable-whilst they 
would not refuse to carry 50, ·aye, 100 lbs. of iron or 
other weight, three or four days' journey, over hill 
and valley, for a copper ear-ring, nothing would 
induce these people to carry the Dutch surgeon or 
other sick men, lest they should be thereby rendered 
unclean ; neither would they eat the fowls, which 
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they appear to have reared in such numbers, because The Kaft'ers. 

fowls feed on filth, and it made them sick to see the M1687•h 
arc • 

Europeans eat the eggs of fowls. They had beef and 
corn in such abundance that a fat cow, or a meal-tub 
full of corn could be bought for a common ring of 
the thickness of a tobacco pipe. The home brewed 
beer of the natives appears to have found favour in the 
tastes of the Europeans. \Ve find too, that they 

· preserved their home brewed beer in earthen vessels, 
and this is the first time we hear of pottery amongst 
the natives of South Africa. It is no great wonder, 
therefore, that four Englishmen and one Frenchman 
should have thought it more advantageous to them 
to remain with these friendly people than to accom
pany the party of 11 Dutch and 9 English by sea to 
the Cape, or the other party of 50 or 60 men in their 
still more adventurous land journey for the same 
destination. The scene is altogether highly interesting 
-but far more as it respects the natives than the 
Europeans. I had not the least notion until I read 
"The Record," that such a Robinson Crusoe adventure 
had been enacted near Port Natal in the end of the 
seventeenth century. The most interesting fact is that 
the people were living in such perfect obedience to their 
chiefs, that they worked for the European strangers, 
and were paid for their work with a few trinkets; 
whilst, had they been of the character of wreckers 
iu other parts of the world, they might have taken 
the whole property belonging to the unfortunate men 
who had been cast among them without working at 
all. Yet these are the chiefs and people whom 
Europeans still, in their insolence of place and power, 
believe to be unsuited for self government. 

Graham's Town, I5tlt February, 
1845. 
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On the 4th of March the five English sailors who had 
come from Terra de Natal in their vessel, requested 
service. Capt. JoHN G1LFoao, of Bristol, and his five 
men, asked on the sixth for a passage to Europe, aod 
for some clothes. They had lost their ship, the Bona 
Ventura, of London, on the coast of Natal, on the 
25th of December, in lat. 28½. It was resolved to 
give the Captain and his five sailm·s a passage in the 
Alkmar, if they would do duty as sailors; and to 
take the other two, who had lost their ship, tht> Good 
Hope, into the Company's service. HENRY WILKINS, 
of Bristol, mate of the Bona Ventura, states that bis 
ship of 90 tons burden, sailed from the Downs on the 
1st of May, 0. S. 1686, crew 9 men and a hoy, bound 
for the East Coast of Africa. 'l'hey passed the Cape 
of Good Hope after sighting the land, and anchored 
in the River De la Goa, at Cape St. Maria, where 
they lay four weeks, lat. 26. A description of De la 
Goa and the natives there, Mr. Moonrn says, is given 
in the original Dutch, which he has omitted in the 
translation. Finding cattle dear, and little chance of 
pt·ofit, they sailed to Cape Corilentes, in lat. 24-thence 
they proceeded to Bay Piscada, in lat. 28½. HENRY 
WILKINS' narrative goes on to desc1-ibe how the 
ship was lost, bow, from the neglect of the crew, who 
all went on shore, she was carried 5 German miles up 
a river; how the crew followed, and took out arms, 
powder and shot, copper and beads, with as much 
provisions as they could carry; how the 9 hands, the 
2nd mate being drowned, remained there three days; 
how at the end of that period they proceeded to Natal, 
intending t,1 go to the Cape; how at Natal they fell in 
with 5 sailors who had been wrecked in the Good 
Hope on the 17th of May, 1685. 

JoHN KINGSTON, of Bristol, a sailor in the Good 
Hope, says, that his ship sailed from Gravesend on the 
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24th of November, 1684, Old Style, manned by 50 Tbe Kaffera. 

hands, and having 6 guns; they touched at Mayo and M1687•b arc . 
St. Jago for salt, cattle, and water, and passing 
within sight of the Cape, stood direct for Rio de 
Natal, where they arrived on the 9th of May, 1685; 
on entering, and while very busy with the kedgc 
anchor, hauling their vessel over the bar, they were 
driven on the north shore by a sudden squall, and 
seeing no chance of getting off their ship, they built a 
hut on shore, in which they put their merchandize
coosisting of copper rings for the neck and arms, and 
ammunition; four sailors and a boy very soou died of 
dyseutery, while they employed themselves in put
ting together a vessel which they had brought from 
England. In the end of July, the English ship---, 
Captain - WYNNFORD, of 35 tons, came into the 
bay. He went 13 or 14 miles inland, with a party of 
his people, and returned with two elephant's tusks, 
two or three pounds' weight; and after having pur
chased, killed, and salted a good many oxen and cows, 
sailed again along the coast, intending, as it was 
reported, to go to l\1ozambiquc, Madagascar, and 
India. He was the next day followed by their Captain, 
JAS. ADAMS, of London, with his vessel, who intended 
to trade along the coast to 100 miles beyond Mozam
bique, thence proceed to Madagascar, and there to 
take in slaves to sell at Jamaica. Nine men went with 
him, four went with WYXNFORD, and five of them, 
including himself, not wishing to sail with ADAMS, 

received from him, for the wages they had eamed, 68 
lbs. copper arm, neck, and earrings, and 14 lbs. of 
beads, 7 guns in all, and some powder and lead. 
They five then consulted how they could best subsist, 
aud began to barter their beads for meat, bread, beer, 
milk, fruits, and roots, and finding that theil' coppe1· 
rings were much prized, they sold them for elephant's 
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teeth, and in a short time they had collected, as be 
guessed, three tons, and at length becoming acquaint
ed with their language, curiosity led them to examine 
the country, to the distance of about 50 mylen inland, 
where they found a very friendly and hospitable 
people, so that the men and women vied in offering 
them food and drink, and their habitations for lodging; 
he states that he found no minerals except a ring, 
which a certain chief wore on his arm, which was 
much heavier than a neck-ring, so that he thought it 
was gold, and though he offered a neck-ring in ex
change, he would not part with it. Mr. MooDIE 
says in a Note, that the statements of WILKINS and 
KINGSTON are not signed and witnessed like those cf 
the Dutch, but that the originals are in the hand
writing of Secretary GRA VENBROEK. 

These are curious and interesting particulars of the 
loss of the English ships Bona Ventura, of London, 
Capt. Js. GILFORD, and the Good Hope, Capt. ADAMS, 

near Natal, on the 25th of Dec., 1686, and the 9th May, 
1685. A third English vessel, commanded by Capt. 
WYNN FORD, arrived too, shortly after the wreck of the 
others, all meaning apparently to trade in ivory or iu. 
slaves. But what is most interesting of the Good 
Hope is, to find the five men who had a quantity of 
copper rings and beads, living on such friendly terms 
with the nath·es, and receh•ing in barter for these 
things meat, bread, beer, milk, fruits, and roots, 
bartering at the same time their rings and beads for 
ivory until they had collected 3 tons. Then, curiosity 
leading them to see the country, travelling 50 mylen 
in!and, whether carrying with them their seven mus
kets does not appear; they, however, found a very 
friendly and hospitahle people, so that the men and 
women vied with one another in offering them food 
aud drink, and their habitations for lodging. Having 
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once very narrowly escaped shipwreck iu the Bark- The Kaff'ers. 

worth, near the same place, 011 the S. poiut of De la i~!':c•1i. 
Goa Bay, these particulars are the more interesting 
to me, for we did not know wether, if wrecked, 
we were not destined to be killed 11n<l eateu on shore. 
-February 16. 

:\fr. MooDIE says in a note that a Resolution of 
the 6th of March authorized the purchase from the 
English of the Natal Packet and her cargo, iu order 
that further examiuation may be made of the country; 
that the forty-seven men left by the Stavenisse, may 
be sought for, and "that the five Englishmen left 
their by the Packet may be brought hither, in order 
by these means, to deprive European Potentates of 
the possession of those countries. Two of the Eug
lish sailors to be employed in the commander's service 
with the pay of quarter-masters, and the captain, 
mate, and se~men to have as alms, blankets am! 
baftas to cover them. 

Journal continued.-The English ship Providentia 
arrived, 50 tous, and 15 men, bound to l\ladagascar 
for slaves; their captain, surgeon, and -- men had 
beeu lost in the surf in trying to land in Struis Bay. 

For information relating to the Eastern and Northern 1505-1506. 

coasts of Africa, see the Rev. Father JoANO nos ~~~o~NTos' 

SAxTos' History of Eastern Ethiopia, published in 
Paris, 1684-PrnKERTox, Fol. Ed., 1814, Vol. XVI., 
p. 337, &c. 

We made Mozambico on the 13th of August, 1507, 
whence we sailed to Sofala, the place where first our 
Portuguese contrived to fortify themselves by strata
gem, persuading the Moorish SO\'ereign of the country 
that the building which they constructed with his 
permission, and which was made a place of strength, 
was merely inteuded for a warehouse to secure their 
merchandize from the weather and robbery. 
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JosEPnus, in the 1st book of his Jewish Anti
quities (Lib. XV.) affirms that Africa derives its name 
from 0Pam, a grandson of ABRAHAM, who went 
into Lybia at the head of a powerful army; after fight
ing and O\'ercoming his enemies he sojourned in the 
land, where his presence was necessary, not only to 
civilize the Africans, but also the Bthiopians, Phrenici
ans, and Greeks, by whom it was inhabited. TbeCar
thaginians gave spleodour to this quarter of the world 
by the strength of their immense armies, which were 
universally dreaded. 

Africa contains many different nations deserving of 
notice, from the manner in whieh they Jive, and their 
strange and dissimilar customs-for among them are 
some, the Adrimachides for example, who eat not 
either the flesh of oxen or swine. The inhabitants of 
Mouut Atlas feed on pulse alone. The Africans, or 
Lybians, support themselves commonly on milk and. 
wild animals ; and while they permit the hair to grow 
on the right side of the head, shave that which grows 
on the left. The Macas and Guidanes are entirely 
shorn, and wear crowns similar to the fillets of our 
priests. The Auses suffer the hair in front to grow 
over the forehead, so as to cover the face, but bare 
the rest of the head. The Zingantes generally dwell 
in forests, and subsist on honey and wild beasts; as 
soon as their children are capable of toil, they are 
taught to cultivate the ground, at which employ they 
are assisted by their mothers, while the fathers go to 
war. 

Eastern Ethiopia begins at the Cape of Good Hope, 
and extends along the coast of the ocean and the Eastern 
Sea to the Red Sea. Western Ethiopia commences 
likewise at the Cape of Good Hope, stretches to the 
boundaries of Egypt ou the eastern side of the penin
sula of Africa, and is confined to the south by the 
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Lybia, embracing the country inhabited by the Tro- laO.-lJIIO. 

glodites, called by the Greeks pastors or wild men, 
owing to their perpetual residence in gro,·es and 
forests, where they subsist on hunting and plunder. 

The Ethiopians esteem so highly those animals on 
which they subsist, that at the time of circumcising 
their children, they give them the name of the ox, the 
sheep, the lion, &c., regarding these animals, from 
affording the means of supporting life, as coad
jutors with their fathers and mothers in the existence 
of their offspring. 

Their wives, to whom the lot is assigned of culti
vating and sowing the land, are held in so much 
honor, that when any difference or dispute occurs be
tween two parties, they summon the disputants before 
them, judge the point in question, and so perfectly, 
by their authority, terminates the quarrel, that nothing 
more is heard between the parties. In their people 
what is most worthy of remark is, to find men of 
such undaunted spirit, that they combat fearlessly with 
the lion and the tiger, and are so eager after reputa
tion, as to render life no longer worth presen·ing when 
the feebleness of age rest1·ains the exercise of theit· 
natural heroism, yet, at the same time, submissive 
to ,vomen. With them it is held nu worthy of a manly 
character to be solicitous of acquisitions, the after 
privation of which would be followed with pain; yet, 
does not this opinion, by no means a barbarous one, 
prevent their perfect resignation to lhe will of their 
wives. Father JoANO nos SANTOS dedicates his 2nd 
chapter to the manner in which the Portuguese for
tified themselves at Sofala; the jealousy of the king 
in consequence; the war he waged against them, in 
the course of which he lost his life, and the Portuguese 
were confirmed masters of the fortress, 
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Sofala is a small maritime kingdom of Ea~tern 
Ethiopia, dependent on the sovereign of Juiteva, 
situate between the river Cuama and Mount Manica, 
in 20½ south latitude. It extends along the sea, and 
the banks of a river, a league in width, which flows 
through the country called Macarangua, by Z11110BE, 

the capital and residence of the king of J uiteva. The 
king has dominion over the whole of this country as 
well as the river Sofala, where the inhabitants carry 
on uninterrupted commerce with those of Manica, 
who make return for the merchandize they take in 
gold dust. When the people of Sofala are absent on 
their traffic to Manica, and collecting gold, ivory, 
amber, and slaves, their wives cultivate the land. 

The Portuguese governors, or captains-general, for
merly resided six months at Mozambico, and the 
residue of the year at Sofala, but now they dwell 
altogether at Mozambico, and appoint a substitute, 
who governs at Sofala, and superintends the merchan
dize in the warehouses there. The Moorish king, 
whose name was RuFFE, was much surprised that the 
Portuguese had disembarked in 1578, without asking 
his permission. The expedition consisted of six large 
ships, under the command of PEDRO DE NAYA, equip
ped by the queen, Dona CATALINA, who governed 
a while duriug the minority of her grandson, Don 
SEBASTIAN. 

The appointed time for carrying the meditatrcl 
massacre into effect being at hand, PEDRO DE NAYA 

ordered his whole force under arms to await the 
enemy, who assailed the Portuguese in the night, at 
many points, and with incredible vigour, though sur
p11ssed by that evinced by the attacked ; these, on this 
occasion, taught the Moors, at their cost, to set a high 
rnlue on the courage of the nation they provoked to 
war; after a long conflict, overpowered by the artil-
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at length took to flight, in confusion, aud sought re- lao:,-l;,l:!O. 

fuge in the palace of their prince; but hither they 
were pursued by our people, at the point of the sword ; 
and the king, who was among the fugitives, being 
slain, this circumstance increased the inveteracy of the 
Moors, who fought not ouly to defend themselves, 
hut to rel·enge their sovereign's death. The resolu-
tion, th~ obstinacy of the inhabitants, was on each 
side equal, and victory hovered a while over either 
banner. Indeed, towards the close, we should have 
been beaten, but for the timely succour brought 
forward by ABEXIX; this Moor joined the Portuguese 
with a number of partisans, and turned the tide of the 
battle, and caused the complete overthrow of the 
enemy, but not before they had dangerously wounded 
P.Enno DE NAYA, ABEXIN was, in rewa1·d for the 
fidelity with which he had fulfilled his engagements, 
proclaimed king of the country; and m·e1· it he reigned 
many years. This sovereign was a trnsty and sincere 
friend constantly of the Portuguese, and a great mauy 
of his fellow-countrymen, who unwillingly saw them-
selves obliged to submit lo the dominion of the Por-
tuguese, in lieu of that of the king of Juiteva, formerly 
lord of all this country. In process of time, this lat-
ter monarch was also made tributary to the cmwn of 
Portugal, which had, at an after period, no less than 
t:Venty-two kings who di<l homage to it for their 
thrones. 

[t is a great step backward from l\'lr. MooDrn's Commentary. 

"The Record" in 1687 to Father JoANO DOS SANTos' 
History of the operations of the Portuguese sovereignty 
in the Mozambique Channel in 1505-6, &c. Being 1687 
desirous of taking a review of former proceedings on April. 

the frontier of the Cape colony, and searching after a 
copy of VALENTYN and LAV ALLIANT, I was fortunate 
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enough to bit upon a copy of the Portuguese Priest's 
History in the Graham's Town Library. He appears_ 
to have been one of the missionaries of the Ol'der of 
St. Domingo, who embarked at Lisbon in April, 1506, 
and arrived at Mozambico on the 13th of August follow
ing. I bad no idea that there was at that time a Moorish 
sovereignty at Juiteva, so powerfal as to offer so 
formidable a resistance to the Portuguese fleet of six 
ships of war, fitted out by Dona CATALIN,A, and 
commanded by PEDRO DE NAYA. That the Por• 
tuguese had constructed such works at Sofala, or 
that they had produced so complete a revolution 
amongst the Moorish princes whom they found there, 
as to depose the dynasty of the king of Juiteva, whicb 
formerly ruled as lord over all that country, to put up 
in its stead the traito1· ABEXIN, who reigned o,•er it 
many years, or that in process .of time there were no 
less than twenty-two kings in that region who did 
homage to Portugal for their thrones.-Feh. 16th. 

The priest dedicates his III. Chapter to an account 
of the trees and fruits which flourish throughout the 
whole year in the territory of Sofala. On every side 
are seen orange, lemon, and other curious trees; the 
Romeyra for example, of which fruit and flowers are 
seen growing at the same time in constant succession 
throughout the year. The vines are almost equally 
exuberant, for the vintages are two fold, the first in 
January, the other in July-pine apples resembling 
our peaches in flavour, but far preferable, are very 
numerous, and among others, the fig-trees a1·e so 
heavily laden with fruit, as pleasing to the eye as they 
are tasteful to the palate, that the branches bend 
beneath their oppressh•e weight. Finally, the sugar
cane is cultivated along the banks of the rh·ers by the 
Kaffers, who subsist on its juice throughout the major 
part of the year, but who hare uot the ingenuity 
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crystallizing the sweets they yield. Here the people lbOa-laso. 

preserve their oranges and lemons, and carry on 
traffic in them with the Indies, where they are eaten 
with rice. But, however fruitful the neighbourhood 
of Sofala in the offerings of Pomona, its cernal pro-
ductions are so limited, that the inhabitants are con-
'straiued to make their bread half of rice and half of 
millet. This bread is formed into a kind of cake, not 
edible, except while warm, for when it becomes cold 
it is hard, and so dry that it cannot be swallowed, 
without first being soaked in a vinous preparation 
from millet. This extract is equally potent with the 
wine pressed from grapes, and is much drank by the 
Kaffers; but the Portuguese use a different wine, 
obtained, as will be seen, from the palm-tree. 

If the bread and wine of these poor people be little 
pleasant to the taste, they are on the other hand in
demnified by the abundance of meat-for their stock 
of oxen, cows, sheep, swiue, and wild cattle, is very 
considerable, exclusive of e,·ery species of poultry, 
which is so plenteous that fifteen large fowls are 
bought for a butangey, a coin equal to two tcstoons, 
or about eleven pence sterling. The great plenteous
ness of food enables the lower orders to live very 
comfortably, and the rich to indulge to superfluity in 
all kinds of provision. 

Besides the art of softening their bread, the Kaf
fers have discovered means of making a substitute 
for butter, which they use as a substitute for boiled 
rice. They extract this butter from the cakes of pressed 
gergelins, whence previously oil had been expressed ; 
this oil serves better for burning than olivt- oil, and is 
nsed as an unguent for all kinds of wounds. To 
secure a provision for butter and oil, therefore, every 
individual lays in a stock of gergelins. 

p 
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SANTOS has, indeed, given us matter for deep re
flection, in the third chapter of his history. We find 
abundance of fruit trees and flowers at Sofala-orangc, 
pine apples, and figs-and the people carrying on a 
traffic in preserved oranges and lemous with the 
Indies. The Kaffers cultivating the st1gar-cane along 
the banks of the rivers, and lh-ing on the juice througb 
the greater part of the year-although they did not 
know how to crystallize, or make sugar of the. sweet 
which the sugar-cane yielded ; also making bread of 
their rice and millet,-baking what the people of India 
call chapatties, or cakes, and eating them hot as 
they do-dipping their chapatties in wine pressed 
from the grape, " which is much drank by the Kaf
fers," whilst the Portuguese obtain tbeit-wine from the 
palm or date-tree. The Kaffers had, too, abundance of 
meat from their flocks of oxen, cows, sheep, swine, 
and wild cattle; and poultry so abundant that fifteen 
large fowls are bought for a butangey, a coin equal to 
about eleven pence ; whether of gold or sih·er, SAs
Tos does not say; food was so plentiful that the lower 
orders lived with e,·ery comfort, whilst the rich in
dulged to superfluity in all kinds of prm•ision. The 
Kaffers had, too, discovered a substitute fur butter, 
which they used as sauce for their boiled rice; this 
substitute they extracted from cakes of pressed gerge
lins, from which an oil ha<l before been expressed, 
better for burning than olive oil, and used as an un
guent for all kinds of wounds. To secure a supply of 
butter and oil, e,·ery person laid in a stock of ger
gelins. 

There cannot, of course, be the least doubt that 
the aborigines of Sofala were called Kaffcrs by the 
Mahommedan conquerors of their country, and not 
by the Portuguese priest. Whether they originally 
were possessed of all the comforts and arts which he 
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of Sofala, SANTOS docs not say. If the latter, the 
Mahommedans did far more for their subjects in the 
Mozambique Channel, than the Christians have done 
for the aborigines a little farther south; but, at all 
events, they seem to ha•;e left them in possession of 
their lands, and of all the comforts of lifc.-Feh. 16th. 

In bis fourth chapter, SANTOS gives an account of 
the manner in which the king of Juiteva takes pos
session of his dominions, and the mode of his giving 
audience; of the prevalent custom of the country, 
according to which all the wives and concubines of the 
king de\·ote themselves to death upon his closing his 
life. 

The name of J uiteva is common to the sovereign 
lord of the country bordering on the river Sofala, 
which, at bis accession to that dignity, he assumes to 
the exclusion of the titles he might before have hecn 
known by, this dignity, in the esteem of the people, 
placing him on a par with the Deity ; indeed, the 
Kaffers acknowledge no other gods than their monarch, 
and to him they address those prayers which other 
nations are wont to address to heaven. The Juiteva 
maintsins a number of wives, the chief of whom are 
his near relations, and are denominated bis queens; 
the residue, by whom also be has children, are re
garded merely as his concubines ; from this circum
stance, when he dies, a great confusion is created in 
nominating his successor. The new queen is commonly 
selected from among those of bis children who are the 
offspring of his own daughters or sisters ; with these 
near relations he has exclusively the privilege of coha
biting, the laws of the country forbidding in an 
express manner, his subjects from intermarrying with 
their sisters or daughters, under penalty of death, 
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If the women of whom I speak, on the one hand, 
enjoy the favor and countenance of the king during 
his life, they are on the other, obl!ged to gh·e them
selves up to death when he happens to die; for 
this purpose, that they may he constantly ready to 
accompany him in case of his suddenly expiring, they 
are always provided with a dose of poison. The 
erroneous persuasion of the princes and vassals of thi, 
country that this mortal life is succeeded by another, 
in which still higher rank awaits the great, than they 
have enjoyed in this world, occasions those whom 
the more powerful, on account of their heing of oppo
site parties, make the victims of their interest, to 
submit with joy to their fate, in hopes to be courtiers 
to the king in another world. 

As soon as the Juiteva ceases to lh·e, a successor is 
chosen, capable of governing with wisdom and pru
deuce; commonly for this purpose his oldest son by 
the royal blood is selected ;-and should he fail in the 
requisite qualifications, the next oldest, and thus in suc
cession to the rest; and when among the whole it 
chances to happen that not one adequate to the high 
post is found, his successor is the minister to whom 
the defunct was accustomed to impart his secrets. 
This rule of succession is not, however, so strictly 
followed but that some deviations fr~m it occasionally 
take place. 

Thus, for example, when I was at Sofala, the 
Juiteva died, and left upwat·ds of thirty children, 
legitimate and illegitimate, still not one of them was 
nominated to succeed him on the throne, but the bro
ther of the deceased, who, to a thorough knowledge 
of the affairs of the state, joined all the qualifications 
necessary for a governor; and, indeed, should he 

. be deficient in this respect, it would be enough that a 
majority of the king's concubines should join in his 
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As soon as the Juiteva is dead he is buried with his 
predecessor, and after his obsequies are terminated, 
on the succeeding day his successor repairs to the 
royal palace, where he meets with some of the con
cubines of the late king, (for it is only those most 
beloved and in whom he was wont to place the 
utmost confidence, that take poison on his dying,) and 
with their consent he seats himself on a throne pre
pared for him in a large hall; when seated Jiere, a 
curtain is drawn before him and his wives; thence he 
issues orders for his proclamation through the streets ; 
this is the signal for the people to flock to render 
him homage and obedience, a ceremony which is per
fot·med amid great rejoicings. 

The officers and soldiers belonging to his guard, in 
the meantime, place themselves at the gates, and pre
vent the entrance of more than sufficient to fill the 
hall, that no disturbance or confusion may take place. 
At first, those admitted prostrate themselves on their 
knees, and thus advance to the throne one after 
another, when they address the monarch, he re
maining constantly behind the • curtain, without 
exposing himself to public view, until every one that 
has entered has done him homage; after this has been 
effected, each, according to the custom of the country, 
shakes hands with the Juite,·a, and retires. He again 
places himself behind the curtain till the hall is once 
more filled, and the ceremony is again repeated; in 
this manner the whole day passes in receiving homage. 
The next the king sends his ambassadors to publish 
the death of the late prince, and the peaceable instal
lation in his stead of the new sovereign. 

So great is the respect the Kaffers show their king, 
that on being permitted to his presence they never 
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presume to look him in the face, or frout him; but 
withdrawing on one side, they keep their eyes con
stantly bent on the ground, and uever srwak to him 
but on their knees. The Portuguei;e alone are allowed 
the privilege of addressing him standing; they other
wise follow the example of the Kaffers, and at inter
vals clap their hands as a token of joy. 

When aU have been admitted to the presence, and 
the levee is finished, the king causes wine, extracted 
from millet, and called pombe, to be presented to the 
whole .of t.he company. Should it happen that 
any one, from apprehension, should object to drink 
the proffered beverage, the refusal is regarded as an 
act of disrespect by the Juiteva, and the individual 
guilty of such ill manners, is ordered not to quit the 
town except with his permission, which, as it is 
never granted, causes the deliuquent to be thus con
signed to perpetual imprisonment. 

The Portuguese priest has in this single chapter 
(the 4th) of his history of the people of Sofala, whom 
he calls Kaffers, given us a greater insight into their 
manners and institutions than I find of any one· tribe 
in the 420 pages of the Dutch records which I have 
been abridging and commenting upon. It is curious 
to find that the title Juiteva is common to the sove
reign lord, that on his accession he assumes that title 
to the exclusion of those which he may before have 
possessed ; and that his dignity is esteemed by the 
people as being on a par with that of the Deity ; the 
Kaffers acknowledging no other god, and that to their 
monarch they address those prayers which other 
nations proffer to heaven. That the J uiteva's chief 
wh·es, or queens, are his near relations ; that he 
marries his own sisters and daughters, and that the 
successor is chosen from amongst their children ; 
whilst hii; subjects are punishable with death by the 
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of the king, are obliged, on his death, to give them-
seh·es up to death likewise, not by fire, but by poison, 
and thus that they may become courtie1·s about their 
king, and enjoy still higher rank in the world which is to· 
come. Theo the successor of most wisdom and prudence 
is to be chosen from amongst his sons, taking each in 
succession from the eldest. Should neither be quali-
fied, then the successor is the minister who was most 
in the confidence of the deceased Juiteva. 

Whilst SANTOS was at Sofala, the Juiteva died, 
leaving upwards of thirty children, legitimate and 
illegitimate, yet the brother succeeded,-who, to a 
knowledge of state affairs, added all the qualifications 
necessary for a ruler. Indeed, should he be deficient 
io this respect, it would be enough that a majmity of 
the king's concubines elected him, as on these the 
possession of the throne depends. The reverend 
father probably designates all but one wife concu
bines, but as most of them were the sisters or 
daughters of the deceased Juiteva, there is an appear
ance as if the succession ran in the female and not in 
the male line, amongst the sovereigns of Sofala, a 
practice which is well known to obtain amongst the 
Tiertnees of Malabar, who lie in nearly the same 
latitude N., as Sofala does S., across the Indian Ocean. 

The Juiteva is buried with his predecessor, and on 
the following day, his successor repairs to the palace, 
and with the consent of some of the least favoured of 
the late king's wives, the most favoured having already 

. drank the poisoned cup, he seats himself on the 
throne, prepared for him in the centre of a large hall; 
a curtain is then drawn before him and his wives, pro
bably the widows of the late Juiteva, in this instance 
the brother of the successor. He issues orders that 
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his accession should be proclaimed iu the streets, and 
the people assemble to do homage and swear allegi
ance, a ceremony which is performed amid great 
rejoicings. 

The officers and soldiers place themselves at the 
gate, and admit, apparently without distinction, as 
many as the hall will contain-each person kneels, and 
ad,·ances, individually, in this posture towards the 
throne, addressing the monarch, who remains behind 
the curtain until every one has done homage; when 
all have done so, each, according to the custom 
of the country, shakes hands with his new sovereign and 
retires. He again places himself behind the curtain 
until the hall is once more filled; the same ceremony 
is gone through again and again, until the day is 
passed by the sm·ereign in receiving the homage of his 
people. On the following day, the king sends forth 
his ambassadors to proclaim the death of the late 
prince, and his own peaceable installation. 

The respect of the Kaffers for their king is so great 
that they never presume to look him in the face, or 
to front him-in withdrawing they sidle out, keeping 
their eyes constantly bent on the ground-and they 
never speak to him but on their knees. The Portu
~uese alone had the privilege of addressing the Jui
teva in an erect posture; but in other respects they 
followed the example of the Kaffers, clapping their 
hands at intervals in token of joy. The le~·ee finishes 
after all have been admitted to the presence, with 
wine, (the juice of the millet, called pombe) which 
the king causes to be presented to all. The person 
refusing, from apprehension, to drink, is regarded to 
have insulted the Juiteva, and is forbidden, without 
his permission, to quit the town, which permission 
is never granted. 

These are curious particulars, and smack more of 
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in Africa. They are certainly neither 1\lahorumc<lau i:io:i-lr.iw. 

nor Hindoo, aud have more the appearance of comiug 
from Tartary or China, to which countries I think it 
has been attempted to trace the origin of some of the 
tribes of South Africa; at least the Rev. Mr. READ, 
of Philipton, told me so. Some one better acquainted 
with the native tribes than I can pretend to be, can 
surely say to which family the people of Sofala beloug. 
They were, of course, called Kaffers by their Mahom-
medan conquerors, although to what exteut they had 
established their conquest over that country in the 
beginning of the 16th Century, I do not know.-
Fi:hruary J 6. 

Chapter V.-Of the ceremonies obsen·ed in causing 
oue of the children of the late king to be placed ou 
the throne-of the civil wars occasioned by such 
successions, and the custom usual with the Juiteva of 
dernting himself to death in case of any natural 
defect. 

Out of such a multiplicity of wives and sons-the 
widows all standing in near relationship to the de
ceased sovereign_, it may be readily supposed that 
there must be a constant struggle for succession ; and 
that out of this, con4'tant intrigue and frequent dis
turbance must ensue. We find each widow accord
ingly endeavouring by presents and promises to 
increase the number of her adherents. All the princes 
are educated at a distance from the palace, and none 
can come to court without the express consent of the 
king; when once admitted the pretensions of the 
young prince are regarded as indisputable,-whilst it 
is _.c-rimiaal in any competitor to attempt to enter the 
palafe without permission, and the claim of succession 
is thereby forfeited. There is another prince called 
Sedanda, whose dominions arc contiguous to those . ;. . 
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of Juitcra. Sedanda was afflicted with leprosy, and 
conceiving his malady incurable, and fearing that it 
would render him loathsome in the eyes of his pec,ple, 
he resolved to take poison-for he was of opinion that 
sovereigns should serve in all things as an example 
to-their people, and that they ought to have no defect 
whatever, even in their persons, for that then they 
cease to be worthy of governing their dominions and 
of life-and Sedanda preferred death in compliance 
with this law rather than to live and rule with the 
reproach of having violated the Jaw. Another Jui
teva, howe,,er, who had lost a front tooth, felt no 
disposition to follow the example of his predecessor, 
but told his people that this accident had happened in 
order that beholding they might recognize him. He 
declared that he was resolved to live and reign as long 
as he could, for that he deemed his existence to be 
necessary for the welfare of his subjects. He, at the 
same time, condemned the practice of his prede
cessors, considered them imprudent or mad for con-
demning themselves to death for casual accidents to 
their persons ; he considered that no reasonable being, 
much less a monarch, ought to anticipate the scythe 
of time-and abrogating the mortal law, be ordained 
that all his successors, if sane, should follow the 
precedent he gave, and the new law established by 
him, 

A Sedanda, who was named successor by a Juiteva, 
attempted on his death to enter the palace and to seat 
himself among the women, supposing that they would, 
according to custom, receive him. But they com
menced an intrigue for his exclusion, imputed to him 
many imperfections, and objected to his entering 
the palace; hoping to conciliate them he suffered the 
night to pass without offering the slightest umbrage. 
He again presented himself on the following, day, l,ut 
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who came, seated himself among the women, and 
assumed the throne. The Sedanda who was thus 
supplanted, resented the affront, and sought for ven
geance by a resort to arms. His friends and partisans 
promised support, and as they were mere courtiers 
who only looked to improve their own fortunes by his 
success, and as by having recourse to arms, they 
would violate the law and be guilty of treason, they 
no sooner heard that the rival prince had been pro
claimed king, and that he had peaceable possession of 
the crown, than they abandoned the uufortunatc 
Sedanda to his fate, aud be was obliged to fly for 
safety to the territories of his neighbours. 

The king, when acknowledged legal possessor of 
the thrnue, summons all bis grandees to repair to 
court, to assist in breaking the bow of the deceased 
Juitcva-which bow had been made at the period of 
his accession. 'rhis aggregation of the nobles is a 
stratagem used by the new sovereign to enable him to 
rid himself of his enemies, for under pretence of 
making a court in• the other world for the deceased, 
he causes those grandees to be assassinated who are 
obnoxious to him, that they may attend that monarch 
-and he gives the posts which they enjoyed to such 
as possess his own favor. Those inimical to the new 
king do not, however, obey the summons, and in this 
they are imitated by all who may have objected to his 
nomination, and all retire to the dominions of some 
neighbouriug prince, where they pass the remainder 
of their days. 

There is much in this fifth chapter relating to the Commentary. 

manners and institutions of the Sofala sovereignty 
which appears to me to be of Asiatic or Tartar, rather 
than of African origin, although doubtless in such an 
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euormous extcut of country, and amongst such a 
variety of tribes and people, as SANTOS describes, 
there must be a conesponding variety in their customs 
and institutions-for these things suit themselves or 
are adapted to the circumstances or the climate in which 
man lives, whether he be a ci\'ilized being or a barbarian• 
The J uiteva sovereignty appears, from what we can col
lect from SANTOS' imperfect views, to h11,ve been a feu
dalism of a less perfect character than that which has 
existed amongst the Rajpoot princes of India through 
all ages, and as we find still existing. The Hon. MouNT
STUART ELPHINSTONE, in his history of India, has said 
that howe\·er reluctant to call Asiatic institutions by 
Eul'Opean names, he has found it impossible to avoid 
drawing a comparison between the feudal institutions 
of Europe and those of Rajpootana. The same thing 
may be said of the Mahommedan sovereignties of Cen
tral Asia, Cabool, Baloochestan, Bokhara, Herat, &c. 
There is of course great variety of usage and institu
tion in so wide a range of country and in tribes so 
dissimilar in manners, living in such different cli
mates. But there is no escaping from the impres
sion that they are all fe)ldal chiefships or sovereignties. 
Indeed, this appears to be the natural form of govern
ment in a comparatively rude state of society. If a 
tribe emigrates bodily from one country to another, 
and forms a new conquest, a share of the conquered 
territory is almost necessarily given to leaders of divi
sions or kraals, in proportion to the strength of their 
respective following. The subordinate feudal chief is 
again obliged to make a territorial provision for the 
chief men of his division, until the whole conquest is 
cut up into sections, e\·ery member of the feudal body 
owing either money payments, or payments in kind 
or service to the real feudal lord ; although many of 
the people make their payments or afford their service 
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those subordinate chiefs or barons have often proved laOa-lfll:IO. 

too powerful for the throne, aud then commences 
the system of establishing commercial or manufac-
turing corporations, as a counterpoise to the power 
of the nobles, which, in process of time, reduces 
all to a condition of subordination to the laws. 
But this is necessarily a slow operation, for a power-
ful conservative body exists, which will seek to 
maintain its own, either in the field or in the 
senate. Feudalism may, of course, arise long after 
conquest, by the division of territory amongst the 
king's sons, and by the nobles amongst their sons. 
But, however it arises, we find that all over India feu<lal 
states have a permanence and stability which do not 
belong to despotic monarchies; and for these reasons 
that the head of the feudalism in his great capital is 
a centre towa,·ds which all the minor chiefs and all 
the subordinate chiefs radiate. The subordinate chief's 
have, too, their castles or strong holds-and each has 
an object and interest in the defence of his neighbour, 
for the downfall of one is likely to lead to the downfall 
of another, until the whole feudal monarchy crumbles 
to pieces; neither is the conquest generally worth 
having, for the conqueror could only claim the sover-
eign's share, sometimes not a fourth of the whole-
all the other shares being considered private property 
-all the other shareholders would undoubtedly com-
bine against the usurper, and render his capital too 
hot to hold him unless supported by power from 
without. Iu this manner we find that some of the 
Rajpoot principalities of India have endured through a 
thousand years-Oudeepoor, Joudpoor, Jeypoor, and 
others-whilst the empire of Delhi itself has been lost 
-so has the sovereignty raised up by DowLET RAo 
ScINDIA, that which HYDER ALLY, his son T1PP00 
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deavoured to raise up. 

This may appear an absurd digression, but there is 
no escaping from the impression thar the dynasty of 
the Juiteva, as described by Father SANTOS, was of a 
feudal chat·acter, and that the neighbouring Sedandas 
were the feudal chiefs. SANTOS says that "in process 
of time the king of Juiteva was made tributary to the 
crown of Portugal, which had, at an after period, no . 
less than twenty-two kings who did homage to it for 
their thrones." This looks very like the downfall of 
a feudal monarch, whose feudal chiefs would neces• 

. sarily do homage to the crown to which he himself 
had become tributary. I once heard the principal 
feudal monarch in India, the late MAHARAJA MAUN 
SINGH, of Joudpoor, who was fond of a parable or 
a simile, illustrate the character of a feudal sove
reignty-by comparing the sovereign's position to that 
of the pole of a single-poled tent, which was the cen
tre and support of the whole; the chiefs, he con
sidered, the pegs, to which the tent ropes were tied, 
each at a distance from the other, giving its support; 
the downfall of either, he said, tended to weaken the 
structure; but so long as the four great corner sup-, 
ports stood, the pole, he said, was not likely to fa!I. 
The downfall of the pole, his own downfall, would 
destroy the whole fabric. 

What appears to be peculiar in the domestic man
ners of the House of _J uitevas, was the marriage of 
sisters and daughters, privileges denied to others; 
that the chief was worshipped in place of the Deity 
by the Kaffers; that the most favoured amongst the 
wives, on becoming widows, sacrificed themselves, not 
by fire, but by poison, on the death of the king, in 
order to form his court in the world which is to come; 
that the succession, commencing with the eldest son, 
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reached. If none such appeared amongst the sons, 
then ·the minister who had been most in the king's 
confidence, and who was probably one of the royal 
family, was elected. There is an appearance, too, as if 
the heir was chosen from the female, rather than the 
male line, as is the case amongst some tribes on the 
opposite coast of Malabar. The election of the sove-
reign appears to be in the hands of the least favoured 
among the wives of the late monarch, for they only 
had not sacrificed themseh•es. They appear to have 
~hut themselves up in the palace; the aspirant -for 
power presented himself at the palace door; and, if 
admitted, took his seat on a throne with the widows, 
whose husband he became, The election appears then 
to have been complete, and he was accordingly pro-
claimed sovereign in the streets of the kraal or city. 
The subjects, apparently without distinction of rank, 
were then admitted to the number which the room 
would hold-each then advanced in turn and on his 
knees, to the curtain, behind which the newly-elected 
sovereign was placed with the ladies, to do homage 
to the throne ; when this ceremony had been com -
pleted, the curtain was withdrawn, each shook hands 
with his sovereign separately, and the whole assem-, . 
l>ly withdrew beyond the guards. The room was 
again filled, and the same ceremony was 1·epeated, 
until the inauguratiqn day closed upon the scene. 
'l'be respect of the Kaffers for their king is so great, 
SANTOS says, that none of his subjects look him in 
the face, nor e,•en spoke to him, except in a kneeling 
posture; the Portuguese only addressing the J uiteva in 
an erect posture. These are more Tartar or Chinese 
than Asiatic court ceremonies. It is, too, a curious law 
amongst them which rendered disease, or deformity of 
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body, a sufficient bar to inheritance, or which rendered 
abdication necessary. This also is to some extent 
a law or usage among the Hindoos. The court held 
by the new monarch for the purpose of breaking the 
bow of the deceased Juiteva, which seems to have 
been the emblem of his office, since it is the bow 
which was made on his accession-for the purpose 
also of putting to death, (and thus re-forming, 
in another world, the court of his p1·edecessor) all 
those amongst his grandees who were hostile to him, 
or who opposed his election, and that he might fill up 
their meant places, is something new, I think. But 
as it was optional with the grandees to attend, and 
those who did not choose to do so, had the alter
native of retiring to the dominion of some neigh
bouring prince, where they might pass their days
few of the opposition, it may be supposed, would 
show themselves at the first court held by their new 
sovereign.-February 17. 

Chapter VI.-Of the excesses of the Kaffers e,·ery 
year on occasion of the anniversary of the funeral 

• obsequies of the king's predecessors; how at these 
times the king suffers himself to be visibly imposed 
upon by a sorcerer, who counterfeits the voice of the 
last defunct monarch; and of the esteem this en-

• genders for him among the people. 
The king every year, on the appearance of the new 

moon in the month of September, repairs to a moun
tain covered with forest called Zemboe, which is the 
place of sepulture of the kings. By a convocation of 
all his courtiers, and others who flock hither from 
every part to be present at the ceremonies used on the 
occasion of the celebration of the obsequies of the 
kings, he pretends to afford comfort to the souls of his 
predecessors; as, however, the ceremonies chiefly 
consist of excesses, it is by no means wonderful these 
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the dead by dint of drinking, and desbt from leaping laOa-la 80• 

aud dancing then ouly, when fatigue obliges them to 
cease. The order of this anniversary is as follows:-
On the appointed day they repair to the mountain, 
and in the forest find materials for feasting already 
prepared ; here they eat and drink so plenteously, 
that throughout the week these orgies last, no one 
knows bis companion. The king, who excites the 
company to drink, prides himself on being the 
best and greatest toper of the assemblage; but the 
most diverting part of the scene is to see a tro~p 
of people drunk with wine, and scarcely able to 
stand, so mad as to exhibit a mock engagement.-
For this purpose they divide themselves into two 
parties, one opposite to the other, their bows in their 
hands, from which they incessantly discharge flights 
of arrows into the air as signals of rejoicing; now 
they advance towards each other like two battalions 
about to engage-now strive each party to break 
through the ranks of the one opposed, mingling in a 
pleasing manner their forces, and playing off a number 
of man·oouvres. Those who remain on the field of 
battle are acknowledged the most \'aliant, anrl bear 
away the prize set aside for these gambols; but the 
adjudgment, it will readily be conceived, is not always 
the most correct, nor can those who best sustained 
the shock at all times be rightly considered the bravest, 
as the conflict is between men so deeply intoxicated 
as not to know their next companion. 

The feasting terminated, the king and all his cour
tiers prepare for three days to bewail the death of 
their former kings ; after this period a demon enters 
into a Kaffer sorcerer, and so well imitates the voice 
of the king whose obsequies are celebrated, that every 
one is deceived, and imagines that it is the soul of 

Q 
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the king from the other world, returned to teach the 
reigning prince how to govern his people, which 
speaks. The king now advances to confer with the 
sorcerer; every one prostrates himself; and after 
other marks of respect for the soul of the prince, all 
retire and leave the king tete-a-tete with the man 
possessed, who not only imitates the voice of the 
deceased king, but speaks in all kinds of languages, 
if required, and holds conversation with the monarch 
with the same familiarity a father would with his sou 
who might interrogate him on what is to happen in 
his kingdom. The demon pretends to unfold the 
future, declares whethei- or no war will take place, 
and if the lh'iug king shall prevail or he vanquished; 
whether his subjects shall revolt; and many other 
familiar things, in which divers impostures are dealt; 
and notwithstanding the kiug is aware of the cheat, 
he nevertheless annually continues the farce, on ac
count of the profit he derives from it iu presents made 
on the occasion ; aud the esteem this mock con
ference nourished for him in the minds of the people; 
those regardiug him as the favorite of the souls of the 
dead, and believing he holds converse with them 
when he will; that he learns from them, as oracles, 
whatever passes in his dominions, and is instructed 
thus in the rule of government he should follow. 

It is not only at Sofala that recourse is had to 
demo_ns, the like practice is common in China.
Father MENDOZA, in his history of that country, 
relates those gentile barbarians to be accustomed to 
address themseh·es to demons, with whom they hold 
converse at pleasure; he even adduces an instance to 
this effect; on sailing from China to the Philippines 
in a Chinese junk, so dreadful a tempest arose that 
all on board gave themselves up for lost. The Chinese 
at this time began invoking their demons; the which 
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the ineantations of the Chinese, and as the infidels 
were solicitous of knowing why they received no suc-
cour when in such pressing need, and wherefore so 
far from their danger diminishing, as often before 
bad been the case, it increased, the demons, though 
they alone were the authors of the lie, were con-
strained to acknowledge the truth of the case, con-
fessing they were unable to effect any thing owing to 
the prayers of the monks on board; a confession, 
however, which put tliese servants of God in dauger 
of being assassinated every instant by the Chinese, 
and cast into the sea. 

This is a highly interesting historical narrative of Commentary. 

the ceremonies performed by the king Juiteva, or 
the king of Juiteva, and his Kaffer subjects, on the 
new moon of September of every year. The moun-
tain Zemboe, the place of sepulture of the kings of 
Sofala, is of course in the immediate neighbourhood 
of that city, or town, or kraal. The king, the nobles, 
and the people from all parts appear to have assem-
bled in a forest at the tombs of their departed sover-
eigns, whom through life they had been accustomed 
to reverence as beings of a superior order, that the 
ruling sovereign might afford comfort to the souls of 
his predecessors. It appears to have been a kind of 
saturnalia, where food and drink were prepared at 
the public cost, and where all ate, drank, danced, and 
sung-the orgies continuing throughout a week, until 
at last no one knew bis companion. It doeR not 
appear whether women joined in these orgies, but 
the king excited the others to drink, and prided 
himself on being the greatest toper among them. 
Whilst drunk with wine and scarcely able to stand, 
the most diverting part, SA:sTos says, of the scene 
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was to see a mock combat in which the assembly, 
bows in hand, formed into equal parts, discharged in
cessantly flights of arrows in the air in token of 
rejoicing-now charging, then retiring, mingling their 
forces, and playing off a number of manrem·res.
Tbose who remained firmest on the mock field of 
battle bearing off the palm. The priest questions 
however whether the prizes were fairly distributed by 
men so drunk as not to know their next neighbour. 
Then, the feasting ended, the king and his courtiers 
proceed to bewail, for three days, the death of their 
former kings; a demon enters into a Kaffer sorcerer, 
and he so well imitates the voice of the last king, 
whose obsequies all are celebrating, that every one 
supposes that it is the soul of the king which speaks, 
returned from the other world to teach the reigning 
prince how to govern his people. The king at this junc
ture advances to consult with the sorcerer-the assem
bly fall prostrate, and exhibit other tokens of respect 
for the soul of the departed prince-then all retire and 
leave the king with the man possessed of a demon, 
who continues to imitate the voice of the deceased 
king, and to speak in all kinds of languages, if re
quired-holding converse with the monarch as famili
arly as a father wolll<l with a son who was interrogating 
him respecting passing events in his kingdom. The 
demon pretends to unfold the future, declares .whether 
there is to be. war or peace in the land; and if the 
former, whether the reigning sovereign is to conquer or 
be vanquished ; whethe1· his subjects shall revolt, with 
many other things in which, the good priest obsen•es, 
divers impostures are dealt. The king, although 
aware of the cheat, has the farce repeated e,•ery year 
on the new moon of September, preferring darkness to 
light, because he receives offerings during the festival 
from his subjects, and because his majesty's mock 
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conference with the man possessed of the demon has The Kaff"er,s. 

a tendency to impress his people with reverence for 1505- 1580• 

his own decrees ; since they belie~·e that he is in high 
favor with the souls of the dead, and that he holds 
converse with them at his option, having from these 
oracles all worldly secrets, and governiug according to 
their councils. 

On this, SANTOS piously crossing himself, observes, 
that it is not at Sofala alone that such incantations are 
practised-and relates the story as told by Father 
MENDOZA, in his history of China, of how the gentile 
barbarians of that country hold converse, at their plea
sure, with demons. The good father himself, it seems, 
when on a voyage from China to the Philippine Islands 
in a juuk, narrowly escaped being thrown overboard 
during a typhoon, because the prayers addressed to 
heaven by the monks on board, were believed by the 
gentile barbarians, their shipmates, to counteract the 
invocations which they made to their demons to cease 
the winds and waves. MAKOMA, the son of GAIKA, 
the chief of the Amakose tribe of Kaffers, happened 
to be with me just after I had read this chapter of 
SANTos' history, and I endeavoured to ascertain from 
the fine intelligent old man whether such ceremonies 
prevail among the Kaffers in the present day. I fear 
that I did not very clearly make myself understood, 
although the Kaffer interpreter spoke pretty good 
English. I was -more successful in my inquiries 
touching the opprobrious term Kaffer, which is used 
to designate his race. He said that it was no term of 
theirs, but that it had been given to them by Europe
ans. He said that he himself was an Amakos, and 
that his two wives, who sat on his left hand, belonged 
to other tribes, one of them being a Tambookie. 
I told MAKOMA that a Mahommedan servant of mine, 
With a fine black beard, who happened to be giving us 
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The Kaff'ers. a glass of wine, would, as a term of reproach, call 
HIO!i-u,so. him a Kaffer, can me a Kaffer, and call all men Kaf

fers who did not believe in the God which he wor
shipped. MAKOMA was very solicitous to know where 
the God of the Mahommedans was to be found, and 
when I told him that he must ask SEYUD JAFFER, 
for that their God was not my God, he said that he 
would summon the servant to his resting place, and 
enter on the inquiry immediately. Capt. STRETCH had 
been good enough to procure for me a double-barrelled 
fowling piece, to be presented to MAKOMA. I fear it 
is hardly worthy of the fine old chief of the Amakose, 
for • Capt. STRE'l'CH told me that he bad seen him 
bring down a bird on the wing with a ball. He 
examined the gun very minutely-thanked me for it 
with all the grace and politeness which General 
JANSSENS and Professor LICHTENSTEIN describe to 
have belonged to his father GAIKA. In sending away 
the gun MAKOMA expressed regret that the English 
should be so suspicious of the Kaffers as to desire to 
prevent their obtaining fire-arms,-observing, with 
that shrewdness for which the Kaffers are so remark
able, and for which he is remarkable beyond his 
countrymen-that when people were friends, they 
would use arms in one another's defence, and not for 
their destruction.-Fehruary 17. 

Chapter VII.-Of the observance on the part of the 
Kaffers of certain festivals, during which no labour 
is followed, and of the punishment inflicted by them 
on a Portuguese, on occasion of his killing a calf on 
one of those sacred days; of the twenty-seven para
dises they expect to find in another world, and the 
chastisement they will ha\·e to endure in one of the 
thirteen hells they imagine to exist. 

It is not without reason the Kaff ers are regarded as 
one of the most wicked and barbarous nations upon 
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earth, for they are perfectly ignorant of all things The Kaffm. 

necessary to salvation. They are without religion ; laOa-la~o. 

have neither temples nor altars; oflcr no sacrifices; 
ha,·e no ministers of worship, nor images represent-
ing a divinity; though they have a confused idea, the 
result of natural instinct, which internally admonishes 
them of the existence of some preternatural principle. 
They hence acknowledge a God, who, both in this 
and in the world to come they fancy measures retri-
bution for the good and evil done in this. They like-
wise believe in the existence of twenty-seven para-
dises, where every one enjoys a pleasure proportion-
ate to the merits of his life. They do not conceive 
that animals act from pure instinct, but allowing them 
a reasonable faculty, hold them alike amenable with 
man to reward and punishment, and assign them a 
special seat of bliss, to which the soul of Kaffers will 
have access, those only excepted, who, notwithstand-
ing they believe in a great God, whom they call 
Molungo, have yet passed their lives in wickedness; 
these, they fancy, will be condemned to a privation 
from the sight of his holy presence, and suffer tor-
ment in one of the thirteen hells they admit, each 
proportionate to the evil they have done. These 
opinions are traditions handed down from father to 
son, as they have no other testimonies, and refrain 
from learning to read or write; yet are they firmly 
persuaded of the truth of these mere traditions; they 
believe implicitly that monkeys were formerly human 
beings, endowed with reasoning faculties equal to 
those of the human species, and that even they are 
dumb merely from apprehension that if they should 
talk they would be made to work. Though convinced 
of the existence of a Deity, they neither adore nor 
pray to him, but address themselves wholly to their 
sovereigns, through whose intercession with heaven, 
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as they hold him to be capable of com·ersing with the 
souls of the dead, they look to obtain whatever they 
require. The Padre goes on to describe how the king 
never grants audience to such of his subjects as come 
empty handed; how they, believing that their king is 
a deity, waste their substance on him; prostrate at 
bis feet they implore him for rain or fair weather, 
according to their necessities; also, in case of winds, 
storms, aud e\·ery thing they would either deprecate 
or implore. The king, although convinced that 
such things depend on a great God, lord of heaven and 
earth, returns an answer couched in general terms, 
desiring them to go home, that he will reflect on what 
they ask, and use his best efforts to mitigate their 
sufferings. If, after a short time, their wishes should 
not be fulfilled, then to return to him again, for 
that it afforded him pleasure to listen to the complaints 
of his people, and to be employed in procuring a 
remedy as ample as his power admitted of. Instead 
of attributing falls of rain, or fair weather, winds or 
calms, to the great Molungo, the people ascribe these 
things to their king, from the facility he possesses of 
communicating with the souls of their kings. He 
profits by their ignorance and superstition, which he 
promotes by a variety of illusive practices. 

The best informed among the people told SANTOS 

that heaven was inhabited hy God alone; that the 
blest had for their abode certain delightful spots, where 
they enjoyed three times thrice three times told, that 
portion of enjoyment they bad experienced in this 
life; that the souls of men were imperishable; and 
that the joys of future life vastly exceed whatever can 
be known on earth. These opinions lead the pious 
priest to entertain a belief that many among them 
enjoyed a knowledge of pure religion, and this he 
thinks is corroborated not only by their creed, respect-
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ing the immortality of the soul, but by their observance The Kuff'crs. 

f fi • l • h • h" h • ht Ch • • laoa-1:-.1:10. o estn-a s wit a strictness w 1c m1g put r1stlans 
to the blush. He illustrates this by showing that a 
Portuguese merchant, who, with his people, was 
travelling from Sofala to Zemboe, was obliged by 
stress of weather to remain during a festival in the 
town of Juiteva, and who, in ignorance of the law, 
slaughtered an ox for himself and his slaves. The 
Juiteva, on hearing of this, was exceedingly angry 
that a Portuguese should presume to violate so sacred 
a duy, and for the crime committed against the great 
!i.Iolungo, and decreed that neither the Portuguese 
nor his sla,·cs should eat of the ox, but that it should 
remain in his house till such time as the Musimo, or 
saint of the day, whose festival it was, should come 
aud cousume it; although the ox's carcase became 
pQtrid, to the great inconvenience of the Portuguese, 
{who, too, was by the king's express orders to remain 
in the house,) and although the whole town was 
exposed to infection from the putrefaction of the 1mi-
mal, yet neither presents nor entreaties would induce 
this barbarous king to alter his decree against the 
man who had profaned the sanctity of the day. 

Dos SA~TOS gi,·cs more information regarding the Commentary. 

religion of the Kaffers at the beginning of the sixteenth 
century, than perhaps most persons on the borders of 
Kafferland could give at the present day. Their religion 
then appears to have been rather a pure Deism ; they 
had neither temples, altars, nor images; had no minis-
ters of religion, and offered no sacrifices; they be-
lieved in a God, w-ho, both in this world and in the 
next, measured retributiou acconling to the good and 
evil done in this world; they believed in twenty-seven 
paradises, where every one would enjoy pleasure pro-
portionate to the merits of his life. They appear to have 
assigned to animals l,ighcr faculties than we do, not 
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considering that they act from pure instinct, but from 
a reasonable faculty, holding them alike amenable 
with man to reward and punishment, assigning them 
a special seat of bliss, to which the souls of all Kaf
fers will have access, excepting those who believing 
in Molungo, the great God, have yet passed their 
lives in wickedness ; they believe that these will be 
deprived of the sight of his holy presence ; and, in 
proportion to the evil they have done, that they will 
suffer torment in one of the thirteen hells. These are 
traditions handed down from father to son,-and 
although they have no written testimonies, and refrain 
fr0m learning to read or write, they are firmly per
suaded of the truth of these traditions. Though con
vinced of the existence of a Deity, they neither adore 
nor pray to him, but address themselves to their sove
reign, hoping to obtain through his intercession with 
heaven whatever they require; from their believing 
that he holds converse with the souls of the dead, 
they prostrate themselves at the feet of the king, im
ploring him to intercede with heaven for rain, for fair 
weather, to allay winds and storms ; and every thing 
they would either deprecate or implore. The best in
formed among the Kaff ers believe that heaven is in
habited by God alone; that certain delightful spots 
were the abode of the blest; that the souls of men are 
imperishable; and that the joys of the future life 
vastly exceed whatever can be known on earth. These 
opinions, Dos SANTOS thinks, afford ground for he
lieving that at some former period many among the 
Kaffers enjoyed a knowledge of the true religion; and 
that this is corroborated not only by their creed, re
specting the immortality of the soul, but also by their 
observauce of occasional festivals, with a strictness 
which might put Christians to the blush. The Katfers, 
Dos SANTOS says, implicitly believe that monkcy:t 
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bave formerly hccn human beings, eudowed with Th~ Kam, .... 
• r. 1 . 1 h f h 1 1aoa-latiO, reasornng 1acu ties, equa to t ose o t e mman 

species, and that even now they arc dumb, merely 
from apprehension that if they should talk they would 
be made to work. If this belief obtained among the 
Kaffers in their light and enjoyable pastoral labours, 
what must they think now that Europeans have in-
troduced ploughs and spades among them. We have 
seen that in VAN DER STELL's journey into Amaqua-
land, people feigned to be dumb, and remained mute 
for long periods.-February 18th. 

Chapter Vlll.-Of the title, given by the Kaffcrs 
to the Juitcva, esteemed by us injurious, and which, 
with them, are looked upon as honorable distinctions, 
and of the manner of proceeding upon trials. 

The Juiteva has 3 or 400 men for his guards, who 
are called lnficies, that is to say, butchers or execu
tioners, who faithfully execute his orders on those 
whom their sovereign condemns to death. Indeed, 
their mere appearance occasions terror, for .with them 
they carry all the instruments requisite for the prompt 
execution of their duty, according to the sentence 
pronounced, and without any form or process they 
behead, hang, or otherwise put to death on the spot, 
whomsoever the king condemns; on this account all 
avoid coming in their way as much as possible, lest 
they should be the subject of their orders, or the 
victim of their error or indignation. Pre\'ious to 
performing an office enjoined them, they assemble 
round the palace of the king, crying aloud " Iuhama, 
lnhama," words that signify they are about to put 
some one to death. With this object in view they 
carry a long cord rouud their necks, and another round 
their waist, for taking those with who are condemned; 
when they have in one hand a cutlass, and in the 
other a large club, it is a signal of Sl>me one being to 
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be beheaded. As soon as the criminal is apprehended 
they give "him a heavy blow on the head with :a club, 
which, felling him to the ground, they immediately fall 
upon him and cut off bis bead. There are other Kaf
fers who are likewise attendants on the king, and are 
called Murembes. These surround the palace and 
sing the praise of the king, whom they term lord of 
the sun and moon, king of the earth, of mountains, 
woods, and forests, the conqueror of his enemies, 
great in all things, the great sorcerer, the great thief, 
the great lion, giving him also the name of other 
beasts, names which are not considered injurious, 
provided they are accompanied by the designation 
great. When the king travels to any part also he is 
accompanied by musicians who sing his praise. Of 
these people the king makes use for carrying his 
orders when requisite, and wherever they pass, all are 
emulous of entertaining them in the best possible 
qianner, and of making them the most valuable 
presents .. If any thing attracts their fancy, they give a 
hint of its being theirs first, but if the possessor should 
not of himself be so complaisant to present it to them, 
they are impudent enough to seize upon it without 
any daring to resist them; so far from it, every 
one esteems himself fortunate provided he should have 
any thing worthy of acceptance. Sometimes, indeed, 
they are guilty of outrage on individuals to possess 
themselves of their property, and at others they meet 
with people who resist their depredations and oblige 
them to undergo one of the three following ordeals 
for discovering the truth before the judge. 

The modes of administering justice on them, by 
what are termed oaths, but which are frightful pro
cesses ; the first consists in swallowing poison with
out ill consequences ; the second, in licking a bar of 
red hot iron; and the thit·d, in swallowing bitter 
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water without incom·cnience. The first of these oaths, The KaffPr.o. 

or ordeals, is termed by the Kaffcrs Sucasse ; a vase l 5o:.-latlO. 

full of poison is presented to the person, who, by 
oath, is to purge himself of a crime with which he is 
charged, and who is assured that it will do him 110 

harm provided he bP, innocent,-but, also, provided 
he be guilty, and conceal the truth, that it will surely 
prove his death. The dread of this trial often induces 
criminals to confess the dced'i they are charged with, 
which are exemplarily punished; for the judge con-
demns the aggressor, or he who made false deposition, 
together with his wife and children, to become, for 
ever, the slaves of the injured party, and half his 
goods and possessions advert to that party, and half 
to the crown. But what is most astonishing, if the 
person accused be innocent, the poison does him no 
injury whatever, whereas, if he be guilty, he expires 
immediately after swallowing the draught. 

The second oath, or ordeal, is termed Xogua : a 
piece of iron is heated red hot in a furnace, from 
which it is taken by a pair of tongs, and presrnted to 
the person who has to undergo the prnof, and wbo is 
directed to lick it, with assurance that his innocence 
or guilt will appear by the experiment; for that, if he 
be criminal, it will not only burn his tongue, but his 
face also; but that, if not guilty, it will do him no 
injury. The aspect of this frightful apparatus so 
much terrifies the unfortunate beings, subject to its 
proof, as to make them sweat and tremble exceed
ingly, and almost become petrified, wavering in irre
solution whether to maintain their falsity or confess 
their crime, in order to avoid a torture capable of 
drawing confession of that, even of which they have 
not been guilty; what, however, is certainly shame
ful, some Christians ha\·e been known to subject their 
slaves to this ordeal ; and of them, several have, for 
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three successive times, licked a red hot bar without 
experiencing the least hurt. 

The third oath or ordeal is not equally dangerous 
with the preceding, it is termed by the Kaffers Calong. 

• A beverage is corn posed of disagreeable herbs boiled 
in a pot, the juice of which is exceedingly bitter, 
and this is presented to the accused with admonish
ment, that if innocent he will take the whole at a 
draught, and vomit it back without any consequence; 
but that he must take care of what he is about to 
do, since, if culpable, and desirous of deceiving, and 
seemirig innocent, on swallowing the smallest portion 
of the beverage, it will choak him, an event which 
has sometimes occurred. 

One is at a loss to what, unless the interposition 
of the Deity, a circumstance so extraordinary is to be 
ascribed. It is possible that divine interference may 
on such occasions be exercised for the manifestation 
of the innocence of the person accused, and to draw 
down a merited chastisemeat on the guil~y. This 
ordeal is indisputably founded on holy writ, for in the 
Old Testament are many examples almost in el·ery 
respect accordant. In the book of Numbers, chapter 
V., especially, it is stated as an ordinance, when a 
husLand disputes the fidelity of his wife, that he 
should conduct her to a Levite, who should administer 
to her certain bitter waters to drink, and that if she 
bad been unfaithful, her entrails, in consequence, would 
be so powe1-fully affected, that she would shortly after 
burst, but that, if innocent, they would do her no 
harm. 

There is, moreover, in Sardinia, a certain well, the 
waters of which arc in no respect the less niiraculous; 
for if an individual has been guilty of robbery, or if 
any desire exist of knowing the truth of any secret or 
important action, in one or the other case, pro\'i<led 
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the person suspected in the one insta11ce of theft, or Th~ Katrera. 
. h 11 1 1aoa-latio. rn the other of falsehood, be brought to t e we , ant 
his face be washed with the water drawn from it-if 
be be guilty, he immediately bPcomes blind, hut if 
iunocent, iL will benefit or strengthen the sight. 

Dos SANTOS is so close and clear a writer, or his Commentary, 

Work has been so well translated into English, that I 
find it impossible to give an abstract, and have ac-
cordingly been obliged to transcribe almost every 
word of his eighth chapter, relating to the executioners, 
the Bards of the Kaffers, and to their three modes of 
trial by ordeal. It appears that each of the party of 
executioners, from the king's body guard of 300 or 400 
men, was armed with a cutlass in one hand aud a 
bludgeon in the other, for the purpose of beheading, 
and with a rope for the purpose of catching and 
banging any persons whom the king may have sen-
tenced to death. That on discovering the condemned 
criminal in the streets, a noose was thrown over him, 
he was knocked on the head with a club, and after-
wards beheaded with the cutlass. Previously, however, 
to parading the streets for the fulfilment of their 
orders, and the apprehension and execution of the 
criminals, the executioners assembled round the palace 
of the king, crying aloud-" luhama, lnhama !" a 
word which, probably, siguified death, or execution. 
It is no wonder that the appearance of so formidable 
a gang of executioners, armed with the instruments 
of death, occasioned terror amongst the peaceable 
citizens, and that they repaired to their rcspectirn 
quarters, avoiding, as much as possible, coming in 
the way of this formidable baud, lest they should fall 
victims to error or private revenge, for the mandate 
issued, the power of striking the fatal blow appears 
to have rested with the body guard, without further 

. process or appeal. 

.. 
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Who docs not recognize amongst the Marombes 
who surrounded the palace of the Kaffer king, singing 
his praises, calling aloud-" Great king of the sun and 
moon, great king of the earth, great lion,* thief, &c." 
the Baths and Charuns of the Hindoos of India. The 
Kaffer chief was, it appears, accompanied in his 
travels by minstrels who sung his praises. That these 
too, were his messengers for the conveyance of his 
orders to distant parts of his dominions, and that his 
subjects emulated one another in their mode of doing 
honour to their sovereign's Baths or Bards.'· If the 
largesses were not sufficient in the estimation of the 
Kaffer marombes, they were, like the Baths and 
Charuns of India, almost entitled to help themselves. 
In these particulars I can almost fancy that I am read
ing the description of a Rajpoot court, planted in 
South Africa. One cannot hear the high sounding 
Kaffer language spoken, without at once agreeing 
with BARROW and LICHTENSTEIN, that it is of foreign 
origm. BANNISTER, also, I think, considers that it 
has its roots in Arabic, Cufic, or Sanscrit. 1 cannot 
pretend to any acquaintance with either of those 
languages which would entitle me to judge. But there 
is no Persian in it, and it is a finer sounding language 
than Persian. The sovereigns of Ouderpoor, the 
most illustrious house amongst the Rajpoots of India, 
pride themselves on being the descendants of NAos
H ERV AS. Is it possible that a portion of the Cauca
sean family may also have turned into the south of 
Africa? 

The same form of trial, by ordeal, is likely to pre
vail amongst tribes living under very different circum
stances in different parts of the world ; and whilst 
Father Dos SANTOS sees in the calong of the Katfers 

* The prefix Great being always essential. 
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the same ordeal which is described in the fifth chap- The Ksffor•. 

ter of Numbers, for discO\·ering the infidelity of a wife laOa-latlO. 

before a Levite; and which, in Sardinia, is used for 
discovering a thief. I see plainly enough in the 
Lucasse, the poisoned cup of the Kaffers, and in 
the Xoqua, their red hot iron ordeal-the same ordeals 
io kind, and in the mode of application, as exist in 
the present day, very generally amongst the nati\·cs 
of almost all parts of India.-February 19th. 

Chapter IX.-Of the ridiculous dress of the Kaf
fers; their singular manner of cutting their hair, so 
different from that of the Juiteva, who wears a resem
blance of four horns on his head, his subjects being 
allowed but three; of their mode of huntiug. 

All the Kaffers are well made, and of good appear
ance; but they render themselves ridiculous by the 
extravagant mode of dressing their hair, which is 
frizzled and cut in such a manner as to present the 
appearance of horns on each side of the head, and on 
the forehead. 'l'he English translator says in a note 
here :-MosEs, in ancient paintings, is represented 
with two horns on the head, and asks-was this mode 
of dressing the hair ever common in Egypt? and did 
the Egyptians, in this case, set the fashion themselves, 
or receive it from the Ethiopians? SANTOS continues 
-to keep the hair erect, the Kaffers tie it round a 
stick with a kind of grass, which serves them for rib
bons. This practice they adopt, as they say, to 
imitate male animals, on whom nature has bestowed 
the ornament of horns to distinguish them from 
females; women, that art may present the same 
distinction with the human, as nature does with the 
brute creation, are prohibited from wearing their hair 
dressed in this manner. Moreover, as well in the 
disposition as in the number of the horns, there is a 
difference between the Juiteva and his subjects; this 
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prince wearing one on his forehead half a foot long, 
two others above his ears, and one on the nape of his 
neck, whereas his subjects are permitted to wear no 
more than three. 

There is little difference between the dress of the 
sovereign and the great, and that of the common 
people. The former are clad from the waist down
ward, in a robe of cotton or silk-the others in skins 
of monkeys, or other animals, killed in hunting. 
Those who are destitute of means to clothe themselves 
go entirely naked, without any one taking exception; 
the more wealthy wear at all times machiras or long 
cloaks, which train on the ground ; they are worn 
fastened to the left shoulder only; and the length of the 
train of them is deemed to add to the gravity of the 
walk of the wearers, while it denotes the ease of their 
circumstances. As to what regards hose, shoes and 
stockings are unknown, the king and the people alike 
going barefoot, that they may be more active in run
ning and hunting. 

They have been ever passionately attached to the 
latter exercise, less for the pleasure it affords, than 
for their antipathy to labour, being naturally so idle, 
that when obliged to remain at home, they pass the 
day in drinking, dancing, and jumping, leaving to 
their wives the culture of the ground, and spending 
their whole lirns in pastime and pleasure; this indeed 
so generally, that there are no exceptions, but a small 
number of artisans, employed in fabricating cloths 
and stuff of cotton wool, and in tipping their arrows, 
in arming their clubs with iron, and fabricating offen
sive and defensive weapons, as well for use in war as 
in hunting. 

When a hunting-party is proposed, the people go 
out constantly, accompanied by the majority of their 
most intimate friends, and especia1ly when the Juitera 
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intends a royal hunt. On this occasion, all the The Kaff'm. 
K tli f h • hb h d f h h • • laoa-la80. a ers o t e ne1g our oo o t e spot w ere 1t 1s 
to take place, are advised of bis intention, and assem-
ble to the number of four or five hundred men. 
These surround some wood in which they know there 
is game, keeping close together, penetrate the closest 
thickets, ejaculate loud cries, beat the bushes, and so 
intimidate the tenants of the forest, little accustomed 
to hear the silence of their shades invaded by the shouts 
of man, that they leave their haunts and peaceable 
retreats to fly for safety to the open country. Here they 
find themselves beset by a multitude of hunters and 
hounds, by whom they are pursued and overwhelmed 
with a cloud of arrows. It is only when the monarch 
is present that a lion is allowed to be killed, for of all 
his titles, that on which he most prides himself, is 
king of these animals; such as should presume to 
violate the ordinauce which proscribes the hunting of 
lions, except on occasion of the presence of the king, 
would expose himself to be severely mutilated, or 
even perhaps to the penalty of death. 

We do not, of course, require to be told in the Commentary. 

present day, by Dos SANTOS, that all the Kaffers are 
well made, and of good appearance. But there arc 
many other things in the IX. Chapter of his Work ne\v 
to me. I did not before know, and could not know by 
comparing the Kaffers of the present day with those 
of 1505, that the head and neck of J uiteva, their 
sovereign, were embclUshcd with four horns formed 
of his own hair, and tied with grass round sticks, 
to keep it erect, whilst his subjects were allowed to 
wear only three horns; neither could I know that 
horns formed of their own hair, were forbidden to 
Kaffer women, because, in the animal kingdom, nature 
was considered by the Kaffers, to give horns as the 
distinguishing characteristic of the males-and, be-

R 2 
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cause it was intended by art to preserve the distinc
tion in the sexes of human beings. 

Neither could any one tell that the sovereign and 
the great among the Kaffers, were clad, iu the begin
ning of the sixteenth century, from the waist 
downward in a robe of cotton or silk ; the return 
afforded doubtless from the Indies, for the dried 
oranges, _lemons, and other commodities which we 
have already seen that the Kaffcrs sent there, probably 
through Moorish agents-whilst the common people 
were content with the skins of monkeys and other 
animals, the produce of their bows, arrows, and 
assagais. Times are changed for the worse with the 
Kaffers of the present day, for we never see silk or 
cotton, or any other covering among them than the 
most ordinary skins. No one then, it appears, took 
exception at Kaffers, who could not afford to cover 
their nakedness, and kings and people alike went 
barefooted, that they might be more acth·e in running 
and hunting. 

We did not require to be told by the good pdest,
although to priests we are more indebted, I think, 
than to others, for what we know of the condition of 
aborigines in all countries,-that the Kaffers were, and 
are passionately attached to the sports of the field. 
We knew too that Kaffers, like the inhabitants of all 
hot countries, have an antipathy for labour, and that, 
in too many instances, they have fallen a sacrifice by 
thousands to the labour imposed ~pon them by Eu
ropeans, although that labom· was not greater than 
the Europeans could themselves have performed with 
ease. Field and domestic labours have, I think, in 
such countries been generally assigned to women, as 
being more suited to their natures than the more 
active pursuits of the chase, leaving war out of the 
question ; and in all communities, and all conditions 
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of society, there must of course be a division of labour, The Kafl'm. 
where labour is necessary, between the sexes. We laOa-Iat!O. 

may be pretty sure that the womt>n joined the men 
in their pastimes of dancing and jumping, and to 
some extent in their drinking. 

The more wealthy among the Kaffers of those days 
wore, it appears, machiras, or long cloaks, fastened to 
the left shouldei· only, trained to the ground, the 
length of the train being considered to add to the gra
vity of the walk in the weare1·s, and to denote the ease 
of their circumstances. Who would not rather see 
MAKOMA dressed in his mantle or korass of fur than 
in his round hat and square-tailed coat ? But he has 
disfigured himself in these appendages of European 
invention. There were, it appears, among the Kaffers 
in the 20th degree of latitude, artisans in those days 
who employed themselves in fabricating cloths and 
stuffs of cotton wool, in tipping their arrows, their 
clubs and assagais, and in fabricating weapons of 
offence and defence for war and for hunting. 

When the Juiteva announced that it was his plea
sure that there should be a royal hunt, a battue was 
formed, consisting of 400 or 500 men. The lion was 
then, and then only, to fall before the .arrows and 
jav,'1it1s of the nobles and people. They surrounded 
a cover where game was known to resort, the lion 
having beeu, in all probability, marked down for the 
royal arrow or assagai. The noble quarry, SANTOS says, 
little accustomed to have his sylvan repose disturbed, 
broke cover, and took to the open ---, where he 
was assailed and overwhelmed by a multitude of hunt
ers and hounds, and by clouds of arrows. My friend 
SeowERS and others who have hunted the royal tiger of 
India with the pack of His Highness, the Rao Raja of 
Ulwar, will understand what followed. Amongst the 
Katfers the game laws were so stringent that it was a 
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capital offence to kill a lion, except when the king was 
present; for of all his titles, that on which he most 
prided himself, is king of these animals. \\rhat the 
Kaffer word for lion was, is not mentioned by Dos 
SANTOS, and what it now is I know not. E,•ery one 
knows that Singh, on which the Rajpoot so prides 
himself, means lion ; although it may amuse His 
Highness BENNE Suwn, the Rao Raja of Ulwar, and 
the other sovereigns of Rajpootana, to learn that the 
Kaffer sovereigns of South Africa were called lions 
350 years ago.-Fehruary 19th. 

Chapter X.-Of three modes of hunting, usual with 
the Kaffers, and of what befel a certain Portuguese, 
who, in the absence of the Juiteva, happened to kill 
a lion. 

There resided at Sofala a certain Portuguese, called 
RODRIGUES LoBo, who had so much ingratiated him
self ,vith the Juiteva, that he obtained from him a 
grant of the major part of the island of Maroopa, on 
the river Sofala. Dos SANTOS goes on to show bow 
the monarch strove to raise his favorite LOBO above 
the other courtiers, bestowing on him the title of his 
own wife, as one of the most striking tokens of his 
attachment. Loao, on his part, knowing that the 
king had ordered all his subjects to treat him as his 
wife, abused the confidence reposed in him, assem
bled all his friends and sla,·es to take the diversion of 
hunting, and rousing a lion, killed him. The king 
forgave this breach of the law, from being persuaded 
by RODRIGUES that his life had been endangered by 
the lion, and finally issued a proclamation, by which 
all people, RODRIGUES LoBo, his dear wife, alone 
excepted, were prohibited under pain of death, and 
confiscation of their goods, from killing lions. 

The Kaffers being expert hunters, use a variety of 
means in surprising animals. They dig pits four or 
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five feet deep, and seven or eight long, but wider at The Kaff'el"I!. 

the top than the bottom ; these they cover with laOa-lat!O. 

branches of trees and straw, in order that the more 
weighty animals, tigers and elephants, may be injured 
in their fall, and thus remain at the discretion of the 
hunters, to perish of hunger, or by shots of arrows; 
at other times they surround the covers in which the 
game lie, and oblige them to take to the river, when 
on the opposite side, they. shoot at them till some 
lucky arrow pierces a mortal part; or when the equi-
noctial rains swell the volume of the river, and make 
it overflow, and the wild beasts are driven to the high 
grounds by the inundation, they await them there, 
and find them in such numbers that scarcely an arrow 
is shot but kills some one or other of the herds; for, 
on this occasion, though their natural ferocity at other 
times is such that they prey on each other, their 
ferociousness undergoes a change, which is surprising; 
they seem united as much as when they entered into 
the ark, and peaceably collect in bands and hordes as if 
the common danger alone engrossed their faculties, 
and rendered them common friends. 

The lord of the island in the-river gave a hunting 
party to Dos SANTOS, assembled more than 500 men, 
armed with bows and arrows, and some matchlocks; 
on entering the wood they killed three wild boars, and 
pursued several others, as well as elephants and tigers, 
which were so much intimidated that they fled to 
another quarter; while in pursuit of these, they 
found a young lion and tiger whelp, which were cap
tured and presented to Father Dos SANTOS. The good 
father describes how the mother-tiger, scenting her 
young in his house, came the following night, making 
hideous outcries in the neighbourhood as if ready to 
devour all the inhabitants, and dashing with violence 
against the doors and windows, a practice she repeat-
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c<l four nights running; at another time Father Dos 
SANTOS, in company with another monk, were much 
terrified at' seeing a Kaffer making towards them at 
full speed, and seemingly admonishing them of some 
danger they did not perceh·e; on his joining them, 
however, they found his motive to be merely to in
duce them to quicken their pace that they might be
hold six lions, which had just passed the river, and 
which were traversing a neighbouring valley. The 
monks made haste towards the spot, but not trusting 
too much either to the Kaffers, or the lions, which 
were visible only by the trace they made in the grass, 
of great height and very thick, they had the precau
tion to take their station on the summit of a hill. The 
monks, who passed the night here, towards day
break overheard the roaring of lions and tigers, seem-

. ingly disputing the prey one of them had taken. 
Tigers are so fond of human flesti, whether alive or 
dead, that in the latter case, when they scent the 
putrified bo<lies, they enter the places of sepulture to 
tear them from their gra\'es; to prevent this, the 
graves are dug to some depth, and o\·er them a large 
stone is laid ; one morning a dead tiger was found on 
a tomb, after vain efforts to tear from the grave be
neath, a body which was interred, and after, in the 
attempt, having dug a grave for himself, in which he 
expired of old age, wounds, and hunger. 

It is curious to find Father Dos SANTOS, in his 10th 
Chapter, giving such minute particulars of Kaffer 
sports in which the monks appear to have joined ; 
this would of course be uninteresting but for the facts 
which are incidentally stated relating to the country 
and the condition and manners of the Kaffers. It is 
curious to find that a Portuguese, named RooRIOUES 
Loao, had so ingratiated himself with the Juiteva, 
that he bestowed on his favorite the greate1· part of 
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the islaud of Maroopa, on the River Sofala, and as n The Kaffm. 
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as one of the most striking tokens of his attachment. 
But the Portuguese not only for a time lost favor, but 
narrowly escaped punishment or death for violating 
the law by killing a lion; finally he was forgiven, and 
the king issued a prnclamation by which all people, 
RODRIGUES LoBo, his dear wife, alone excepted, 
were prohibited, under pain of death and confiscation 
of all their goods, from killing lions.* 

'l'he three modes of hunting usnal in those dnys 
with the Kaffers were-] st, by digging pits 4 or 5 
feet deep, and 7 or 8 long, wider at the lop than at 
the bottom, these were covered over with br11nches of 
trees and straw, and wheu the larger auimah fall into 
the pits-elephants and tigers, the priest says, for 
example's sake, they are left to die, or are killed 
with arrows; 2d, the Kaffers surround the game covers 
with 400 or 500 men, obliging the game to take to 
the rivers for safety, and the opposite banks being 
lined with archers, the animals are shot at as they 
approach the shore, "until some lucky arrow pierces 
a mortal part;" 3d. when the country is inundated 
by the o,,erflowing of the rivers during the equinoc
tial rains, the game necessarily quits its usual haunts, 
to find safety on the high lauds, there the hunters 
follow, and find game collected in such numbers, the 
natural ferocity of the animals subdued by the novelty 
of their position, that scarcely an arrow is shot with
out killing some one ur other of the herds. In travel
ling through countries long abandoned by aborigines, 
one sees everywhere the remains of the pits which 
they had dug as traps fo1· the larger animals, particu-

* Much unnecessary repetition will, in all this, be observed. But it is 
my intention to print separately, for private circulation among my friends, 
all the original matter contained in the " Memoir." 
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larly in the neighbourhood of what had been pools 
of water, which too, are, I think, artificial excava
tions. Capt. ALLAN showed me on his farm near 
George, one of those round pools, surrounded by 
these traps for catching game. There is every appear
ance, too, I think, as if the round pools which we 
see all over the country had been dug by the hand of 
man as reservoirs for the use of domestic cattle in 
seasons of scarcity; but the population is now so 
scanty within the colony, that these reservoirs are 
usually entirely neglected. It was not my good for
tune to see a Kaffer battue; whilst travelling with 
Mr. FY!li'N near Shiloh, we came to a Kaffr kraal, the 
iuhabitants of which had just killed 3 or 4 hartebeest, 
Mr. FYNN arranged for a battue on the following day, 
but something occurred to prevent it. We passed 
at this point within the colonial border, where the 
rifle of the inhabitants has so thinned and frightened 
the wild game, that animals are not now to be seen 
by the dozen, where formerly they were met by the 
hundred; and no wonder, for I saw on the Tarka 
plains a party of neighbouring hoers with a cart-load 
of four superb wildebeest (gnu) carded off in triumph, 
affording food enough for most of their families for a 
month. The good missionaries of Shiloh told me 
that when their ark first rested there, lions, and 
every other description of game common to that part 
of the country, were to be seen stalking abroad in 
open day; now these things have mostly disappeared, 
and, except in the good and holy works of the mis
sionaries themselves, the forlorn traveller will find 
nothing one hundredth part so interesting, and hardly 
any thing so valuable. But Dos SANTOS is dealing 
with a tribe of men whom he calls Kaffers, living in 
the 20" of latitude, and consequently under the tro
pics and the influence of the equinoctial rains,-the 
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tide of emigration is well known, all over this region, The Kaffm. 

to hai·e flown from North to South, and it may be the Iaoa-latlO. 

descendants of the same tribe which we now find 
under the denomination of Kaffers, along the colouial 
border. What the generic denomination of this race 
of men properly is I do not know, but Capt. STRETCH 
has promised to furnish me with a Rlight historical 
sketch. The three divisions call themselves, and are 
called by their neighbours, I believe, Amakosre, Ama-
gakabe, and Tambookie. There is a general impres-
sion that they crossed the Kei River in their emigra-
tion South, only a few generations ago; whether 
driven South by pressure from without, or impelled 
by the naturally wandering disposition of the inhabit-
ants of Africa, <loes not appear in their case to be 
known ; that wandering disposition has appa1·ently 
prevented the people of South and Central Africa from 
founding cities, towns, permanent residences, or even 
temples-whilst the nature of the climate renders 
stone, brick, or earthen habitations unnecessary.-
Dos SANTOS does not inform us, that I yet see, what 
sort of habitations the Moorish conquerors on the 
North-east coast of Africa had, or how the tribe which 
the Moors must first have called Kaffers, and which 
he too, following their example, calls Kaffers, were 
lodged. He tells us incidentally in this chapter that 
the lord of the island, in the river Sofala, probably 
RonRIGUES Loeo, turned out for his amusement a 
hunting party of 400 or 500 men, some of them armed 
with matchlocks; and he tells us that the graves in 
the neighbourhood of Sofala were dug to some depth, 
and that a large stone was laid over them because of 
the ravages of the animals which he callR tigers; but 
he does not tell us whether those were the graves of 
1\fahommedans or of Kaffers. It must ha\.·e been a 
good scene to have witnessed Father Dos SANTOS, 
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and another monk, following six lions, which a Kaffer 
pointed out to them, until they could only be traced 
through the high and very thick grass, when, not 
trusting too much either to the Kaffers or the lions, the 
pious monks crossed themselves, counted their beads, 
patered prayer, and had the precaution to take their 
station on the summit of a hill.-Fehruary 20th. 

Chapter XJ.-Of the mountain abodes of the Kaf
fers, who pitch their tents where plenty reigns. The 
manner in which their law-suits are terminated, 
whether before the king, or governo1·s of provinces. 
Their mode of making wine from millet and rice. 

The Kaffers being naturally idle and averse from 
labour, constantly pitch for their residence on spots 
productive of. abundance of the means of support, 
which, however, it is difficult for them to find, as they 
commonly remove in bodies of from three to four 
thousand, and encamp· now in one, now in another 
quarter; an<l as they do not very willingly quit their 
abodes, though but of straw; whf'n they begin their 
march, their camp is set on fire, in order that none 
may linger or return; when they arrive at a spot suited 
for their purpose they construct others; their stock of 
moveables is very slender, consisting merely of a bow 
and arrows for each male, a single pot for each family, 
in which their millet and rice are cooked, and two 
spoons, one for stirring their rice, and another to eat 
with. In general they eleep on a mat of reeds spread 
on the ground; and in the midst of winter they kindle 
a fire in the middle of the house, round which each 
places himself to sleep or rest. Their idle nature 
inclines them to dwelling in woods and forests, rather 
than in the open country, that any may not have to 
go too far in search of what is necessary for them; 
and here they build their huts, and live like wild 
beasts, when weary of one abode changing it for 
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another., especially at the injunction of their captain The Kaff,.l'!I. 
laOa-lat!O. or governor. 

As for any disputes which may arise betwe1m the 
individuals of an encampment, the captain or chief of 
it, who is appointed by the king, sits as judge, and 
decides summarily, without any appeal being allowed 
to the sovereign, who merely takes cognizance of 
matters of greater consequence. In the instance either 
of the sovereign or the chief of an encampment 
sitting as judge, the parties plead their own cause iu 
court, the injurious practice of employing lawyers nnd 
counsel being unknown. After hearing the cause, the 
judge gh·es sentence; the party who loses forfeits all 
his property, of which one half goes to the judge, 
and the residue to the one whl) gains the suit. 

Hunting is not only a pastime-it is with the:u 
indispensable, as they principally depend on it for 
their subsistence; and when it chances that they arc 
unsuccessful, they live on whatever kind of animal 
comes in the way; for example, monkeys, cats, rats, 
&c., making up with fish and vegetables; but their 
principal food consists of millet and rice, b.Jth which 
yield them a kind of wine; when about to prepare 
this wine, they soak the requisite quautity of millet 
in water, leaving it two or three days till it begins to 
sour, afterwards taking it out, it is suffered ,to drain 
the space of two or three hours ; they next place it in 
a mortar, in which it is pounded till reduced to a 
paste ; this done, a cauldron half full of water is placed 
over the fire, into which, when it begins to boil, as 
much of the paste is gradually thrown as of rice 
flour, and the mixture is stirred up that it may unite; 
when the quantity intended to be prepared is thus 
blended together, and the whole is well boiled, the 
cauldron is taken off the fire, that the be\-·erage may 
cool; the drink is called Pombe, the boiled grain 
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serves for food. This extract of rice, and the paste 
of millet, after remaining at rest for two or three days, 
heats and ferments, nearly in the same manner as 
new wine does with us, but the people never drink 
of it till the fermentation has ceased, when they use 
it with such little moderation as often to become in
toxicated: in order that they may constantly have 
store, they every day make a fresh supply, for the 
longer it remains, so as to become sour, and what we 
should deem spoiled, the better they reckon it, the 
more anxious after it they become, and attribute to 
it the greater virtue. 

Those not partial to this beverage make another 
composed of certain herbs; resembling the cointre, of 
these they afterwards take the leaves, which drying 
and reducing to pow<ier, they eat, and find highly 
nutritious. By eating these leaves, and drinking the 
water in which they have been infused, they subsist 
for days together, taking nothing else. 

The Kaffers of the days of Dos SANTOS appear to 
ha,·e been of a more restless disposition than they are 
in the present day. We do not ascertain from him 
how frequently they moved in the course of the year, 
only that they constantly did so, and that they wou~d 
have done so more frequently, except that they found it 
difficult to pitch upon places sufficiently productive to 
support tpe bodies of 3000 or 4000 in which they 
moved; neither does he tell us what quantity of cattle 
they had; they were probably then, as now, averse to 
parting with, or killing their cattle, and lived very much 
upon the wild game of their country; when this failed 
them they were sometimes reduced to the necessity of 
eating monkeys, cats, and rats. Their household 
property did not give them much trouble in jUting, 
since it consisted of only a bow and arrows for each 
male, a pot for each family, in which the rice was 
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cooked, and a couple of spoons for stirring it up and The Kaffer.1. 
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centre of their habitation, served for the family bed ; 
the habitation was easily constructed of the wood and 
grass which they found everywhere in such abund-
ance, and they appear to have preferred the forest to 
the open country, as affording plenty of materials and 
better shelter; a fire in the ceutre of the hut kept the 
whole family warm during the winter. When weary 
of one abode they readily changed it for another, 
especially at the injunction of their rulers. This 
mode of life accounts for the circumstance of the 
Kaffers never ha,·ing had any private property in land, 
although an agricultural people to some considC'rablc 
extent. I do not know whether any of the native 
tribes of Africa ever had any private property in the 
land. We have already seen* that the tribes in the 
neighbou1·hood of the Cape, the Goriughaiquas, the 
Cochoquas, &c., had boundaries fixed for the pasture 
lands of each tribe, which appear to have been res-
pected by other tribes, and that until the arrival of • 
Europeans among them to disturb their internal ar
rangements, one tribe could not even carry its cattle 
for the purpose of pasture within the limits of another 
.tribe, without paying a percentage on the transaction. 
But those tribes living 14° further South we1·e natu-
rally governed by different institutions, and were of 
different manners from the tribes of the Mozambique. 
The former appear to have merely changed their pas-
ture lands at particular seasons, since change was 
good for man, and absolutely necessary for cattle; 
they left their kraals standing, carrying with them 
their mat huts on their pack oxen, as well probably 
for the accommodation of the tribe with which pasture 

* See Hottentot Head. 
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lands were for the season exchanged, as for their own 
accommodation when they should return ; although 
far more of an agricultural people than the others, the 
tribes in the Natal country, and those still further 
North, were probably of more unsettled habits, be
cause they were more subject to pressure from with
out, since the tide of emigration flowed from the 
North, and since their country was more valuable. 
They accordingly burnt down their kraals when they 
left them, in order that no person should remain 
behind, or return, and that the tribe might not be 
broken in any degree in its migration; their cultiva
tion, we see, was sugar cane, rice, and millet, and 
of course they had, iu common with the other tribes 
of South Africa, as we see everywhere, pumpkins, 
melons, and fruits and vegetables of other kinds. 

It will occur to every one as something very re
markable that the tribes should not have acquired, in 
J>rocess of time, permanent habitations, houses of 
masonry, brick, or earth, fot· they had pottery,-on 
the East coast they had gold and iron, and on the 
West coast, copper ; whilst everywhere they had abun
dance of horned cattle, sheep, and goats. In some 
respects they were, therefore, far in advance of the 
inhabitants of Mexico and Peru of the same period. 
But the tribes of Africa appear to have been always 
of more unsettled habits than those of America, pro
bably, because on the North their country was open 
to the invasion of the Greeks, the Romans, the Phre
nicians, the Carthagenians, and the Arabs. These in 
their encroachments necessarily forced the frontier 
tribes upon those more inland ; and so the tide of 
emigration or conquest must necessarily have rolled 
on, until the pressure, in the end, would be felt at 
the southernmost point of Africa. 

It is a pity that Dos SANTos, whilst discussing the 
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important questions of their judicial institutions, in The Kafl'en. 
this Chapter of his Work, did not enter more into ir,or,-ir,so. 

detail, but we ought to be thankful for what he has 
given us. It appears, then, that the captain or chief 
of an encampment was appointed by the king, and 
sat as judge to decide summarily any disputes which 
arose between individuals of the encampment; and 
that from his decision there was no appeal allowed 
to the sovereign, wlio only took cognizance of mat-
ters of greater consequence. In the case of either 
the sovereign or the chief of an encampment sit-
ting as judge, the parties concerned as plaintiff or 
defendant, argued their own cause in court; for Dos 
SANTOS says, the injurious practice of employing 
lawyers and counsel was unknown ; after hearing the 
cause the judge passed sentence, the losing party lest 
all his property ; one-half going to the judge, the 
other moiety to the winning party. Jn such a state of 
society, where there were no private rights of pro-
perty in the land, and no public institutions of church 
or state to be supported by grants of land ; and where 
land was so abundant, compared with the population, 
that a whole kraal could remove at its pleasure, and 
go where it listed ; where, too, there was no circulat-
ing medium, real Ot' representative, except long-
horned cattle ; and where the household property con-
sisted only of a bow and a few arrows, a pot, two 
spoons, and a mat ; for the habitation was of no value, 
-it may be readily supposed that but few causes for 
civil suits could arise. Three hundred and twenty-
five years later, or when Attorney-General BANNIS-

TER lived among the Kaffers on the colonial border, 
property appears to have assumed a more definite 
shape and value, for then chiefs were pleaders in the 
Kaffer courts, aud were famed for their knowledge of 
precedents; whether amateur or paid pleaders is not, 

s 
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I think, described. But then, (BANNISTER says,) the 
form of a Kaffer court of justice, would not have lost io 
the comparison with one of HuMBOLDT's pictures of a 
court of justice in Mexico or Peru. If property has 
gained a more definite and fixed value in Kafferland in 
the last hundred or two hundred years, it is not, cer
tainly, owing to the presence of the European on its 
border, for that has tended to unsettle and demoralize 
the people of Kafferland, in their possessions and 
manners. That pressure has, however, been but small, 
and by small numbers; the good and holy work of the 
missionary within and beyond the bo1·der, but more es
pecially beyond the border, being the only counterpoise 
to this, that I see. The pressure, howeve1·, from the 
far North, from which society in Central and Southern 
Af,ica must always have suffered so much, has now 
almost entirely or altogether ceased. Even the Arab and 
the Moor has become a comparath·ely settled being; 
and they have, at all events, been called to the de
fence of their own hearths by pressure from without; 
for, from England, France, and Russia, and e\'en 
from India, they have been assailed; their outworks 
have already fallen, and a few more years may see the 
citadels of Mohammedanism occupied by Christians. • 

The principal food of the K,affers, Dos SANTOS 
says, consisted of millet and rice ; hunting was not a 
pastime only with them, for they very much depended 
on it for subsistence. When the arrow or the javelin 
missed its aim, they would eat monkeys, cats, and 
rats, mixed with fish and vegetables. 

Their .mode of preparing beer, or what Dos 
SANTOS calls wine, is not very different I think from 
that adopted for the same purpose by the Sarka and 
Danger Coles, wild and fierce races of men, inhabiting 
the mountains and forests lying in the Chota Nagpoor 
territory of India, who use bamboo hows of immense 
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barbed arrows. The Kaffers take a given quantity of IaO!'>-lal:IO. 

millet, steep it in water until it begins to get sour, 
then drain it of its moisture, pound it into a paste in a 
mortar, boil it in a cauldron half full of water, with 
an equal quantity 0f rice,-stir your mixture, cool, 
and drink it as pombe, and eat your boiled rice. The 
rice and paste beer, if allowed to rest for two or three 
days, Dos SANTOS says, heats and ferments, but the 
Kaffers ne\·er drank it until the fermentation ceased, 
when they often got drur.k on it; this brew was 
repeated every day, and the longer it was kept the 
more they liked it, and the greater the virtue they 
attributed to the mixture. Those who did not fancy 
this beverage made another of certain herbs resem-
bling cointre-after extracting the juice they dried the 
leaves, reduced them to a powder, which they found 
highly nutritious. By eating the leaves and drinking 
the water in which they were infused, the Kaffers 
subsisted for days together, taking nothing else.-
February 21st. 

Chapter XII.-How the Juitcva wishes to be 
thought the only sorcerer in his kingdom, and of the 
punishment incurred by those who assume the title. 
Of the superstitious ceremonies observed by the 
Kaffers at their nuptials. Of the injurious epithets 
bestowed on their slaves. 

It is of course unnecessary that I should enter in Commentary. 

my Memoir any portion of the text of Dos SANTos, 
in order to comment upon it, those who doubt 
whether I stick to my text can refer to the Work 
itself, and I wonder that this did not occur to me 
before, it would ba\·e saved me a little transcribing. 

The J uiteva regards as honorary distinctions titles 
which would be thought offensh·e with us, and is so 
covetous of the title of locas, that none of bis sub
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jects or dearest confidants, may assume it un<ler pain 
of death ; and if any rogue be found only suspected 
of witchcraft, it is lawful to put him to death; half 
the property of the person slain going to the slayer, 
and half to the king; any person app1·ehendiog a 
malefactor, and if he he condemned, obtains his ser
vices for life as a slave, and the slave is ever after 
known solely by the designation of the crime he is 
sentenced for, that he may bear in mind <'Onstantly 
the crime he committed and his breach of the law; 
also, the clemency of his master in commuting his 
punishment to slavery; although the king be the only 
sorcerer in his country, that, Dos SANTOS says, is no 
preventive to the constant sacrileges of the supersti
tious Kaffers, who never begin the slightest affair; 
they neither sow, plant, nor commence a journey with
out consulting, by casting lots on the fate of the 
undertaking. Should fate prove adverse, they blame 
the images, and abuse and ill-treat them. They 
always carry about them, for the purpose of divining 
the future, certain round pieces of wood, with a hole 
through the middle, which they constantly throw like 
dice. Others imitate the Chinese, says Dos SANTOS, 

in their manner of telling fortunes, playing a game of 
hazard before their idols ; should chance be against 
them, kick and box the idols; if still, after this correc
tion, they should continue unsuccessful, they burn off 
the hands and feet of their idols ; ill fortune still con
tinuing, they cast the idols on the ground, trample 
them under foot, and dash them about with such 
force as to break them to pieces. Some show greater 
veneration for their idols, and content themselves with 
pelting and upbraiding them until they have obtained 
their end,-shoul<l this not follow as early as their 
patience looks for, they fasten them to a cord, and 
gradually drop them into the water, even to the bot-
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tom, trusting thus to force the images to be propitious. The Kaffer•. 

The patience of even the milder Katfers, Dos SANTOS laOa-laso. 
says, cannot bear this long, and p1·esently the images 
are taken out of the water and subjected to the 
gros3est indignities. 

Dos SANTOS says, the Katfers are equally super
stitious in matters relating to marriage-the bride
groom must meet with a man strong enough to carry 
him on his back to the house of the bride without 
halting; should he stop, the wedding must be deferred 
to another day. The proposed bridegroom treats 
with the father and mother as if for a slave, as he 
would do for so much merchandize; haggling as to the 
number of cows and sheep to be given in exchange. 
The price settled, the relations and friends of both 
parties assemble to celebrate the marriage; the bride
groom is carried by some friend, without resting, to 
the house of the bride, the exchange is made, and 
the parties attendi!1g make presents of rice, millet, 
and other things necessary to house-keeping; should 
the husband so incline, he is at liberty to send back the 
wife to her parents, and not obliged to receive her 
again ; the parents may again sell her to any other 
person, and by this means the fathers of large fami
lies of daughters become wealthy in cattle; a man is 
not restricted to any number of wives, but is free to 
purchase as many as he can maintain. But equal 
renunciation is not permitted to the wife, by the laws, 
in order, no doubt, to prevent, says the monk, the 
great plurality and frequent change of husbands, 
which would otherwise be the consequence. Among 
this people are women, who a1·e, in a manner, savages, 
and perpetually-dwell among the woods. The Kaffers, 
however barbarous by nature, rear their children with 
t~ nicest care; and, for their provision, strive to amass 
what property they can. But as the king is so per-
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fcctly absolute as at pleasure to dispose of the pro
perty, and even the lives of his people, they are 
satisfied that sooner or later, imagining that crimes 
will be imputed to them, of which they will be ad
judged guilty, and that whatever they amass by toil 
or industry, will be taken from them, they, there
fore, consider that they are the mere depositories of 
pror>erty for their sovereign, that it will some day pass 
to him, and their children be unjustly deprived of it. 

Many of the usages described by the good monk 
are well known to prevail among the Kaffers of the 
present <lay on the colonial border; others, as the 
use of images, they seem to have discontinued, proba
bly after they had formed more close communion with 
Mahommedans, and adopted the rite of circumcision, 
for Oos SANTOS has not yet said that his Kaffers were 
circumcised.-Fehruary 23d. 

Chapter Xlll.-Of the four ambassadors sent by 
the J uiteva to collect tribute, the first of whom re
presents the king himself, the second his mouth, the 
third his eyes, and the fourth his ears. 

Dos SANTOS says that the ambassadors are always 
the chief persons of the kingdom, particularly he 
who represents the sovereign's person, who is one of 
his sons. The Kaffers call the ambassadors Mutumos. 
The whole four represent the king's person, hut each 
has a distinct title. The first, that he may preserve 
a proportionate dignity, remains perpetually silent;
the • second, who is called the king's month, interprets 
the orders of the monarch, and explains the object of 
the embassy ;-the third is called the king's eyes; his 
duty is diligently to remark what passes on the em
bassy, as he has on his return to render a faithful 
account, and especially to have a sharp look out after 
the number and quality of the things presented, 
that none may be pilfered, nor any of greater ,•alue 
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be substituted for those less valuable. The fourth is The Kaffm. 

called the kints ears ; he is charged to see and hear laoa-lat!O. 

every thing, and chiefly to watch that the ambassador 
who speaks does not either augment or diminish any 
thing in his instructions, the particulars of which are 
detailed to the three others. 

I have never seen any thing of t~is kind in India, 
but I have heard from natives of Central and Northern 
Asia,* that usages such as Dos SANTOS describes to 
have been prevalent amongst the Kaffers in their 
embassies, were, or are, prevalent in those countries. 

The four ambassadors take with them more than 
100 Kaffers, destined to carry the articles of tribute 
received. They send an express to the captain or 
governor of a district of their approach. He advances 
to meet them as far as the entrance of the town, 
accompanied by musicians and dancers, who play and 
exhibit their gambols before the ambassadors, while 
the noise of the drums in unison with the public 
acclamation, fill the air with a pleasing symphony. 
The Kaffers of the embassy march in a body, but 
their apparel is plain and uncostly, their only orna
ment being a cornnct on the head, made of feathers, 
-adjusted in a particular manner. This troop of Kaf
fers marche& before the four Mutumos, who take 
their station in the procession according to rank; the 
last, being the highest in dignity, has the greatest 
retinue. The governor waits to receive them at the 
entrance of his town with all imaginable respect, and 
conducts them through the crowd to the apartments 
prepared for their reception. Who, in all this, does 
not recognize Asiatic usages ? 

Dos SANTOS goes on to say that on entering the 
gates of fortified places, it was usual to salute the 

* Particularly from MEE& MeAsoos Au, commander of atroop in 
the 1st Regt. of the Nizaar's Cavalry Brigade. 
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Mutumos \Vith artillery, and that those gentlemen, on 
entering Sofola, after it was in P')Ssession of the 
Portuguese, were not a little alarmed at the report of 
the guns; they begged as a special favor that firing 
might cease,· as one of their people was actually 
killed with dread. They then expressed a wish to see 
the artillery, ,·iewing the guns at first from a respect
ful distance, then touching them-but never able so 
far to surmount their fears as to stand before the 
muzzles of the guns, especially the three great guns 
at the entrance of the gate. When the tribute due to 
the Juiteva had been collected, the ambassadors were 
conducted out of the town with the same ceremonies 
as on their entrance, and immediately returned to the 
Juiteva, to render an account of their mission. The 
taxes levied on the Kaffers, Dos SANTOS says, were 
much heavier than those levied from the Portuguese-
the former paying three pieces out of each twenty, 
the latter hut one. 

It appears from all this that the embassy from the 
,Juiteva, to collect tribute, was the first which reached 
Sofala after its capture by the Portuguese from the 
Moors. It is curious to find the Portuguese paying
rent, probably, rather than tribute-to the Kaffers for 
Sofala, a place which they took from the Moors, who 
bad probably dispossessed the Kaffers only a short time 
before they were themselves driven out of it by the Por
tuguese. This may account for Dos SANTOS having said 
in bis second Chapter that the people were unwilling 
to submit to the dominion of the Portuguese in lieu 
of that of the king of Juiteva, formerly lord of all the 
country, for be cannot have meant that the treacherous 
Moor, AuEXIN, bad been lord of the country. lo 
process of time, Juiteva, (the Kaffer 11overeign), and 
his twenty-two tributaries, paid tribute and did 
homage to the crown of Portugal for their thrones. 
It is quite plain, however, that at first Portugal paid 
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How long this continued may either appear in the laOa-latlO. 

sequel of Dos SANTOS' Work, or others may discover it 
from other works. Had the Dutch paid tribute to the 
Hottentots in the neighbourhood of the Cape, or the 
English to the Kaffers, for the ceded or neutral ter-
ritory,-or had the former power even recognized in 
any way the rights of those tribes in their lands, how 
different would now be the condition of the natives 
of South Africa!! And of the European tribes too, 
cultivators of a few acres, instead of being possessors 
of whole tracts of land which they never can cultivate 
at all.-Fehruary 23d. • 

The XIV. Chapter of SANTos' History, commences 
with observatious on MARCO PAoLos' notice of the 
island of St. Lawrence, or Madagascar; on the croco
diles of the river Sofala, as they came under his own 
observation, from which the Negroes and Moors 
escape with difficulty, when they repair for water to 
the river's banks. He says, that by rubbing their body 
with a herb called nicirine, when they enter the water, 
the Katfers are safe from the crocodiles, which will 
not approach to bite them. The interdict of the Juiteva 
against killing crocodiles is confined to his own depend
ants; the inhabitants of the river Cuama, who are not 
hi$ subjects, both fish for, and eat the animal. The 
Kaffers an<l Moors make use of the horns and hoofs 
of the sea-horse of the rivers Sofala and Cuama, as a 
remedy for the gout. The monk here, on one occa ... 
sion, speaks of Negroes, and on another of Katfers, 
distinguishing them, on each occasion, from the Moors 

. of which he speaks at the same time. It is probable, 
therefore, that he did not very well discriminate be
tween Katfers and Negroes, although he distinguished 
the Moors from both ; and as he speaks of the interdict 
of the Juiteva, against killing crocodiles in the river 
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Sofala, not extending to the river Cuama, which was 
not within his territory, it is probable that the terri
tory of the Juiteva was of no great extent.
February 23d. 

BOOK II. 

Chapter 1.-The Portuguese army enters the king
dom of Macoronga, in search of gold mines. The 
manner in which gold is dug. Don SEBASTIAN was 
scarcely seated on the throne of Portugal, says Dos 
SANTOS, before he resolved on sending an expedition 
to Sofala, entmsting the command to FRANCIS BA
RETTO, who, penetrating into the kingdoms of Maco
ranga and Manica, discovered mines of gold in these 
countries, of which, by his prudence and valour, he 
made himself master. In the prosecution of his de
signs it was necessary that he should pass through the 
territory of the Juiteva, who, objecting to the measure, 
prepared to resist. He feared, too, less the king CHI
CAN0A, his enemy, more powerful than himself, 
should join the Portuguese, or that he should also 
become tributary to that power. He therefore sent 
one army to dispute, step by step, the advance of the 
Portuguese, and another to prevent a diversion on the 
part of the troops of the king of Chicanga. He also 
placed ambuscades, and skirmishes constantly took 
place, in which, although the Portuguese had the ad
vantage constantly, they sustained some loss; still the 
harassing warfare disgusted them with the enterprise, 
and the loss of one man on their side was equal to the 
loss of a hundred men to the enemy. The resolution 
of the Portuguese enabled them, however, to open a 
passage for themselves through the files of the enemy. 
The Kaffers no longer considered themselYes safe in 
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their towns, but abandoning them, carried off their The Kaft'e .... 

cattle and provisions, trusting thus to oblige the Por- laOa-lat!O. 

tuguese to retl'eat from want of provisions. BARETTO 

continued, however, to follow up his conquests both 
by land an<l by sea. Juiteva at last fled from his capital 
Zemboe, carrying the inhabitants to a neighbouring 
forest rather than risk the defence of the city. It was 
given up to pillage and fire, and the march was con-
tinued towards the kingdom of l\'lanica, which was 
reached in a few days. The monarch of this countl'y, 
concealing his vexation at the arrival of the Portu-
guese, sent a complimentary deputation with pro\·i-
sious to greet BARETTO, In return for this civility, 
messengers were sent to the l\loorish monarch, en-
treating that he would accept the presents ,vhi<:h were 
intended for him by the king of Portugal. He ex-
pressed a wish to see the Portuguese general, and came 
forward to meet him, as a mark of the esteem in which 
he held the king, his master. A treaty of amity was 
negotiated at the conference which ensued, and the 
king of Chicanga engaged freely to admit the Portu-
guese throughout his territories, for the purpose of 
trafficking, as well in gold-dust as in other merchan-
dize. Of the forme1·, the quantity bartered is very 
considerable in this country, says Dos SANTOS, The 
Portuguese were accordingly delighted with the con-
clusion of a treaty promising such advantage to 
their sovereign and to the realm, hoping, too, to 
return enriched with gold. A long description fol-
lows of the mode in which the Kaffers collect and 
wash the gold which they find embedded iu the 

. ravines after heavy rains. BARETTO, however, re
turned to Sofala, well pleased with the treaty which 
he had concluded with the king of Chicanga. He 
was also so fortunate as to conclude another treaty 
with the Juitcva, who, when informed that BARETTO 
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was about to return, invited him to pass through his 
country, assuring him that he would meet only with 
friends, and that he begged to class himself among 
the number of BARETTo's friends. The treaty of 
peace comprised the following articles :-Juiteva en
gaged to allow the Portuguese free access to his king
dom, for the purpose of traffic, and to pass through 
it to Chicanga, to trade in gold. BARETTO, in return 
for this concession, engaged to furnish the Juiteva 
annually with 200 ells of linen. But the state of 
amity thus establi&hed was not of long duration. 
Dos SANTOS commences the Second Book of his 
History with an account of the expedition sent by 
Don SEBASTIAN against Sofala, immediately on his 
ascending the throne of Portugal. Sofala was taken 
and settled by DA NAYA, Dos SANTOS says, in 
1505-6, during the reign of E1111r1ANUEL, or the 
regency of CATALINA, the queen of JOHN Ill. It is 
probable, therefore, since Dos SANTOS does not fur
nish us with dates, that the second expedition under 
BARETTO, fitted out by Don SEBASTIAN, the grandson 
of JOHN III., was undertaken in the last quarter of 
the sixteenth century. In the period which had 
elapsed the Portuguese governor of Mozambique bad 
therefore plenty of time to discover by what tribes the 
Western Coast of the Mozambique Channel was 
go,·erned and inhabited. There can of course be no 
doubt but that the king of Chicanga, with whom 
BARETTO made his first treaty, was a Mabommedan ; 
neither can there be any doubt that the Juiteva, with 
whom be formed his second treaty, and bis subjects, 
were idolaters. The object of BARETTO's first treaty 
was to obtain access to the territories of the Mahom
medans, for the purpose of trading in gold, which -was 
there produced. The object of the second treaty 
with the idolaters, who were of course called Kaffers 
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through their country to the territories of the Moors. lM~l~eo. 

This throws quite a new light on the reports which 
reached VAN RIEBEECK at the Cape, about the middle 
of the seventeenth century, of a people who lived 
far to the north, whose daughters had long hair, with 
gold and diamond ornaments, and whom the tribes 
in the neighbourhood of the promontory were so 
eager to obtain in marriage. The Moors, or Mahom-
medans, as well as the Europeans, had, of course, 
long hair ; since they belong to the Caucasian, and not 
to the Ethiopian family. But I am not sufficiently 
acquainted with the History of the Conquests of the 
Moors on the East Coast of Africa, and about the 
Mozambique Channel, to ascertain at what period 
they first colonized them, or when they drove 
the tribes whom they called, and whom we now ca11, 
Kaffers, to the southward. An inquiry into the 
History of the Mahommedans on the East Coast of 
Africa, would, however, be interesting as elucidating 
the history of the manners and institutions of the 
aborigines, on the first arrival of Mahommedans 
amongst them.-February 24th. 

Chapter IJ.-Of the war waged by BARETTO with 
the king of Mongas, over whom he obtained a complete 
victory, notwithstanding the incantations of a sor
ceress, who quitted him to side with the Kaffers; of 
the remarkable springs-in this country. 

The treaties formed by the Portuguese with the Commentary. 

kings of Chicanga and J uitcva created great conster-
nation ; their object now was to open a road to the 
kingdom of Mongas, which was only to be effected 
by the sword. The obstacles were many, hut BARETTO 

was prudent, commanded a well-disciplined army, 
and by the bravery of bis troops was conRtantly victo-
rious in skirmishes, as well as in pitched battles. 
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The king of l\Iongas was powerful, had a very fine 
army on foot, and disputed every pass. The day 
at length arrived when the Portuguese had to combat 
the whole force of the Kaffers, who, although far 
superior to the Christians, were somewhat intimi
dated. The Portuguese had, too, an old sorceress 
with them, whom superstition regarded as a palla
dium calculated to secure victory to whichever side 
she espoused. They of course placed no reliance on 
this tale, which was promulgated by herself, or on 
the power of witches, but formed their line of battle 
in due order. She joined the ranks of the Kaffers, 
was gladly received by them, and the attack began 
on the part of the Portuguese. The sorceress pro
mised ,·ictory to the Kaffers, engaged to strike their 
enemies with panic, and to blind them with a powder 
which she had in a bag, provided her friends would 
stand firm against the first shock; they had such 
implicit confidence in her promises, that they bad 
provided themselves with cords with which to bind 
their victims. " The Portuguese," Dos SANTOS says, 
"laughed at the imaginary enchantments of the witch, 
bore down upon the opposite army, and the general 
singling out the old woman, who was readily distin
guished in their ranks by her ridiculous contortions, 
and was then in the act of giving to the air the pow
der which should deprive them of sight, directed a 
field piece to be pointed at her, expecting thus to 
intimidate her; but confident in her charms, and 
deeming herself invulnerable, she mocked the effect 
of the cannon ; the match was applied, and the palla
dium of the enemy at once blown to atoms. The 
confidence of the Kaffers in their im·indbility was 
now at once annihilated;" and "BARETTO, in the 
destruction of the witch, however be might deem it a 
weakness to rejoice at the fall of a woman, from 
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mofo·es of policy joined with the army in the shout of The Kaffm. 

exultation which was sent forth from the ranks." lf>Of>-lat1o. 

The cannonade thundered incessantly upon the Kaf-
fers with such effect, that whole columns fell ; vic-
tory, however, remained long uncertain; at length 
the Portuguese made themseh·es masters of the field, 
took the baggage of the enemy, and many prisoners, 
whom they made slaves. The Kaffcrs being anxious 
for peace, it was granted to them, on condition that 
the king should allow themselves and their merchan-
dize free access to his dominions. It might he ques-
tioned whether, in their invasion of the kingdbm of 
Mangas, the Portuguese were more in search of gold 
or of slaves, except that the period is earlier than that 
at which they began to export slaves from Africa to 
their possessions in America. The English translator 
of SANTOS' History says, in a Note, that the sovereign 
of the country of Mongas is called Monomotopa, as 
the sovereign of Sofala is termed Juiteva. Had the 
monk's History been published at an earli<:r period, 
or the Englishman's Commentary published, the 
Dutch government of the Cape might have been saved 
a great ·deal of trouble in their search after the gold 
mines of Monomotopa. But VAN DER STELL's jour-
ney into Amaqualand in [685-6, might never ham 
been undertaken at all-in search of copper or gold 
mountains. S.ANTos' History was published at Paris 
in 1684; when, or by whom translated into English, 
I cannot tell.-Fehruary 24th. 

Chapter 111.-0f the exertions made by FRANCIS 

BARETTO, to obtain information respecting the mines 
of gold and silver in that part of the country, in the 
Yicinage of the river Cuama or Zambese; of the trick 
played him, and the utter discomfiture of his army. 

Although the country is rich in gold and silver Commentary. 

mines, yet their contents are not easily obt&ined, for 
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the Kaffers are prohibited under penalty of death 
from showing the mines either to their ueighbours or to 
foreigners. The sovereign enacted laws, prohibiting 
his subjects from showing the mines, and enjoining 
a declaration to be made to the court on the discovery 
of a mine, to prevent the Portuguese, says SANTos, 
from gaining possession of any portion of the mines; 
and afterwards making war to secure the remainder. 
On his way to the silver mines at Chicon a, BAa BTTO 

was opposed by the king of Mongas, defeated him in 
several battles ; and, although the most powerful of 
all the princes of that quarter, he sued for peace, 
which was granted. The remaining Kaffers abandon 
their habitations and the open country, taking refuge 
in the woods, after which the Portuguese advanced and 
arrived in safety at Chicona. There is little of in
terest, or descriptive of the condition of the inhabit
ants in BARETTo's search of the silver mines. He 
left a party of 200 men at Chicona, well supplied with 
ammunition and provisions, instructed not to quit the 
post until the mines were discovered, but to make 
frequent incursions into the woods, and hunt out the 
inhabitants who had fled from their homes, hoping 
thus to force the Portuguese to foregQ their designs 
after their provisions should be consumed. BARETTO 
returned with the remainder of his forces to Sena. 
But Dos SANTOS tells us little of the numbers on 
either side. By strongly entrenching themselves, and 
pursuing the inhabitants in their recesses, the Portu
guese almost constantly returned, although encoun
tering great resistance, loaded with provisions and 
spoil; at last, some of those who had fled into the 
woods came to terms with the Portuguese; who, Dos 
SANTOS says, themselves sincere by nature, dreaded 
not that the Kaffers had planned the treaty merely to 
make the im1aders fall into the ambush which they 
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were preparing. The terms of the treaty were, that The Kaff'en. 
eithe'r party should regard the other as friends, that laOa-laso. 
the Kaffers should furnish the Portuguese with prO\·i-
sioos in their entrenchments, with guides to point out 
the mines, and people to assist in working them. The 
last article proved fatal to the Portuguese; for the 
Kaffers arranged amongst them, that whilst in pro-
gress to the mines, they would draw them into an 
ambuscade; 160 well-armed men had, in this position, 
to sustain the fire, Dos SANTOS says, hut more pro-
bably the arrow shot, of 400 Kaffers from their covert 
in the forest, which effected the destruction of almost 
the whole of the Portuguese detachment; only a few 
being left to bear the news to their comrades in the 
fort. At first it was proposed to evacuate the fort. It 
was invested by 4000 Kaffers; and when, aL length, 
the provisions of the Portuguese were exhausted, they 
sallied forth, selling their lives as became the Portu-
guese of that age; but, overwhelmed by numbers, 
they fell to a man. 

Chapter IV.-Of the barbarous inhumanity of the 
Kaffers of the vicinage of fort Tete, who fed on 
human flesh, and of the war wa~ed with the Mumbo, 
who had despoiled a Kaffer of his possessions who 
was friendly to the Portuguese. 

Dos SANTOS says that beyond fort Tete, on the 
opposite side of the rh·er Cuama, there are two 
nations of Kaffers, the one called Mumbas, the other 
Zimbas, or Muzimbas, both of which are cannibals; 
that they kill all they meet by sea or by land, fo1· the 
purpose of devouring them ; and that, when victims 
amongst strangers are wanting, they put to death 
their slaves and the aged, who, they say, are but an 
incumbrance. They ha\·e no religion, neither altars, 
images, nor idols, and no other object of adora
tion than their sovereign, who styles himself lord of 

T 
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heaven and earth. He pretends to have dominion 
over the elements, and should the seasons appear to 
contradict his will, he spends his rage in imprecations, 
and impiously lances his arrows against the skies. 
When, howe\·er, it does not rain, or rains too much, 
his subjects naturally regard him as a pretender to 
powers which he does not possess, and he is in dan
ger of losing, not only their accustomed offerings, but 
of being precipitated from his throne. The Portu
guese sought to establish themselves firmly in the 
country, and one of their modes of doing so, Dos 
SANTOS says, was by supporting those, who were 
favorable to theh- cause. They espoused the cause of 
a Kaffer who was oppressed by a neighbour of greater 
authority, took arms in his defence, crossed the river, 
and marched direct to Chicaronga, against his oppres
sor, the Mumbo Kaffer. The place was evacuated by 
its garrison of 600 men, and resolved to be the friend of 
the Portuguese, who returned to their original position, 
carrying with them to fort Tete, a number of slaves
men, women, and children-whom they found shut 
up in pens, for the purpose of being killed and eaten 
according to the general practice. Dos SANTOS says, 
that Mumbo Kaffer had, before his defeat by the 
Portuguese, become so arrogant and cruel, that he 
placed over the gate of his fort the heads of all whom 
he killed, keeping their mangled bodies in a room, 
into which, all who came to visit him, were introduced, 
as well to impress them with awe, as to show that his 
l'engeance against his enemies did not terminate with 
life. Although he calls these Kaffers· canni~als, and 
the country to the West of Mozambique is marked in 
some of the maps as being inhabited by cannibals, 
perhaps from his account, . there is yet no instance 
given of cannibalism, althongh 200 of his country
men had just been killed ; and the probability seems to 
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be, that the Portuguese were stuffed with this story The Kall'eMI. 

by their friends and partisans; the neighbouring Kaf- laO!>-laSo. 

fers, for whose sake they had just defeated Mumbo 
Kaffer, taken Chicaronga, his place, and Jelivered it 

• over to their friend; retiring themselves to fort Tete, 
and carrying with them the men, women, and chil
dren, whom they found shut up in a pen-probably 
for sale to themselves-as the Portuguese would now 
find, were they to assail places in the same degree of 
latitude on the Wei;t coast. 

The Chief MuMBO saved himself by flight, after the 
loss of all his property. But the example of M uMeo 
was not sufficient to deter M uz1MeAs, another Kaffer 
chief in the neighbourhood of Sena, from attacking 
another Kaffer partisan of the Portuguese. This 
chief fled, and appealed to ANDRE ST. JAoo, the 
governor of Sena, who espoused his cause, and took 
the field at the head of his people, with two pieces of 
cannon. MuzrneAs was deaf to friendly propositions, 
and the Portuguese found his position so strongly for
tified that they turned the siege into a blockade, call
ing for assistance from FERNANDKZ DE CnARES, the 
commander of the fort Tete. He marched to their aid, 
at the head of as strong a detachment as he could 
sµare; but, holding his enemy too cheap, advanced 
without sufficient order or precaution, fell into an 
ambush, and the Portuguese were cut off to a man. 
The conquerors mangled the bodies of the slain ; and 
cutting off their limbs and heads, joined their com
panions in the fort. The first account which reached 
ANDRE ST. JAoo, of the disaster, was his enemy's 
shout of exultation, and the sound of his drum. He 
then saw the troops of Muz1MBAS marching in triumph 
on the ramparts, each carrying a limb, and on the 
end of a pike the head of the governor of fort Tete. 
Hopeless of succour, he determined on a silent re-

T 2 
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treat, but MuzIMBAs, apprised of his intention, fell 
upon him unexpectedly, and the party shared the fate 
of the commander and the garrison of fort Tete; 
amongst the soldiers fell Father NICOLAS DE RosAR10, 
a monk of the order of St. Domingo, who had accom
panied the army to say mass and administer the sacra
ments. Dos SAsTos says, that Muz1MBAS, desirous 
of signalizing himself, put on the clerical dress of the 
monk, and bearing in one hand the chalice, and in 
the other a spear, marched thus at the head of his 
troops, who each bore one or other of the mem
bers of the Portuguese they had killed, which they 
ate at a feast given in honour of their victory. This 
took place in 1592. 

The following year (1593 ?) Don PEDRO DE SouzA, 
governor of Mozambique, attempted to revenge the 
death of ANDRE DE ST. JAoo, and of his troops, but 
he was obliged to retreat with the loss of most of his 
rear-guard, baggage, and cannon. He then formed 
an army, consisting of 1,500 Kaffers and 200 Portu
guese, and besieged MuzIMBAS in form; the Kaffer 
repelled several attacks, and raised epaulments for the 
protection of his men from the Portuguese artillery. 
They filled the ditch witfi fascines, and pushed their 
lines to the foot of the counterscarp, meaning to carry 
the place by assault. The enemy threw hot water and 
boiling oil on the naked Kaffers, throwing, at the 
same time, ce1tain machines of iron, which they use 
for the defence of towns, and which, being propelled 
with strength and precision, carry death wherever 
they strike. The Portuguese, and the Kaffers with 
them, lost the whole day in attempts of no avail; and, 
at length, sounded a retreat, in order to dress their 
,vounded, an<l bury their dead. 

On the following day gahions were <>rected, which 
commanded the ramparts of Zimbas, and the enemy 
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was so severely annoyed by musquetry, that he at The Kaffr,.... 

length offered to capitulate. llut while the articles i 5o5-l:i!lO. 

were preparing, Muzn.rnAs, as excellent a politician as 
a warrior, availed himself of a stratagem, which 
obliged the Portug_uese to raise the siege. He coun-
terfeited a number of letters from the women of Mo-
zambico and Sena, telling theil· husbands in Don 
PEnao's army, that they were in great danger of re-
turning to their pristine slavery, for that the Kaffers 
threatened to destroy both towns; conjuring them 
to return to their homes. The most endearing ex~ 
pressions were used in these letters; and the superior 
claims of kindred and affection, to those of their 
friendship for the Portuguese, were strongly insisted 
upon. The substance of the letteri. was spread through 
the camp; and the Kaffers represented the necessity 
under which they were of flying to the protection 
of their families and their property. Don PEDRO 
ha,,ing at last only 200 men left with him,. determined 
on raising the siege. MuzIMBAS bad takeu his 
measures so well that he caused the rear of the Por-
tuguese to be attacked in a narrow defile, cut it in 
pieces, took their artillery and baggage, and returned 
triumphant to his fortress; an engagement was how-
ever subsequently concluded, by which Muz1MBAS 
agreed to restore the usurped possessions 'of the Kaf-
fers, which had originated the war, to the right owner. 
Jt is quite obvious now that the principal actors in 
these scenes were Mahommedans and Portuguese, and 
that both parties had large bodies of Kaffers in their 
ranks, with Kaffcr chiefs as their partisans.-Feb. 26th. 

Chapter V.-The army of Muz1MBAS being aug
mented by 15,000 men, he obtains possession of the 
island Juitoa, by means of information given -him by 
a Moor, whom he causes to be punished according to 
his deserts. 
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The Portuguese were thunderstruck at the se,•ere 
check they had recei,·ed, and occupied themselves in 
endeavouring to re-organize their army to take signal 
vengeance for the treachery which M UZI:MBAs, they 
considered, had recourse to in surprising them on their 
raising the siege of his fortress. Their wary enemy fore
saw their intention, and persuaded, Dos SANTOS says, 
his own subjects and his neighbours, that it should 
be the object of wise men to seek the acquisition of 
glory, and to render themselves formidable on earth. 
By these means, and above all, by promising them 
success and rich booty, he persuaded many to fly to 
arms. This was the more easy, since the Kaffers are 
an idle race, preferring the ease of plenty usually 
attending, in these parts, on warfare, to the toils of 
peaceful occupations.-" Their ardent spirits coultl not 
brook a peaceful life."*-He made incursions with his 
new levies into his neighbour's territories, whose wives 
and children were killed and eaten, or made prisoners 
by his troops; whose numbers and depredations spread 
such consternation, that, Dos SANTOS thinks, the 
neighbouring chiefs flocked to his standard, in order to 
escape similar injuries. MuzIMBAS soon found him
self at the head of 15,000 men, unrestrained by dis
cipline from any licentiousness, provided they only 
obeyed his orders. He accordingly planned an attack on 
the island of Juitoa, ( which the English translator says, 
in a Note, lies between the mouths of the rivers Juitoa 
and Juisima, North of Cape Dt:l Gndo,) and hastened 
to put his design in execution, but the tide was too 
high to admit of his carrying this into effect; so 
he contented himself with laying waste the adja
cent country, aud commenced a blockade. The inha-

• As my late lamented friend, Captain BYAM, used to say, in the 
Nizam's Cavalry Brigade, in India, when there was a prospect of war. 
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bitants were ad\·crse to the dominion of Muz1MBAS; The Kaff'm, 

but a Moor, who was among them, swam across an i:ioa-l!'1t!O. 

arm of the sea, which separated the army from the 
island, and during the night led the army by secret 
passes in perfect safety; the place was carried, and more 
then three thousand inhabitants fell, who, Dos SAN• 
Tos s1tys, served the cannibals for food during the 
pillage of the town. The only family left was that 
of the traitor, who entreated MuznrnAs to regard 
them as the most faithful among his subjects. Dos 
SANTOS says, nature had implanted sentiments of 
hono1·, as well as a cruel disposition in the chief, who, 
like ALEXANDER, could hug the treason while he ab-
horred the traitor; addressing the Moor, MuzIMBAS 

said, "I condemn you, together with your family, to 
be cast into the sea, esteeming you all alike unworthy 
to serve as a meal for my soldiers, fearing lest the 
perfidy of your nature should have communicated a 
venomous quality to their flesh and blood." 

After the destruction of Juitoa Muz1MBAS marched 
against the Island Mombaza. Dut the Turks had antici
pated him by sending from the Red Sea four galleys to 
its relief, which arrested his progress. A Portuguese 
fleet accidentally at this juncture arrived off the place, 
which succeeded in beating the one party and in resist
ing the other. They defeated and captured the Turkish 
galleys, and entered Mombaza victoriously, in pre
sence of the army of MuzrnBAs, which lay on the 
opposite bank of the river. That chief exclaimed 
that the Portuguese were truly the Gods both of 
sea and land, and thenceforth sought their alliance 
and friendship. M UZIMBAS concluded a treaty of 
peace with the Portuguese, received the town of 
Mombaza from them, and afterwards proceeded 
against the capital of Melinda, which he expected to 
take with ease; he had already affected a lodgment 
on one of the bastions, but a succour of 3000 men 
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was thrown into the town by certain Kaffers called 
Molsequios, which repulsed him ; the garrison then 
sallied, overthrew the army of Muz1MBAs, a small 
vestige or which only escuped the fury of the Kaffers, 
by dispersing in every direction. 

Chapter VI.-The Moors of the Island of St. Law
rence, as well as those of Mo2.ambico, rebel against 
the Portuguese. 

St. Lawrence was discovered in 1506, by the expedi
tion under the famous Captain TRISTAN DA CuNHA, 
on its passage to the East Indies, on the anniversary 
of the martyrdom of St. Lawrence. It was called by 
the inhabitants Madagascar. It abounded in all kinds 
of vegetables, rice, millet, &c. It is unnecessary to 
my purpose, that I should enter on the particulars of 
the remaining three Chapters of Dos SANTos' Second 
Book, or that I should notice the Seven Chapters of 
his Third Book, for they relate almost exclusively to 
the wars of the Portuguese and the Moors, in which the 
Kaffers appear seldom to have taken a part. I cannot, 
however, reject this long digression from the original 
scheme of my Memoir, since the matter brought upon 
record has thrown much light upon what was to 
me before vel'y obscure, in the operations of the Dutch 
government at the Cape; and in the History or the 
Kaffers 'and the Moors on the West Coast of the 
Mozambique Channel, when the Portuguese made 
their first conquests there in 1505-6. I shall, how
ever, from this period of their history, return to "The 
Record," at the date of the last entry, April, 1687.
Fehruary 28th. 

Dispatch from VAN DER STELL and Council to the 
Chamber. 

We have not considered that we are authorized to 
dispose of the affair of the loss of the richly-laden 
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ship Stavenisse. The captain arrived in a miserable The Kaffers. 

tondition on the 1st of March from Terra de Natal ~68r:i. 
in a small vessel, built there by himself; three of his P 

officers, seven of his crew, and nine shipwrecked 
Englishmen. They agree in describing the nath·es to 
be very obliging, kind, and hospitable. Some Eng-
lishmen who went fifty mylen inland, were presented 
with meat, bread, beer, fruit, vegetables, and lodgings. 
They found meta11ic ores among the natives, and the 
art of smelting them ; neither gold nor silver, though 
a certain chief, named INGOsE, wore a bracelet which, 
being much heavier than a copper neck ring, they 
conjectured to be gold. 

The letter goes on to describe the fc_rtility and 
populousness of the country, with the ingenious, 
docile, and obliging nature of the inhabitants. The 
vessel being at length ready for sea, through the 
industry of the Christians, assisted by the natives, 
who were paid with copper rings and beads, which 
the English possessed, and water casks having been 
made of the wood of the country, they laid in a store 
of meat, fresh, salted, and smoked, with corn, ground 
and unground ; also goats, fowls, and other live stock. 
They sailed on the 17th of February, after residing a 
year and a day at Terra de Natal, and without com
pass, chart, or quadrant, landed at the Cape in less 
than twelve <lays, bringing with them about three 
tons of ivory, which the English purchased for coppc1· 
rings and beads. 

The Cape governor reports that they had bought 
the vessel from the English for f. 400; that she was 
found to be twenty-five tons burden, well built, and 
likely to last many years. 'fhey took into the Dutch 
service two of the English sailors who were acquainted 
with the country about Natal, and the language of 
the people, and who would be employed there. 
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The record of parties of shipwrecked sailors, Eng
lish and Dutch, who had lived for a year amongst the 
inhabitants in the neighbourhood of Natal, having 
been well received and treated by them, their property 
respected, the natives working,. and being paid for 
their work in copper rings, which they might so easily 
have plundered, and that the Europeans should have 
been able, in such a situation, to build and launch a 
vessel sufficiently found in all that was necessary to 
enable them to undertake a voyage to the Cape, 
appeared to be very remarkable, before I had seen, 
through Dos SANTOS' Work, the extensire operations 
carried on by the Portuguese and the Mahommedans 
a few degrees further north, almost 200 years before. 
It may be supposed that the tribes residing in the 
neighbourhood of Sofala and Natal were not very 
different in manners and institutions from one another, 
or from those whom we now find there; and there 
is every appearance of this when we compare l>os 
SANTOS' description of them with the meagre observa
tions furnished by the Dutch and English sailors.* 
Whether the Kaffers on the colonial frontier belonged 
to the same family, and if so, at what period they 
emigrated, can, probably, never be ascertained?
March 1st. 

Journal continued.-The Natal vessel, after having 
been well cleaned and caulked, was launched to make 
a trip to the East Coast of Africa. Mr. MOODIE says, 
in a Note, that the Resolution authorising the voyage 
to Natal, directs a search to be made for the missing 
crew of the Stavenisse, the removal of the English 
found there, the collection of information respecting 
the nature of the country and the customs of the 

* see· also "The Eastern Coast of Africa," Zanzibar, Mocananga, 
Sofala, Delagoa Bay, Melinga, Natal,-Dr. S1nTa's "System of Modem 
Geogra1ihy," Fol. Ed. 1811. • 
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inhabitants ; also, order:J that a site be selected for a The Kaffers. 

fort, and " to purchase the same, as well as any place ~c~!ber. 

where any mineral is found, in a solemn manner, from 
the nafrres for beads and rings," and, if possible, 
"to induce one or two of the natives to come hither, 
under a promise of being soon sent back ;" "above 
all, take care that no one injures any of the natives, 
on pain of the severest punishment. This is recnm-
mended to your especial and unremitting attention." 

In directing the purchase of land in the neighbour- Commentary. 

hood of Natal, and of places where minerals were to 
be found, from the natives, for beads and rings, and 
in making purchases of land at the Cape and else-
where, the Dutch authorities had of course more in 
view the establishing of a right to such places in the 
estimation of other European powers, than any pur-
pose of doing justice to the natives themselves.* We 
have here the same orders repeated, as we have so often 
seen issued at the Cape, prohibiting the ill treatment 
of aborigines at the hands of the servants, or subjects, 
of that government; and for which so much credit is 
so often taken in behalf of Dutch rule in South Africa, 
by those who would palliate or cast into the shade the 
enormities committed by the Cape Government on a 
great scale. Curiously enough the orders for robbery 
or purchase of land on a large scale, and for indi-
vidual protection, appear under this date in juxta-
position. VAN DER STELL, whilst penning these 
instructions to the commander of his vessel, must 
hare very well understood the mighty evils which 
would be inflicted on a whole people by depriving 
them of their land, for he had almost forty years 

* It is curious enough that no reference is ever made by the Dutch to 
the Portuguese possessions in Melinda, at Sofala, and other places in the 
Mozambique Channel, and this could not of course have arisen out of 
ignorance or inadvertancy. 
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experience· of the working of that system in the ad
ministration of his own government at the Cape of 
Good Hope. Neither could he have been ignorant, 
that in purchasing lands from a chief, or that, in 
inducing a chief to sell lands, he was teaching that 
chief to dispose of property which could not by 
possibility belong to him, but which, if entrusted to 
his management at all, was so entrusted only for the 
benefit of the community over which the chief was 
exercising either temporary or permanent control. 
The President of the United States was lately, to 
serve a party purpose in America, endeavouring to 
secure the annexation of Texas to the Union; but 
although that province had constitutionally separated 
from Mexico, it was a question with the Parent State 
whether the authol'ities who ruled over Texas had the 
right so to dispose of the province. President TYLER 

found to his cost that he had not the right to draw 
another State into the bosom of the Union. What 
would Congress have said had the President entered 
into a contract for selling one of their States?
March 9th. 

November. PETRUS DE GALARDI, in the voyage to Natal, is 
directed to keep a minute journal of all proceedings, 
and to collect full information of the manners and 
customs of the natives; the rings supposed to he gold, 
in the possession of the Chief INGOSE, 10 or 12 mylen 
inland, are to be bought from him if possible, "using 
all proper caution not to make the people stubborn or 
averse to us, by showing too great covetousness, for 
they are otherwise deemed very obliging, kind, and 
mild ; and notwithstanding their pleasing address, 
hospitality, and liberality, you will maintain a strict 
watch and good discipline, and be always on your 
guard against sudden attach." 

Commentary. PETRUS DE GALA~DI was probably the commander 
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of the vessel built at Natal, purchased by the Cape The Kaffers. 

government, now named the Hooker Centaur, and ~6:v~:nber. 
under dispatch for the Eastern coast. The Dutch 
authorities in ordering the purchase of the rings which 
they supposed to be of gold, and which the English 
sailors had seen in possession of the chief called IN-
oosE, were 110w fairly on the scent of that precious 
commodity which they had so long heard, was to be 
found in the neighbourhood of Monomotopa; still it 
does not appear, that even at this late period, they 
knew that the Portuguese had been engaged in the 
same pursuit for almost two hundred years, only a 
few degrees further North. VAN DER STELL shows 
his jealousy of the English by directing his expedition 
to remo,·e the few shipwrecked sailors of that nation, 
whom he knew to be living in friendly intercourse 
with the natives. It is interesting to find the Cape 
government of that period, considering the natives of 
Natal to be "obliging, kind, and mild ; of pleasing 
address, hospitable, and liberal."-March 9th. 

Dispatch to the Chamber. 1688, 
A ril. 

We did not detain long in inactivity the little ves- P 

st!l called the Centaur, in which the crew of the 
Stavenisae came here last year, but dispatched her 
with nineteen men on the 10th of November, to seek 
for the residue of that crew, and to examine more 
minutely the country of Natal. The despatch goes on 
to report how the winds and currents prevented them 
reaching the place,-at length, on the 8th February, 
between Punta Primera and the Day De la Goa, they 
saw two sailors of the wrecked Stavenisse, fully two 
mylen from the land, naked, and seated on a raft with 
a sort of paddle in their hands; they said that twenty 
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of their shipmates were scattered about in the neigh
bouring kraals. The weather was fine, and it was 
resolved to send some one on the raft, with small 
presents to the chief of the country, and to request 
that he would allow the people to embark. To this 
the chief instantly consented, when nineteen, includ
ing a French boy, were collected, and instantly em
barked ; three men preferred remaining, and three 
others had not long before set out for the wreck of the 
Stavenisse. So the Centaur, not venturing to lie longer 
upon a lee-shore, returned to the Cape, where, although 
the men of the Stavenisge were naked, they arrived 
all well on the 19th February. They said, that with 
the exception of the six men already mentioned, the 
rest had, they believed, been murdered by the natives, 
devoured by beasts of prey, or perished of hunger and 
fatigue; fot during all the time of their abode in the 
country they had been unable to learn any thing of 
the fate of their companions. 

Extracts of Log-Book kept in the Hooker Centaur. 

While the boat was rowing towards shore, near the 
Coffin rock, latitude 32. 39., we saw some signals 
made as was thought by some Hottentots with their 
karosses, but no suitable place to anchor was found, 
although the rock was attached to the main land. We 
held it for certain that the Hottentots and Kaffers hail 
not skill to make such gestures, and doubted whether 
it might not be Christians from some wrecked ship. 
The next day three men were seen paddling quickly 
on a catomaran ; they said they were Dutchmen, be
longing to the Stavenisse, that there were nineteen 
others on shore; also, a French boy, who had em
barked at Madeira, in the English company's ship, 
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called the Boede. He had gone with other men in a The Kafl'ers. 
boat to look for a haven, and lost tbe ship. Whilst i6;~. 
some of them were about to cook their victuals in a tent 
raised on shore, the others having gone to look f~r 
firewood and water, they were discovered by a 
woman, and soon after overpowered by the Kaffers, 
who killed three men, one of whom was the pilot, thP. 
other four escaped, but to this day the boy found 
himself alone, latitude 32. 50., (somewhere near Algoa 
Bay?) Anchored in 15 fathoms and sandy ground; sent 
a boat and the catomaran to the shore, but as it was 
• near night, and as there was a heavy surf on the beach, 
they only brought one man. These Christians were 
co\"ered in ox hides like the Hottentots, and each of 
us gave them, according to our ability, something to 
rover their bodies. On the 9th, we exerted ourselves 
to the utmost, in order to embark all the men of the 
wrecked ship Stavenisse, and got on hoard nineteen 
men, including the French boy, also a fat ox, bartered 
from the Kaffers there, for an arm-ring, value one 
rix-dollar. The sergeant was very desirous of him
self delivering to the king the presents in gratitude 
for the kind care he had taken of the Dutchmen of the 
Stavenisse, during their stay in his dominions; but 
this was not possible, and these things, five pounds 
of red beads, a neck-ring, and two arm-rings; also, 
as payment for the two oxen, two arm-rings were 
entrusted to three seamen to deliver to his majesty in 
the name of the Honorable East India Company. We 
could no longer entrust ourselves at anchor there, two 
hlunderbusses were fired to recall the sailors, and 
they returned, and said that the king was well satis
fied with the presents ; 3 oxen had been slaughtered, 
but the sailors had only time to bring with them half 
of an ox; they had heard nothing about the three 
remaining sailors, which gave much concern, as there 
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was plenty of time for them to have heard of our 
arrival. The log-book contains nothing further mate
rial until the 19th of February, when the Centaur 
arrived in Table Bay. 

The longitude is not given in the log of the Hooker 
Centaur, in her voyage from the Cape in search of the 
missing portion of the crew of the Stavenisse, which 
was wrecked near Natal. She left Table, Bay on the 
10th of November, 1687, and on the 6th of February, 
was in latitude 32. 39. ; where she had been during the 
intermediate period, docs not appear by the log, as given 
by Mr. Moon1E; between the 6th and the 10th, she ap
pears, however, to have remained at anchor, 01· to 
have proceeded towards the South ; and on the 9th, 
in about 33. South latitude, she picked up nineteen 
men of the Stavenisse, apparently on the coast about 
Algoa Bay, or the mouth of the Great Fish River; for, 
from the latte1· point, which, in the map I have got, 
is about 33., the coast trends rapidly in_ a North
Easterly direction to Natal, which is in 30. So that 
to come to the neighbourhood of Algoa Bay even, 

• these shipwrt;cked sailors must have traversed 3. of 
latitude. The Hooker Centaur reached Table Bay with 
them in safety on the 19th, the tenth day after she 
took them on board. Who the king, as they call 
him, was, in those days, does not at all appear; but 
like the inhabitants of the East coast of Afric~ gener
ally, whether Zoolas; Kaffers, or Hottentots, he 
treated the sailors in a manner which called forth the 
expression of their gratitude, and the gratitude of the 
officer commanding the vessel which went in search 
of them.-Algoa Bay, March 10th. 

Log of the Hooker Centaur continued.-The eighteen 
rescued men of the Stavenisse declare, on their faith
ful word as men, in lieu of oath, before the secretary 
of the Hooker Centaur, on the 11th of February, that 
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during the twenty-two months which they journeyed The Katrers. 

from the wreck of their vessel, the Sta1,enisae, to the A168~1• pr1. 
Magossebe territory, under the government of a cer-
tain king, called MA-GAMMA, where they were stop
ped in their journey and detained. They could dis
cover nothing profitable for the Company, although 
they tran,•lled through the whole country, sometimes 
holding their course along the beach ; still less a11y 
haven or river fit for the reception of the Company's 
smallest packet, but that the beach was generally \·ery 
foul and full of steep rocks; they unanimously begged 
to he conveyed to the Cape, and that the commander 
of the vessel should not prosecute, according to his in
structions, the voyage to Natal. 

Done on board the \·essel called the Centaurua, on 
the 11th Februarv, 1688. 

Here follow eight ·signatures and ten marks-certi-
• tied by 

P. DE GALARDI, Member and Secretary. 

Fine weather; wind as abo\-·e; course and distance Wednesday, 

W. by S. half S., 36 miles, latitude 33. 42. February 11• 

1'he men related the sufferings, dangers, and hard
ships, which they had sustained during their journey 
from the wrecked ship; how they were in daily risk 
of being drowned in rapid streams, by which two lost 
their lives; or devoured by ferocious animals; the sup
posed fate of two more of their number, who being 
unable to proceed further, sat down, and are believed 
to ha\'e sen·ed as food for a lion or a bear ; or other
wise miserably perished; to aggravate their misery, 
they were ill-treated by the barbarians, aud inhuman 
heathen, robbed of all their property, beaten, and 
exhausted. They passed through five sorts of Hotten-

v 
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tots, some of them so simple, that they assisted the 
sailors to carry their weapons. Beginning from the 
place of the wreck, the five sorts were named Sem
boes, Mafontemoresse, Maponte, Matembes; the 
Magryghas, these were the most cruel of all, who 
plundered the sailors of every thing ; and the Ma
gossche, who received them with e\·ery kindness, and 
supplied them up to the last day with the necessaries 
of life. It was the intention of the sailors to have 
prosecuted their journey overland to the Cape, but 
they were always prevented by the Magosschc; who 
said, that they must pass through tribes, armed with 
bows and arrows, who would obstruct their passage 
and murder them. Twelve men, however, bolder 
than the rest, started for the Cape; what became o( 
them, their companions never actually learnt, al
though they understood from the Hottentots that they 
had been put to death by the Batuas. 

The tracts of land arc called Magossche, and are so 
fertile, that if a grain of wheat is let fall on the top of 
a mountain, it will produce as much as if sown in a 
field; there are beans, pumpkins, water-melons, and 
such like, in abundance. 

These Katfers are well-formed in body, swift run
ners, and live under the gentle monarchy of their 
king, MAG AM MA, who is a very friendly, good-hearted, 
young and acth·e fellow. They use the greasy caps 
like the Hottcntots of Natal, and are clothed like 
those at the Cape, except that the girls are some
what more handsomely ornamented ; as the Natal 
Hottentots smelt their iron, so they cau smelt the 
metal for arm-rings, they may also have some knvw
ledge of minerals. 

They are generally kind, compassionate, and hos
pitable, but lazy in their nature, for the women per
form all the hard work, as digging, thrashing, aud 
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making their huts, besides cooking and dressing vie- The Kafl'ers. 

tuals, while the men do nothing but milk the cows l~Hri•. 
and make the kraals. 

They are armed with shield and assagai, with 
which they oppose their enemies, the l\lakanrena, 
who use the bow and arrow, and do them great in
jury, for they not only steal their cattle, but they do not 
spare women and children, inhmuauly murdering 
them. 

Circumcision is held in high respect, and no one can 
serve as a man unless he be circumcised. They offer 
up for the continuance of their health some cattle, but 
to whom, or with what object, the sailors could ne\·er 
ascertain; when the king dies they must wear no caps 
for a whole year, a11d they instantly lay ash.le the cop
pe1· rings used as ornament on the neck and arms, 
keeping themseh·es apart also from the women. 

When any one dies, aud another, either man or 
woman, is accused of ha\'ing killed the deceased by 
poison, the suspected culprit is laid on the ground, his 
hands and feet extended and tied to four stakes, he is 
then severely beaten with sticks, and to double the 
pain, they lay on his _breast, nostrils, &c., the nests of 
red ants ; if a person is ouly sick, and any one is laid 
hold of on that account, the torture is rene\\:ed until 
either the sick person recovers, or both die. They 
deem themselres immortal, unless the thread of life is 
l'iolently se,·ered ; therefore, on becoming sick, they 
get suspicious, and are very distrustful. 

PJuratity of wives, if the husband can maintain them, 
is customa1y, and they purchase their wives from the 
parents for cattle, assagais, iron, and copper, which 
must be paid when the first child is born ; as soon as 
he has purchased his wife, oxen are slaughtered, with 

. which the newly married pair and the bi-ide's maids 
are entertained; this being consumed, they begin to 
dance, and afterwards the bride and bridegroom hariug 

CV 2 
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each danced for awhile atone, they dance towards 
each other, with which the marriage feast terminates. 

When the Magossche have a dispute . with any of 
their enemies, and declare war, the booty of cattle 
taken from the enemy is divided between the king 
and other great men; but the iron and ,copper is 
worn as a mark of bravery by those who _.get it. When 
one of those flat-nosed Katfers dies, all his things are 
thrown.• a.way, but they preserve the copper and iron .. 
\\'hen the son separates from the father, and goes to 
"Set up for himself, the father will eat no milk with his 
Mn, unless the son, in honor of his father, kills a 
fat ox, and entertains him therewith. 

No one must presume to barter any thing to a 
stranger without the king's consent; on going to hunt 
and killing any game of V'alue, they bring the same be
fore the king, who keeps it, re,varding the bringers by 
slaughtering an ox. Nothing is grown in these coun
tries but pumpkins, S"1)a1l calabashes, water-melons, 
sugar-cane, beans, and wheat, two sorts of wild figs, 
of a very good taste, also a certain kind of prunes, 
with a variety of sweet-smelling 'and medicinal herbs, 
unknown to the sailors. The . country swarms with 
wild animals; there are seen elephants, bears, tigers, 
woh·es, and venomous snakes ; there are wild horses, 
with white manes, white feet, and black tails, grazing 
together with asses, deer, and other unknown animals. 

The person who drew up this notice-PIETER DE 

GALARDI, apparently-says, having thus far. noticed' 
the laws and customs of those Magossche Katfers, I 
treat as abo,·e, according to what [ ha,·e understood 
rfrom others, of the cultivated and indigenous produc
tions of the soil. I have been obliged to pass m·er 
•much more concerning the habits of those flat-nosed 
people, in their huntings, sickness, burials, and other 
'matters besides, as the sailors did not agree in their 
accounts on those points. 
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Three of the crew bad deemed it more advisable to n,e Kaff'en. 
. 1688 return once more to the wreck of the Stavenasse, than April. 

any longer to stay, where they saw no chance of 
escape ; as they had understood that there were some 
English in that quarter, and also because ships occa
sionally touched there, by which they might probably 
be enabled to return to Europe. 

It must have been a curious and interesting meeting Commentary. 

this, on the 9tb February, 1688, in lat. 32. 50., be-
tween the party of shipwrecked sailors of the Stave-
11is1e, which took their departure from Natal on the 
17th of. February, 1687, in the frail bark which they 
had built there, and the 47 healthy and active men 
who left the same place twelve months before, to go 
to the Cape by land. Of these 47 men 19 were now 
taken on board the same frail craft, whicli had been 
sent in search of them, appal"ently som~where about 
Algoa Bay and the mouth of the Great Fish River; 
12 men had pursued their journey from· that part of 
the roast hy land to the Cape ; two were drowned in 
crossing a river-two exha!].sted, sat down and were 
left to their fatc-3 preferred .returning all the way to 
Natal or the Mozambique Cpannel, where they knew 
that ships sometimes touched, to remaining on the 
open coast where apparently no ship had been seen 
during the twenty-two months which they had been 
journeying along, or sojourning· on it. What became 
of the 12 men who proceeded to the Cape, or of the 
3 who ;eturned to Natal, does not yet appear; and 9 
out of the 47 are allogether ul'laccounted for by the 
l9 who were taken on board the Hooker Centaur.* 

• On the coast of any other country in the world these wearied travellers 
would have-found canoes or boats to pass them over the streams; or, in 
1687, ships to have carried them from the coast. It seeDl8 almost a 
peculiarity of Africa that there should be neither harbours nor rivers for 
safety· or navigation-affording additional proof that Providence never 
could have intended that region for the abode of civilized man. 
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The land party describe themselves to have journeyed 
thl'ough countries occupied by six different tri~es of 
men; commencing from Natal :-Ist, the Semboes, 
2nd, the Mapontemoras~e, 3rd, the Maponte, 4th, 
the Matembes, 5th, the l\lagryghas, 6th, the Magosse 
or Magossche. Some of these tribes are described to 
have been so simple as to have assisted in carrying the 
arms of the tra,·ellers ; the 5th seems to have been 
the • people who treated them worst and plundered 
them of every thing ; the 6th ·or last tribe, the Magos
sche, received them with kindness, and supplied them 
with the necessaries of life, up to the day ou which 
they were taken on board the Centaur. Mr. MooDIE 
had questioned whether these are not the Amakose 
of the present day; and the situation in which they 
were found, as well as the disposition of the people, 
go far to strengthen that supposition. There is, too, 
much in the institutions and manuers of the Magos
sche of that period, as described by the sailors, which 
accords with what u~e find amongst the Amakose of 
tbe preseut day. They lived uncler the gentle 
monarchy of their king MooAMMA, who was a friendly, 
good-hearted, young, and active fellow. 1; Who in this 
does not recoguize the GAIKA of General JAxssENS, 
LICHTENSTEIN, and BARROW? or poor open-hearted, 
laughing MAKOMA of the present day ? the father and 
son, chiefs of the Amakose. The Kaffers themselves 
well formed in body, and swift runners, kind, com
passionate, and hospitable, but lazy in their uatures, 
armed with shield aud assagai-undergoing the rite of 
circumcision before they were entitled to the use of 
arms; smelting metal, probably copper, for arm rings 
-attending only to their hunting, to their herds, 
and the construction of their kraals; and leaving it to 
their women to <lig, delve, prepare their huts, cook 
aud dress their ,·ictuals, to gather in their pumpkins, 
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melons, sugar cane,* wheat, beaus, and other things. The Kaff'en. 

Their Jaying aside their caps and ornaments on the l68Ji•. 
death of their kiug, smacks l'ery much of Asiatic P 

usages, as does their plurality of wives, if the husband 
can maintain them-so does their fear of poison, and 
their mode of punishing a person supposed to be 
guilty of administering it, or of producing the death of 
another through witchcraft and incantation. But we 
need not be surprised to find the Kaffers of the 
seventeenth century following Mahommedan rites and 
usages, or the descendants of Mahommedans, since 
that people had colonies in the Mozambique Channel 
two hundred years before. It docs not appear who 
the Batuas were, against whom the Magossche warned 
the sailors, as likely to kill them with their bows and 
arrows, if they persisted in prosecuting their ]and 
journey towards the Cape; nor does it appear who the 
Makanama were, who, armed with bows and arrows, 
used to steal the cattle, the women and children of 
the Magossche, but the probability is that they were 
tribes of Bosjemans under other designations than 
Souqua and Obiqua; the designations by which we 
have herctofo,te met with that diminutive race of 
men. The cattle taken from an enemy seem then to 
have been div.ided between the king and other great 
men, (his council ?) and the iron and copper orna-
ments, to ha\-·e become the property of the individual 
who, through his bravery, acquired the spoils of an 
enemy. The Kaflers were then, as now, far too fine a 
race of men to condescend to use bows and arrows 
like Bosjemans, and considered the shield and spear 
more appropriate.-March 11 th. 

* It may be doubted whether the sugar cane, so often mentioned, on 
the East Coast of Africa, was any thing else than the stalk of the jowar 
or millet, which we still see among the Kaffers. 
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Dispatch from the ChamlJer. 

If a quantity of different kinds of wood could be 
procured at Terra de Natal, as you seem to think, it 
would be a great help and relief to the Cape. Mr. 
Mooo1 E says that Instructions of the J 5th O<.:tober 
to the Noord, directs a survey to be made at Rio de la 
Goa, between lat. 25. and 26. "The natives are under
stood to be fa,· from equally obliging, kind, and com
passionate with those of Terra de Natal ;-you will, 
therefore, take care not to trust them, nor the Euro~ 
ans among them, too far, but to be always on your 
guard. The orders relative to the conduct of the 
natives are, in other respects, the same as those con
tained in the Instructions of November 1st, 1687; 
except, that upon the information received, the means 
of conciliating the chief JAN JAQUES, ate stated to be 
a flask of brandy or arrack." 

In this small extract from the orders of the Dutch 
government to the commander of their vessel; the 
Noord, for the survey of Rio de la Goa, two or three 
<.:urious things occur to one-lst, that they should 
have ordered the survey of a place which they must 
have known to have been in the possession of the 
Portuguese for the last two hundred years-Holland 
being at the time at peace With Portugal. 2ndly, it 
does not appear whether in warning the commander 
to be on his guard against the natives of l:>e la Goa, 
who were believed to be of far less pacific disposition 
than the natives of Natal, the government mean the 
Europeans or the Aborigines, or both-but the com
mander is instructed not to trust the Europeans there, 
and to conciliate the chief JAN JAQUES through a flask 
of brandy or arrack-the chief being probably the 
Portuguese commau<le1·. VAN DEB STELL must hare 
thought that the Portuguese were as likely to be cor-
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rnpted with his brandy and arrack, as he had found the The Kalfers. 

aborigines in the neighbourhood of the Cape. Both ~c:ber. 
Algoa Bay and De la Goa Bay, of course, took their 
names from being half, or two-third-way-houses to 
the Portuguese, during their voyage to their Indian 
capital, Goo, although how they applied these desig-
nations, I cannot tell. It has been suggested by a 
lady, :Mrs. COLERIDGE, that Algoa Bay was the port 
at which the ships of the Portuguese touched on their 
way to Goa; De la Goa that at which they touched 
on thei1· return, coming through the Mozambique 
chaonel.-Marcll J lth. 

Dispatch to the Chamber. 1689, 
April. 

The commander dispatched the galliot Noord, on 
the 19th October, well manned aud supplied, and in
strnded to proceed to Rio de la Goa, between the 
25. and 26. parallel of lat.; to sound and survey it, 
and to form a minute description of the intervening 
roantry, on the coast and in the interior, the character 
of the people, their merchandize, their animals, whe
ther tame or. wild-fruits, vegetables, mineral!1, and 
o,her riches i and also to recover the men still missing 
of the crew of the Stavenisse. At Rio de la Goa they 
found a very good bay, where a number of vessels, 
great and small, may lie, and into which several rh1ers 
discharge themselves. They found there, on the 15th 
of No\'ember, an English vessel and a Portuguese, 
loading; the nnth•es • strong and tall, crafty and cun
ning, and well armed ; one of their chiefs was fully 
seven Rhyulau<l feet in height; they live in huts 
square and round, wattled and thatched with reeds, 
aud mat both within and without. Tqey have many 
kinds of fruit and vegetables, among others annanas, 
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(pine apple, Persian,) pisang, watermelons, pumpkins, 
calabashes, potatoes, a kind of peas and beans, two 
kinds of corn, of the same kind that grows at Natal, 
of which they make bread and beer. There are not 
so many cows and sheep as at Natal, but abundance 
of goats and fowls, as well as of game of every kind 
as at Natal. The language at both places is also nearly 
the same. 

'fhe Noord lay there until the 29th December, and 
anchored at Natal on the 5th January, of this year, and 
found there the boatswain and a boy of the Stavenisae. 
They sailed 011 the 23d, and on the 28th anchored 
abreast of the country of the Magoses, in latitude 33. 
42. ; a sailor of the Stavenisse swam on board, through 
the surf, at the peril of his life, while his companion, 
for the want of courage, remained on the beach. 
These three persons fully confirm the declaration made 
by the mates and seamen of the Stavenisse, how the 
carpenter and a seaman were drowned in one of the 
rivers; the trumpeter and quarter-master lay down 
(•xhausted; and that at length, being only -- men in 
uumber, they were hostilely assailed by a certain peo
ple called Hakrigquas, plundered of e\•ery thing, and 
stripped quite naked; on that occasion the cooper was 
killed, and the sailmaker lost his right eye ; they were 
then obliged, for some days, to beg their food in the 
kraals or villages of the Magose Africans, until, at 
length, they were distributed in the surrounding vil
lages or neighbourhood, and there very well treated; 
they passed two years and eleven months amongst 
these people, and were unable to discover amongst 
them the slightest traces of religion; they deduce 
their origin from a certain man and woman who grew 
up together out of the earth, and who taught them 
to cultivate the ground, to sow corn, milk cows, and 
hew beer. It would be impossible to buy any slaves 
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loviug one another with a most remarkable strength of 
affection. Their riches cousist in cattle and assagais, 
as also copper and iron ; their shields, clothes, aud 
othc1· furniture, are burut on the death of the owner. 
The laud is in common, each grazing his cattle, or cul
ti\'ating the ground where he likes; they may also 
remove from pince to place, provided that they remain 
within the boundaries of the kingdom. The country 
is cxcecdiugly fertile, and incredibly populous, and 
full of cattle, whence it is that lions and other ra,·eu-
ous animals are uot very apt to attack men, as they 
find enough tame cattle to dcrnur. They prescn·e 
their corn in ca,·ities uucicr ground, where it keeps 
good, and free from weerils for years. In their inter
course with each other they are very ch·il, polite, and 
talkath·e, saluting each other, whether male or female, 
young or old, whene,·er they meet; asking whence 
they come, aud whither they are going, what is their 
uews, and whether they have learned any ne"· dances 
or tunes; they are, however, thievbh and lying, 
though hospitable. Re,:enge has little or uo sway 
among them, as they are obliged to submit their dis
putes to the king, who, after hearing the parties, 
gh·es sentence on the spot, to which all parties sub-
mit without a murmur, but should the matter in dis-
pute be of great importance, and whcu he cannot rely 
upon his own judgment, he refers the parties to au 
older king in the neighbourhood. \Vhcn the father 
beats his son so as to draw blood, and complaint is 
made to the king, he must pay the king a cow as a 
fiue. 

The kings arc much respected and belored by their 
subjects; their houses are like haycocks in Europe, 
aud merely a little larger than the common huts; and 
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they, the chiefs, wea1· the skins of the deer and tiger, 
but, in other respects, they are quite like the common 
people; of their courage little cnn be said, as during 
the stay of the Netherlanders among them they had no 
wars. 

One may travel 200 or 300 mylen through the • 
country, without any cause of fear from man, provided 
you go naked and without any iron or copper, for these 
things give inducement to roh those who have them; 
r,either need one be in any apprehension about meat 
or drink, as they have in every village or kraal a house 
of entertainment for travellers, where they are not 
only lodged, but fed also; care must only be taken 
towards nhtht fall, when one cannot get any farther, 
to put up there, and not to go on before morning. 

In all their tru·els through the country, and resi
dence in it, the sailors found but one European; an 
old Portuguese, in the country of the Mapontes; he 
had been shipwrecked there about forty years before, 
while returning from India. The wreck, built of teak, 
is still to be seen on the shore, and as the Africans. 
state, several brass and iron cannons are still to be 
found there. The Portuguese had been circumcised, 
and had a wife, children, cattle, and land ; he spoke 
the African language, ha\·ing forgotten every thing, 
his God included. 

They cultivate three sorts of corn, as also cala• 
bashes, pumpkins, wate1·.melo11s, and beans, much 
resembling the European brown beans; they sow an• 
nually a kind of earth nut, and a kind of under-ground 
bean, both very nourishing, and bearing a small leaf. 
Tobacco grows there wild, and if they knew how to 
manage it, would, in all probability, resemble the 
flarnur of Virginia. The true European fig grows wild, 
also a kind of grapes, which were a little sour, though 
well tasted ; they are best boiled. They have also a 
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kind of tree fruit, not unlike the Fatherland medlar, The Ka&n. 
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dantly on the shore, and are well tasted. There are 
Mso wild cherries, with long stalks and very sour; 
finally, they have a kind of apple, not unpleasant eat-
iag, but which are not ripe until they fall from the tree. 

The country swarms with cows, cakes, oxen, steers, 
and goats ; there are few sheep, but no want of ele
'Phants, rhinoceroses, lions, tigers, leopards, elands, 
and 1Iarts, as well of the Cape kind as the Fatherland, 
with branched horns ; rhehoks of various kinds, wild 
hogs, dogs, buffaloes, seacows, crocodile!!, and horse~. 
The latter they do not catch or tame, although they 
approach ,vithin l(i) or 12 paces; they are finely 
formed, and quite black, with long manes and tails, 
-incredibly swift, and of great strength ; some have the 
-tail black and others white. 

They also say that there are two animals feeding 
,together in t.he wilderness, in size and colour like the 
elephant; having a head like a horse, a short tail, but 
a long neck, very tame, and totally unknown in 
Europe. (Giraff, Mr. Moon1E says?) There are 
ostriches, geese, ducks, pigeons, red and brown par
tridges, abundance of pheasants and paauws, with a 
shining top-knot and tail. (Balearic crane, Mr. Moo
'DIE says?) 

We trust that this long detail will not be disap
proved by yoar Honors, as it tends to com·ey informa
tion concerning countries, which, although lying so 
near to your colony, have hitherto remained so little 
·known, in spite of several vain attempts. The galliot, 
-after being supplied with every necessary, was about 
to return to the Bay de la Goa, in latitude 33., (i. e. 
Algoa Bay,) which is the only place that has not been 
examined; but the Freuchman who has disturbed the 
peace of Europe, has put us also upon our guard. 
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We ha\·e scarcely, that I know of, to this day any bet
ter account of the Kaffers, living on the frontier of the 
colony, than that furnished by the Cape government 
in April, lu89, to the Chamber; taken c·hiefly, or altoge
ther, from the information furnished by the shipwrecked 
sailors of the Stavenisse, seven of whom had resided 
amongst the Magoses, or Amakosas, for 35 months. 
Any one who knows auy thing of the Kaffers, will 
agree with the Cape government and the sailors, that 
it would· be impossible to buy any slaves amongst that 
tribe, and that they love one another with a remark
able strength of affection. Their riches then, as now, 
appear to have consisted in their cattle; but I did not 
know that they then understood the art of smelting 
copper and iron, although their country produces 
abundance of the ores of those metals, and of lead. 
The land was then, as now, common to all, each pas
turing his cattle, and cultivating without let or hin
drance, provided only he did not quit the bounds of 
the community to which he belonged. The country 
was then, as now, exceedingly fertile, full of cattle, 
and goats, with but few sheep, for they do not thrive 
so near the sea-shore; and the Dutch considered it to 
be incredibly populous. They then preserved their 
corn iu cavities under-ground, and there it kept good 
and free from weevils for years. In their intercourse 
with one another they were then, as now, civil, polite, 
and talkative; saluting one another whenever they 
met; asking for news, and whether they had acquired 
any new dances or tunes. Although courteous and 
hospitable to strangers and travellers, having a house 
of entertainment iu every village, where they were 
lodgc<l and fed, free, gratis; there were theu, as now, 
among the Kaffers vagabonds, who were apt to covet 
and help themselves to other men's iron and copper, 
an<l probably long-horned cattle too; but of the latter, 
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the poor shipwrecked sailors had little to tempt their The Kaff'ers. 

• R th 1· I k 16li9 avarice. c,·enge was en, as now, 1tt e ·nown April. 

amongst the Kaffcrs, for the chief of c,·ery kraal had 
authority to settle, on the spot, any disputes, and to 
his decree all submitted without a murmur. In mat-
ters of greater importance, or when he doubted his 
own judgment, the decision of some superior neigh
bouring authority was sought and easily obtained. A 
father's jurisdiction over his son did not extend with 
impunity to the administering of such a beating as 
should draw blood, a state of things not apparently 
consistent with the patriarchal form of rule under 
which the Kaffers lived. The Dutchmen had not an 
opportunity of judging of their courage, for in those 
days ther.! were no wars amongst the Kaffers. They 
found an old Portuguese, with his wife and children, 
land, and cattle, Jiving amongst them, who had forty 
years before been shipwrecked on their coast, on his 
homeward voyage from India. 

The Kaffers had three kinds of corn, beans; and eight 
different kinds of fruits, and wild game in abundance 
in the forests. Those who now travel amongst the 
Kaffers will miss the stately giraffe and a thousand 
other things of greater or less interest. And what has 
the poor Kaffer gained by his intercourse with the 
European, in exchange for his enjoyments of that 
period ? I hear many people say that his condition is 
improved, but I have myself been unable to sec that 
it is so in any respect. It appears to be impossible to 
fix the exact Jimits to which this race had extended 
their power towards the South, when the European 
first encountered them. But there is no doubt that 
about the time of the British conquest of the colony in 
1795, a considerable portion of the Graaff-Reinet and 
Uitenlttigc Districts were in their possession ; aud 
although PLET'J.'ENBERG entered into an engagcmeut 
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with some of them in 1778, fixing the Great Fish 
River as the boundary, the Dutch govemment was 
never able to carry out that measure ; nor was it per
haps desirable that they should hav.e been able. Long 
-after the conquest of the eolony in 1806, we find the 
Kaffers spread over a portion of the district of George. 
Now the boundary is the Keiskama, almost five de• 
grees of longitude farther East, although not many 
miles farther North. What did the Dutch government 
gain by their extension ·Of territory? and what has the 
British government gained by this farther extension? 
Yet we not long ago naITowly escaped a farther exten
sion to the banks of the Kei River.-March 12th. 

Log-BoQ-lc kept in t.k-e galliot Noord, during a voyage to 
De la Goa Bay, in latitude 26. 

The Noord sailed from Table Bay on the 19th of 
October, 1688, anchored in Rio de la Goa Bay on the 
15th ()f November, whence she sailed for Table Bay 
on the 30th December. 

On the 4th of January, 1689, W. CaASTIAN told 
the captain tliat the land opposite seemed to be that 
where he had lost his ship; latitude, by reckoning, 29. 
28. South, by meridian altitude 30. Whilst we lay at 
anchor we saw people on shore running, waving, and 
making fire. A boat was put out, and we saw two 
Dutchmen and one black. They were the boatswain 
and mates' boy of the Stavenisse; they had only linen 
trowsers on; they sprung into the water, came to us, 
and thanked God they were again among Christians. 
·On the 5th we warped into Natal Bay; the uatives 
towed us along by a lead line, until abont one-third 
myl within the entrance, where we anchored in 41 
fathoms. In the evening I and our quarter-master 
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accoll)panied the boatswain arnl the 1.,oy to their lodg- The KafFer1. 
iugs, where we found six very flue cattle ; after !.~J.: 
fastening one for slaughter next day, I went with the 
others to a kraal, and ate some milk and bread of the 
new corn. We found these people very civil and 
kind, but without the least fear of God. Jn the 
afternoon of the 6th, the five·sick men were brought 
to the post-one of them died in half an hour, and 
was interred on the hill, which is called the Engelsche 
l,ogie. In the eveuiug, I went on board, l!,fler pro-
curing water, which stood iu large holes, the native 
women carried it on board, or to the boat, in large 
pots. On the 7th, the nath·es came to the opposite 
bank of the bay with milk, bread, and pumpkins, to 
barter; we got about a quart of milk fo1· six or seren 
beads, so that our ship had milk standing about every-
where; we got two fowls for six or seven beads, and 
for eight or nine six or seven pumpkins, so that these 
natives prefer beads to food, for we bought about half 
a pound of bread for five or six beads. On the 16th, 
I went with the mate and the boy of the Stave'f!,isse, 
about a myl up the river, we fouud fresh water and 
good people, who at once gave us milk for beads; 
hen.cc we struck directly acrnss the country for the 
vessel, guided by three or four natives, singing as they 
went. Our party, who had been out eight days, re-
turned on the same day, the mineralogist brought 
some stones, with some red-glittering sand stone; 
they had been about 24 or 25 mylen from the galliot, 
to the flat hills, which we could see from the vessel ; 
these hills are level on the top, with fine grass, but 
uninhabited. On the 20th, I went to the opposite 
shor.e to barter, there saw about ten natives, with 
milk, beans, and poultry, so that I bought about a sat:k 
of beans, a half-aum of milk, ten or twelve fowls, and 
sixteen pumpkins. On the 31st, our mate, and the 

X 
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boatswain of the Stavenisse, were sent on shore to try 
to buy a calf for the sick, and at the same time to 
leave three letters in the hands of a trusty friend, one 
of the natives, where the boatswain and W. CHRISTIAN 
had resided for fully a year; as they were quite satisfied 
that the black would take good care of them, they 
rcturued in the evening with a young heifer. Twenty
third, at day-light, weighed and made sail; 26th, saw 
the land, and steered along shore, estimated our 
latitude 33. 2., longitude 50. 46.; this was near a 
rive1·; we saw about one and a half myl West of us, 
the large rock where, the year before, the men had 
been embarked; on the 28th, we passed the said rock 
about the third glass of the morning watch, and an
chored one and a balf myl to the East of it, before a 
great rirer, where tlie surf hroke hea,·ily, so that we 
saw no chance of entering; we instantly put the boat 
out to fetch the people, they pulled towards the shore 
with six men, on approaching the surf dropped the 
kedge, and ARrnN KEI:ST, the boatswain, whom we 
had brought from Natal, swam through the surf with 
a letter to be given to the Dutch; this was instantly 
undertaken by the natives, at the request of the boat
swain, who swam back to the boat, and returned on 
board; he said the people lived about three hours' dis
tant, and that they would soon come; upon their 
arrival, about 2 P,M., the boat was again sent to the 
shore, but before reaching the surf, one of the men 
swam out, through the surf, to meet it. He ,vas au old 
man, named PAY lsAAQ, the other stood on the shore, 
and desired that we should come and take him from 
the great rock, where he could better get through the 
surf; the boat then returned to the ship with the old 
man, who, as soon as he got on board, thanked God, 
and reported that two of the men who had been with 
him, returned on the 1st of January for the lo~lgc, 
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whence we had brought the boatswain and the boy. Th~ Kaffors. 

It begun to blow, and we were obliged to weigh and l~~-~i. 
make sail. The rock is in latitude 33. 23., longitude 
50, being about a my] from the land. All furthe1· 
attempts to get the mau off fuileJ, and at lust he 
waved to them, from the shore, to go away. 

Mr. MooDIE says, in a note, that the longitudes 
were probably calculated from the meridian of Tene
riffe, and that HuMBOLDT's observatious placed the 
difference between the meridian of Teneriffe and that 
of Greenwich at 16. 12. 45. "A surveyor, appoiuted 
to take astronomical obserrntions during the journey 
of REUTTER, in 1752, places the mouth of the Swart
kops River in lat. 34. 57., long. 44. 17. The follow
ing entry furnishes another test of the accuracy of 
the log-book of the Noord, which, together with that 
of the Centaur, seems to fix the position of the Kaf
fers at that period.-Sunday, 24th October, 1688 :
This morning we saw an eclipse of the sun, about 5h. 
38m. 48s. ; the middle, as seen by us, was at 6h. 
22m. 48s.; ]at. at noon by account 35. Ei8.-by ob
se1·vation, 36. 0.-long. 32. 52. 

Mr. Mooo1E says in another note:-" It is stated 
in a Resolution of this date, that as the Noord had 
been prevented by bad weather from examining Mos
sel Bay and that of De la Goa, (i. e. Algoa Bay, the 
present De la Goa Bay haviug been formerly dis
tinguished as Rio de la Goa,) that vessel should be 
forthwith sent back to complete the &urvey of these 
Bays." 

It appears from all this that the galliot Noord having Commentary. 

been dispatched from Table Bay, on the 19th October, 
anchored in the Bay of Natal on the 4th of the fol-
lowing January, 1689, having intermediately been at 
De la Goa; that the natives of Natal towed them 
within the entrance by a lead line; that in the evening 
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of the same day the commander of the galliot accom
panied two of the sailors of the shipwrecked Sta
venisse (who had come on board) to their residence, 
where they found them in possession of six fine young 
cattle; that they then went to a neighbouring kraal, 
where they were feasted by the natives on milk and 
bread made of their new corn; that the people were 
ciril and kind to them, as they certainly had been to 
the shipwrecked man and boy, during their long 
residence amongst these nath·es-allowing them to 
accumulate property. The native women carried 
water on board, or to their boats, in large pots, and 
the natives established a market on the opposite bank 
of the bay, where a quantity of milk was bought for 
a few beads, a fowl for three beads, and pumpkins for 
about a bead each, and the pound of bread for twelve 
beads. So plentiful were the commodities that the 
captain of the ,·esscl fancies that the natives preferred 
beads to food, forgetting that they only bartered to 
him out of their superfluity, and that beads were then 
scarce commodities at Natal. Prnceeding about three 
mylen from the \'essel, and about a myl up the banks 
of a river, the Dutch still found good people who gave 
them milk for beads. Another party with a mineralo
gist were absent eight days and proceeded unobstrnct
ed 25 mylen to the north of the galliot. Sixteen days 
after their arrival 100 natives came to them with milk, 
beans, and poultry, and the captain bought from them 
a sack of beans, half an aum of milk, a dozen of 
fowls, and sixteen pumpkins-whilst the mate anJ 
boatswain of the Stavenisse, procured a calf from them 
as food for the sick, leaving their letters in the hands 
of a native, a trusty friend, with whom they had resided 
folly a year. Whilst travelling across the country to 
their ship, the Europeans were guided by three or -
four natives, who sang as they went merrily along. 
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Who will not regret that if England was to inter- The Kalrers. 

fere in the affairs of Natal at all, it should not ha,·e l~Ji. 
been to protect this innocent and happy people against 
the invasion of the Zoolas, under the chief CHAKA, 
a few years since. And who will not still more regret 
that she should have allowed her Dutch subjects to 
disturb the peace and harmony of that country-to 
usurp their lauds and to play the same game in that 
foreign country, as they had been playing amongst 
the unhappy aborigines of the Cape Colony for 150 
years before. But it is still more unaccountable that 
she should have permitted her subjects to organize a 
government of their own on the very threshold of her 
colony; that when they committed an act of overt 
rebellion in opposing her troops, she did not punish 
them as rebels deserve to be punished, by sending a 
force sufficient to crush all their aspirations after 
power; that having reduced them to a sense of their 
duty and allegiance, the rebels-leaders and followers 
-should not have been punished, as rebels deserve 
to be punished. But what is still more extraordinary, 
that negotiations !.'hould have been entered into with 
armed rebels, and that they should, for years 
together, have been permitted to establish the sem-
blance of independent power. 

The galliot Noord, hadng taken the boatswain and 
the boy of the Stavenisse, sailed on the 23rd to the 
south, in search of the other missing men of that 
vessel; and, after having been driven out to sea, 
anchored, on the 28th, one and a half mile to the east 
of a great rock, and before a great river, in )at. 33. 2. 
Who, that has rode along that beautiful sea beach 
from the mouth of the Cowie to the mouth of the 
Great Fish River, does not see that this is the great 
projecting rock, bet.ween which and the sea he can 
only pass at low water-and that it was before the 
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Great Fish River that the galliot anchored. The rock 
is the same from which, or in the neighbourhood of 
which, the nineteen shipwrecked mariners of the 
Stavenisse were received on l;oard the Hooker Centaur, 
from the chief of the Magossche or Amakose Kaffers, 
in lat. 32. 50., on the 9th of Febrnary, 1688. Aa1EN 
KEINT, the boatswain of that ship, now swam from 
the boat, through the surf, to the shore, with a letter 
to be given to the natives, for delivery to any Dutch
men who might be found there. This the natives 
instantly undertook to do, aud presently hrought two 
men to the shore. Orie of them, an old man, PAY 
lsAAQ, swarm through the surf to the boat, and the 
other wished to be taken on board from the rock, but 
this was found impracticable; at last he signalized 
his countrymen from the shore to desist from further 
attempts, and they sailed away and left him there. 
It does not yet appear what became of the 12 men 
who, contrary to the advice of the Magossche Kaffers, 
left their comrades on this coast, to prosecute their 
journey overland to the Cape, through the country of 
the Batuas, and othet· tl'ibes, armed with bows and 
arrows, who they were told by the Kaffers would 
murder them. 

Mr. Moonrn, who has studied the Cape Records 
more deeply than perhaps any other person in the 
colony, appears to have no doubt that this coast was 
in possession of the Kaffers in 1688-9. 'l'here cannot, 
I think, be the least dollbt of this; aud it is, of course, 
impossible to say how much nearer they may have 
approached to the Cape peninsllla at that time. We 
know that they did extend farther to the South and 
·west, when the colony was conquered by the English 
in 1795 and 1806, yet I hear many people say, that 
as the Kaffers were foreiguers, 11nd arc believed to 
have conquered the country from Hottcntots or Bosjc-
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mans, they ought to be driven beyond the Kei River. The Kaffera. 
No one can say what classes of men England should A1689u· pr . 
substitute for the Kaffers, who ,vould not certainly 
willingly, and perhaps could not at all, with their 
followe1·s and cattle, lh·e under British rule. llut all 
seem agreed, that if they are to be Dutch or English 
colonists,. the mother country must increase her 
expenditure enormously to maintain them in their new 
locations. Neither does any person seem to have a 
very well defined notion of the right which England 
would have to question the right of the Kaffers to con-
tinue in possession of the lands where she first found 
them ; or, if England is to enter into the complicated 
question of the right of native tribes to particular 
tracts of country, how far back she is to prosecute 
this inquiry ? But these are important matters which 
England will, of course, well considet· before she 
enters on the inquiry at all, or on the adjustment of 
such questions.-March 16tlt. 

Resolution of Council. 
It was resoh·ed to send the galliot Noord to the bay October. 

of Natal, to fetch the remaining people of the Stave-
nisse, and to endeavour to purchase on the Company's 
account under a formal and duly executed contract with 
the chief of that country, the said bay and some of the 
land around it, for merchandize-such as beads, cop-
per, ironwork, and such other articles as are liked by 
them; the galliot shall then return hither along the 
coast, and with all possible care, sound and survey 
the bay of De la Goa (Algoa), to see whether it may 
not be suitable for the. Company's homeward bound 
fleets; and to use the same precautions in saving the 
crew of the Stavenisse, and in pui·chasing that bay 
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and the adjoining land from its chief or iuhabitants, 
which have been ordered with regard to Natal. 

Journal continued.-The commander, this day, 25th, 
delivered th~ following instructions to the officers of 
the galliot Noord :-

1 st. You will proceed from this place to Natal and 
De la Goa; 2d and 3rd, endeavour to save. the resi
due of the c1'ew of the Stavenis.<te; 4th, watching a fit
ting opportunity, you will enter into a negotiation with 
the chief, or so called Ingose, solemnly to purchase 
from hin1, for the Honourable Company, for beads, 
coI}per, ironmongery, and such other articles as they 
have a liking for, the bay of Natal and the adjoining 
land, and you will have a deed of conveyance in com
muni et solemni forma, \Vl'itten by LA WRENCR 

VAN SwAANswvcK, passed before commissioned 
members of the ship's council, and signed by the said 
lngose, and some of his nearest relatives, taking good 
care that the articles of merchaudize for which the 
hay and adjoining land are purchased, are not noticed 
in the deed, except in general terms, and that the 
amount of the same be estimated at nineteen or twenty 
thousand guilders. 

5th. Having effected this, you will run down the 
coast, and endeavour to make the Bay de la'Goa in from 
33. to 34. South latitude, and to ascertain whether, 
as stated by the Portuguese, and laid down in their 
charts, there is a round sand bank in the entra·nce; 
yon will carefully sound the bay, and have a chart 
of it drawn. 

6th. With regard to securing the missing men of 
the Stavenisse, and to the purchase of this bay, you 
will use the same precautions which are above stated 
in the 4th article, and you will, abm·c all, attend 
carefully to your duty and the interests of the Com
pany, taking good note of every thing which may be 
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in any way profitable, or is worthy of remark,· and The Katrera. 

ha\·ing such things carefully entered in yom· log-book. 0168t9be· 
CO r. 

Mr. MooDIE says in a Note, that the term lngosc, 
resembles the Kaffer term for the word chief, and 
probably signifies the office, and not the name; and 
in another Note, that in the Parliamentary Papers, 
Part II., page 95, is the following account of the 4th 
article of these instructions:-" The commander of 
the expedition, in the 4th article of his instructions, 
was directed to buy from Jngose, the chief, the bay 
of Natal and the adjacent country, for beads, copper, 
and cutlery, or what might please th~ nutives, to the 
value of 29;000 guilders." "That part of this errone
ous notice, which relates to the amount, seems to have 
arisen from an inaccurate copy of the instructions in
serted in the Journal 1689, and probably in the copy 
also which accompanied the despatch of 24th May, 
1690; among other errors of less importance, the 

• copy of the Journal runs-(" negen-en-twintig dui
zcnd guldens") twenty-nine thousand guilders." 

The only portion of the instructions from the Cape Commentary. 

go"·ernment to the commander of their galliot, the 
Noord, which appears worthy of comment, is the 4th 
article. The Dutch authorities had apparently be-
come ashamed· of the exposure which followed the 
publicity given to their dealings in the purchase of the 
Cape and Hottent-0ts' Holland* Districts-for the value 
of the merchandizc for which they bought both those 
districts was about/. 100-thcy now direct that good 
care shall be taken that the articles of merchandize for 
which the bay of Natal and the adjoining land is pur-
chased, shall only be noticed in tlie deed in general 
terms, and the amount of the merchandize shall be 

* lt appears in some part of "The Record," I think, that when the 
Dutch first went to that place, the Hottentots said, considering it their 
best pasture land-" Oh, you must not come here, this is our Holland." 
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estima'ed at 19,000 or 20,000 guilders. The purchase 
was, of course, a mere fictitious transaction, entered 
into by the Dutch to give them a semblance of claim 
to Natal in the eyes of other European powers, or to 
justify any claim which they might make to that 
country. One would ha\·e thought that the House'of 
Commons would have very soon decided on the merits. 
and value of a transaction of this kind. Yet, by many 
persons in the colony, this disgraceful transaction of 
the Dutch in 1689, has been held as a 1·eason why 
England should now claim Natal. It does not appear 
whether Algoa Bay was purchased on the return 
voyage on similar terms, but the probability is, that 
it was not; since the galliot, which left Natal on the 
J lth of January, 1690, was on the 16th run ashore 
high and dry on a rocky reef, 14 mylen from the 
West point of that bay, where she bilged, and was 
three days after blown up by the crew. Neither does 
it appear, that I see, for what sum Drakenstein was 
bought. The Cape gorernnient notice, for the first 
time, the Portuguese in the 5th article of their instruc
tions to the commander of the Noord, although they 
must have known that the Portuguese had settlements 
ou the East coast of Africa, about 200 years before; 
and it now seems pretty certain that BARTHOLOMEW 
DIAZ erected a cross on the island, which he named 
Sauta Croiz, in Algoa Bay, in September, 1486.
Algoa Bay, March lith. 

Diipatch from SIMON v AN DER STELL and Council to 
the Chamber XVII. 

1690, The galliot, the Noord, sailed from Table Bay on 
May. the 28th of last October, intending, according to ver

bal, as well as written instructions-a copy of the 
latter bciug herewith trausmittcd,-to proceed first 
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to False Bay to be hore down anJ clcnncd, and thence The Kaffcr~. 

to sail for the bay of Natal. But meeting with severe ~;;: 
South-east winds, they put into Saldanha Bay on the 
30th, and after having been there cleaned, saile<l on 
the 12th of November, and on the 4th of December, 
arri~·ed before the bay of Natal, which she safely 
entered on the following day, and after embarking the 
residue of the crew of the Stavenisse, an<l solemnly 
purchasing that bay, with some surrounding laud, from 
the king and chiefs of those parts, for some merchan
dize, consisting of copper, arm and neck-rings, and 
other articles, upon behalf of the Honourable Com
pany, whose marks were set up upon various places, 
and proper attention having been paid to every thing, 
they sailed on the 11th January following, and a few 
days after put into the so-called Ilay de la Goa (Algoa) 
without anchoring, however, but keeping under sail ; 
it was no bay, but ouly a bight, quite open to the sea, 
having three or four visible rocks in the middle, and 
fully as many in its entrance. Having on the follow
ing day, towards the afternoon, left the bight De la 
Goa with a stiff top-sail breeze from the Eastward, 
steering W. by S., and in the evening, in order to 
keep clear of all danger, \Vest South-west, after run-
11ing, according to their reckoning, 14 mylen from the 
West point of De la Goa, in the third glass of the first 
watch, or between 9 01· JO o'clock at night, the wind 
as before, they ran almost high and dry ou a rocky 
reef, extending •almost quarter myl from the main 
land, although the mate, C. HERMANS, who had 
charge of the watch, knew the coast, and was the 
person who made a chart of it. The galliot being in
stantly bilged by the high surf, and the hold being foll 
of water, they managed, an hour after, when the tide 
was out, to save themselves by getting, dry-footed, 
along the rocks, to the shore. The next day they 
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returned to the wreck, out of which they took some 
arms, ammunition, and provisions, and three days 
after blew her up. 

They stayed together, on the beach, until the 23d of 
January, searching about in vain, in every direction, 
for inhabitants and for food; and then determined, 
before their food was quite exhausted, to set out for the 
Cape. They were in all 18 men, and after travellir!g 
in company for some days, without meeting a single 
man, they divided into two, and finally into three 
parties; and, at length, on the 27th of March, four of 
them arrived here in a miserable condition, having 
beeu stripped and ill-treated by the Canovers Hotten
tots, who live by plunder. Every exertion has already 
been made for the rescue of the remaining persons of 
the crew, and no pains shall be spared to procure 
some information about them, and to bring them 
hither. It is very surprising that nothing whatever 
can be heard of them in a country so close to the 
Cape, through which we have frequently travelled; 
to avoid prolixity, we beg, howtwer, to refer to the 
annexed Narrative. 

Mr. MoonIE says in a Note, that among a variety 
of other curious narratives likely to afford a correct 
knowledge of the early state of the more Easterly 
tribes of Hottentots, the paper here alluded to is not 
to be found in the Colouial Office. 

And in a further Note, on the 1st of June, 1691, 
the Directors advert to the loss of the Noord, without 
taking any notice of the purchase of Natal.-" The gal
liot appears to have been shamefully thrown away; had 
the lead been used, and other precautions been adopted, 
t_he loss would, no doubt, have been avoided. The 
Fiscal would have had his action on the subject, had 
not the master, and the mate, and the men saved, had 
such a miserable journey, an<l had not ~o many of them 
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so unfortunately lost their lives." In the same letter The Kaffers. 

the Directors find fault with the high rates charged ~;:.• 
against the French, and other colonists, for farming 
implements; and it was directed, that all necessary 
materials should be sold at prime cost to French and 
Dutch, without distinction, without auy profit to the 
Company; "you charging them fifteen guilders for a 
fathom of old rope, wanted to trim their vines, is a 
thing unheard of." 

This is the last dispatch of the Cape Government Commentary. 

which I shall have to notice under the Kaffer Head 
for some time, for with this dispatch "The Record" 
closes, and does not recommence until Nm·ember, 
1769. Wbat happened either towards the Kaffers or 
other tribes, must therefore remain unknown until it 
pleases the administration in Holland to furnish the 
British Government with their Records. I have 
already said, under the Hottentot Head of this date, 
that there are good reasons for supposing that the 
measures of the Dutch Government of the Cape were 
of too atrocirms a character to bear publication, and that 
they have been destroyed, or that at all events they will 
never, in the present day, be given up for publication in 
the face of Europe. What became of the remaining 
men of the crew of the Siavenisse, will never, there-
fore, in all probability be known. Yet, there i~ some 
consolation in believing that their li\·es and property 
were safe enough, amongst the r.ath·es of the Natal 
country, and amongst the Kaffers on the East Coast_. 
where I hear that many of their descendants, as 
well as of the descendants of the Grosvenor and 
Dodington, English East lndiamen, which were 
wrecked on the same coast more than a hundred years 
after, are still to be found. The eighteen men of the 
galliot Noord, who were cast on shore on the desolate 
coast about Cape Rccief, at Algoa Bay, on the 23rd . 
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of January, where they remained some days without 
finding a siugle inhabitant, had a poor chance of 
reaching the Cape, since they had to pass through a 
country inhabited by wandering tribes of Bosjemaus, 
armed with bows and arrows, against whom the ship
wrecked men of the Stavenisse had been warned by 
the friendly Magossche Kaffers-yet twelve of these 
men braved the danger, and, contrary to the advice of 
the Kaffers, proceeded to join their countrymen at 
the Cape-the probability is that they never arrived 
there, since no further notice is taken of them in the 
records; yet four of the crew of the Noord reached 
Cave Town in two months aud four days, in a 
miserable condition, having been plundered by the 
Canovers, probably a tribe of Bosjt:mans. VAN DER 
STELL is surprised that nothing can be heard of the 
remaining fourteen men, although the country was so 
close to the Cape, and h_ad been so frequently t1·avclled ; 
forgetting, apparently, that they h&d to travel west
ward through 8. of longitude, and in a country where 
the proceedings of Ensign SCHRYVER and his party, 
the only Dutchmen, I think, who had ever tra\·ersed 
it, were of a eharacter to excite the hatred of the 
natives towards Europeans. 

The concluding passage of the dispatch from the 
Directors of the 17th of June, 1691, shows how much 
more mercifully the authorities in Holland were dis
posed to deal with the French refugees, .than the 
authorities at the Cape were. Yet the Dutch go\·ern
ment, in truth, has never been lauded for its colonial 
administration. ,vitness their couduct at Java, at 
the present day, towards Euglish and other foreiguers 
settled there; and their conduct towards the people 
of Sumatra, aud those of their little settlement oppo
site, Singapore. The same proceedings have lost 
them all their most valuable possessious in India-
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Cochin, Chinsura, &c.-and Deman and Dieu they The Kntf,•rs. 

are perhaps not likely to hold l011~. Of the French I\Ht;!w, ny. 
refugees, who left Texel on the 2ith July, 1688, in 
the Alkmaar, thirty-seven died 011 the passage ; the 
remainder, about 150, of whom 104 were sick, landed 
at the Cape on the 2ith of the following January. Sec 
the conditions on which they were sent out, page 440 
of "The Record." These, so far as I see, are the> 
only body of emigrants who ever came to the colony 
during the Dutch rule over it ; and there can be no 
doubt that their descendants now form some of the 
most valuable colonists in South Africa. The spirit 
in which the colonial government received them may 
be understood from their charging them fifteen guilders 
for a fathom of rope, on which to train their vines; 
and it was perhaps creditable to the Chamber, that it 
should have reproached the colonial government with 
this proceeding, instructed them to treat French and 
Dutch alike, and to sell to all at prime cost, or, at least, 
not to seek to make profit on such transactions.
March 18th. 

Mr. Attorney-General BANNISTER'S \\Tork contains BANNISTER, 

the only letters of Dr. VAN DER KEMP, within my 
reach ; and they are girnn in Appendix No. 3 of his 
"Humane Policy; or, Justice to the Aborigines of 
New Settlemeuts,"-4to, 1830. 

There can be no doubt, I think, that Mr. BANN IS- Commentary. 

TER's Work must have produced much of the good 
which its benevolent author anticipated; and any one 
who has studied it attentively may trace many of the 
reforms, and much of the self-denying anrl restraining 
policy. which has been the rule of the British govern
ment in the management of the Cape colony in late 
year~. I have already extracted largely from the Work, 
in treating of the Katfcr question, and have again 
referred to it, in the hope of finding much in VAN 
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The Kafl'ers. DER KEMP's letters suitable to my purpose. I shall 
accordingly proceed to the consideration of VAN DEQ. 

KEMP's letters, as giveu in the Appendix No. 3.
BANNISTER says, "that three documents, which he 
gives in Appendix No. 2, contain examples of the 
ordinary practices at the Cape towards the natives for 
upwards of a century; namely, unprovoked aggres
sions, and deferred redress, togethe1· with rigorollS 
prohibitions of intercourse, and strict injunctions 
against encroachments on the native lands, which., 
however, were no sooner thronged by the trespassing 
parties, than government extended its bounds, and 
so rewarded the delinquents. In this way the colony 
has spread from the three hours from Table Bay to 
Hottentot's Holland; then to Swellendam ; then to 
the Gamtoos River; then to the Fish River; then in 
1825 and 1829 to the Keiskama; to the heads of the 
Kye and the Cradock, with perhaps more inter
vening stopping places, and as frequent protestatiol). 
to remain content with the last reached limit." Who 
can doubt that representions of this kind, coming from 
a man like Mr. BANNISTER, with the experience 
which the ministry had of the utter worthlessness of 
such conquests or usurpations, and the knowledge 
which they had gained of the enormous expense to 
the mother country of farther extension and usurpa
tions must, in a considerable degree, have led to the 
resolution, on the part of the home authorities, to 
stop the farther extension of the colony to the right 
hank of the Kye River, and even beyond that river iu 
1834, as well as have dictated Lord uLENELo's lettet' 
of the end of that year, directing the relinqui~hmeot 
of Province Adelaide ! I have said, I think, in a 
former part of this Memoir, that I traced to the 
reasoning of Mr. BANNISTER the resolution of the 
Cape government, during the administration of th~ 
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late Sir LOWRY COLE, to establish the Hottentot The Kafrtn. 
settlement on the Kat River. Since that part of my 
Memoir was written, I have satisfied myself by re-
ference to very competent authority, that there was 
abundant reason for expelling MAir:o»o from those 
lands, because of his aggression on the colony, when 
he followed a tribe of the Tambookie Kaffers within 
the border, and destroyed many of them in that posi-
tion. The question of the justice or expediency of 
expelling MAKOMO from that tract, a portion of the 
territory of his father GAIKA, and of bis tribe, was 
the only doubt, I should think, which any person 
could have entertained relating to the admirable 
measure of restoring to the Hottentots and Bosjemans 
a small portion of the land, not very long ago all their 
own, from that neighbourhood, to the promontory. 
Had injustice been done to MAKOJ,fO, most people 
would regret the measure, productive, although it has 
been, of immense good to the six hundred Hottentot 
and Bosjeman families located in their own cottages, 
and on their own fields, ori"the banks of the Kat River. 
I was fortunate enough to visit most of those locations, 
in company either with the Rev. Mr. READ, or with 
Mr. Fn,"N, the Political Resident with the Tam-
bookies; and satisfied myself that there can hardly be 
a more prosperous or industrious agricultural peasan-
try in any part of the world. Any person who may 
entertain any doubts on this subject, has only to do 
as I did, to have, 1 think, those doubts removed. It 
is unnecessary again to enter or-dwell upon the pain-
ful subject of the mighty evils inflicted upon the 
unhappy aborigines through the encroachments made 
upon their pastoral rights, as shown by Mr. BANNIS-
TER. They are, however, the more to be lamented, 
since, without enriching the European, these en
croachments have made them poor indeed. There is 
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The Kalfers, this distinction between conquest and usurpation in 
most other countries, and conquest and usurpation 
here; although it does not appear to have occurred to 
most of those who have discussed the subject. In 
other countries the conqueror generally takes ouly the 
sovereign's share; here all has been taken, for, although 
there is a division of land amongst the different chiefs 
of a community, that division has not yet taken place 
which recognizes the individual rights of the subject 
to specific portions of the land, for pasturage rights 
are common to all. The foreign conquerors, or usurp
ers, have not recognized those pasturage rights on 
the part of the aborigines, but have, with a greediness 
and cruelty, unknown in other countries, divided the 
whole of the lands amongst their own countrymen. 
How then was it possible for the aborigines to exist 
in their own country as a free people? They were 
accordingly forced to flee to other less barbarous tribes 
beyond the European border, or to submit to a condi
tion of servitude within it. It would be a curious, but 
now, probably, a useless, and certainly a painful in
quiry to endeavour to ascertain what would have been 
the condition of the native tribes and of the Euro
pt!aus, had it been the policy of the latter to have 
left them in undisturbed possession of their lands. 
The Europeans would then, from necessity, have 
become an agricultural instead of a pastoral people; 
and the natives, following their example, might have 
become, after a time, agricultural likewise. But even 
if they had remained pastoral, they could hardly have 
proved less valuable subjects to either Holland or to 
Englaud than the European has been; or than, it may 
be feared, he is likely to continue, unless he can be 
turned from pastoral to agricultural pursuits; if, in
deed, the nature of the climate and of the soil would 
admit of his following the latter occupation with aoy 
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chance of success, in most of the districts of the The Kaff'el'8. 

colony. Had the British government agreed, as was 
proposed to them a few years since, to extend our 
froutier to the Kei River, we must necessarily h1tve 
broken up the Kaffer clans on the border, for as un-
broken tribes they could not probably subsist under 
our rule, even if we left them their lands, and if we 
gave those lands, as has hitherto been the usage to 
our own colonists, the whole people would have been 
forced back upon the Natal and De la Goa Bay terri-
tory, and into a condition probably more deplorable 
than that in which we found the Fingocs,* who had a 
few years before, or about the same time, been forced 
upon the Kaffer people by CHAKA, D1NOAAN, and 
other Zoola conquerors. We should thus have pro-
duced the very evil of which we complain in the bar-
barians of the North-east coast of Africa. A further 
peculiarity of our conquest would have been, that by 
forcing this mighty body of men, women, and chil-
dren, to fall back upon other nations in the centre 
and Northern portions of Africa (for the tide of con-
quest and expatriation must have rolled on), we 
should have disturbed the degree of permanency 
which native society has begun to assume. Conquest 
used to begin from the North, and the tide of emi-
gration to flow Southward, from the Arabs, the 
Egyptians, and other races of men. Now, the Eng-
lish would have forced it to take another, but not less 
injurious direction, and in the end, it might, or must, 
ha\·e reached Egypt and Arabia.-March 30th. 

"Previous to 1795, great reforms were resolved 
upon in Holland in regard to Cape transactions; and 
Sir JAMES CRAIG, the first Rnglish governor of the 
Cape, adopted all the just views which were begin
ning to favor the ahorigines in the time of our Bata-

* Fingo, Mr. FYNN told me, merely means a wanderer, a man without 
a country. 
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vian predecessors; his excellency's testimony to the 
merit of the Hottentot soldiers; his steady support of 
the Moravians, the only missionaries in the colony in 
his time, and his firm repression of an attempt to 
sirze the lands of the Koonap, have been well re
corded by Mr. BARROW, to Sir JAMES' lasting praise." 
-P. cix., Ap. No. 3. 

It was very gratifying, iu discussing the war mea
sures of the Dutch administration at the Cape in 
1780-1, to be able in one of my Commentaries 
to speak in terms of almost unqualified praise of the 
proceedings of the government, those of the land
drost, and those of the commandant of the Easteru 
frontier, towards the Kaffers from July, l7t:!O, to 
July, 1781, when thei1· Records close. With the 
proceedings of the British government, it is not my 
purpose to interfere, for those have been, doubtless, 
dictated by that superior enlightenment which be
longed, not only to that country in her colonial 
system of policy generally, but to the period, of her 
rule o,·er the Cape colony. Her principal difficulty 
has arisen, apparently, from her having had to con
tend against the vicious system introduced by her 
predecessor, in founding a pastoral instead of an 
agricultural colony, in which condition thollsauds, or 
tens of thousands, of acres are necessary for the sup
port of individual families, instead of hundreds, or 
tens of hundreds. I hear many people say, that if 
General JANSSENB had continued to rule o,·er the 
colony, and if it had continued under the Dutch in
stead of under the British government, the Cape of 
Good Hope would, at the present day, be a more 
valuable possession than it is. Less valuable it could 
hardly be to the mother country; or rather, more 
expensive, for greater or equal expense Holland could 
not bear. The only value that could ever attach to 
the Cape Colony would be through an extension of 
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just and merciful dealing with aborigines; and in The Kaffer1. 

that respect, Dutch administration would certainly 
have been worse than English. It was the constant 
object and eedeavour of the Dutch to· assist its sub-
jects in their encroachments on the rights of the 
aborigines; and there can be no doubt but that it has 
been the object of the English to restrain her subjects, 
whether Dutch or English, in this respect. Still there 
is no doubt that in this respect eveu England has not 
been successful, and that there has been a great, 
useless, and expensive extension of the boundary 
since the conquest of 1806. The policy which would 
effectually have prevented this extension, has not, 
unhappily, even to the present day, been adopted. 
Yet it was simple enough. The first pdnciple was, 
of course, that every British subject, whether Dutch 
or English, might emigrate to any country be chose, 
and live under the protection of its ruler, and subject 
to its laws. The second, that British subjects, whe-
ther Dutch or English, might not combine to form 
separate administrations, without violating national 
law. The thlrd, that if they combined for the purpose 
of making -conquests, and those whose country they 
violated, appealed to England, then international law 
would force Englaud to recall her subjects. What has 
principally enabled the Dutch Boers, under RETIEF, 
PoTGIETER, PaETORrns, and other leaders of their 
unlawful commandoes, to commit the horrors and 
excesses of which they themselves boast, against 
MATs&LLIKATZE and JlINGAAN, in their capacity of 
land-pirates, is, of course, their possession of arms 
and organization, superior to those possessed by the 
Zoolas, the Kaffers, and other tribes, whose countries 
they have invaded.* It was surely more incumbent 

* See Mr. CHASE's Work, printed at Graham's Town, 1843. 
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on England to have thrown open hel' treasury and 
magazines for the supply of money, arms, and am
munition to those tribes against her own subjects, if 
she did not herself choose to arm in their defence, 
than it was to throw them open to Spain for 
defence against French aggression. But this is indeed 
comparing little things with great.*-March 30th. 

• For an account of the dissensions created amongst the native tribes in 
the Natal territory by the insurgent hoers, the sort of administration which 
they formed, the wars which they waged, the mauuer in which they un
made and made kings,-see CaAs1,"s pamphlet of 1843, - "PANDA 

proved himself faithful to his new allies (the Dutch boers), and without 
their aid fell upon the despot, cut to pieces two of his regiments, and 
routed a third, one half of which came over to the conquerors. Thirty
aix thousand head of cattle were thus taken and distributed amongst the 
sufferers, and PANDA was at once elevated to the sovereignty over the 
Zoolas, with the same right, and under the same pressure of circumstances, 
as dictated the policy of England in India ; and he, the vassal, entered 
into a treaty of amity, everlasting peace, friendship, and mutual defence, 
with the emigrants," page 119 et sequel.-" As soon as they left the 
place, the enemy returned to their hold. As our aminunition was much 
diminished, and our horses mostly knocked up, our men were obliged, 
without doing any thing more, to return to the camp. It was difficult to 
state how many of the enemy were killed in this rencontre ; many are the 
conjectures. I have, therefore, only confined myself to the ascertained 
number of killed, being upwards of 1,000."-Signed, A. W. J. Pai:
TORIUS, Chief Commander, page 74. "It was resolved by the chief 
i;ommandant that whatever the number of cattle captured, no more than 
40,000 should be received by the emigrants, that being the amount of the 
demand made by the Volksraad, as indemnification for the losses sus
tained by the Zoolah chief. It was further resolved to halt the army, and 
to send forward a detachment of 200 mounted men in pursuit of the 
enemy. That evening a drove of 600 of the captured cattle was brought 
to the camp, and the next day (Sunday, 2nd February, 1840,) a second, 
containing 2,400 bead. " Proclamation by PREToarns, chief commandant 
and commander general of the burgers of the right worshipful Volksrssd 
of the South African Society of Port Natal, &o., goes on to declare that 
on account of the unprovoked war which the Zoola king, or the Zoola 
nation, had commenced against the South African Society, which wu 
compelled to incur an expense of 122,600 Rds. for horses and waggonhire, 
and other expenses of the war, and since the Zoola • king was believed to 
have abandoned his country-he, P&ETQ&Jus, in the name of the Volkl-
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"A treaty was made with GAIKA, in 1789, upon The Kaffers. 

the occasion when Mr. BARROW was first in Kaffer- BANNi>1-r&a. 

land, and the false principle of non-intercourse was 
then persevered in with the utmost rigour. The 
treaty provides, that no Kaffer should pass the bound-
aries, and "that none of GAIKA's subjects should 
have any intercourse whatever with the colonists." 
Upon this occasion too the! error was committed of 
treating with one chief as the sovereign of the country, 
although he expressly disclaimed the sole authority, 
as be diet afterwards in 1817. E\•en at this period this 
mistake which led to much mischief, before it was 
corrected in 1823, was inexcusable, as means existed 
of learning that numerous Kaffers, more immediately 
in contact with the Colony, Were independent of 
GAIKA ; and they had been the most deeply injured 
by the Boers. This disregard of national rights de-
serves to be contrasted with the benet1olent objects of 
the following proclamations, which seem to have been 
the result of the mission to GAJKA :-

"June 27th, 1797, 
"Whereas the unlimited intercourse between the 

people of this colony and the Kaffers, occasions many 
serious inconveniences ; to obviate which, I have 
directed the landdrost of Graaff-Reinet, not to suffer 
any Kaffers henceforth to pass and repass the estab
lished line of their territory, without being provided 

raad, seized all the land from the Togala to the U mfiloza U mgana River ; 
and that their boundary shall in future be from the Sea to that River. 
These lands and sea coasts will, however, have to be considered the pro
perty of the society, excl118ive from that which the late Mr. RETIE!!' 
obtained from the Zoola nation for our society. God save the Volksraad. 
~Page 128." 

It will hardly be credited in future times that such things could have 
been done with impunity, and boasted of by British subjects on the 
frJntier of the Cape Colony in 1840. 
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The Kall'ers. with passes of authority so to do, or with a passport 
signed and sealed by the said landdrost; and in order 
the more effectually to obviate the incom·enience 
resulting from the present state of intercourse, I ba\·e 
judged it expedient to require that all inhabitants who 
have in their service, or in any other manner barbour 
any Kaffers, shall, within twelve months, liberate and 
discharge the same, and provide themselves with 
other servants or slaves,-MACARTNEY,'' 

"July 14th, 1798. 
"Whereas hitherto no exact limits have been marked 

out, respecting the boundaries hetween this colouy 
and the Kaffers, and in consequence of such limits 
not being regularly ascertained, several of the in
habitants in the more distant parts of this settlement, 
have united in injuring the peaceable possessors of 
those countries, and under pretence of bartering 
cattle with them, reduce the wretched natives to 
misery and want, which at length compels them to the 
cruel necessity of having recourse to robbing, and 
various other itTegularities in order to support life;-

" I, therefore, after having previously taken proper 
information on the subject, have thought it expedient, 
for promoting the welfare of this settlement, and 
establishing good order in the more remote districts 
of it, to fix the following mentioned places, to be in 
future the boundaries of the colony :-

" Between the inhabitants and the Kaffers :-
" 1st. "l'he Great Fish River, as far as the Esterhuys

jes Post, at the Kachas. 
"2nd. The whole of the Kachas Mountains, as far 

as the Tarka Mountains. 
" 3rd. From the Tarka Mountains to the Bamboes 

Mountains, 
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"4th. From the Bambocs Mountains to the Zuur The Klllfers. 

Mountains. 
"5th. From the Zuur Mountains to the Beacon, 

situate on the Zeekoe River. 
"And, whereas it is necessary that the houndaries 

should be duly observed, I, therefore, most strictly 
forbid all and every one of the inhabitants of this 
colony, from settling themselves, or permitting their 
cattle to pass beyond those limits, under penalty of 
the immediate confiscation of all their . cattle, to be 
applied to the benefit of the colony, aud as a dis
obedient subject to be banished from this settlement. 

" And it is also hereby declared unlawful, under 
pain of corporeal punishment, for any person, under 
pretence of bunting sea-cows or elephants, or of 
takiug a journey into the interior, to pass beyond the 
aforesaid limits, unless under a pass from the gover
nor.-MACARTNEY ." 

It is true, as observed by the learned Attorney- Commentary. 

General of N. S. Wales, that a treaty was entered 
into with GAIKA, in 1798, during Lord MACART
NEY's administration of the Cape Colony, treating 
with him as the supreme chief of the country, although 
he disclaimed such supremacy. With the particulars 
of PLETTENBERo's treaty with individual Kaffcr 
chiefs, in 1778, Mr. BANNISTER was probably unac
<1uainted, for "The Record" had not been published 
when he wrote. The renewal of the treaty with 
GAIKA, in 1817, was doubtless, as observed by Mr. 
BANNISTER, more unjustifiable than the treaties of 
1778 and 1798-foi· we had at that period more the 
means of informing ourseh·es of the constitution of 
the Kaffer feudal confederncy. The injurious con
sequences of treating "'ith an indi\'idual chief, instead 
of treating with the whole coufcdcrntion, were iu-
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The Kaffers. juriously felt at the time, and ate . injuriously felt to 
the present day-both by ourselves and the Kaffers
but, unhappily, more by them than by us. It had the 
effect of creating disunion amongst them, and of 
fostering rebellion on the part of the inferior chiefs 
against the sovereignty of the confederacy, or against 
its principal leaders. That disunion was necessarily 
the cause of weakness in the whole body, and enabled 
the inhabitants of the inore distant parts of the settle
ment to injure the "peaceable possessors" of those 
countries; thus producing the very results which 
Lord MACARTNEY deprecated in bis proclamation of 
the 14th July, 1798, We failed in the endeavour to 
support GAIKA in that supremacy to which, contrary 
to his wish, we raised him; and, in the end, ruined 
both himself and his unfortunate son MAKOMO, The 
object of the Dutch governmeut in prohibiting inter
course between the colonists and the Kaffers, as it 
had endeavoured to prohibit intercourse between the 
colonists and the Hottentots from the first period of 
its administration over the colony; and as it en
deavours to prnhibit intercourse between the people 
of Java, and other nations, to the present day, is 
plain enough-namely, that it might hold a monopoly 
of all things in its own hands. Lord MACARTNEY's 
object was very different and very benevolent. It is 
obvious euough, that his lordship hoped through the 
non-intercourse prohibition, to save the native tribes 
from the encroachments of the European; but as this 
wa<1 a struggle against nature it has failed, as similar 
struggles have failed elsewhere; and it has been 
necessarily productive of injury to both parties. But 
we look now on such things with the light which time 
has shed upon such subjects, and it is hardly fair to 
discuss them in the full meridian light of our 
kuowledgc. 
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His Lordship's endeavour to keep the colonists The Kaffeni. 

within the limits which he assigned to them in 1798 
would be amusing, if the subject were not painful. 
It is only a repetition of the attempt which had been 
so often made by the Dutch Government, and which 
had as often failed, from the want of power to enforce 
it; and is another example of " Hell is paved with 
good inteutions." It is perhaps impossible here, as 
elsewhere, to keep a pastoral, and especially a nomade 
pastoral people on their specific boundaries; and here 
is another proof that in Africa the European colonist 
must follow the example of the Hottentot, the Boajes-
man, and the Kaffer,-or follow that law of nature 
which Providence appears to have designed for the 
inhabitants of such regions; and accordingly we find 
both the Dutchman and the English spread beyond 
the Orange Rirer, and all the way from that to Natal. 
The principle appears to have been o,·erlooked in all this 
-that it is impossible for any country to keep its own 
subjects within a specific limit; as well might a hive 
of bees attempt to shut its door against the egress of 
its superfluous numbers. The object, in dealing with 
neighbouring and barbarous tribes, should obviously 
be to encourage them to resist encroachment, to pre-
serve themselves unbroken, and when e,·en in this 
form they may not be sufficiently powerful, to put 
arms into their hands, for that would give them 
power.-Algoa Bay, March 31st. 

The "peaceable possessors," BANNISTER continues, 
whom the Governor (Lord MACARTNEY) wishes to 
protect, were those whom he so little considered as 
to pretend to settle their most important interests 
without consulting them, although theii· independence 
could not be disputed. In 1799, the claims of the 
Kaffcrs (then finnly settled to the West of the Fish 
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The Kaffers. River, after fairly beating the Boers, and repulsing 
the English,) and the grievances of the Hottentots 
were more distinctly learned by the same envoy 
(BARROW) who has preserved a record of them in 
the second volume of his Travels. The title of T'CoN
GA's tribe of those Kaffers seems to be admitted by 
BARROW; and Sir GEORGE YoNGB, the Governor in 
the next year, considered it even politic to encourage 
the residence of some of them West of the Fish River, 
separate from GAIKA's people. This was probably 
upon reasons of policy only; as no -intention seems 
yet to have been entertained of attempting to civilize 
the Kaffers, or to intermix them gradually with our
selves. His Excellency however carried his views 
beyond a mere political division of a formidable 
enemy, into the prospects of one day honorably ac
quiring more extended limits to the Colony. 

Sir GEORGE YoNGE at this time declared that "he 
did not apprehend the peace would be broken on the 
part of the Kaffers, provided we took care to preserve 
it inviolable towards them." 

That the governor well appreciated the feelings of 
GAIKA, at least, may be collected from the following 
letter, written by Dr. VAN DER KEMP at this time 
from Kaffcrland :-

Commentary. The above extrncts from Appendix No. 3, contain 
all the original matter which l nee1 extract from 
BANNISTER, beyond what I have already extracted 
under the 1 st Part of my Kaffer Head. He then 
proceeds to gh·e letters written by Dr. VAN DER KEMP 
to the colonial authorities, and from those authorities 
to Dr. VAN DER KEMP, from 1800 to 1812-princi
pally on the establishment of missionary stations 
within the colony, and in illustration of the treatment 
of the aborigines by the Colonial Government. The 
information furnished by Dr. VAN DER KEMP was 
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doubtless of great \'alue at the time, as it showed to The Kaffers. 

some extent, at all events, the evils to which the 
colored t'flces were subjected, and the sufferings which 
they sustained at the hands of their fellow colonists, 
the whites; and thus enabled the authorities to put 
their own colonial affairs-their hom~e-in order. But 
as these evils have long since been remedied or 
mitigated, especially since the abolition of slavery, 
and since all live under the protectiou of equal laws, 
-it does not come within the province which I have 
assigned to myself, nor is it my object, to open old 
sores, or to dwell upon such thing1,1. The following 
letter from General DuNDAs, the Governor of the 
Colony, is, however, remarkable:-

" February 27th, 1800. 

"Our chief immediate object is to fix STUURMAN, 
and the other Hottentot leaders,. with their people, in 
a suitable place for their subsistence. This point is 
essential to the present tranquillity. 

" FRANCiS DUNDAS." 

STuuaMAN, and the othe1· Hottentot leaders re
ferred to, are,. I think, a portion of those who joined 
the English under Brigadier VAN DE LEua, when an 
attempt was made to put down the insurgent Dutch 
boers between Graaff-Reinet and Algoa Bay, during 
the administration of Lord MACARTNEY. Some of 
these subsequently joined the Kaffers, and excited that 
people to invade the colony; to assist them in taking 
vengeance against the Dutch government aud people. 
Had General DuNDAs' wise and benevolent purpose 
of fixing the Hottentots on lands assigned to them for 
their subsistence been followed out, instead of the 
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The Kaners. measme, which was adopted, of giving these lands to 
Europeans, we should, at the present day, see many 
Hottentot settlements as prosperous as is now the 
Kat River Settlement; and then, how different would 
he the condition of the colony, and of the Hottentots 
themselves ? 

"March 29th, 1801. 
" T have reason to believe that the Hottentots, in

stead of applying to government, when in want, often 
resort to plunder, thus outraging the protection they 
enjoy ; and as they once suffered wrong from the 
hoers, now they are encouraged to do violence on 
their part. This will lead to great evils if not checked 
in time; the task may he difficult, but it must be 
endeavoured to support the execution of the laws 
everywhere. Diligent search may be made after the 
robbers on this occasion ; and it will be proper to call 
on T'CoNGA to aid in it."-GEoRoE YoNGE. 

No one will, of course, question the principle, that 
it was the part of Sir GEORGE YoNoE, as His Excel
lency says, to maintain the supremacy of the law. 
But neither will any one question that for a long 
period after this, the reciprocity was of an Irish kind, 
all on one side. 1 t will not fail to be observed that 
the struggle on the part of the Hottentot leaders and 
people was against the Dutch Boers ; and who can 
tell whethr, if England had not come with her 
invincible power to the support of the latter, that 
struggle might not, long since, have pre,·ailed ; or 
whether STuURMAN and the other Hottentot leaders, 
with their followers, now organized in some degree, 
after the fashion of Europeans, would not long since 
have re-conquereJ their own country? The sea coasts 
would have been open to all nations, arms and the 
munitions of war would have been supplied them in 
abundance; and gallant spirits, as their partisans, 
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would not have been wanting from all parts of Europe, The Kaffers. 

to assist the aborigines in their struggle. But how-
ever this may be, the part which England has taken, 
and must continue to take, in protecting her Dutch 
subjects, gives in my opinion additional weight to the 
proposition which I made from Graaff-Reinet, on the 
31st October, to purchase the Dutch out of their 
possessiorn1, for the purpose of restoring those posses-
sions to the aborigines, or to their descendants. 
· The proposition which Sir GEORGE YoNoB made 

in 1801, to call the T'Conga tribe of Kaffers to our 
aid, to enable us to maintain order within and beyond 
the colonial border was not, unfortunately, followed 
out, else we might at the present day have ten 
thousand of that race well armed,and well disciplined 
for the suppression of domestic disturbance, or to 
repel foreign invasion. It would be worth almost any 
person's while to trace the rise, progress, and fall of 
the Hottentot patriot, KLAAS STUURMAN, noticed in 
General DuNDAs's letter of the 27th February, 1800. 
That unfortunate man, as is well known, died amongst 
felons, in New South Wales. Dr. VAN DER KEMP 
says, in a letter to the Fiscal, dated from Botha's 
place, (Mr. CHAsE's farm near Port Elizabeth,) 
18th March, 1802,-" P.S. KLAAS STUURMAN told 
me some particulars of his action with TJAARD VAN 
DER WALT. From his accounts, compared with 
Field Cornet N1EKERK's, it appears that he compelled 
TJAARD to surrender, and to restore the eleven 
muskets which TJAARD had taken, in a former 
action, from the Hottentots. KLAAS is now master, 
from Bosjeman's River to the Zwartkops, and will, I 
think, soon fall upon FERREIRA's place, against 
whom he has cause of great exasperation." 

In reply to this the Government observes and 
orders, in a letter signed H. Ross, written on the 
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The Kaffers. 12th April, 1802, to Dr. VAN DER K1:xP, that the 
desertion of the Hottentots would greatly tend to 
prevent the humane intentions of the Goverumeut 
towards them from being carried out, for that whilst 
they continued assembled, committing depredations 
and murders, it would be impossible to obtain the 
acquiescence of the Dutch inhabitants to the proposed 
missionary settlement near Gamtoo's River, aud that, 
without their concurrence, it would be difficult to 
accomplish this object. His Honor particularly re
commends the Dr. to p1-evail upon STUURMAN and his 
gang, and the Captains of the other hordes, to quit 
their present situations, and submit themselves to 
such regulations as shall be established by Govern
men t, with respect to them. His Honor was perfectly 
aware of the truth of the Dr's. remarks, as to the 
cruel treatment experienced by the Hottentots from 
the Boers, but desired him to remember that they 
were charged with the atrocious unprovoked murder 
of VAN RooY EN, that in the late depredations near 
Zwartkops River, committed by STuUBMAN upon the 
farmers, a number of Hotteutots had assisted. His 
Honor had, therefore, been obliged to order a com
mando to assemble, and to march next month to 
punish the plundering Hottcntots and murderers, and 
to disperse all such as were not established with the 
Doctor, or under the posts at Fort Frederick or the 
Drostdy. His Honor adopted this measure with 
regret, but hoped that beneficial effects would arise 
from it, and that the peace and security of the coun
try would at length be established. To prevent the 
direful effects of the armed commando, and their 
united vengeance, the Doctor is desired to inform 
STuua»AN and the others, of the determination of 
the Government respecting them, and to endeavour to 
convince them how much they would injure their 
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own causP, by enormities similar to those of which they The Kaff'en. 
had lately been guilty. The Landdrost FAURE and Ma-
jor ABERCROMBIE, who attended the commando, had 
orders to protect the missionary establishment, and 
by no means to confound the innocent Hotten tots with 
those who were guilty, and whom it was necessary to 
punish. Dr. VAN DER KEMP replies on the 28th of 
April, that the Hottentots who left them on the road, 
and joined KLAAS STUURMAN, did so from fear that 
they would be killed by their enemies if they went on. 
He, therefore, hoped that the greater part would 
rejoin when they learnt that their apprehensions were 
ill-founded. The Doctor adds, that although he could 
not be supposed to have any influence over the mind 
of STUURMAN, yet he had sent for STUURMAN, with 
the purpose of informing him of his honor's intention, 
and I will leave nothing untried to induce him to 
embrace the benernlent offer re!'tpectiug him and the 
Hottentots in general. The Doctor adds, that no one 
can suppose firmness to be wanting in General DuN-
DAs, and that but little firmness was wanted to reduce 
the balance of justice from its present state of civiliza-
tion (vacillation?) to equilibrium; and I hope that 
the rest will be easy. But as long as the atrocities of 
the Dutch farme1·s against the innocent Hottentots are 
left unpunished, there will always be assemblages of 
fugitives extremely inclined to revenge themselves, 
and we shall in vain expect peace and tranquillity, 
while commandos (commonly the most guilty em-
ployed to mmder the innocent, as has lately been the 
fact) may subvert, but never can restore. I am, 
however, happy to learn, that a British officer is 
placed at the head of the commando, mentioned in 
your lette1·; this, I consider, as a step of the greatest 
mercy, to prevent the cruelties which otherwise • the 
most innocent might experience from monsters under 
bis command. J. T. VAN DER KEMP. 

z 
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The Kafrers. There can, of course, be no more doubt of the 
benevolent intentions of the British governor than of 
those of the German missionary, even had not that 
missionary been VAN DER KEMP. But had it been 
possible to hu·e left the Hotteutots to have pursued 
their own course in the Uitenhage District in 1802, 
there can be little doubt that they would very soon 
have recovered their own lands from the merciless 
grasp of the European; these are probably the re
mains of the tribes ofGoringhaiquas, Gorachoquas, and 
Chinoquas, whom we have seen expelled from their 
lands in the neighbourhood of the Cape promontory, 
assembled only a few degrees more North-east to re
assert their rights. The missionaries in the neighbour-. 
hood of Algoa Bay, were only acting towards the 
aborigines the same part which we now see them 
acting towards the aborigines beyond the Orange 
River. They now carry along with them the sympa
thy of the British government and of a great portion 
of the European world, and who can doubt that they 
will prevail ?-as probably they would have pre\·ailed 
43 years ago could they ha\·e restrained the passions of 
their disciples; or, had the British government not 
been forced to interpose with an armed force to pre
serve the supremacy of the law. It is unnecessary, 
however, further to pursue the subject, and here I may 
close my extracts from BANNISTER'S most valuable 
Work, and, consequently, my Commentaries for the. 
present.-May 3rd, 1845. 

The next paper in my possession, and the only 
further authority I mean to refer to, is the " Journal 
of a Tour to the North-Eastern Boundary, the Orange 
River, and the Storm Mountains, by Col. COLLINS, in 
1809." Mr. MoooIE, in publishing (l\lay 17, 1841,) 
as an Addenda to "The Record," Colonel CoLLD,s' 
most interesting Memoir, says :-" The injury at-
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tempted against the reputation of Colonel COLLINS, The Kaft'ere. 

and the mutilated condition in which the more im-
portant of his official writings have been printed in 
the Papers selected for the information of Parliament, 
render it just and necessary to place here the follow-
ing notice, published by authority, in the Cape Town 
Gazette, 31st July, 1813, and to distinguish the 
suppressed passages of his reports, by placing them, 
as they are here placed, within brackets and in 
Italics." 

From the notice published in the Cape Town 
Gazette of 31st July, 1813, it appears that RICHARD 
COLLINS died at the age of 38, on the 18th of Febru
ary, at Gouvea, in Portugal, when Lieut.-Colonel 
of the 83rd Regt., Colonel in the Portuguese servicP-, 
and commanding a Brigade in the 7th Division of 
Lord WELLINGTON'S army. The writer of the brief 
notice of Colonel CoLLI!'i'S' career, "who lived in his 
friendship and intimacy for many years, appeals to 
the whole British army for the ratification of his 
opinion-that the military archives do not, perhaps, 
record the name of a man who united so many rare 
qualities, or in whom was combined such a variety of 
endowments; a lofty courage, a fortitude almost 
invincible, a mildness of temper, a modesty of de
meanour that conciliated all, but a firmness and 
perseverance that nothing could shake. His attain
ments were various : he spoke the German, French, 
Spanish, and Portuguese languages, not only fluently, 
but eloquently; he was a good draftsman, and well 
read in the military history of all the great generals 
who flourished in the last century." 

It appears that Colonel COLL.INS "commanded his 
regiment at the capture of the Cape of Good Hope; 
aud during a five years' residence there, no man ever 
enjoyed a larger share of esteem and admiration." 

z 2 
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The Kall'era. Colonel COLLINS set out on his tour from Grnatf-
Reinet on the 23rd of January, 1809, accompanied 
by the present Sir ANDRIES STOCKENSTROM, Baronet, 
srnd Mr. COWDERY. The first few days of the journal 
are occupied by descriptions of the country and 
scenery. On the 9th February they slept below the 
Storm Mountains, at a place which bore marks of 
having been once the residence of Bor.jemans.* 

Colonel CoLLiss says, that be believes Dr. VAN 

DER KEMP to be the only per.son who has attempted 
to gh-e a history of the Kaffers; that his account is 
annexed to a journal of occurrences during his re
sidence in their country, and that it contains observa
tions on their geography, population, manners, and 
customs ; with a gramma1· and vocabulary of their 
language. The Work, which was communicated to the 
public through the medium of the London Missionary 
Society, contains, Colonel CoLLISS says, much iufor
mation upon these interesting topics, and that as far 
as his own inquiries and obse1·vations had extended, 
it is as correct as could have been expected in respect 
to most of those matters. He was, howe\·er, disposed 
to think that Dr. VAN DER KEMP had been misled 
with respect to the population, for that he rates the 
number of miles in the country at nearly 40,000, 
which Colonel CoLL1:.s conceived to be little less 
than the totalt amount of all descriptions of inhabit
ants. The traditions which Colonel COLLINS had 
received diffe1·ed also from those which Dr. v AN DKR 
KEMP had given, and he laid before government 
such accounts as appeared to him most generally 

* From this period see Bosjeman Paper for Col. CoLLrns' proceedingg, 
until he enters on the Kaffer History. 

t Colonel COLLINS would be surprised to find that in these days the 
population of the colony is estimated at little more than one to the square 
mile. 
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admitted, and most probable without. intending in the The Kaffers. 

least to answer for their accuracy. 
Colonel COLLINS believed that some inquiries had 

been made into the origin of the name of Kaffer, 
which had sometimes been applied to all the inhabit
ants of the South-Eastern Coast of Africa,' but which 
had particularly distinguished those residing between 
the Great Fish River (Rio Infante) and the River 
Basee, comprising an extent of something less than 
150 miles by 50 (7,500 square miles), Col. CoLLrss 
was unable to recollect, (or, he says, perhaps to 
judge) whether this matter had been satisfactorily 
explained. But he believed that a mistake had been 
made in endeavouring to restore the original appel
lation, which he understood to be KozA, instead of 
Koussrn, as it has been written. "The reluctance 
which Europeans appear to have felt in preserving the 
national names of lhe countries they have discovered, 
has operated in regard to what are called the Tam
bookie people, who are known to their neighbours by 
the names Tamboo and 'fenjaia. As these denomina
tions are now, however, so universally received, it 
would be absurd in me to dispute their propriety, and 
I shall ad0pt the European terms in the following 
short account:-

The genealogy of the chiefs has been given to me 
as follows :-

PALO, 

Tooou, 
GounA, 
TzEEO. 

GALIKA, HAHABEE, LANOA. 
MANDANKA, 

MAHOTA. 

Posterity of GALEKA: 

KaovoTu (Father of H1NzA, Boosoo, &c.), ODESSA, 
W ALHF.LA1 &c, 
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Posterity of HAHABEE: 

0MLAO (Father of GYKA), ZLAMBIE, QoMOQu A, 

ZALOOSA, TzATLA, S1KK00, Zosrn, &c. 

Posterity of LANOA : 

MALowso, or KYNO, ToLIE, KAzA, GALEBA, &c. 

Posterity of MAHOTA: 

JALAMBA (Father of DADLO, 0BELA, TooNA, KoeA, 
&c.), "KAssA, HABANA, GoLo or NoooLo; 

and most of the other petty independent chiefs, are 
eithct· sons or grandsons of MAPOTA, Their people 
are called Mandankees, from the name of their founder. 
H1NzA's subjects are for the same reason called Ga
Jikas, and those of GYKA and ZLAMBIE, Hahabees. 
It is not easy to account for the name of LANGA's 
people, who are called Barrookas; nor for that of the 
vassals of TINCHOO, who are called Tindees. The 
Jast chief is the son of BANOUEE, and grandson of 
GYKA, who was probably a son of TzEEo, but this 
I did not hear positively ~serted, and I understand 
tha~ it is a doubtful matter among the Kaffers. It is 
possible that he may be of Gonaqua origin, for a 
great portion of his people belong to that nation. His 
appearance is said to be more that of a Hottentot than 
of a Kaffer, and he has Hottentot wives.• 

* It would appear from Colonel CoLLINS' testimony in this matter, 
that the tribes belonging to the eldest son of the principal chief took the 
title of bis father as their distinguishing appellation-as in the case of the 
Mandankees, and those of H1NzA's subjects-GAIKA's and ZLAIIBu's 

also. May not the subjects of the second son have gone back to the 
grandfather, and those of the third son to the great grandfather for their 
distinguishing appellations, and may not SANGA's grandfather's name (PA
Lo's father's) have been BAaaooKA ? I think I beard that Tzsso, as 
supposed by Colonel COLLINS, waa of Gonaqua origin (and that LA 
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" The other chiefs affect to despise KoNoA, from The Kaffers. 

)1is not belonging to the chieftain stock. His father 
ZAKER, was a cattle-holder of PALO, who made him 
a chieftain. His people acquired the name of Genoo* 
Kaquas, from some cause which I could not dis-
cover. 

"From the period of their separation from the Tam
bookies until the death of TzEEO, the Kaffers appear 
to have resided altogether near the Kyba. I ha\·e seen 
a farmer now in his 95th year, who went with some 
others, in the year 1738, from Gauritz River, the 
most distant part of the colony then settled, on a 
shooting excursion into Kafferland. Those persons 
divided into two parties : one of them was under the 
direction of a man named HEUPENAAR; who, in 
consequence of his resisting the attempts of the nath·es 
to take the iron from his wagons, was murdered with 
all his people; the other party, to which the old man 
belonged, received no injury from them. There were 
not then any Kaffers residing West of the river Kysee, 
ot· according to the most common name amongst the 
colonists, the Keiskama, and some who accom
panied the party on their return, took leave of them 

VALLIANT's fair friend, NARINA, belonged to that people). I know not 
whence the term Gonaqua, but believe that they are a mixed race, sprung 
from Kaffers and Hottentots. These are points which may easily be 
ascertained by those employed on the frontier, and they are surely of 
great interest. We have already seen how difficult it was to give a con
tinuous account of the Hottentot tribes, because the Dutch, or they 
themselves, constantly changed the appellation of the tribe for the name 
of the chief. It is only necessary to cite the instances of the Cochoquas, 
who took the name of their chief GoNOMOA ; and of the Chinoquas, who 
were called after their chief SousA. 

* Probably Genoo means cow in the Kaffer langnage. Gae means cow 
amongst the Marrattas of India-and Gaekwar is the distinguishing title 
of the sovereigns of Baroda. The Indore sovereigns-Holkar, are called 
Dangers-which means shepherd-their progenitor having been a shepherd. 
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The Kaff'en, at that stl'eam, stating it to be the boundary of their 
country.* 

"On the death of TzEEO his people were divided 
between the son of PALO and MA.NDANKEE, The 
former chief repeatedly received visitors from the 
colony, and has been sometimes mentioned under the 
name of PHARAO, His eldest son, GALEKA, in
herited the greater part of his vassals, and continued 
to reside on the banks of the Kyba. He was often 
engaged in wars with his brother HAHABEE, who had 
proceeded with those vassals that had been bequeathed 
to him by TzEEO, to the l.'OUlltry situated between the 
Zomo and the white T'Kye Rivers. GALEKA was 
always successful in these encounters, and he has left 
a high opinion of his conduct and intrepidity among 
his people. 

•' One of HAHABEE's sons having been killed on a 
hunting party by a Tambookie chief, the father 
attempted to re\·enge his loss, but he was defeated, 
and perished in the waters of the White T'Kye. His 
eldest son, OMLAO, having died before him, his second 
son, ZLAMBIE, assumed the government of his vassals, 
and the guardianship of GYKA, the infant child of 
OMLAO. Unable to cope with the Tambookies, he 
brought his people to the country lying between the 
Koquie (Buffalo Rh·er) and the Keiskama. 

"MANDANKEE had remm'ed to this neighbourhood 
shortly after the death of his father, and had beeo 
followed some years afterwards by his nephew SANGA, 
who had become possessed of such of PALO'S people 
as had not been left to GALEKA and HAHABEE. 

* It was always thus with the Dutch-they thought they had a perfect 
right to poach on their neighbour's land. We have seen the disputes 
into which they got with both the Hottentots and the Bosjemans in the 
neighbourhood of the Cape, on their fint establishment there, from their 
poaching propensities, 
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MAROTA had succeeded his father, MAsDASKEE, The Kaff"en. 
before the arrival of ZLAMBIE, and he and So:soA, 
regardless of the misfortunes which had occasioned 
the emigration of their relation, immediately showed 
their dissatisfaction at this intrusion. They fought 
him frequently, but with so little success, that MA-
HOTA was repeatedly compelled to retire into Zuur-
,·eld; and he was at length killed in an engagement 
which took place in the year 1i80. His son, JA LUMBA, 
finding his force unequal to a contest with the Haha-
bees, retired with his people into Agter Bruyn's 
Hoogte. 

"This district bad been settled about ten years. 
In the year 1778, Governor VAN PLETTENBERG having 
called there on the journey which he made through 
the colooy, he sent the justly-esteemed aud much
lamented Colonel Goaoo.s, to request an inten·iew 
with some of the Kaffer chiefs. The Colonel pro
ceeded in sea1·ch of them as far as the Keiskarna,* 
from whence he conducted a few to the go,·ernor, 
who ente1·ed into an engagemeut with them that the 
Great Fish River should be considered as the boundary 
between the two couutries. 

"The inhabitants reminded JALUMBA of the ancient 

* Mr. Moou1E ad<ls a note to show that he bad ascertained at Graatf
Reinet, from a colonist, aged 80 years, that in 17 7 a the Katfers bad only 
reached the Keiskama; that the Bo~jemans were then the only inhabitants 
about tb,e Kaka and Koonap Mountains to the Kei. He did not believe 
that any of the Katfers had then crossed the Fish River. Col. GoRDON did 
not go to the Keiskama, bot only to the place where Mr. HART now 
lives, near Somerset, to bring the Katfer chiefs ; for the Katfers had by 
that time advanced so far. Governor PLETTENBEEG had a meeting with 
about eight Kaffer chiefs, but Mr. Mooorn's informant did notknow 
what passed between the parties. These particulars may appear unim
portant at the present day, for there can be no doubt that the Kaffers 
are foreigners in those parts, that they generally_ kept near the sea shore, 
although it may be impossible to fix the precise period of their emigration 
from the North East, or the stages by which it was made. 
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The Kaffcrs. treaty, and required his immediate departure. Their 
remonstrances having been disregarded, a commando 
was assembled, by which the intruders were expelled, 
with the loss of JALUMBA, and a great number of his 
followers. 

"His son, DLonLoo, perished two years afterwards 
in a similar attempt, which was the last made to fix a 
kraal in that district. 

"DLoDLOO died without issue, his uncle, OHLA, 
succeeded to the command of the Mandankecs. He 
retired with them beyond the Konaba Rh·er, where he 
remained some years. 

Colonel COLLINS says, that soon after ZAKA was 
promoted to the rank of chief, he proceeded to the 
neighbourhood of the Baka River. He then enters 
on an account of the Hottentot RuITER, in connexion 
with ZAKA-a portion of his nan·ative already ex
tracted, (page ). When ZAKA entered lhe colony 
from the East, the settlers advanced from the Gam
toos River; they induced the people of KABEANG, 
a Hottentot chief on the Sunday River, and most of 
those who had belonged to Ru1TER, to enter their 
service, and extended themselves to the extremity of 
the Zuurveld, (the country lying between Graham's 
Town, the Fish River, and the Sea.) The kraals and 
the Colonists were mixed, and for some years without 
inconvenience; but in 1786 a difference arose between 
them; the Kaffers called Zlambie to their assistance, 
and he came with nearly 3,000 men. The Genooka
quas were defeated with the loss of their chief, and 
ZLAMBIE was presented with the cattle of the van
quished Kaffers, who were imprudently permitted to 
remain in the colony. 

"KoxoA succeeded ZAKER in command of the 
Genoekaquas; they had been deprived of their cattle; 
were reduced to the necessity of plundering the 
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farmers, which produced a new war, and they were The Kaffers. 

expelled. They did not, however, remain long 
beyond the Great Fish River; and on his return, KoN-
GA was accompanied by the three sons of SANGA
MACOMO, KAMA, and Tou-in Ol'dcr that he might 
be safe from the resentment of ZLAMBIE, one of 
whose brothers had been killed by a Hottentot in their 
sen·ice. 

"The arrival of the Kaffers was reported to Mr. 
WoEKE, the landdrost, who took no steps whatever 
to remove them. There is a report still current among 
the farmers, that a delh:ery of cattle was made to him 
by some of those people, as a purchase-right to a 
residence in the district of the Zuurveld. In stating 
this circumstance, upon which I have heard that the 
Kaffers lay some stress, I cannot allow myself, upon 
Euch grounds, to believe for a moment, that a puhlic 
officer could be guilty of so great a dereliction of his 
duty. It is, however, certain, that by having neglected 
to notice this invasion, he laid the foundation of all 
the misfortunes that have since befallen the inhabitants 
of the Eastern Districts. 

"The farmel's, Colonel Cor,LISS says, were in
duced to enter into trade with the Kaffers, from fiud
ing their complaints disregarded, and to receive the 
Kaffers into their service; they gave theit· cattle aud 
labour at first without knowing the rnlue of such 
things; a little time, however, opt•ned their eyes; 
altercations: which grew into enmities, arose; aud 
in the yea1· 1792, the Kaffers fell unexpectedly upon 
the colonists, of whom many were murdered and 
plundered by them. 

"When the reports of these occurrences reached 
the seat of go\·ernment, the Commissioner-General, 
l\fr. SLuYSKENs, directed in 1793, a commando of 
farmers to assemble and march against the Kaffers. 
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The KaB'en. " Colonel COLLINS considers it very extraonlinary, 
that before hostilities commenced some plan of opera
tions should not have been arranged between the 
parties entrusted with the conduct of the campaign; 
and that Mr. MAYN"IER, the lnnddrost of Graaff
Reinet, should have commenced hostilities against the 
Kaffers with the farmers under his command, before 
the farmers from Swellendam had anived. The ex
pulsion of the Kaffers from the colony, instead of being 
considered the principal business of the armament, 
appears to hare been regarderl as secondary. The 
farmers had lost a great portion of their cattle, and to 
regain possession of the cattle seems to have been the 
first object of Mr. MA YNIER's attention. Having 
defeated them in the Zuurveld, to which they mostly 
retired, he followed them to the rh·er Koguie, four 
days journey beyond the boundary, and there attacked 
the people of KnoMOTA, mistaking them for those he 
was in _search of. When he received intelligence of 
the arri,•al of Mr. FAURE, the landdrost of Swellen
dam, with the party under his orders, he returned to 
the Great Fish River. The hostile Kaffers had no in
clination to enter on so long a march as Mr. l\'lAYNIER 
"had voluntarily imposed upon himself," allowed 
him to pass them, and had, for the most part, returned 
to their former stations, for he had not sufficient force 
to admit of his leaving any detachments to cover the 
Zuurveld; "or perhaps it never entered into his con
templation that they would be required." 

When the whole force was brought together, the 
original intention of the go\·ernment, with the excep
tion of some cattle which had been taken, yet 
remained to be fulfilled. The men had been brought 
together from a distance, and from a country which 
had no direct connexion with the war, or cause of 
operations, their concerns were necessarily suffering 
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in their absence, and their wives and children were, The Katrcn. 
during this waste of time, left at the mercy of the 
Bosjemans. "It may easily be concch·ed what must 
have been the feelings and opinions of these men. 
They had done every thing that could have been ex-
pected from them. They had driven the enemy beyond 
the limits. But not satisfied with that, they must be 
dragged to make war upon a people whom they had 
never heard of, and who had never done a christian 
harm. After all this they had the mortification to 
learn that they were not further advanced than on the 
day of their arrival. 

"It is stated that SANGA, the principal chief of the 
hostile Kaffers, having fallen into the hands of ZLAM
Brn, an offer on his part to deliver SANGA up to Mr. 
MAYNIER was declined. Go\·ernment had offered a 
reward of 10 Rds. for each prisoner that might be 
taken ; se,·eral were taken, but were released, and the 
farmers did not receive the expected reward. After 
some feeble and ineffectual attempts against the 
enemy, the clothing and other necessaries of the 
farmers destroyed, their horses and cattle worn out, 
and their hopes and confidence annihilated-they 
required, with clamour, that a captain of the Swellen
dam militia, named LAURENS DE JAGER, should be 
invested with the command, and represented that 
theit· demand was haughtily refused by Mr. MA YNIER, 
who continued to direct this unfo1'tunate war. 

'' At length the two landdrosts esteemed themselves 
fortuuate in obtaining a peace, on terms, as they 
themselves stated, disadvantageous to the colony. 
Nothing was mentioned in this treaty about the retreat 
of the Kaffers, who had no sooner restored the stolen 
cattle than they repented of their act, and recom
menced their depredations. 

"A report was made to government by Mr. MAY-
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The Kafl"ers. NIER in the following year, 1794, statiDg the cause of 
the late war, the best mode of protecting the coloDy 
agaiust the incursions of the Kaffers, and of pre
serving peace with that people. He observes that 
" the excursions of the farmers into Kafferland for the 
purpose of hunting, the trade carried on between 
them and the Kaffers, and the improper treatment 
which the latter had experienced from the former 
when in their service, were the principal occasion of 
the rupture." He then recommends that "several 
iuhabitants should be· obliged to keep together in one 
place; that a stop should be put to all trade between 
the colonists and the Kaffers; that the former should 
be prohibited from going into Kafferland to shoot 
elephants, unless provided with a permission from the 
landdrost; and that the latter should be forbidden to 
enter the colony, except when bringing a message 
from the chiefs to the drostdy, under pain of being 
considered as traitors, and dri,·en back with force." 

Mr. MA YNIER corn plained bitterly of the inatten
tion shown to his orders, particularly of the farmers 
haviug proceeded without his sanction against the 
Kaffers. Indeed, from this moment the authority of 
government began to decline in the Eastern districts, 
the inhabitants conceh-ing that as it had not the 
power to protect, it was unable to punish. Some 
evil disposed persons at the Cape, as well as in the 
country, took advantage of their circumstances to 
propagate revolutionary principles, and Graaff-Reiuet 
became the theatre of anarchy and revolt.* 

GAIKA, although not arrived at manhood, had 

• Mr. Moo»IE says, in a note, a correct knowledge of the relations 
with the Kaffers from 1786 to 1795, is only to be obtained from the 
official papers, which, under the plea afforded by an article of the capitu
lation of 1795, Commissioner SLUYSKEN removed to Holland, whence 
they do not appear to have been returned until the cession in 1803.-
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shown himself in the late war, and he then b<'gan to The Kaffen. 

wish for the possession of that power to which he 
conceh·ed that his birth, and the nomination of Kuo-
MOTA, the head of his family, had fully entitled him. 
ZLAMBIE having refused, on his demand, to resign 
the reins of government in the year 1796, a civil 
war ensued. ZLAMBIE ha\·ing teen defeated, pro-
ceeded to beg assistance from KuoMOTA, who dedined 
interfering. He then returned to his ancient residence 
near the Zomo, where he endearnured to win the 
Tambookies to his interest, but he was again attacked 
by GAIKA and taken prisoner. 

"During these disturbances, ZALOOZA, a brother 
of ZLAMBIE, emigrated to Zuurveld, where he waged 
war against the sons and successo1·s of SAJSGA, and 
against the Mandankees, who had likewise pro
ceeded to that quarter. These hostilities were not 
productive of any matetial consequences. 

"In the year 1797, Mr. BRESLER, the new land
drost, who the preceding year had been refused 
admittance at his drostdy, having been favorably 
received, under the auspices of Mr. BARROW, pro
ceeded with that gentleman to the Zuurveld and 
Kaffraria. The independent chiefs promised, on thei.1· 
reconciliation with GAIKA, to return to their own 
country, and at the request of those gentlemen, that 
chief sent them messengers of peace. 

'' Mr. BRESLER also sent to inform them of the 
success of his application on their behalf, and to 
require their immediate return to Katferland. They 
all declined going, under various pretences; KoNoA 

Colonel COLLINS had obtained but an imperfect view of the system of 
deception intelligibly pointed at in the commencement of this paper, of 
which the inhabitants of Graaff-Reinet and the first English government 
were the victims, and which the most cursory perusal of the concealed 
papers would have at once dispelled. 
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The Kaifen. treated the landdrost's messengers in the most insolent 
manner, and ad\·anced soon after to the Sunday 
River, where he endeavoured to form the same con
nexions with the Hottentots that had pre\·iously very 
much strengthened his party by the accession of a 
great port-ion of the Ghonaqua people. 

"One of the Ghonaquas, residing with GYKA, and 
who claims his descent frum a chief named KAMA

K ~ERA, gave me the following account of that unfor
nate race. As I heard no other attempt at their his
tor:,·, I am induced to repeat what was communicated 
to me respecting them, although the relation may 
appear somewhat improbable:-

" They had resided at first much nearer to the 
peninsula, and were yet united under their last great 
chief, JuAMA, when the Europeans advanced from 
the Cape into the interior. Unable to prevent their 
encroachments, anrl unwilling to acknowledge their 
superiority, they remo,·ed towards the East; observing 
that the country improved as they advanced, they 
continued their route to the tenitories of TzEEO. 
This chief was as much dissatisfied at their approach 
as they had been at that of the Christians, and unfor
tunately for them, he had as much the power as the 
inclination to show bis displeasure. 

"After a comiderable loss both of their people and 
their cattle, they returned to the neighbourhood of 
the Great Fish Rh•er. Some settled in the fine plains 
on that stream. But the others apprehending that the 
wrath of TzEEO might pursue them e,·en thus far, 
resolved to seek a less insecure, though a more dis
tant retreat. With that view they proceeded to the 
North, where the Bosjemans treated them as un
kindly as the Kaffers. Driven from the South, the 
East, and the North, the wanderers bent their last 
hope to the West. They followed the sun until stop-
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ped by the ocean, on whose borders their posterity The Kaft'ers. 
are known by the name of Namaquas. Duriug the 
wars which took place among the descendants of 
TzEEo, their brethren were plundered by all parties, 
and were at length obliged to seek protection from 
some of the chiefs. They avoided, however, as long 
as possible, intermarriage with the Kaffers, to whom 
they are, in general, by 110 means attached. 

"My historian assured me, that those under GYKA 
were his best soldiers, that they were always placed 
in the hottest of the fight, but were neglected and ill
treated when no enemy was to be opposed. He 
added, that they would all long since have left his 
country, if they had not feared to lose their cattle in 
the attempt ; that they were, however, determined to 
avail themselves of the fil'st favorable opportunity to 
carry their intentions into effect; and that, although 
sometimes not well used in the service of the farmers, 
with whom they had occasionally lived for short 
periods, they would rather reside with them than 
remain with the Kaffers. On being asked about the 
sentiments of the Ghonaquas under Ko:.•wA, he replied 
that they were more conuected with the Kaffers than 
any of the others residing with that people, and that 
he did not think that they had now any wish. to re
move from them. 

"J assured the descendant of KAMAKEERA, that 
the Christians felt deeply for the misfortunes of the 
Ghonaquas, and would be happy to have the power 
of alleviating their unhappy lot; that, however, the 
relations which had so long existed between them and 
the Kaffer11 would render it imprope1· to allow them 
to reside in the districts bordering upon the country 
of that people; and that if any of them should remove 
within the limits of the colony, it would be necessary 

A * 
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The Kaffers. for them to proceed to the neighbom-hoo<l of the 
capital.* 

"Afler the death of Kuo~lOTA, who appears to 
have been always a pacific chief, his people were en
gaged in a war with GYKA, in consequence of one 
of them having been murdered by some person be
longing to the latter; and an army was sent to the 
Keiskama under the orders of W1LHELA, the uncle 
of H1NzA, who was then a minor. 

a. I. " A person engaged in this service gave me the 
following account of the expedition, by which it would 
appear that Europeans ought not to give themselves 
quite so much credit for their improvements in tactics., 
as they conceive themselves so generally entitled to. 

a. 2. "Having proceeded to a certain distance, where 
they left their wives and children, they continued 

* It is not improbable that the unfortunate Ghonaquas, whose 
historian gives Colonel CoLLIN!! so interesting an account of the tribe, 
may be the remains of the tribe of Gonomas, who, as we have 
already seen, took the name of their chief, GoNOMOA, as their dis
tinguishing appellation. The tribe, I think, was expelled from tht>ir 
)Rods at the Cape, during the administration of VAN Ru.BEECK, and 
may have proceeded North-east, until they came in contact with the Kaf. 
fors ; this conjecture is strengthened by the cir<'umstance of their having 
joined different parties of Kaffers, and being their best soldiers, the fore. 
·most in their ranks; for the Gonoma Hottentots may be supposed to 
have, through their long period of misfortune, in contact with the Dutch, 
gained some knowleJge of the use of fire-arms, if not (which they could 
hardly acquire under the Dutch of that period) of the art of European 
warfare. The Gbonaquas may have joined the Namaquas in small num
bers, but not given a name to that people, as represented to Colonel 
COLLINS; for we know that the Namaquas were one of the aboriginal 
tribes. Colonel COi.LiNS' proposal to remove to the neighbourhood of 
the Cape must have surprised the Ghonaquas; for, supposing them to be 
the remnant of GoNoMoA's people, their lands were gone! The Knffrrs 
must have, in those days, been bard-hearted masters, since some of the 
Ghonaquns preferred living with the farmers, although sometimes not ..-ell 
used by them, to remaining with the Kaffers. 
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their march, armed with shicl<ls and assagais, and The Kaffers. 
prO\•idc<l only with a few slaughtering cattle. They 
were headed by an adrnucc guard, composed of their 
best troops, and distinguished from the others by 
bearing on either side of the head a plume of the 
Numidian crane. Haring ari-h-ed within sight of their 
cuemy, they advanced in irregular columns of di\'isions; 
but in consequence of the endeavours to takfl them in 
flank, they formed, and after a few di~ch•uges came 
to close q narters. Seroral other 111m•ements were 
made by both partie5, either to counteract those of 
the enemy, to take adrnntagc of circumstances, or to 
afford support when required. 

3. "The hattle was for a long time obstinately con
tested, but at length the ad\'antage appeared to lean 
so decidedly on the side of the Galckas, that GYKA 

left the field. The Hahabees conceived that the day 
was lost, when a panic seized the victors, and they 
fled in their turn. 

a. 4. "On inquiring the opinion entertainecl among 
the Kaflers with regard to courage and military con
duct, I was told that those qualities were held in the 
highest estimation; aud that a man whose advice or 
intrepidity should gain any advantage for his country, 
would obtain applause and rewards from all ranks of 
people. Concei\·iug that when valour was so much 
prized, cowardice must be treated with the utmost 
severity, I asked how they punished that offence. My 
surprise was great when I learnt that among the Gale
kas no notice whatever is taken of misconduct of that 
nature; but 1 was informed, that GYKA has always 
l'een strict on that point, although he has more than 
once been the first to show the example of pusillani
mity. Indeed, his punishments, for every descrip
tion of crim<', are stated to be the most cruel of any 
used among the Kaffcrs. 

A** 
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The Kafl'ers. 5. "GYKA did not fail to take advantage of his unex-
pected success. He pursued the fugitives, among 
whom he made a dreadful slaughter; passed the Kyba, 
seized on the cattle of the inhabitante, and took 
H1NZA prisoner. 

a. 6. "What might have been his intention with re
gard to the young chief is not known ; but it must be 
remembered that when he had ZLAMBIE in his power, 
under similar circumstances, he generously restored 
his freedom and possessions. H1NZA was stolen away 
in the night by some of his faithful veterans, the com
panions of the victories of his grandfather. A peace 
was concluded at the Fiver Inguga, and some of the 
cattle taken from the chiefs were restored. 

7. "Arrived at the plenitude of power, GYKA be
came haughty and intractable. It was shortly after 
these events that Dr. VAN DER KEMP made an attempt 
to establish a missionary station in his territory. The 
had success of the endeavours used by that zealous 
and indefatigable man, affords but a faint hope of a 
more fortunate undertaking of a similar nature: some
times appearing his friend and convert, at others 
evincing the greatest suspicion of his proceedings, 
GYKA obliged him continually to change his abode, 
and he was finally obliged to abandon the project. 

a. 8. "Mr. BARROW has given so full an account of 
the arrest of the rebellious hoers, in the year 1799; 
of the insurrection of the Hottentots ; of the interview 
of General V!--N DE LEUR with KoNoA, at the Sunday 
River ; bis promise to retreat Eastward ; the attack 
subsequently made by him on the brigadier's detach
ment, whilst on his march from Agter Bruintjes 
Hoogte to Algoa Bay; and afterwards on his camp 
near Bosjemans' River, as to render it unnecessary for 
me to dwell .upon these points. Not knowing how to 
distinguish the disaffected hoers from those attached 
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to government, General v AN DB LEUR wns apprehen- The Katren. 

sive of trusting any of them with ammunition, or 
availing himself of their services against the enemy. 
The loss of Lieut. CeuMNEY, and most of his party, cut 
off when detached to the coast, followed by the re-
treat of the general to the bay, in consequence, as I 
believe, Mr. BARROW states, of his deeming it im-
prudent to wage an unequal contest with savages, the 
successful result of which would be favourable to those 
only who had instigated tliem to act,-were occur-
rences which were certainly not calculated to inspire 
any of the contending parties with a high opinion of 
British power.* 

'' General DUNDAS conceiving his pre&ence neces
sary to restore order, set out for Algoa Bay, but 
having no local knowledge, and being naturally desir
ous of acquiring the best information, he wished to 
be attended by some person well acquainted with the 
country. Mr. MAYNIER was recommended to him, 

* I do not know by whom Colonel COLLINS' Papers were laid before 
Parliament in a mutilated form; or, so far as I have yet proceeded in 
transcribing them, very distinctly trace the object in thua dealing with 
those admirable papers. Mr. MooDIE is, at all events, on this, as on many 
other accounts, entitled to our best thanks for publishing them entire, and 
enabling us to judge for ourselves. Of the last cited passages numbered 1, 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,-the passages marked a are placed by Mr. MooDIB 
within brackets, and printed in Italics-and they are amongst the passages 
omitted in the papers laid before Parliament ! lt will not fail to occur to 
any one that the five passages omitted in the papers laid before Parliament 
state facts and circumstances honorable to the character and civilization 
of the late GAIKA, and the Kaffers generally-whilst one of these, the 
8th, and last, relates to the rebellious conduct of the Dutch Boers, in 
1799. The other three passages are of an oppos~te character,-calculated 
to throw discredit on the character of the Kaff'ers, and to place in a 
favorable light missionary labours. The. conclusion is inevitable, that 
"the injury attempted against the reput_ation" of the Kaffers, is greater 
than that attempted against Colonel CoLLINs. Can the Parliament of 
our country be thua treated with impunity ? ! ! ! 
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The Katrers. and the General nppears to have been entirely guicled 
by his advice. His principal object seems to ham 
been to conciliate the Hottentots, who had beeu 
leagued with the Kaffers, and had committed the 
most dreadful outrages. After some time, a peace, 
as it was called, having been concluded, he appointed 
Mr. MAYNIER commissioner in the district, aud 
returned to the scat of govemment. 

"No sooner were the troops withdrawn, than the 
Kaffers and Hottentots pursued their career of blood, 
fire, and plunder. The prnple of KoNoA, OLELA, 
HABANA, &c., were the principal of tht> former, and 
the STUURMANs, although not originally from this 
part of the.colony, together with -one BoosAc, and 
some other adventurers, led on the latter. 

"Mr. MA YNrnR gave no credit to the reports made 
to him of these transactions, and affirmed that they 
had no foundation except in the fears of the farmers, 
whom he threatened to punish with the utmost seve- • 
rity if they dared to leave their habitations. The dis
tricts of Agter Brniutjcs Hoogte, Zwart Ruggens, and 
\Vinterhoek, of Bosjemans, Sunday, and Zwartkop's 
Hh·ers, were entirely abandoned. Mr. MA YNIER. 
remained at the Drostdy of Graaff-B.einet, with a 
detachment sent for the protection of his district, and 
he was feebly attacked there by the boers, who attri
buted all these disorders to ~is mat-administration. 

"Intelligence of these transactions having at leugth 
reached the Cape, l\lr. MAYNIER was recalled, and 
Gen. DuNDAs was on the point of recomme11cing hos
tilities when he received intelligence of the preliminary 
treaty, by which the colo11y was restored to Holland. 
Unwilling, however, to lea\·e the colony in the dread
ful state to which it had been reduced, he directed 
that a commando of farmers should be formed under 
the Commandant TJARD VAN DER \VALT, who seem~ 
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to have possessed the talents and energy suited to the The Katrers. 

important trust. 
"Mr. MA YNIER, whose conduct then occupied the 

attention of a commission of inquiry, expresses himself 
in some parngraphs, which his patriotism induces him 
to annex to his defence. 

"' As I am too much interested in the welfare of 
the colony, and am persuaded that by the following 
plan, which seems generally appro\·ed, or rather that 
plan of which any person, whether he is acquainted 
with the nature of the country or not, is so much in 
love with, the country will be exposed to total ruin, 
I therefore beg leave to offer some reflections on 
this subject .. 

"'The plan of driving the Kaffers and Hottentots 
beyond the Great Fish River, so much favoured by 
some, I ha\·e always disapproved, and maintain, that 
whoever knows the state of that part of the country 

. where they lh·e, and the immense woods and deus 
which offer a safe retreat to them, will look upon such 
plan to. be unwise, because greatly difficult to be 
accomplished, and still more so to confine them there; 
and cruel on account of the hardships which they 
must consequently suffer. And I feel the most perfect 
conviction that peace may be preserved with these 
creatures by fair means, and with little trouble.' 

"VAN DER WALT attacked the enemy with vigour. 
He had inspired confidence into his own people, and 
terror into their opponents. The Knffer chiefs held a 
council of war, and were on the point of retiring, 
when the commandant was called away to the neigh
bourhood of the Gamtoos River, whe1·e a number of 
insurgents, principally Hottentots, had overrun the 
country. There a musket ball struck him when 
penetrating through the woods, and deprived the 
colony of his useful services. 
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The Kaft'ers. "The Field-Commandant BOTHA had been ap
pointed second in command ; but although a good and 
zealous man, he was not looked up to with the same 
degree of respect as VAN DER WALT. The other 
commandants mostly conceived themselves better 
qualified and more entitled to command; and under 
various pretences they conducted their parties soon 
afterwards to their several districts. 

"The Kaffers and Hotten tots became more daring 
by the failure of this expedition. One party, under 
BooSAc, proceeded to Oliphants' River, where Bo
THA's own people, aud some from Winterhoek, under 
the Field-Commandant GABRIEL • STOLTZ, happened 
fortunately to be in r~adiness to receive them; they 
were driven back with loss. 

"Another division, consisting of several hundred, 
under D~vID STcURMAN, after making an unsuccess
ful • attempt on a place in the Lange Kloof, which 
was defended only by a few persons, crossed the 
mountains to Pletteuberg's Bay. The field-cornet, 
one JOHN TERBLANTZ, treated the intelligence of 
their approach with contempt, but shamefully aban
doned his post the moment of their arrival. 

"The first farm house _they came to was occupied 
by a few brave men who beat them off. They then 
continued their route, and unfortunately met with 
some farmers travelling to the Cape, whom they 
murdered. The wives and children; however, con
trary to their practice on some other occasions, they 
sent away uninjured, after a demand, as their ransom, 
of the arms and ammunitior'i of the people who had 
so well defended themselves, had been refused. A 
detachment of them, with STUURMAN, then advanced, 
.plundering and burning the detached habitations as 
far as Outiniqualand, where the openness of the 
couutt-y deterred them from proceeding. They were 
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met on their return by BoTnA and STOLTZ, on whose The Kaff'en. 
appearance they cast away their arms, and retired 
with precipitation through the woods. 

"ZLAMBIE for the first time took part against the 
colonists in this war. He had long been on bad 
terms with GYKA, and having united his people, he 
retired through Agter Bruintjes Hoogte to Zuurveld, 
where he arrived on the eve of these disturbances, in 
which he became involved. 

"Notwithstanding the disappointment and dis
pleasure of General DuNDAS on hearing of the deser
tion o( the commando, he could not, as then circum
stanced, adopt any other measure of hostility: as the 
only means, therefore,. of restoring e\·en temporary 
tranquillity in the colony, he directed a commission 
of field-commandants and field-cornets to conclude a 
peace with the Kaffers and Hottentots. This was 
done upon no other condition than that each party 
should retain possession of the cattle that had fallen 
into his hands; and this treaty was afterwards con
firmed by a similar deputation sent to the Sunday 
Rh·er by the Batavian government. 

The Kaffers and Hottentots now began to quarrel 
about theit· booty, and to rob each other. BoosAc 
was put to death on one of these plundering expedi
tious by some of ZLAMDIE's people, notwithstanding 
the recital of the many services he had rendered them, 
and his protestations of his entire derntion to the 
Kaffer nation. More than twelve of his followers are 
reported to have a\·oided sharing in his fate by being 
mounted, or holding on a' single horse. 

" OLELA, chief of the. l\landankees, was deprived, 
soon after these events, of his authority, with the 
concurrence of most of the other chiefs, in conse
quence of his restless and marauding disposition. 
He retired first to the colony, aud afterwards to the 
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The Kalfers. Orange River; at this period ZALOOSE left Zuurveld 
and joined GYKA, to whose fortunes he has since 
remained firmly attached. 

"ZLAMBIE having taken a fancy about the same 
time to the lands near the Boajeman's River, occupied 
by some of the kraals of KoNoA, and the latter 
having refused to resign them to his demand, his 
people were drh·en from them by force. 

"As soon as General JANSSENS had made the 
necessary arrangements at the seat of government, 
he proceeded on a journey to the interior. To remove 
the inconvenience occasioned by the unsettled state 
of the Kaffers and Hottentots, appears to ha,·e been 
one of the chief motives of this tour. 

"On his arrival at Algoa Bay he sent for KLAAS 
STUURMA:., and dclh·ered him a brass gorget, on 
which was engraved the following inscription, which 
deserves to be preserved :-

'Capitein KLAAS STUURMAN, 

Vreed' en Vriendschap 
Met de Bataaviesche Republiek, 

Den lste Mnart, 1803.'" 

Colonel COLLINS goes on to say, that General JAss
sENS proceeded to the Sunday River, and sent 
to nll the Kaffcr chiefs to request a visit with them 
within the colonial limits. They were brought to him 
by the Field-cornet ScHOLTZ, His excellency signified 
to them his expectation, that they would immediately 
leave the colony, adding that, if they would not go 
peaceably, he would be under the necessity of using 
compulsion; they made the old excuse, "the fear of 
GvK.\ ;" he said he would remove that difficulty, and 
they promised, in that f:Vent, to retire without delay. 

The go,·crnor wished GvKA to meet him on the 
Great Fish River, but he declined coming farther than 
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sent forward to meet him. He would not nt first 
hc:tr of a reconciliatio11 with his emigrant cl1iet:-., but 
at length agreed to receive them amicably. 

KoNGO, HABANA, and some other chiefs kept their 
engagements and removed to the Kciskama; but 
finding that ZLAMnrn remained undisturbed within 
the boundary, they returned in a few months. 

The war between Great Britain and Holland was 
soon afterwards declared, and General JA :-.ssF.:-.s 
could not spare from the Cape the troops which he 
deemed necessary for the expulsion of the Kaffcrs; 
but he often dedared his intention of haring recourse 
to hostilities, as soon as circumstances would pern1it 
them. 

Ju the expcctatio11 that the country would han! 
been evacuated, a proclamation had been issued, 
directing all persons to return to their 1ilaces in the 
Zu urveld, under pain of forfcitnrc. S,)me ·dicl return 
in 1804, but were forced to fly suh!'cqucntly, through 
the murders and excesses committed by the Kaffcrs; 
and two i11cffcctual attempts were afterwards made 
hy the same persons to cstauli:,;h thcmselH•s i11 the:,;e 
lands. 

The Kaffcrs, who seldom used to pass the outward 
places, in small parties, for the purpose of bcggi 11g, 
now began to advance farther, boldly, and i11 greater 
numbers, for that purpose, and the farmers, forgetting 
the misfortunes they had suffered from that people, 
imprudently received many of them iuto their service. 

I. Colonel CoLLI:SS tells the story of a concubine 
of GYKA's, who had gouc to visit her rclati\·es in the 
Zuurveld, ha\·iug been detained by one of ZLAI\IBIE's 
sons. In rc\·engc fo1· this GYKA detained one of liis 
uncle's ladies, who had gouc to \"isit her friends at the 
Kciskan1a. GYKA's subjects regarded this st('p with 
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The Kaft"ers. the strongest disapprobation-declaring that they con
sidered it in the light of incest-there was reason to 
suppose that his enemies took advantage of this cir
cumstance to inflame the minds of his people, whose . 
affections they had ah-eady much alienated by repre
senting his extreme arrogance and his avarice in 
claiming universal inheritance, which plea reduces 
whole families to the greatest distress. Rebellion 
was openly declared, and GoKESA., an old soldier, 
who had always been distiuguished by his master for 
his conduct and valour, headed the malcontents. 
They were, however, composed of the most distant 
aud most warlike kraals ; and their leaders having 
been killed in the first engagement, they would have 
been obliged to submit, had not two of GYKA's uncles, 
TYALTA and S1KK00, who were the principal in
stigators of the insurrection, joined the party with 
their people. 

2. The rebels <lid not, however, consider themselves 
sufficiently powerful, and sent to demand the assistance 
of ZLAMBIE, in punishing the crime of his nephew. 
The old chief was sick and unable to proceed, but 
seut his sons, GwEECHEE and KoHEE, with a large 
force to the Keiskama. GYKA was driven into the· 
mountains after showing some generalship, though, 
as usual, little courage. His kraals were destroyed 
and his herds were captured. A great many of his 
people thinking GYKA's fortunes entirely ruined, 
joined the rebels and auxiliaries, and they proceeded 
altogether towards the Zuurveld. Their march was 
observed, and a few cattle were recovered. A famine, 
however, ensued, and most of the young children, 
even of GYKA, ZALOOSA, and other principal chiefs, 
were actually starved. 

3. GYKA had been joined by FooNA, who had 
succeeded his brother OLELA, as chief of the Man-
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dankees, and Kvsoo, chief of the Byrookes, also The Kuffm. 

joined him after the conclusion of the campaign. 
ZLAMBIE was apprehensive that the other chiefs 
would also join GvKA; for they alrea<Jy began to 
think that he had been se\·e1·e)y punished~ and to 
reflect that they were equally interested with him in 
the question of inheritance. This consideration may 
have prevented the victorious chief from endeavoring 
to reap all the fruits of his success. No further hos-
tilities of any consequence took place, aud a favorable 
opportunity having offered in about a year afterwards, 
GYKA sent proposals of peace to his uncle, which 
were immediately accepted. 

4. Iu the mean time, however, ZoNIE, a brother 
of ZLAMBIE, wishing to avoid these contentions, 
secretly withdrew with about 60 of ZLAMBIE's men 
to the river Ghamga, where he attacked and plun
dered two kraals, composed of deserters from various 
chiefs, who bad been several years in that neighbour
hood, unrler the command of two brothers, HENDRIK 

and JACOB, common Kaffers, belonging to ZLAMBIE. 
HENDRIK was forced to accompany ZoNIE to the 
Orange River, where he was killed with about thirty 
of his people, by the Bosjemans. 

5. Some of the emigrants (Kaffers) who had re
turned to Zuun·eld and the Keiskama, gave a most 
favorahle account of the countries they had visited. 
HABANA and his brother GALATRO, absconded iu the 
year ISOS, and several other petty chiefs, both of 
ZLAMBIE:'s and GvKA's parties, for the most part 
Mandankees, only waited a favorable opportunity to 
foUow them.* 

* Here again the passages marked I, 2, 3, 4, 5, or from the words 
"Colonel COLLINS tells the story" to " OE.LELA had come from the 
Orange River," are omitted in the papers laid before Parliament, whilst 
from these last quoted words to the end of Colonel CoLLINs' paper, 
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The Kaffers. "0ELELA had come from the Orange Rh·e1· some 
months before, and had collected a great number of 
Kaffers from the service of the inhabitants. With 
these he endeavoured to compel his brothers, GOLA 
and OoTZEE, who commanded a kraal that had been 
several years established in the Zwartberg mountains, 
to proceed with him to the Orange River. 

" The hostilities attracted the attention of govern
ment. Instead of attending to the injunctions given 
to him to mo,·e from the colopy, 0F:LELA not only 
persisted in remaining, but became ext,remely troutle
some to the inhabitants and travellers. He was in 
consequence seized, but escaped to his kraal from the 
custody of a Field-cornet. On the approach, however, 
of a force, he retired beyond the Northern boundary, 
and he is supposed to have proceeded to join ZoNIE. 

"An ineffectual attempt having been made to esta
blish some of the kraals near the Cape, all those re
maining in the inhabited part of the colony, together 
with the Kaffers and Ghonaquas in the serdce of the 
farmers, were removed beyond the Sunday River, and 
all communication with those nations was cut off, 
except such as might be occasionally required between 
the chiefs and the officers of government. 

"Not content with the protection granted to his 
family, DAVID STuURMAN took measures to increase 
his strength, and to confirm his independence. He 
received many Hottcutots, with whom he h~d no 

dated July, 1809," the passages are laid before Parliament entire. By 
whomsoever these papers were thus mutilated, it will hardly fail to occur to 
any one that the object was to throw discredit on the character of the 
Kaffers, and to exhibit that people as unfit for self government, whilst 
there is, apparently, the object of exalting the Hottentots, and of showing 

• them in the true light of an injured people, striving at the beginning of 
this century to regain a portion of what had formerly been all their own, 
from the neighbourhood of George to the promontory of the Cap<'.
May 14th. 
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1·clationship, and openly resisted the officers of the The Kutl;.rs. 

district in the execution of the orders of the land-
drost, with respect to indh·iduals who had broken 
their contracts; notwithstanding the prohibition agniust 
harbouring Kaffers and Ghonaquas, he permitted a 
whole kraal to remain on his land. It was discovered, 
also, that he had concluded an offcush·e and defcnsirn 
alliance with KoNoA, of which the colony was the 
object; and he was on the eve of proceeding to join 
that chief, who had repeatedly urged him to take this 
step, when the traitor was arre&ted, and seut with his 
brother Bosn11,1AN, and two other leaders of the kraal, 
and of the former insurgents, to the Cape. The re-
mainder of these Hottentots proceeded either to the 
neighbouring missionary institution of Ilethelsdorp, 
or to take service with the farmers, according to the 
option given them, and the lands which they haq 
occupied were appropriated to other purposes. 

"Stellenbosch, July, 180£)." 

Colonel CoLL!NS did not of course know, and Commentary. 

could not know, the particulars of the engagement 
entered into by PLETTE:'liBERG in 1778, aud renewed 
in 1793; for we neither know the particulars of that 
engagement at this day, nor the particular members 
of the Kaffcr confederation with whom it was negoti-
ated. We know, however, that it was only negotiated 
with indiddual members, and that it coukl not there-
fore be held to be biudi11g on the whole body. Yet, 
that was the only ground on whieh either the Duteh 
or the English could require or expect the Kafter 
chiefs and people lo withdraw to the left bank_ of the 
Great Fish River, from lands which had been occupied 
by them for generations. 

\Ve know too, as far as it is possihle to know any 
thing of a people who have no written language, and 
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The Kalfers. consequently no history, except traditional; and who 
have been too little regarded by their neighbours, 
since the days of Dos SANTOS and the Portuguese of 
the Mozambique Channel, to take much note of their 
pl"Oceedings,-that the Kaffers came from the far 
North-and there is every appearance and probability 

• that they had extended their emigration and conquest 
as far South* as the neighbourhood of Algoa Bay, if 
not of Mossel Bay, before the Dutch appeared as their 
rivals in the field of conquest and usurpation in South 
Africa. The Kaffers, with their name, bad brought 
from the North some of the iustitutions belonging to 
the Moors, and had they not met the current of Euro
pean emigration coming from the South, they might 
have overrun or conquered the whole of South Africa. 
Jn that case the Hottentots and Bosjemans would have 
found, in all probability, more merciful rulers than 
they found in the Dutch-less merciful, or men less 
suited to deal with aborigines, or with the circum
stances into which they were thrown than the Dutch 
have proved themselves to be, they could hardly have 
found on the face of the globe. 

Colonel COLLINS brings to our knowledge a curious 
and interesting circumstance in the treaty, offensive 
and defensive, which the new patriot Hottentot chief, 
DA vrn STUURMAN, negotiated with his neighbouring 
Kaffer chief KoNGA. The former, doubtless, deserves 
the epithet of traitor, which Colonel COLLINS applies 
to· him. But it may be a question whether Colonel 
COLLINS would ha,•e applied that term to DA vm 
STuURMAN, or to thos<' connected with him, had "The 
Record" been then published, or could he have under
stood the full measure of sufferings which both Hot-

* It was my intention to have published, for the information of the 
general reader, a Map of South Africa, with this Memoir-but an en
graving could not be prepared even at Cape Town. 
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of years at the hands of the colonists. 

The person noticed as STuuRMA:s's brother, and 
named BosHMAN by Colonel COLLINS, was doubtless . , 
a chief of that. people, who ha<l united with him and 
KoNOA in this struggle for national indepeudence
Kaffers, Hottentots, and Bosjemans, united by a 
treaty offensive and defensive against the Dutch! A 
great struggle it certainly would have become, and 
there can be little doubt that it would have been a 
successful struggle about the beginning of the present 
century, had it not been checked by the power of 
England. Kaffers and Hottentots were well calculated 
to co-operate in such a struggle, and they would pro
bably have left the Bosjemans in possci;sion of their 
own-the whole of the present Colesberg, Graaff
Reinet, and Somerset Districts, with a great portion 
or the whole of the hilly part of Albany District. A 
glance at the map will satisfy any one who has not 
travelled through the country, that, from its moun
tainous and hilly nature, the whole tract is just the 
description vf country which Bosjemans lo\·ed to 
occupy. 

It may be questioned whether the Kaffcrs ever 
extended their conquests a hundred miles from the 
sea-shore, until the tyranny of the European had so 
weakened the power of the little Bosjemans, as to lay 
their country open to all the world. Colonel COLLINS, 
it will bee.seen, gives many examples of the Kaffers 
moving with their kraals into Bosjemau country, as 
far \\'est as Namaqualand, and as far No1th as the 
Orange River, when the aboriginal tribes had been 
so weakened. The Hottentots, I heard from very good 
authority, Captain STRETCH, I think, were a circum
cised people like the Kaffers, when the Eul'Opeans 
first visited their country. This would show a more 

B * 
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The Katrers. extensive connexion between the Hottentots and the 
Mahommedans on the West of Africa, than I had 
before thought of; and would of course pave the way 
for a union between Kaffers and Hottentots. May 
not tf1e Hottentots have emigrated through the centre 
of Africa, leaving the Ethiopian race along the 
Western Coast entirely on their right? 

The relative condition in which the Dutch found the 
f)ottentots and Bosjemans may too, be received as 
evidence that the former had not been long settled in 
the parts of the country which the Dutch first invaded. 
The Bosjemans were living mostly in -<the most moun
tainous and wooded portions of the country, even 
Table Mountain was occupied by them,-they had 
hardly been left any tracts on which they could pas
ture cattle and sheep. But, although living in a con
dition of comparative dependence on the Hottentots 
and. Namaquas, the Bosjemans only performed the 
part of their light troop$, taking their outposts---ilnd 
the duties of intelligencers, me~engers, and spies ; 
and there is little probability, that under the Hotteo
tots, Namaquas, or Kaffers, the Bosjemaus would 
ever have fallen into a lower condition of servitude. 
In the more inaccessible portions of the country, more 
to the North-east, the Dutch found the Bosjemans in 
quite a different condition, having their own chiefs., 
and living under a rude form of government, which, 
however, was entirely their own. How different their 
condition now ? and how different is it likely to 
remain, unless England will re-establish their cbief
tainships? 

We have just at Cape Town beard of the overthrow 
of the emigrant Dutch boers, who, on the Ornnge 
River, and all the way from that to Natal, have had the 
insolence to procl~m a sort of independent adminis
tration, and to throw off their allegiance to the British 
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government. It is not improbable that the descendants The Kaft'en, 

of the Hottentots, Kaffers, and Bosjemans, whom 
the tyranny of the Dutch had expelled from their 
fatherland, bad joined the Griquas in their endeavours 
to oppose the farther progress of Dutch usurpation. 
I heard either from MAKOMO, through his interpreter, 
or from some other person on the frontier, a curious 
i,tory of the origin of the term Griqua. We now know 
that Ori and Grigriqua were terms for aboriginal 
tribes when VAN' DER STBLL made his first journey 
into Namaqualand, and we know that the Griquas 
and the Namaquas, after his return to the Cape, 
threatened to im·ade the colony, and to take revenge 
for the outrages which he had committed in their 
country. The story I heard was, that when the 
Dutch, or the Bastards, first crossed the Orange River, 
and sought an asylum among the Griquas, the oldest 
chief then called himself, or was calle<l by others, 
Griqua ; thus assuming the appellation of his tribe 
instead of his own name ; -the emigrant Dutch, or 
Bastards, engaged, if permitted to remain there, to 
take the designation of_ Griquas. 

The Chevalier DuPRAT, the Portuguese member 
of the Mixed Commission at the Cape, told me that he 
bad been obliged to warn either his countrymen of De la 
Goa Bay, or his government in Europe, or both, 
against the encroachments of the Dutch boers, fearing 
that they would get possession of De la Goa Bay it
self. So that, had not England taken up arms against 
her own subjects, and stayed their atrocious proceed
ings towards herself, and the aborigines of South 
Africa, the probability is, that she would soon have 
been required to do so by a European power !
May 15th. 

D ** 
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The Kafters. From COLONEL COLLINS, 

To H. E. the Right Hon. the EARL OF CALEDON, 
Dated Cape of Good Hope, 6th August, 1809. 

Colonel COLLINS says, that having had the honor to 
transmit to H. E. the notes made upon his journey to 
the Eastern borders, and put him in possession of the 
information he had obtained respecting that quarter, 
it was unnecessary that he should offer any opinion 
upon the steps necessary to be taken for tranquillizing, 
and for the prosperity of those districts. 

But that, in conformity with the instructions he had 
received, he was anxious, by the fullest discharge of 
his duty, to merit the confidence which had been 
hitherto reposed in him by His Excellency, and he 
should leave no point untouched which he considered 
might be necessary towards effecting ohjects of so 
much consequence. 

Jt had been a subject of much regret to him, that 
the measures which he. had to adopt in his employment 
as His Majesty's Commissioner, was such as to tend to 
protract the civilization of a considerable portion of 
his fellow creatures. The painful consideration was 
considerably increased by the necessity imposed upon 
him of 1·ecommendi11g a perseverance in a similar line 
of policy. He should ha\·e exulted, if he could in any 
degree have contributed to the laudable endeavours 
of those humane persons, whose labours had been 
so worthily employed in rescuing a portion of the 
original inhabitants of .Africa from the miseries of 
.barbarism. But when that pleasure could only be 
indulged by sacrificing the interests, and compromis
ing the safety of one of the best appendages of His 
Majesty's crown, it became a duty to resist such 
agreeable illusions. He considered it a maxim of the 
first importance to the colony, that all intercourse 
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between the settlers and the Kaffers shoul<l be scrupu- The Kaffera, 

lously preventerl, until the former shall have increased 
considerably in numbers, and are mu('h more ad-
vanced in arts and industry. The interests of philan-
thropy may then, be hoped, be safely and usefully 
exerted for the advantage of that, people ; but they 
would now, he feared, be producth·e of great incon-
venience and danger. 

Jn consequence of these opinions, formed by much 
observation and reflection, it appeared to him, that 
the steps necessary to be taken for the permanent 
tranquillity of the Eastern districts, are to oblige the 
Kaffcrs to withdraw to their own country; to oppose 
insurmountable obstacles to their return to the colony ; 
and io remove every inducement to their continuance 
near tlle boundary. 

The outline of the history of the Kaffers, with which 
he concludes bis observations upon that people, 
would, he thought, explain the want of success which 
had been made for their expulsion, and would, he 
hoped, show that this had not been occasioned by the 
means of resistance which they possessed. 

The wars at first waged against the Kaffers were 
carried on exclusively by the settlers, who appeared, 
when snccessful, to have failed from considering the 
recovery of stolen cattle as the principal ohject of 
hostility. 

A military force was, for the first time, here op
posed to them in 1799, but being unsupported by the 
farmers and the Hottentots, and eveu impeded by 
their enmity, its exertions were necessarily unavailing. 

The talents of the individual chosen for the con
duct of the war in 1802, surmounted the difficulties 
arising from the want of military aid and direction, 
but his death reduced things to their natural order, 
and serrcd to confirm what experience should Inn"' 
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The Kalfers. before have taught, that there were considerable im
perfections in the mode of conducting hostilities 
against the Kaffers. 

He had, in some of his despatches, stated his 
opinions about the force necessary for the removal of 
the Kaffers, and the manner in which it should be 
employed. 

It must have been observed, that he placed much 
reliance on the exertions of the farmers, and he could 
not help thinking that on this ser,·ice they would be 
considerably more useful than regular troops ; they 
were well acquainted with the country, excellent 
marksmen, accustomed to fatigue, and privations; 
provided with horses fit for all the purposes of irre
gular cavalry, and not subject to the disadvantages of 
requiring stabling and dry forage; there were, per
haps, other reasons, not less weighty, for preferring 
farmers to regular troops. 

The Kaffers are always prepared for war, and it 
might he inconvenient or impossible at all times to 
spare the troops necessary to guard the ·frontier, or 
even to detach troops, on any particular occasion, when 
they might be wanted. The inhabitants would lose 
all confidence when depril'ed of the assistance of 
troops, and the Kaffers, when no longer opposed by 
force, wonld increase in confidence and enterprise. 
' If this reasoning be just, Colonel COLLINS thought 
that the farmers should be made the principal instru
ment of hostility against the Kaffcrs, but by no means 
that they should be the only instrument.* 

* It is not difficult to see that, had the· colony been fortunate enough 
long to retain Colonel COLLINS' services, his under.1tandillg and fore. 
sight would soon have devised a schem6 to settle all the frontier difficulties. 
He would have seen that engagements of a reciprocal character might 
with safety have been negotiated with the Kaffors-that they were capable 
of becoming, through treaties, offensive and defensive, good and faithful 
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The misfortunes arising from the want of a chief of The Kaffers. 

rank and talents, to secure respect and obedience, 
point out the necessity of a military commander-and 
should operations shortly become necessary, the pre-
sence of Major CuYLER, who possesses the necessary 
activity and local knowledge,· would obviate thi!! 
inconvenience. 

The principal cause of the little success obtained 
by the troops on a former occasion, Colonel COLLINS 
had already noticed, but that cause happily existed 
no longer. The opinions of the inhabitants in the 
eastern district had changed in the last ten years, and 
\he most cordial co-operation may now be expected 
from them in every undertaking.* 

The beneficial consequences likely to be produced 
by the enemy perceiving that a good understanding 
prevails between the governors and the governed, 
may best be judged of from the circumstance of a 
party of 30 Dragoons, under the orders of Capt. Oao, 
having been enabled, during a period of six months, 
to prevent the incursions, I do not say the thefts, of 
a whole nation, which had for years been accustomed 
to overrun the country committed to his charge. 

The number of troops, Colonel CoLLINS conceived, 
should merely be what might be deemed necessary to 
control the farmers, and perhaps occasionally to 
animate them by their presence. Dragoons and Light 
Infantry awear tM most eligible. 

Before hostilities were commenced measures should 
be taken so as to fill up the country from which the 

allies-and that corps· might be formed of the native tribes, disciplined by 
British officers, snfficient at all times not only to control the native tribes 
themselves, but to reduce the farmers, and keep them to a sense of their 
duty and allegiance. 

* He would have seen too, the demoralizing consequences which could 
not fail to result, on both sides of the border, from employing undis
ciplined bodies of m~n on offensive operations. 
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The KalFers. Kaffers are driven, as soon as it is evacuated. By the 
effect of a proclamation of General JANSSENs, all 
those places in the Zuurveld are forfeited, which bad 
been deserted and have not been re-occupied. 

. 

His Exce1lency had, however, directed that credit 
should be given for the loan-rents of places up to 
December, 1808, an indulgence which enabled the 
former proprietors to resume possession. Major 
CUYLER had communicated the or<ler to Colonel COL· 
Lrxs, and he had taken upon himself to limit its 
operation, in a mauner which he hoped would be 
found only to have anticipated His ExceUency's 
wishes. 

Colonel COLLINS thought that the facility with 
which the Kaffers entered the colony, might be attri
buted to the scanty population of the eastern frontier. 
The system of giving farms of such extent, although, 
perhaps, necessary in some parts of the settlement, 
is exceedingly impolitic in this particular district. It'' 
is no wonder that little respect should be paid, where 
a liue of uearly 100 miles does not present a resistance 
of more than one-third of that number of inhabitants . 
It is only a wonder that the settlers should have been 
able so long to remain in the vicinity of a numerous 
people, continually endeavouring to eucroach upon 
their possession. He conceived that in re-occupyiug 
the couutry near the month of the Great Fish Rh·er, 
it should be given out in small portions, equal to the 
general extent of places held in fee simple, which 
Colonel COLLINS believed to be 120 acres.* 

* The omission of the whole of this paragraph of Col. CoLLINS' letter, 
and of other paragraphs of like nature, leads to the impression that those 
who laid these papers before Parliament had in view the object of pro
moting emigration from England to South Africa, as well as that of 
cletract.ing from the character of the Kaffers, ancl promoting the establish
ment of Missionary Institutions. &e the papers themselves, as published 
by Mr. MooDIB in "The Record." 
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He did not, however, advise that those places The Katrcrs. 

should be granted in perpetuity, because it was de-
sirable that any person who rendered himself obnoxi-
ous should be immediately removed from thnt neigh
bourhood. He thought that rents should be so incon-
siderable that they might be regarded more as an 
acknow1edgment of tenure than as a source of 
revenue. If such encouragement were not held out 
it would be impossible to procure inhabitants for this 
part of the country, under the dread of exposure to 
the attacks of savages, and the conviction of being 
able to gain a subsistence only by industrious habits. 

The country from the mouth of the Great Fish 
Rh·er to the place where it receives the Little Fish 
Rh·er, would be fully protected by this formidable 
barrier; but the attention of the Kalfers* would then 
be entirely drawn to the district of Agter .Bruintjes 
Hoogte, where the farmers occupy loan-places of the 

,' usual extent, and where they are consequently placed 
at a distance of three miles from ench other. 

Two remedies occurred to Colonel COLLINS :-lst, 
by dispossessing the present occupiers, -and granting 
them lands in the same manner as he proposed for 
those situated to the South of them.t 2nd, By ex
tending the boundary. He supposed that governnwut 
would be a\·erse to depri\"iug men of their µossessions, 
but saw strong objections to the district being dealt 

* The poor Kaffers must go somewhere with their long-horned cattle, 
but they would not have remained long in this tract of country, for they 
would have found it as little suited to pastoral purposes as the colonists 
now find it. 

t There is nothing MW under the sun !-And l find myself anticipated 
in my scheme of withdrawing from ten out of the thirteen districts of the 
colony by Colonel CoLLINS in his more limited scheme of withdrawal. 
It is hardly any wonder that Colonel COLLINS should hint at an extension 
of frontier, for that scheme continued favored until a very late period, 
without reference lo the injury which it must inflict on others. 
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The Kaffers. out in small portions ; for, except the country bor
dering on the sea, the district was seldom visited by 
rains, and although the land afforded fine pasturage, 
it could be subjected to tillage only through the aid 
of irrigation. The inhabitants of inconsiderable lots 
would find their account ·only in supplying the graziers 
and the inhabitants of villages with corn, wine, and 
vegetables; and, perhaps, if encour-dgement were held 
out, with such wholesome liquors as beer, cyder, and 
perry. But except the land situated on the Little 
Fish River, there is none in Agter Bruintjes Hoogte 
adapted to these purposes.-

On inspecting the chart it would appear that an 
extension of boundary to the East should be carried 
at least as far as Kat River. Colonel COLLINS was at 
fit-st of this opinion when he thought of the subject
but local inquiry showed him that the land between 
the Kat and the Konaba Rivers, although of the finest 
quality, was, from the sca1·city of water, fit only for 
pasturage, and that it was in many parts covered with 
underwood. The country situated between Agter 
Bruintjes Hoogte and the Konaba, abounds in excel
lent fountains, the soil is good, and the timber growing 
on the mountains bounding it on the North, is 
superior to any within the colony. 

The acquisition of this tract would strengthen the 
frontier, not only by the great number of inhabitants 
that would be brought together in consequence of the 
laud being granted in small portions, but also by 
affording the advantage of a shorter line of defence, 
and the consequent greater facility of communication 
and support.* 

* There is nothing new under the sun !-Until I had read this passage 
I gave Sir ANDRIES STOCKENSTROM credit for originating, as well as for 
forwarding the settlement of llottentots, Bosjemnus, nod emancipated 
Sla\'cs, on the Kut River, !Jut he was with Colonel CoLLINS during hi, 
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The loss of this part of their territory would occasion The Kalfcrs. 

no inconvenience, Col. COLLINS thought, to the Kaf-
fers, for they had not a single hut there; and ha<l 
always been averse to inhabiting it, on account of its 
being an open country-which, however, would en-
hance its value as a colonial frontier possession.-
Colonel COLLINS did not think that much objection 
would be made by the Kaffers to its occupancy, but 
that they would, at all events, be easily induced to 
transfer their right to it for an adequate payment in 
cattle.* 

Colonel COLLINS considered that the greatest diffi
culty in occupying this tract would arise from the 
want of people to fill it up with; he supposed il to be 
about 1,200 square miles, and that 6,000 settlers 
would be required to people it; they were not to be 
found within the colony, and it was desirable that a 
portion of Europeans should be allotted for that pur
pose,-a thousand would be pl'Ocured without much 
expense from Europe, and Colonel COLLINS thought 
that the same number ought to be provided from the 
colony; former renters of the Zuurveld might receive 
as compensation for loss, each one of these lots for 
himself, and another lot for such person as he might 
recommend; but to maintain the population, Colonel 
COLLINS thought it ·should be a rule, that no person 
should be permitted to hold more than onct place. 

tour. The Reverend Mr. READ, the missionary, told me on the spot an 
interesting anecdote. The Kaffers, although just expelled from that 
tract of country, did not grudge these people their possessions, or disturb 
them, in the irruption of 1834-5,-since the whole of that tract originally 
belonged to the Bosjemans. 

* ,ve find in various parts of "The Record" an account of the pur
chase of land from Aboriginal Tribes, for trinkets-but this is the first 
proposal I have seen to purchase land from the Kaffers, paying them in 
cattle; at last we occupied this very tract without any payment at all. 

t It is curious to find in Colonel CoLLINs' scheme of 1809 the nucleus 
of the emigration of 18:!0, autl the foundation of Graham'ij Town, the 
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The Kaffers. Colouel COLLINS thought that it was obvious, 
from the cold manner in which GYKA had received 
the proposal to tt"ade, and from other circumstances, 
that much advantage could not be expected to result 
from it. He feared that it might be productive of in
convenience; for although the Kaffers generally had cat
tle enough for themselves, they could spare few fo1· 
commercial purposes, and if in their eagerness to pro
cure trifles, they should part with what were necessary 
to themseh·es, they must necessarily supply theit· 
wants either at the expense of the colonists, or of each 
other; in the former case, defeating the contemplated 
object of conciliatiou; in the other, doing injury to the 
cause of humanity. 

The sure way of preserving peace between the 
colonists and the Kaffcrs, was to convince the latter of 
the superiority of our power, and of our being able, 
as well as determined, to puui&h aggressions on their 
part. This Colouel COLLINS did not consider so diffi
cult a matter as was generally supposed; most of the 
dcprcdatious had been committed by the people of the 
petty chiefs, and under proper management, ample 
justice might be done for such acts, even to the ex
tent of hostility, without engaging the superior chiefs 
iu the qu&rrel; annual presents might also be made 
to the chiefs, according to their· respective strength, 
their punctuality in sending back deserters from the 
colony, and their efforts in preventing the depreda
tions of their vassals. It may be necessary to i11te1fere 
in the concerns of the Kaffer people, at soine remote 

capital of the Albany District and of the Eastern Provinces. As to peo
ple being drawn from other portions of the colony, that was not likely 
to happen-for those formerly there have mostly left, and gone to Natal 
und the Orange River. The Dutch farme.-s we,·e as little likely to settle 
,!own into an agricultural population, or to ruix with the Engli,;h, as the 
Kalfc.-s themselves. 
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pe1iod, even for their benefit. It must be a mntter ofTJ,e Kaflcl'!I. 

indifference whether GYKA or ZLAMBIE have the bet-
ter right to reign, for neither will keep faith longer 
than it may appear to be his interest .. 

In concluding a treaty with the Kaffcr people, it 
would be very desirable to stipulate that their kraals 
should be withdrawn to their ancient territory, which 
is beyond the Keiskama, und to require that although 
the country situated between this stream and the 
boundary shall be considered and respected as their 
territory, yet that they should not enter it except for 
the purpose of hunting. Their continuance within, 
or near the boundary, Colonel COLLINS thought, was 
occasioned by the facility which they were thus afford
ed to trade, beg, or plunder. The uew inhabitants 
can have but few cattle, and the last iuducemeut 
for the Kaffers remainiug, near would be removed. 
Some articles which Colonel CoLLINS communicated 
with his letters of the 23d of April, were intended to 
remove the other iuco1wcniences.* 

Some severe measures should be taken with respect 
to persons leaving the colony, and Colonel COLLINS 
thought it was necessary tq issue a proclamation, par
doning all subjects who might be residing among the 
Kaffcrs arid Ghonaquas, provided they returned by a 
certain time, dcdaring it treasonalJle in future to pro
ceed among that people without permission ; aud that 
any communication with them, or with any refugee 
residing with them, when in a state of hostility against 
the colony, will be considered and treated as a capital 
offence. 

KoNoo's people are the most connected with the 
Hottentots, and it would therefore be advisable that 

* It is curious too, to find in all this the nucleus of the engagement 
with the Kai"ers, for what has been called the Neutral or Ceded Territory, 
between the Great Fish River and the Keiskama. 
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The ~afl'ers. this chief were placed at the greatest distance. He be• 
longs, properly, to H1NzA, who says that he wishes to 
have him in his neighbourhood, and that he would allow 
him as much land in his territory as he could require. 

After some observations as to the police of the 
colony, and territorial division for the purpose of 
facilitating police and administrative arrangements, 
Colonel CoLLINII' says, that he has offered the foregoing • 
views for the adoption of a permanent line of policy 
with regard to the Kaffer people. They are, in his 
mind, the only means that can restore and secure 
safety to the Eastern districts. 

In a letter dated the 29th of November, Colonel 
COLLINS recommended that the Kaffers should be 
obliged to retire beyond the Bosjeman River, and 
that a military post should be established in that 
neighbourhood, to check the incursions of that peo
ple, and to communicate with their chiefs. These 
measures, or some others, should, he thought, be 
adopted as soon as possible. 

After some observations relating to the missionary 
station of Bethelsdorp, and to missionary proceedings 
in general, Colonel COLLINS says that Dr. VAN DER 

KEMP informed him, that from the experience 
afforded by his former visit to Kafferland, he thought 
it better that the natives sbould have no reason to 
suppose that he had any connexion with the colonial 
government, that it would be very inconsistent with 
his principles to use compulsion, and yet more to 
deprive a fellow-being of his freedom. l\lr. Ruo 
having mentioned that these inconveniences had not 
been experienced from the establishment of· a similar 
institution near the Orange River, Colonel COLLINS 
begged to remind him that the natives of that country 
were a very different people from the Tambookies and 
Kaffcrs. 
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I have purposely omitteJ all Colonel COLLINS' obsc1·-The KaflC11, 

vations tegarding the treatment of Hottcntots in the 
colony, and the mode of enlisting them for the Cape 
Regiment, and turn to his observations relating to the 
Bosjemans, (page 23), for which sec Bosjeman Paper. 

Colonel COLLINS' Notes made on a journey to the 
Southern Branches of the River T'Kyc,•. and through 
Kaffraria., 

Omitted in the Parliamentary Papers. 
Having at Scl}aapkraal made the necessary prepara

tions for so lon~ a journey, the party which had "been 
agreeably augmented by the presence of the landdrost, 
Mr. STOCKENSTROM" passed the boundary on the 3rd 
of March. 

The first few stages Colonel CoLLl!'IS halted at 
places which had received their names from Dr. VAN 

DER K£:uP., who had visited them seven or eight 
years before, from GYKA's country. On the morning 
of the 10th, they were surprised by the appearance 
of six Kaffers, who said, they were proceeding from 
GYKA, whom they had left the day before, to 0PATO, 

a Tambookie chief, who generally resides East of the 
Zomo; they were going to exchange copper chains 
for cattle,-the barter, Colonel CoLLINS says, is con
ducted in a ve1·y gallant manner; after delivering the 
compliments of their chief, the party throw the chains 
round the necks of the farnrite ladies, ask nothing in 
return, but when they choose to terminate their visit, 
they are presented with the supposed rnlue of their 
gifts .. 

On the l2th, when within a few miles of the T'Kyc, 
called Kyba by the Kaffers, messengers were sent to 
H1NzA, their principal chief, to inform him of the 

* The present Kye River-T' being apparently a prefix used for the 
cluck of Kaffers, Hottentots, and Bosjemans, as in T'Kye, T'Slambie, &c. 
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The Katrcrs, ostensible object of the journey, the search after re
fugees, who were said to reside with him, and to 
request his permission to proceed. The messengers 
retumed on the 14th with an invitation from H1NZA 
to proceed, and with four guides to conduct the 
party to his residence. On the 15th, they arrh•ed at 
the residence of BooKoo, a brother of H1:-.zA, and 
his principal chief. This place consiited of three or 
four huts, standing near a wood and rivulet, which 
generally determine the site of kraals. He was seated 
on a mat, his side towards us, and hu'ing a few men 
also seated before him; after waiting a few minutes, 
during which he remained motionless, we approached 
him, and inquired whether BooKoo could be spoken 
with ? He then rose, and entered into co11\-·ersation with 
us, by asking the nature of our journey. He appeared to 
he about twenty-four years of age ; his countenance 
was rendered iuteresting by a good humoured smile, 
and a very fine set of teeth ; his figure was tall and 
elegant, hut as well as his face, was rendered more 
like that of a Hottentot than of a Kaffer, by being all 
over smeared with ochre. He wore no useful article 
of dress, except a kaross, made of a leopard skin, 
which was suspended on his neck, and covered one 
shoulder; one wrist was surrounded hy copper wire, 
some beads hung from one ear, and others adorned 
an ancle. 

We presented him with some trifles, which occu
pied his attention more than an hour. The chief 
stretched himself on the grass, near the party, .which 
had retired to rest at a little distance, and after 
making some observations on the presents, said that 
a hut had been prepared fot· them, and that he had 
ordered a bullock to be killed for their use. He was 
asked many qucstious-amoug others, the compara
tin· rank of H1NZA and GYKA; he said, that H1NZA 
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was the first of the Koman Kogas (Katfer people), and The Kaff'era. 

added, with uplifted hands, "he is so great, that 
when GYKA., ZLAMBIE, or any othc1· chief, wants fat., 
they send to him for it." He said, that he, BooKoo, 
and GYKA, sometimes visited, but that the latte1· and 
HINZA had not yet paid their respects to each other. 
Colonel CoLLINS thought, that some jealousy about 
rank might exist between them, for it appeared that 
where there is supel"iority, there is also etiquette to be 
attended to. 

HINZA often comes to BooKoo, either to see or 
consult him., but the latter neve1· goes to the former, 
except when sent for. Although very ready to answer 
our questions upon other points, BooKoo declined 
gh·ing any information upon political mattel's, which 
he said we1·e entirely under the direction of H1NZA 
and his council; at night the party retired to a hut 
made in the form of a bee-hive, about fou1-teen feet in 
diameter, and seven in length at the centre. They 
lighted a fil'e in the middle of it, and were soon joine<l 
by many Kaffel's of both sexes, who remaiued to a 
late hour devouring the heef, which the arrival of the 
party had fortunately prncured for them, and which 
they " did not give us the trouble of eating." 

On the following morning they took leave of Boo
Koo, and ascended a hill, where they found one of 
his half-brothers, named OsoMPA, seated on the 
ground, in front of his hut, with his family standing 
behind him; proeeeding nearly S. E. the country was 
more rugged than that West of the Kyba, but better 
inhabited and cultivated. They passed several kraals, 
at all of which they saw Kaffer and Indian corn, and 
at some, plantations of tobacco and pumpkins. 

After a ride of six hours Colonel COLLINS arrived 
at HrNzA's residence, which, like that of BooKoo, 

• consisted of only the huts necessary for the accom
c * 
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The Kaffen. modation of his family, and a spare one for strangers
That of the chief was larger and neater than any
they had seen. HINZA was not at home, but his 
mother received them with a hearty shake of the 
hand, a mode of salutation which she acknowledged 
to have received from previous visitors. She was one 
of the widows of KHOMATA, the father of H1NZA, 
and sister of ODABA, late chief of the Tambookic 
nation. They saw two more good-natured looking 
sister widows, but their attention was most engaged 
by the young queen, the daughter of KAMBOOsE, also 
a Tambookie chief. Her handsome appearance was 
rendered more interesting by the attention with which 
she nursed an infant child. If she appears equally 
amiable in the eyes of her husband, it is perhaps 
only through custom that a couple of tumbies, the 
name here given to concubines, are attached to his 
household. 

Having taken some milk, which, according to their 
custom, was tasted by the person who brought it, a 
few of the party set out to the residence of the tribes. 
They did not reach the sea-shore until near dark, where 
they found a collection of huts, some built in the colo
nial, others in the Kaffer style. Colonel COLLINS 
notices a deserter from the British army, whom they 
found there. He had lh:ed some time with farmers 
near Zwartkops River, and having gone from thence 
to Kafferland-had resided several months in GYKA's 

territory. He had been nearly a year with a young 
Dutch farmer, and a few Hottentots a[td slaves, at the 
place where ColoneJ COLLINS found him. H1NzA, he 
said, had treated him with great kindness, and Jent 
him some milch cows, which, with the addition of 
fish, and a sea cow occasionally shot in the neigh
bouring rivers, insured them a subsistence. Another 
deserter, this man said, was residing near the Bassec, • 
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ut the kraal of \VELIIELA, the uncle of H1NzA, from The Kaft'ers. 

whence it was not thought that he would be induced 
to remo,·e, as he wore the kaross, and lived in every 
respect like a Kaffer.* Colonel COLLINS says that 
they supped on the usual fare of these people, of 
which their Kaffer guide decliued to partake, saying 
that his countrymen never ate any kind of fish, and 
that they drank the milk only of their own kraal. 

Colonel COLLINS returned to H1NzA's place, and 
was told that he had come home that moming; about 
fifty men were seated before his hut. "HINZA was 
not among them, but he soon came out, and ap
proached, and spoke to these men iu a very affable 
manner; they addressed him without rising, by a 
salutation, consisting of the words 'aau H1NzA,' the 
Kaffer manner of saluting a chief, the only person 
with whom they use that ceremony. He then came 
up to me and shook me rather awkwardly by the 
hand." HINZA was thanked by Colonel COLLINS for 
having sent guides. He said, on the subject of per
mitting the exiles to return to the colony, and of 
sending to Graaff-Reinet any who might persist in 
remaining, and all others who might come in a similar 
manner into his territory, that he must consult his 
advisers before he could give an answer. A present 
was sent to him in the name, and as a token of the 
friendship of the great chief of the Christians, and be 
let Colonel COLLINS know that an ox should be 
slaughtered for the party. 

* We have now got on such friendly terms with the Kaffer chiefs, that 
there is no longer any danger of their harbouring deserters from the 
army--and Colonel R1cHARDSON, with the 7th Dragoon Guards, has read 
the Dutch Boers such a lesson on the subject of establishing independent 
administrations, that they are not likely again to attempt that course ; 
and, consequently, not to have the means of committing, as British sub
jects, the crime of harbouring deserters. 

C * * 
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The Kaffers. H1NzA has not the slightest natural resemblance tt") 

BooKoo, ancl they are rendered still more unlike by 
the former's not using ochre, thereby preserving his 
dark colour. His person is tall and stout, his eyes 
are large, but dh-ected to every thing except to the 
person to whom he is speaking, and his whole manner 
indicated an absent and fidgetty disposition ; his dress 
did not difier from that of his vassals; he is younger 
than BooKoo, but it was settled at his mother's 
marriage, that he1· children should succeed to the 
government in preference to those of the other wive'>, 
a circumstance that in no way disturbs the harmony 
of the brothers. 

All the ladies came and sat by Colonel COLLINS 

and the party, except the young queen, and kept them 
in conversation until joined by H1NzA. "He lay half 
extended on the grass, reclining on one of his veterans 
and favoritcs, and holding by a string a dog, which 
seemed to possess au equal share of his regard. The 
chief desired our iuterpreter to say that the exiles had 
come into his country, as had been practised by other 
persons from the colony, to. whom his territory was 
always opeu. They had pleaded great distress, and 
he had done everything in his power to relieve them; 
he was not aware that they had left their own country 
without the permission of their chief, whose wishes on 
this point he should be happy to attend to in future; 
he further promised to send a messenger to them 
early the next morning, to inform them that he would 
not object to their return, aud to recommend their 
immediate departure.* 

Colonel COLLINS having heard from one of the 

* There is the appr,arance in all this as if any person was at perfect 
liberty to enter the Kaffer country, but not to depart without authority
and this too, appears in part of " The Record." We know that none of their 
people can separate from their chiefs and tribes without authority ; aud 
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party which first proceeded, he believed about li80, The Kaffera. 

in search of the people of the Grosrcno1·, ludiamau, 
that the dead bodies of sc\·eral had been found at a 
place between the Kyba and the llasscc Rivers, and 
that circumstances had given strong reasons to sup-
pose that those unfortunate people had been murdered 
by the natives, he earnestly requested H1NZA to 
afford protection and assistance to aJl shipwrecked 
persons, assuring him that such kindness would be 
liberally rewarded. He immediately assured Coloucl 
CoLLINB that every assistance should be given to such 
persons if stranded near his residence; but that GYKA 

must be spoken to for what might happen near him. 
The ladies continued present during this c:om·ersa

tion, and seemed to take great interest in it. (\Vhether 
some of them were not the descendants of the unfor
tunate passengers, or people of the Grosvenor?) 
Colonel COLLINS describes how the royal party feasted 
on the lmllvck which had just been killed fur him. 
It was but a luncheon. At their regular meals, which 
are twice a day, and c,:msist mostly of a mixtme of 
milk and corn, the whole kraal is assembled; men 
and women eat separately; when there is a chief he 
has a distinct basket, in which none but those he 
invites can dip their spoons. 

Every opportunity was taken during their short stay 
to obtain as much information as possible respecting 
these people and their neighbours. The greatest 
attention and readiness was shown on their part to 
gratify the curiosity of their ,·isitors. They sometimes 
ga,·e rise to mirth, but not the least dissatisfaction 
was ever expressed, or suspicion evinced at the nume
rous inquiries. They asked questions iu return, and 

as the reverse of this obtains in British territory, may not some mis
apprehension have thus arisen, in the endeavo11r to confine our own 
people to, and to exclude theirs from, our territory ? 
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The Kafl'ers. the ladies seemed to think it most extraordinary that 
in our country women should generally pay for their 
husbands, iustead of the men paying for their wives, 
as is the Kaffcr practice. 

Not many years since H1NzA's people resided on 
the right bank of the Kyba, where traces of his kraals 
still exist ; an unsuccessful war with GYK.A forced 
him to abandon that country, which he now uses 
only for the purposes of hunting. Being asked whether 
he would object to GYKA or ZLAMBIE coming there, 
he answered without the sJightest hesitation, that he 
would risk every thing to drive him back immediately, 
certain that sooner or later a war must be the con
sequence of such vicinity. On making the same in
quiry with regard to KoNoA, he replied, that it would 
afford him great pleasure to have that chief near him, 
as he was properly one of his own people, and they 
were on the mo8t friendly terms; but added, that he 
thought the others would not allow him to pass them 
unmolested. H1NzA, and those about him, seemed 
particularly to dislike GYKA.* The country now 
occupied by H1NzA's people, is situated near the sea, 
between the Kyba and the Bassec, l'ivers of equal 
magnitude, and distant about forty miles from each 
other. 

Colonel CoLLINS says, that the Kaffers are them
selves unacquainted with the number of their popula
tion ; and that it is impossible for a stranger to know 
it. But that they guessed that this tribe consisted of 

* This will not surprise any one, since they bad j11St bed an unsucc:es8-
ful war with Gn:A. Could, it at that time, have been expected to get 
0YB.A and ZLAMBIE to remove to the banks of the Kye River? We, at 
all events, learn from HINZA what evil would be done by forcing one 
tribe of Kaffers back upon another ; and what mighty mischief would 
have followed, had we, in 1834-5, forced the whole Kaffer people, with 
their cattle, beyond the Kyba or Kye River. 
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about 10,000 souls. They were all under the absolute The Kaffen. 

control of H1NzA, but dil'ided among a number of 
subordinate chiefs: of these the principal is BooKoo, 
already mentioned ; two uncles of HINZA, named 
WELBELA and OnEssA, and his cousins OoTELONn:, 
OsAMPA, ONOHESLE, OovooKONIE, OouoNIE, 0PA-
DAVA, OoNAMBA, and 0¥ALACHE. 

Colonel COLLINS thought it was not less difficult to 
estimate their cattle than their population, but thought 
it probable that their cattle exceeded 20,000. He also 
thought that cattle plundered from the colony might, 
to escape detection, be sent to the more distant kraals 
and exchanged for others, and begged that H1NZA 
would prevent bis people from receiving any other 
than Kaffer cattle in exchange for theirs, and this 
H1NzA promised to attend to. It was feared, however, 
that as the Kaffers would thus he deprived of some 
advantageous bargains, whilst H1NZA himself had 
nothing to fear, or expect on the other hand, that this 
trade, so injul'ious to the colony, would be continued. 
Some connoisseurs prefer the Kaffer breed of cattle to 
the colonial; and it is remarkable that the Namaqua 
cattle also excel the colonial. The Kaffers, however, 
prefer the colonial cattle to their own. The attach
ment of the farmers to the long-horned race will 1;ro
tract any improvement in the breed. 

Colonel COLLINS was under the necessity, on ac
count of the condition of his cattle, of foregoing his 
wish to visit the nearest Tambookie kraal, although 
it would only have required two days to reach it. It 
would appear lhat the chief of the kraal, 0PATo, had 
not been long in that part of the country. He ac
knowle~ged to Mr. STOCKENSTROM, that it did not 
belong to him, that he had never passed the Zomo; 
that he ba.:l come there only because he found the 
place uninhabited; that he was on such bad terms 
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The Kaffers. with his king as to render it dangerous to his people 
to go to his residence. Near the Bassee, on the 
opposite bank, ,s the l'esidence of OovoosANEE, chief 
of the Tam bookies, or rather, according to their own 
appellation, of the Tembo, 0l' Tonjain nation. 

Being a minor, the government is under the direc
tion of his uncle OcHACUA.. A few days' journey 
farther is the chief KAMBOOSEE_, whose daughte1· is 
marl'ied to HrNzA, and whose people are sometimes 
called Mambookees; and at a considerable distance 
from him, beyond a great river called the Omsinfoo
boo, is a tribe called the Manduanas, under the chief 
OFOOBoo; until far beyond the Bassee, the Tamboo
kies do uot live near the sea. Their subjection to one 
chief is probably more nominal than real, for they are 
said frequently to make war on each other, and have 
been frequently reconciled through the mediation of 
HrNzA, and of his father, with whom they have 
always been at peace, and whose people and theirs 
frequently mix on hunting parties, and have otherwise 
constant intercourse. The Manduanas* are repre
sented as the most warlike tribe. 

The Tambookies are said to be, in evel'y respect, 
the same people as the Kaffers, except that they ap
proach rather mol'e to the appearance of the Negro, 
which is probably occasioned by their being farther 
remm,ed from the Ghonaquas and other Hottentots. 
Some change is also said to be found in the language,t 

* It is not, perhaps, improbable that these Manduanas of Colonel 
COLLINS, are the Mantatees, who, a few years since, were driven into 
the Kaffer country by the Zoolas, and who followed our returning force 
into the colony. They are now known under the appellation of Fingoes, • 
which, Mr. FYNN, who is a Kaffer scholar, told me only means wanderers, 
or people without a country. 

t In tribes so migratory as those of Africa, it would not of course be 
surptising to find a change in the language as we proceed Northward. 
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from KAMBOOZA's peopll' inclusive, to the l\'orthward. The Kaffcra. 

The united kraals of the Tambookie people do not 
probably exceed a few thonsan<l people. 

After presenting the ladies, and members of the 
council, with some trifles, on the 18th we took leave of 
H INZA ;* he was kind enough again to provide us with 
guides, whom he directed to couduct us to the mouth 
of the Kyhn, on the way to the wagons. 

\\'e arrived in the evening at a kraal, where we 
found an assemblage of more than 200 head of cattle, 
hut not a .human being; after waiting some time, a 
boy of about eight year& of age crept out of the 
bushes, and callle up to one of the guides, whose 
voice he had recognized; his master resided at the 
distance of two 01· three miles, and this little creature 
had every night the charge of the herds, which, in
deed, are so well trained to the country, as to be 
capable of taking care of themselves; the incident is 
sufficient to show the security of person and property 
under H1NZA's government; it docs not, however, 
proceed from severity in punishing crimes, for no 
person has even been condemned by him to suffer 
capital punishment. 

On the 19th, a small kraal of Dosjemans, corn-

Whether the Hottentots, as supposed by Colonel COJ,LINS, bear a stronger 
resemblance to the Nrgro than the Kaffcrs, is a curious question; if, 
indeed, that be Colonel COLLINS' meaning. They have probably all come 
from the far North, and may belong to the Ethiopian, and not to the Cau. 
casian family. The Bosjeman being the only aborigine. 

* Colonel CoLLIN8 was probably the first British officer of that rank 
whom H1:szA bad seen, and be appears to have remained with that unfor
tunate man only two days. Every one knows that Major-General Sir 
HF.SRY SMITH was in command of the party when H1NzA fell; and 
although bis death is a cause of general lamentation, he is probably la
mented by no man more than by General SMITR. I do not know whether 
it has occurred to any one that there is great similarity of character be
tween these distinguished officers. But I think this will strike any one who 
studies their writings. 
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The Kaffers. manded by one W1NDOART, came to 1·eceh•e their 
share of the flesh of the Hippopotami, which had been 
killed in the Kyba. This man Jived formerly nearer 
to the colony, and committed great. depredations on 
the farmers ; but LYNX, and some more of his asso
ciates, having deserted him, he retired to a greater 
distance, and now lives, according to his statement, 
under the protection of HINZA, at about midway be
tween the confluence of the Zomo and Kyba Rivers 
and the sea. 

On the 21st messengers were dispatched to GYKA 
to request permission to proceed to his resid~nce. 
We stopped for the night at a pass, a little South of 
which GYKA lived before he was deserted by ZLA:M• 

elE, who, prior to that event, occupied the country we 
had this day traversed, and in which several abandoned 
kraals were seen. 

The messengers that had been sent to GYKA met 
Colonel COLLINS here, and reported that the farmers 
who had been appointed to accompany the party to 
Zuurveld, had been two days waiting near the chief's 
residence-and on the evening of the 24th they joined 
the farmers at a place appointed by GYKA for their 
encampment, about a mile from his kraal, near the 
Keiskama. GYKA was informed of their arrival, and 
let them know that he would wait on them as soon as 
he was joined by his uncle JALOOSA, whom he had 
sent for. About mid-day his approach was announced. 
He was in the centre of an irregular line of about a 
hundred men, who advanced at a slow pace, aud 
halted at thirty yards from their encampment. Having 
gone to meet him he came forward with his brother
in-law. The remainder of his retinue seated thcm
sekes at a respectful distance. Some compliments 

. were exchangt-d, in which he bore his part without 
embarrassment or affectation. The presents were 
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then produced and dcli\·cred to him by Colonel CoL- The Kaff'en. 

LINS, as a mark of the friendship and approbation of 
the great chief of the Christians. His figure is well 
proportioned, his countenance manly and intelligent; 
although without any article whatever of dress, except 
a tiger skin and a necklace, he had hitherto appeared 
with dignity; but, on perceiving the trifles, the chief 
was forgotten. He called a few fal-·orites to share iu 
his delight, which was manifested in a loud laugh at 
e\·ery new object that presented itself. Having con-
cluded the inspection, he inquired whether Colonel 
CoLLINS had not brought him clothes-he was told 
that it was understood that he had received a suit 
when Major CuYLER last visited him-and 011 his 
observing that the holes on his caross pleaded for 
another, Colonel COLLINS promised to scud him one. 

Ou retiring to a tent it was soon filled by bis chiefs 
and confidential people. He said he had long been 
expecting the Colooel,-had heard that he had been 
with H1NzA, and hoped he had brought good news 
both from him and from the colony. He was told 
that the object of the journey to H1NZA was to claim 
some persons belonging to the colony. lo reply to 
questions on the subject be said he was not ·aware 
that any refugees were in his kraals, but that the field
cornets might make inquiries on that head. He was 
sorry that it had been found uecessary to interrupt 
the intercourse of his people with the colonists, and 
hoped that be himself might be regarded as ao excep
tion, and that in consequence of the number of cattle 
neces~ary to pay for a Tambookie wife, whom he 
expected, the daughter of OcHACHo. He said in 
l'eply to a question, twenty were required. He was 
told that there would be no objection to his going 
with a few men to the neighbouring landdrosts, or 
even to the Cape; but that he could not be permitted 
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to beg from the inhabitants; that they would, how
ever, receive him with hospitality on his way, and 
that as a further mark of the interest the gover
nor took in his happiness, if his visit were ma<le 
directly to the landdrost of Graaff-Reinet, he should 
receive the number of cattle he had stated. 

GYKA was informed that when the differences 
among the Kaffer people were terminated, and all 
as formerly resided peaceably beyond the Great Fish 
River, the colonial government would direct that they 
should be annually supplied with such things as they 
might want in return for cattle and ivory, and the 
advantage was pointed out to him of afterwards send
ing those things to more distant countries. He 
merely obsen·cd that if the trade were not opened 
until the removal of the Kaffers to their own country, 
be was apprehensive that he should not live to 
enjoy its benefits, unless the colony would undertake 
the task of removing them. His whole stock of cattle 
was said to be reduced to ten cows and a few oxen, 
which Colonel CoLLINs thought might account for 
his receiving the trade communication with seeming 
indifference. 

He· appeared surprised at an inquiry as to the cause 
of his removing his residence from the place where he 
resided when he obtained the sovereignty-and an
swered that the whole country, from Kyba to the 
colony, as well as the country of the Bosjemans, 
belonged to him. He, however, acknowledged H1NZA 
to be his superior chief. Colonel COLLINS asked 
whether KoisoA belonged to him or to H1szA, and 
GYKA replied, that he belonged to whichsoever he 
might reside with-adding, that KoNGA had per
mission to pass through his count1·y, and that there 
never had been the slightest difference between them. 
A couple of sheep were sent to GYKA, and one to 
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each of his chiefs; dinner was also sent to him, The Kaffers. 

and his numerous requisitions for wine and hrundy 
were complied with. He wished to kill the bullock 
as usual, but as he had so few this was declined. He 
was told that his visit would be returned in the 
morning; he made 110 objection, but came to the 
camp soon after sun-rise, with only a few attendants. 
He said his wife would follow, and requested that she 
might also have a preseut. She came with foua· 
attendants, one of them the wife of ZLAMBIE's son 
SousLO, she having lately come over with only one 
attendant. Some presents were given for herself and 
some for GYKA's mother, who had gone on a visit 
to her relations among the Tambookies, or who had 
left GYKA secretly in consequence of his repeated 
refusal to permit her to return to her O\\'n counlry. 
A chief seldom marries the daughter of a vassal, but 
generally purchases wives* from the Tambookies, for 
each of which he pays from thirty to fifty cows-a 
common man seldom pays more than eight or ten, 
and always marries a fellow subject. 

The camp was soon crowded with Ka1Tcrs. GYKA 
requested another interview, aud said, as JALOOSA 
was now present, that he would open himself more 
fully. He ioquirt:d whether Colonel COLLINS' visit 
had no other moth·e than that which he had men
tioned. He said, he was in daily expectation of a 
renewal of hostilities with his enemies, and inquired 
whether he might hope for co-operation from the 
colony in forcing them over the boundary ? He was 

* Colonel SOMERSET says, I think in bis paper relating to the Katfers, 
that only the sons of daughters of royal houses, (married to sovereigns,) can 
succeed to sovereignty. I have already, under the 2nd and 3rd Heads, 
quoted from Colonel SOMERSET'S interesting Memoir, which be was kind 
enough to give me at Graham's Town, in June last. It has, I believe, 
been printed in the Parliamentary Papers. 
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told it was understood by government that those 
people pt·eferred the country to the East of the Great 
Fish River, and that they were probably prevented 
returning to their own through apprehension of 
receiving ill-treatment from him. That these fears 

, were occasioned by the tyranny which was stated to 
have caused the desertion of ZLAMBIE, and by his 
subsequent conduct to HAABANA, and others, who 
had trusted to the promises he had made to General 
JANSSEN& of receiving them with kindness. He 
acknowledged to have taken some of HAABANA's 

cattle, after his return to the Keiskama; but said, 
that it had been done in consequence of his having 
learnt that the chief had sent a great number of them, 
in small parties, to the Zuurveld, and that he meant 
himself shortly to follow. He added, that he was 
unfortunate in being disliked by most of the Kaffers, 
rnd enumerated many causes, for which, he said, he 
was blameless; among others, he stated that, when 
a child, the great KHoMOTA had visited his uncle 
Zr.AMBIE, and had inquired for the son of th0e late 
Chief 0MLAO; that having been pointed out, a great 
chain was placed round his neck, investing him with 
the sovereignty of'his father's territories; that having' 
arrived at manhood he had been obliged to assert bis 
rights by force of arms; that he had subdued and 
captured ZLAMBIE ; had unbound his fetters and re
stored a great proportion of his vassals; but that 
advantage had been taken of this generosity to excite 
an ,insurrection among his people, on pretence of his 
taking possession of the cattle of deceased rich sub
jects, as had ever been, and still continues the prac
tice of all the Kaffer chiefs, even of ZLAMBIE himself; 
he concluded by saying, that the fear of him was only 
a pretext, and that the Kaffers would ne,·er leave the 
colony unless forced to do so. 
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.· Colonel COLLINS inquired whether there was any Tlie Kalfers. " 

truth in the report that GYKA intended to retire more 
to the Eastward ? He replied, that his enemies wished 
to drive him there, but that he had been born in, and 
appointed to govern the country where he now resided, 
and that he would rather lose his life than the posses-
sion of it. He was recommended to use every means 
to gain the affection and confidence of his people, and 
to receive wit.h particular kindness all those who might 
return to him from the colony, as the most beneficial 
results might be shortly expected by him from such 
a mode of proceeding. 

,,'hen GYKA was present he exclusively carried on 
the conversatic,n. GYKA having left for a short time, 
J ALOOSA asked, whether, after a couple of years had 
elapsed, and the Kaffers Were quiet, they might not 
again visit the farmers? Colonel COLLINS replied, 
that. he should see what could be done ; but could as
sure him, at all events, that it was the particular wish 
of the colonial government to treat all the Kaffers as 
kindly as possible. 

On GYKA's return, Colonel COLLINS observed that 
he concluded GYKA was aware that authority had 
been given to shoot such Kaffers as might be detected 
in the act of stealing, and could not be made prisoners. 
He said, that he was not, and having mentioned the 
subject to his chiefs, observed, it would be better that 
the culprits should be taken. Colonel COLLINS assured 
him that this should be done, if possible, but that 
otherwise they would be shot. Nothing more was 
sai~ on the subject. 

GYKA was well qualified to give information about 
his nation; but he seemed to receive every question 
with suspicion, and his people evinced a degree of 
caution in replying to them, very different from what 
I had experienced from those of H1NZA. It was found 
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The KafTers. impossible -to give -any just· estimate of population. 
GYKA's people now inhabit a few square miles, 

comprising the sources of the Keiskama, one of which 
is the Alea, a...rivulet, where he himself resides. With 
exception of this small portion of l~nd, and two or 
three struggling huts near the Kat River, the whole 
tral't of country from the Kyba to the Great Fish 
River; containing an area of about a hundred miles by 
fifty, is said to be wholly uninhabited. The number 
of GYKA's \·issals was much' reduced by the desertion 
of ZLAMBIE, bu·t sufferea a gt'eater diminution by 
another insurrection of his people, immediately fol
lowed by the late war with his uncle, who then 
acquired a very considerable accession of strength. 
In addition to what ·may be denominated his personal 
vassals, GYKA was joined about five years ago by 
JALOosA, and since by two more powerful chiefs, 
Foo:-,A, with his brothers or nephews, BoTMA, AN
OUELA, D1EPA, KoM, and KooBASANIE, who came 
to GYKA just before the termination of his late war, 
and K YNO, formerly known by the name of MALoo, 
who had joined him with his brothers, GALEBA and 
KAZA, since its termination. 

Colonel CoLLISS gives a list of the followers of 
each chief, ·enumerating the cousins and relations of 
GYKA, and adds that their numbers may complete 
GYKA's whole force to about 1,500 men. GYKA and 
JALOOSA were left at the close of the war completely 
destitute, and several of their children are stated to 
have perished of want. The latter has since obtained 
.some cattle from the Zuurveld chiefs, according to the 
custom of the Kalfers on the termination of hostilities; 
but GYKA disdained to relie\·e his distresses by beg
ging from such bitter enemies, although he is often 
found to solicit relief from his own subjects. 

l11 the erening Colonel COLLINS' interpreter came 
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to say from GYKA that he wished to strengthen his The Katl'en. 

friendship with the Christians. That the favors which 
we had almost exclusively bestowed on h~m had made 
e,•ery Kaffer his enemy. That he could not trust even 
his interpreter, and therefore wished to_· converse 
through. mine on these subjects. He came shortly 
-after to Colonel COLLINS' tent, with his own inter-
preter, but to speak about trifles. On the morning of 
the 27th, when the Colonel was preparing ·to depart., 
GYxA came on horseback to ask for a small parting 
present, which had been promi11e~. He was, among 
other things, very earnest on a_ p~omise that he stated 
bad been made to him by CoENRAAD 011: Buvs, when 
an exile in his country, of bestowing his daughter on 
him in marriage when arrived at maturity. He was 
told that it was understood that the lady had already 
given her hand lo another, an inhabitant of the colony, 
and that it was now impossible that his wishes could 
be gratified. The intelligence was very unwelcome to 
Qyx:A, who said he had been deceived, that his was 
a prior claim, that they had been betrothed, and he 
even insinuated that she ought to be compelled to 
fulfil her first engagement. 

Some discussion having arisen about stolen catlle, 
GYx:A said the colonists must settle that business 
with JALOOSA, in one of whose kraals the cattle were 
stated to have been seen. He was told that the 
Christians always considered him as having absolute 
control over all the chieftains residing near him; 
and he was asked whether they were to apply to him 
on such occasions. He replied that it was not with 
the Kaffers as with the Christians, that if he should 
send for a chief, on the subject of stolen cattle, it 
would be supposed that he meant to do him harm, 
and that it would be better if the field-cornets were 
themselves to speak to JALOOSA, He said there was 

D * 
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The Kaft'en. no other punishment for theft than fine, and that the 
penalty was always received by the culprit's own chief. 
On being told that ZLAMBIE was known to have 
punished this crime with death, GYKA calmly asked 
whether the people of ZLAMBIE's chieftains had since 
abstained from stealing? Colonel CoLLINS observed 
that they had probably stole less on account of that 
punishment. He said that you are much mistaken, for 
that the subordinate chief must feel hurt at such an 
incident, and would encourage his people to steal the 
more, without ZLAMBIE being able to pre,·ent it, 
He promised to do his best for the recovery of cattle 
stolen from the Christians, and also to collect what• 
ever slaves or Hottentots there might be in his terri
tory, and either to send them to the colony, or to 
girn them o\·er to the field-cornet that might come to 
his kraals; a field-cornet was sent to JALOOSA. We 
took a friendly leave of GYKA, and proceeded on our 
journey. Shol'tly afler a Ghonaqua arrived with IIVO 

Kaffers from GYKA, to inform Colonel COLLINS that 
he had received information from the Zuurveld, that 
ZLAMBIE, apprehending an attack from the colony, 
in conjunction with GYKA, was getting his people 
together there. He recommended the Colonel not to 
trust himself among the Kaffers, without a consider
able addition to his force. GYKA promised to sup
ply immediately any further information which he 
might receive of any attack, by the Kaffers of the 
Zuurveld, on the colony. Colonel COLLINS believed 
that GYKA's advice and remonstrances arose from 
jealousy of the honor and advantage which ZLAMBII 
would derive from his visit. 

The Ghonaqua informed Colonel CoLLINS that there 
was a considerable number of his nation residing iu 
Kaffer kraals, and that there were three distinct kraals 
of them, in all about thirty men, situated a little 
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lower, on the Comee, who were most1y ANOUELA's The Kaft'en. 

people. He added, that GYKA had expressed his 
intention to place them at the Kat River as soon as 
perfect tranquillity was restored among the Kaffers, 
in order to inform him of the approach of strangers, 
and to forward messengers to and from the colony.* 
The poor Gbona pleaded with all the gestures of 
theatrical representation, to be exempted from the 
prohibition against the intruders into the colony-
saying, he had never stolen from the Christians, nor 
in any way injured them. His eloquence obtained 
a sheep and a few beads, and he left perfect1y con-
tented. 

Two Kaffers came to Colonel COLLINS on the 30th, 
sent by ZLAMBIE, to inquire the cause of the warlike 
preparations which he understood that the colonists 
were making against him, and on the 1st April 
Colonel COLLINS left bis wagons, and, accompanied 
by twenty men, the farmers not caring to go with a 
less number, he proceeded towards the Zuurveld
presently at the little Fish River he saw the families 
of eleven farmers who had lately left the Zuurveld, 
colJected under their field-cornet, having other divi
sions aborn and below the stream. He ad~·ised them 
to return to their places, telling them that he 
would stipulate with ZLAMBIE for their future pro
tection. They were averse to go back, and none 
more so than the field-cornet, who had some time 
before written a letter declaring bis conviction that 
Colonel COLLINS would expose himself to the greatest 

* It would be very remarkable if this expressed intention on the part of 
GYKA, should eventually have led to the establishmenfof the Hottentots 
on the Kat River, to the exclusion of bis son MA1to1110; the thing is not 
improbable, for Sir ANDRIES STOCll:ENSTROM, Bart., wu then with 
Colonel COLLINS I and I think Mr. READ told me that MA11:0110 made 
but little objection. 

D ** 
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The Kaff'ers. danger by going to that part of the country.* In the 
course of the 2nd, Colonel Co Luss passed a few small 
parties of bunting Kaffers, but no kraal. lo the 
night some passed with cattle, which they said they 
were taking to GYKA's own country. On the morn
ing of the 3rd a messenger was sent to ZLAMBIE to 
announce the intended visit, and presently they met 
some Kaffers on their march, commanded by GwEE

CHEE, the eldest son of ZLAMBIE, twenty-five years 
of age ; he had an active form, and prepossessing 
manners. He said that part of his father's people 
were moving, for a short time, to Assagay Bosch, to 
change pasturage and to hunt; and that he corn• 
manded the advauced guard. The women shared the 
labour of carrying the baggage with the oxen, which 
bad mats and other things affixed to their horns. 

Colonel COLLINS arrived at ZLAMBIE's residence 
on the same day, which was about fifteen miles from 
the sea ; he was absent, nearer the sea, but was 
expected back e\·ery momeut. A messenger was sent 
to him, and the party retired to a bunch of trees a 
quarter of a mile from the kraal, where they were 
joined by such of the male part of ZLAMBIE's family 
as were in the village. Among them were his brothers 
TzATLA and S1KK00, and his sons KossEE, MuLwA, 
and MAHALA. The young men were well looking, 
and both they and their uncles seemed to have some
thing in their appearance that distinguished them fmm 
the lower order, ~)though their dress was similar. 
They appeared to have a great relish for our coffee, 
which they permitted us to boil in one of their own 
pots, and a few trifles which we distributed among 

• 
* Who will not see in all this the same endeavour on the part of the 

Dutch authorities and farmers to prevent Colonel CoLLINS holding com
munication with the Kaffers of the Zuurveld, as they bad twelve years be{ore 

endeavoured to do by Mr. BARB.ow, when be went to the same place? 
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them were not less acceptable. In return they gavf! The Kaff'en. 

us some milk and a good deal of their conversation, 
although Colonel COLLINS was sensible that the in-
quiries he might make in that quarter must excite 
mistrust, yet he ventured to inquire into the strength, 
population, rank, and connexions of the people, 
things of so much importance. The best informed 
among the farmers had very erroneous notions on 
these points, yet the only way of acquiring a correct 
idea respecting them was to hear what they should 
say, both of themselves and of each other. To this 
Colonel COLLINS always resorted, but even this mode 
of calculating must leave considerable uncertainty. 

The Kaffers count only by their fingers, find it 
difficult to add hundreds, and are totally confused 
when you speak to them of thousands ; the women 
and children they ne,·er take into account, and if one 
inquires the number of their cattle, all their names 
must be repeated before they will venture to give an 
answer. There cannot be a doubt that ZLAMBIE, at 
this moment, is the most powerful, as well as the 
richest, among the Kaffers; and I think that his force, 
exclusive of the people of his petty chiefs, may be 
reasonably computed at 3,000 men. 

TzATLA and S1KKOO are said to have each nearly 
JOO men. Besides these, and JALOOSA and GumEE, 
before mentioned; ZLAMBIE has two brothers, named 
MAZEE and ZoNIE. The former resides with him, 
the latter is said to have taken away 60 of his men, 
with women and children, when he proceeded to 
Orange River, about three years ago. 

0osoQUA is a full brother of ZLAMBIE, and of the 
father of GYKA; he is stated to command about 200 
men, and resided at that time under the South side of 
the Rietberg. 

KAMA, a brother of K YNO, lived with another 
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The KaJrera. brother named KAMANGA, on the banks of a fine ;,( 
stream called the Bokenax, between ZLAMBIE's Sea- ,h 
kraal and Bosjemans Rh·er. They are 1,aid to have ,1, 

also about 200 men. Their brother, ToLIE, has 30 1 

or 40, and his kraal is near the mouth of the Sunday i: 
_ River. He is represented as one of the best disposed 
of his nation ; and during the several wars that hare ,'( 
occurred, he has never hesitated to trust himself 
among the colonists when other chiefs could not be 
persuaded to have personal communication. 

TEHACHOO and his uncle, APAGA, lh·e close to 
KAMA and KAMANGA, and they ha,·e nearly the same 
number of men. 

KASSA, and bis brother PosoA, reside between 
Rietberg and the Zuurberg, and may have about 60 
men. JAKANIE, and his son DLAQUA, are with him; 
their number may be 20. OsTIE, a brother of HAA· 
BANA, has also re-iuforced him with 8 or 10. 

These kraals have done more injury to the farmers 
within the last year than has been occasioned by all 
the others during the same period. 

Colonel COLLINS gives a further enumeration of 
petty chiefs, their position, and their following, which 
would be uninteresting in the present day, however 
important to the EARL OF CALEDON, at the time be 
wrote. Amongst other thing she says :-" Go LA, some• 
times called NoootA," (as GoNOMA, or NoooNOMA, 
amongst the Cape Hottentots) "having inherited no 
vassals, most of the people he had at the Gharnka, 
having left him since their return to the neighbour• 
hood of their legitimate chiefs, he has uow but 10 
men remaining, with whom he bas proceeded, by 
permission, to OLELLA's kraal, at Orange River, to 
bring away his wife and children." 

The kraal, where we paid our respects to ZLAllBII, 

was a temporary residence only, and it has no appear-
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ance of cultivation in its neighbourhood. The other, The Kafien. 

which was situated about mid\vay between the Sunday 
and Bosjeman's Rivers, ha\'ing long been his abode 
du ring the greatest part of the year, is said to be wtlll 
provided with gardens. 

In the afternoon we walked up to the kraal, which 
consisted of a few huts, built very carelessly. Gwxx
CHEE had returned, ·having left his people at their 
destination. His good-natured smile contrasted very 
much with the sombre looks of the old people seated 
around him ; who eyed us with suspicion and whis
pered to each other at every question, however trivial. 
A complaint was made to the young chief by a man 
who had been cut in the head by another, and the 
delinquent was sentenced to pay an ox to the sufferer. 

At sunset we received a visit from MAREECHA, the 
third son of ZLAKBIE. He had been with his father, 
who, he told us, was coming to us as expeditiously 
as a lameness, to which he is subject, would a11ow. 
This youth has the advantage of even his brother in 
appearance, although, as it is said, he never smiles; 
in this respect differing from his father, whose con
versation, except on subjects of a very serious nature, 
is stated to be a succession of laughter. He said his 
father had desired him to express his regret at having 
no cattle fit for slaughter. This was to be considered 
an excuse for not observing the usual Kaffer hos
pitality. He was told that it was of no consequence, 
as the party had brought a sufficiency of provisions. 

In about two hours afterwards we were told that 
ZLAMBIE had arrived. Colonel COLLINS sent the 
field-commandant SToLTz, who had been his messen
ger on all occasion,; during the Kaffer journey, to 
invite the chief to his fire. This was declined. He 
then went forward with STOLTZ and his interpreter, 
and found ZLAMBIE seated in the midst of a great num-
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1"be Kaff'en. ber of his people, bearing a forest of uplifted spears 
at the edge of the kraal, in which a great number was 
known to be waiting. 

The moon was full, but obscured by clouds, and 
its partial light served only to increase the solemnity 
of the interview. ZLAMBIE rose on the Colonel's 
approach, and presented his hand. The substance of 
the com·ersation is given. ZLAMBIE, in reply to the 
Commissioner's questions said, he thanked him for 
his inquiries after his health, and was very glad to see 
him. I am much obliged to you, great chief, but beg to 
know what messengers you allude to, and whf'ther you 
have brought them with you, for I have sent none to 
the colony, except a few weeks since, when I dis
patched some to the farmers, to request to know why 
they had withdrawn from this neighbourhood. ZLAM· 

BIE denied that he had sent the messengers who bad 
met Colonel COLLINS, or given a badge of office to any 
messenger. He learnt of the retreat of the farmers with 
much concern. He happened to be hunting near 
them, and feared that it might be supposed that he 
was the cause of their removal ; their return would 
afford him much satisfaction ; and he promised to use 
his best endeavours to prevent their sustaining any 
injury from his people. Colonel Cou,1Ns told ZLAM· 

BIE that the practice of begging from the inhabitants 
caused much inconvenience, and that orders bad been 
given against its continuance; but that the laoddrost 
would .be rejoiced to receive a visit from him. He 
hoped, that when he went among the farmers, they 
would be ordered to give him cattle. ZLAMBIE asked 
what business took the Colonel to H1NZA and to 
GYKA, and whether all bis own people had been sent 
out of the colony ? He was told that they had caught 
a few who had contrived to loiter in Camdebo, and 
who were then on their way down; also a small kraal 
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under 0GANDE, who said they had his permission to The Kaften. 

remain in the colony, and who had been allowed to 
settle near the Cape.* 

ZLAMBIE ,vas told that some of his subordinate 
chieftains, and KASSA in particular, were very trouble
some in stealing from the farmers, and a wish was 
expressed that he would call KASSA to reside near 
himself. He asked what he should. do if that person 
refused to obey hiin ? and being told that he must best 
know what he should do with disobedient vassals, he 
replied, that in that case he should do nothing; for 
that KASSA formerly only lived near him. Colonel 
COLLINS asks what am I to do if his people should 
continue to steal, and ZLAMBIE says, follow the traces 
to the kraal, demand the cattle, and if refused, come 
to me. Colonel COLLINS told ZLAMBIE that the 
farmers had gone to his kraal, that on many occasions 
they had obtained nothing, in none more than a small 
proportion of the stolen cattle, which were concealed 
until they could be sent to other kraals; it was known 
that the greatest part were sent beyond the Fish River. 
On ZLAMBIE's inquiring how Colonel COLLINS knew 
this ; he replied, that when he was at GYKA's kraal, 
he received some cattle from his brother KoM, who 
acknowledged that they came from KASSA. Colonel 

* Any one will see how impossible it would be for KalFers to live near the 
Cape, or anywhere else, within the colony, unless extensive pasture land& 
could be given them, of which they should have the exclusive use for their 
own cattle. It will also, I think, occur to any one who reads the dialogue 
between Colonel COLLINS and ZLAMBIE, and the Colonel's Memoir, that 
the farmers left the sour grass plains of Albany, more because these plains 
were not suited for their cattle, than from anything they had to fear from 
the Kaft'ers. They can hardly live in a country of that kind until they 
l>ecome an agricultural instead of a pastoral people. They lately made 
fear of the Kaffers on the North Eastern boundary, a reason for quitting 
the colony ; but the true reason probably is, that they cannot, in the pre
sent degree of their civilization, live under British law ; and that they 
hoped to find a country where it was not enforced. 
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Th:e IC.Wen. COLLINS said, that he would send a field-comet to. 
go through the different kraals, if ZLAKBIE would 
send proper persons to go with him; and ZLA.MBIB 

observed, that if too strong a party were sent the in
habitants would run away, conceiving it to be a com
mando. He said, that be himself would be at the 
Kowie River in a month. To a question about sur
rendering all Hot~entots and slaves, ZLAIIBIE said, 
that he did not know of any persons of that descrip
tion ; and on field-cornet MOLTZ saying that he had 
spoken to one that morning, who informed him that 
he belonged to An&IAAN Louw ; ZLAMBIB observed, 
that that man ought ever to be regarded as a Kaffer, 
for that he had been with him from his childhood. 
He said, he had, some time since, given permission 
to two of his people to take a walk to the colony; 
that a farmer made them a present of a sheep, which 
they killed on their way home ; that when eating it, 
another farmer approached, and deliberately shot one 
of them on the spot. What (inquired ZLAMBIE} am I 
to do in such a case ? Colonel CoLLINs replied, that 
on proof being afforded to the landdrost, the farmer 
should be severely punished; adding, at all events, 
you see from this unfortunate incident the necessity of 
preventing your people from coming among the inha
bitants. ZLAMBIE said, that some time after the 
occurrence of this accident he had sent two men 
to Algoa Bay ; they met some farmers, who, without 
making the least inquiry, or even allowing them to 
approach, began to fire at them ; they took to flight, 
and one of them was drowned in the Sunday River. 
What am I to do in such a case ? He said the 
farmers were not known. And Colonel COLLINS 

observed, that there must have been some provoca- . 
tion, for he could not believe that any person would 
act so wantonly .. 
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ZLAMBIE pressed Colonel COLLINS to stay another The Ka&n. 

day, that they might become better acquainted-and 
when told that bis request could not be acceded to, 
he said, then I have nothing more to say, except to 
return thanks again for these presents ; and to assure 
you that although I cannot pretend to recollect your 
features, I shall ever retain a grateful sense of your 
kindness. Colonel COLLINS bad given a present of 
beads for ZLAM:BI&'s wife, and some which remained 
he divided amongst the people. The old man was 
highly entertained at their eagerness in scrambling 
for them. After twice crossing the Bosjemans River 
the party reached ZLAMBIE's summer kraal, which 
was seated on its left bank. They had on their right 
the Rietberg. It is separated from the Zuurberg by 
a rugged vale of two or three miles in breadth, which 
is a· favorite residence of the minor Kaffer chiefs. 
They found KoNGA's kraals on the right bank of the 
Sunday River, and were received by his uncle KoKA-
TA and his two youngest wives, one the daughter of 
KouWTA, the ot.her of TcaAcno; neither had any 
claim to beauty, but the party had every reason to be 
satisfied with their civility as far as they bad the 
power of showing it. The former was much rejoiced 
to learn that we had been in her country, and we 
were pleased to observe that she appeared as much 
delighted at the accounts we gave of her brother 
HINZA's health, as at the presents which we made 
her. The other had much the appearance of a Hot-
tentot, to w~ich nation we understood her mother 
had belonged. Colonel CoLLrns says that her brother, 
or half brother, TIANEE, was the most promising 
pupil of Dr. ·v AN DER KEMP. That he wrote the 

- Dutch language extremely well, and translated it into 
his own tongue, of which the Doctor has composed a 
grammar. He has a good taste for drawing, and the 
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The Kaft'crs. Colonel thinks he heard, for poetry-and had begun 
to study English when the father was reluctantly 
obliged to order him to return to his kraal, to which 
the son returned with equal reluctance. The neigh
bouring Kaffers learnt his new habits with as much 
displeasure as his family had seen them with satisfac
tion. They repeatedly expressed their surprise at his 
having been permitted to approach manhood, without 
having submitted to the usual initiation ; and, at 
length, they threatened to destroy TcHACHO and all 
his people, if the ceremony were not immediately 
observed. The youth left Bethelsdorp for the purpose 
of being circumcised, and it is feared that he will uot 
be permitted to return.* 

KoKATA said that KoNGA had gone, a few days 
before, to visit his oldest wives at Kooba, where his 
principal kraals were situated, close to those of ZLAV· 

'BIB, TcaAcao, and KAMA. Colonel CoLLINS was 
told that he brought his corn from the sea kraals, which 
were placed in a country well watered by the BokeollX 
and Kool>a rivulets, and it was added that he resided. 
himself at the Sunday River, merely for the sake of bis 
cattle. This reason might have some weight in de
termining his choice; for the neighbourhood of the 
Bokenax has, for a few years past, been very fatal to 
the cattle of ZLAMBIE, and of the other Kaffer chiefs 
who have resided there during that period. But 
Colonel CoLLINS thought that KoNGA had other 
motives for residing near the habitations, particularly as 
he was told that he persisted in remaining at bis 
former residence at the Koga, between the Sunday 
and the Zw.artkops Rivers, for two years, although 8 

* These incidents in the story of TIANEE, and in the proceedings of the 
Kafl'er people, are well worthy of consideration by those who would hope 
suddenly to change the habits or religion of that people, in the present 
stage of their enlightenment or darknesa.-May 27th. 
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great mortality had prevailed there during all that The Kall'en. 

time among his cattle, which had been considerably 
diminished in consequence* of it. 

KoNGA has three sons, 0PALOO, KoeA, and MAMA, 
and the second is he who has had the expensive 
bonor of obtaining the fair hand of ZLAMBIE's 
daughter. They are all stated to be at the sea with 
their father, as well as his brothers SELAO and Go
LAN A, and his cousins CHoNGA and GuAzoo. 

It might naturally be supposed that this double 
connexion of the families, would secure a sincere and 
lasting friendship between them. Such, however, is 
not the case. ZLAMBIE and KoNGA hate each other, 
and the most trifling circumstances give rise to their 
quarrels. 'Ihe latter is now extremely displeased at 
some sarcasms of the former upon his large belly. 
We ought not, however, to wonder that this should 
be considered in so serious a light by a Kaffer chief, 
when an occurrence so exactly similar, kindled the 
flames of war between the two greatest powers of 
Europe. 

A great proportion of KoNoA 's people are Ghona
quas. Some Hottentots are also said to be intermixed 
with them. He is stated, by most accounts, to have 
upwards of 1,000 men, of whom about 200 belong to 
KoNoA. His other relations have only a few servants. 

His people .were very anxious to know what Colonel 
COLLINS had to say to KoNoA, and were told that if 
he would come in a few days to the Drostdy, the 
Colonel would inform him. He was much inclined, 
from various circumstances, to think that KoNoA's 
absence was feigned. 

Suspicion, and consequently the difficulty of acquir-

• It ill well known with what reluctance thill cbiri was driven from the 
beautiful tract of country now called Oliphant'■ Hoek. 
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The 1'd'en. iug information, seemed to increase in proportion as 
we approached to the colony.* Kox:ATA appeared to 
be a simpleton, and on receiving a few trifles, an
swereti without hesitation; but the others, particularly 
the Ghonaquas, seemed to think our questions extra
ordinary; and at length led the old man away from us. 

Colonel COLLINS was anxious to find out from the 
colonists and the Kaffers what circumstances had 
given rise to the complaint made by the Kaffers to 
ZLAMBIE, t·especting the treatment that he and his com
panion had met with when sent to the Bay, and was 
told that two Kaffers having been detected in the act 
of stealing cattle out of a kraal, had been fired at, 
that one of them had been wounded, and had died at 
the Sunday River. The field-cornet &roLTz related 
the above circum!!ltances to ZLAMBIE, which appeared 
to satisfy him. He also told ZLAMBIE that he had 
been directed to see the man who stated that his com
panion had been shot by our farmers when eating the 
sheep that had been given to him by another. But 
ZLAMBIE observed, that this was unnecessary, as he 
was not quite certain whether the sheep might not 
have been stolen. He appeared, however, to the 
field-commandant much pleased with these explana
tions, and with the treatment he had received. 

The field-commandant STOLTZ again saw. the slave 
-but ZLAMBIE again refused to give him up. When 
the field-commandant lastly observed that ZLAMBI£ 
might keep him if he pleased, but that he was as 
valuable to his master as 100 head of cattle, aod that 
it would remain for the governor to see that justice 
was done for the loss sustained, in a few minutes • 
the man was given up, aud sent to his master, one 

* Who, in the present day, will not understand that it was the obje,ct 
of the Dutch authorities and people to prevent Colo~el CoLLINB obtaining 
information, and consequently to scare the natives away from him ? 
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STOFFEL LOMBAARD, from whom he had deserted Tbe Kairen. 

about three years before, and who has lost ten others 
in consequence of his vicinity to the Kaffers, aud 
Colonel COLLINS feared, in a great degree, by unne-
cessary severity.* ZLAMBIE entered spontaneously 
into a conversation with the field-commandant upon 
his situatioo--declaring that he felt much concern at 
circumstances having obliged him to continue so long 
in a country upon which he had no claim ; and men-
tioned (to repeat his words) that he should see about 
his own, but that he must first see GYKA, 

He gave the men required to search after stolen 
cattle, and sent orders to the subordinate chiefs to 
give up all in their possession-and, under pain of 
being attacked by him, to bring their people near 
his, over the Bosjemans' River. His commands have 
not been obeyed either in the one instance or the 
other ; only three head of cattle were received, and 
the endeavour to obtain even so few, had very nearly 
cost STOLTZ his life. The several petty chiefs have 
mostly remained in their former positions, or made 
but a trifling change. 

0NOQQUA is the only one that I hear has joined 
ZLAMBIE, KoNGA had signified to Major CUYLER 
that he and that chief had agreed to retire beyond 
Bosjemaos River, and he stated his intention to do so 
immediately, in order that no part of the robberies, 
so frequently committed, should be attributed to 
his people. But he has removed only to the mouth 

* Tbe most serious difficulties which the Dutch experienced, in their 
first settlement at the Cape, arose, it will be observed, from the desertion 
of their slaves, and from thinking that they had a right to require 
the Hottentot tribes to surrender run-away slaves. The Kaff"ers must 
rejoice almost as much as the English that there is no longer slavery in 
the colony, or any right to claim others than heinous colonial criminala 
from them. 
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The Kaff'el'I. of the Sunday River, where he is as conveniently 
situated as ever for his intrigues and depredatioos 
-and KASSA and his gang perched on the Zuur
berg, continue hovering over their unfortunate prey. 
in what· are called the Bosjemans' River and Agter 
Bruintjes Hoogte Districts, which impunity leads 
them to attack more openly from day to day, and 
which they will not cease to devour as long as there is 
a particle remaining. 

I had sent a remembrance by the commandant to 
HAABANA, who asked him whether he thought that 
the Christians, whom be had been in search of in the 
KYBA, would return. Having replied in the affirmt\• 
tive, HAABANA told him that a person who had lately 
seen them had arrived a few days before., and assured 
him that they had no such intention. 

This intelligence bas since been confirmed by Qiu, 
who has proceeded to Graaff-Reinet to receire the 
cattle that were promised to him at the period of my 
visit to the Aha. He told Captain ORD, at Baviaan'~ 
River, that those people* would certainly not return, 
and that they were extremely useful to HrNZA in 
many respects, particularly in procuring horses and 
other things which that chief receives from the colony. 

Stellenbosch, July, 1809. 

• There is not the least doubt, I may safelv say, in the mind of any 
dispassionate person on the North Eastern Boundary., that "those per
aona" are, in the present day, as GYKA represented them to be in· hi• 
days, the persona very often employed in stealing hol'8e8 and other things 
from the colony, and selling them to the Kafl'ers.-May 27th, 184{1. 

END OF THE FIRST VOLUME.. 

PlltB AND PHfLJP, PI\INTli:l\i. 
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